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OP

CHARLES MATHEWS.

CHAPTER I.

Re-opening of the Haymarket Theatre.—Mr. Bannister, jun.

—

Mr. Mathews in Croaker, — Hlness of Mr. Mathews's

father.—First appearance of Mr. Mathews at Drury Lane

Theatre.—Mr. Sheridan reading the part of Sir Peter Tea-

zle.—Mr. Mathews in the character of the Obi woman in

" Three-fingered Jacii."— Extraordinary effects produced

by Mr. Mathews's personation of Mr. Pennyman.

At the accustomed period in 1804 the Hay-

market Theatre re-opened, with the addition of

Mr. Bannister, jun. (as he was then distinguished,

his father being still alive,) Mr. Colman having

previously assured Mr. INIathews that this engage-

ment should not interfere with him ; but that he

felt it necessary, from the general weakness of

his new company, to obtain an additional prop to

support it. Mr. Colman kept his word ; and, to

prove that there was no falling off in his attraction

VOL. II. B
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with the town in consequence, the following ob-

servations in one of the leading journals appeared

(after the production of one of the novelties of

the season, " Guilty or not guilty").

Of the actors, Mathews must be placed in the fore-

most rank. To the character of Triangle he did more

justice than any actor of the day could have done ; he was

more genuine in his humour, and less flippant in his man-

ner, than Fa^wcett—equally natural with Bannister—less

laboured than Munden, and with a felicity of countenance

that predisposed the audience to mirth before he opened

his lips.

His second season, indeed, served only to increase

his popularity. He fairly shared with Mr. Ban-

nister the applause of each night ; and in every

new piece was duly considered both by manager

and audience. In July he took for his benefit

Goldsmith's comedy of "The Good-natured Man,"

in order to show himself in a part in which he

had acquired much provincial fame ; and it will

be seen from the following sample of general

opinion how far he was justified in his own con-

fidence in this performance :

—

Haymarket Theatre, 28th July, 1804.

"The Good-natured Man" was performed last night at

this theatre. The chief excellence of the night—and, indeed,

as great an excellence in comic humour as our theatres can

boast—was the playing of C7-oa/:e;' by Mr. Mathews. He
displayed an imagination of uncommon fertility. He was

under no necessity of repeating an action or look, because he
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had run the round of his conception. Every scene induced

the spectators to say, *' This is exquisite ! yet this singu-

lar luxuriance can never continue to the end." It did con-

tinue, however, and with additional novelty of illustration

of the same kind of humour to the very end. Croaker's

tone, when he discovers what he thinks to be the letter of

an incendiary, was very happy ; but still finer was the suc-

ceeding scene, when he watches the supposed incendiary.

It revived in our mind the idea, though no copy, of some

of the best of our deceased actors ; and Mr. Mathews may

assume the just confidence that he will rival the fame of any

of the most esteemed amongst them, if he lose none of that

assiduity without which genius shortly fades into a mere

shadow of its former self.

So rapidly did Mr. Mathews's popularity in-

crease that an offer was made him by the pro-

prietors of Drury-lane Theatre in the course of

the summer, for the ensuing season. With all

the delicate secrecy that the intimation required,

he was told that he was engaged with the view

of his becoming the successor of Mr. Suett, whose

health w^as precarious, and the duration of whose

professional powers was consequently uncertain.

Mr. Mathews signed an engagement for himself

and his wife for five years.

During this summer the health of Mr. Ma-

thews's father rapidly declined, and towards its

close he was so strongly impressed with his ap-

proaching death, although not immediate, that he

summoned my husband to his cottage at Whet-
stone. A most affecting scene followed. This good

B 2
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man felt at peace within himself; he grieved only

for those whom he saw lamenting at the thought

of parting from him. Having a blessed hope of

future happiness himself, he desired to leave all

he loved on earth in that peace and good-will

towards each other that he had throughout prac-

tised. He desired to read his will to his family,

and to be assured that no heart-burnings or

discontent would follow the distribution of his

estate. It may be imagined that his liberality

and the many calls of his brethren precluded

him from leaving any considerable property. He
bespoke my husband's indulgence for having di-

vided a certain portion equally between him and

his sister. This might, he said, be thought as

unjust as it was irregular; but he appealed to his

son's generosity not to consider it as a proof of

unkindness, but as a result of his reflection that,

as his daughter was unmarried, and might pos-

sibly be soon unprotected, upon the loss of her

mother, who had been a great invalid for years,

she would require more than he should other-

wise have left her; while his son appeared ra-

pidly rising into easy circumstances, and probably

w^ould soon find even the moiety that was in-

tended for him of little moment.* It need not

be added, that Mr. Mathews declared himself per-

fectly contented with his father's intended dispo-

sition of his property. After this the good old

* This moiety my husband never claimed.—A. M.
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man seemed to be better ; and though he con-

tinued ill, his son almost hoped that the final

blow might yet be averted for a time.

The autumn arrived, and with it my hus-

band's first appearance at Drury-lane Theatre,

on the 17th of September, in the arduous charac-

ter of Don Manuel, in " She would and She would

not."

Theatre Royal, Drury-lane, Sept. 17th, 1804.

Last night the lively comedy of '' She would and She

would not," was performed at this house. The chief

novelty was the entree of Mr. Mathews, in the part

of Don Manuel. After gaining a high degree of provin-

cial reputation, this gentleman was engaged by Mr. Col-

man, and has acted with great applause for two seasons

at the Haymarket. He is certainly well entitled to a situ-

ation at one of the winter theatres. Testy, fond, doting old

men, starved lacqueys, starch sectarians, and divers other

eccentric characters, find in him a very humorous repre-

sentative. He has the rare merit among comedians of this

cast, always to be consistent with his assumed character.

If he he a Quaker, he does not smoke his own primness.

If he act the hoary lover, he does not seem sensible that

he is making himself ridiculous. He is perfectly free from

grimace and extravagance. He chose Don Manuel very

judiciously for his debut on these boards, as it affords

ample scope for a display of his peculiar powers. He went

through the part very successfully ; but was more parti-

cularly happy in the scene when he thinks that all his

cares are over by the marriage of his daughter with the

pretended Don Philip. The manner in which he dandled

his pocket-handkerchief, as his future grandson to spring
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from the union of the two females, convulsed the audience

for several minutes. His reception was flattering in the

extreme.

The melancholy event of his father's death

precluding a second appearance in the character

which he played the first night, Mr. Mathews

was compelled to perform, on the 11th of October,

Sir Peter Teazle, in " The School for Scandal ;"

for little leisure was allowed to him for the in-

dulgence of sorrow— an actor's private feelings

are required to be merged in his public duties.

Sheridan's celebrated comedy was to introduce to

the town that charming actress, Miss Duncan,

from the Theatre Royal, York, in Ladi/ Teazle.

Mr. Sheridan, then proprietor of Drury-lane The-

atre, expressed his desire to Mr. Mathews, that he

would allow the author to read it to him, and

give his idea of the manner he, Mr. Sheridan,

thought that Sir Peter should be acted.

Mr. Mathews had many misgivings on this

subject, and most embarrassing it proved in the

result ; for so totally unlike was Mr. Sheridan's

reading of the character from every other con-

ception of it, that it was next to impossible for

the actor to adopt any one of his suggestions.

Had it not been known that Mr. Sheridan was

the author of the play, it would have been diffi-

cult to credit his acquaintance with the part in

question. The consequence may be anticipated.
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Mr. Slieridaii was dissatisfied with Mr. Mathews's

performance when the night came, (as, it was

said in tlie green-room, he had been with every

previous representative of it, including King,)

and, after the second night, Mr. Wroughton re-

sumed the part, taken from him by Mr. Sheri-

dan's desire, and given to ]VIr. Mathews. Mr. She-

ridan grumbled with Mr. Wroughton's perform-

ance after the play was over, as much as he had

done at that of Mr. Mathews. Notwithstanding

this vexation, all went on smoothly when it was

over; and Mr. Sheridan, in every instance but

where the feelings of authorship misled him, was

a great admirer of Mr. Mathews, and courted his

society to the end of his life.

Tate Wilkinson would take odd crotchets into

his head, as I have observed, while casting his

pieces, especially if they happened to be fa-

vourites of his own. When the pantomime of

"Three-fingered Jack" was to be brought out

at York, the manager determined that his prin-

cipal comedian should perform the Obi-woman.

This of course was by no means agreeable to

Mr. Mathews ; but he did not depart from his

system of implicit obedience, and he made up

his mind and his face to this disagreeable duty.

It had been suggested that a mask was usually

worn for the character ; but he could not bear
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the heat of it, and all his ingenuity was em-

ployed in showing a countenance which all might

see to be real, but yet be unable to recognise

as familiar to them. In fact, he managed to-

tally to destroy his own identity ; and the sur-

prise excited, even to those close to him, induced

him, years afterwards, to practise many deceits

upon friends and others, merely to try his power.

Whenever he adopted the face, he added a cha-

racter to the peculiar expression and features, and

a thousand amusing scenes were the consequence.

His first experiment off the stage was at Liver-

pool in 1803, at an evening party, where he had

left me for a time, pleading business as an ex-

cuse, but promising to return. In a few mi-

nutes after he had left the room, the servant

delivered a message—" A gentleman, a particular

friend of Mr. Mathews, had arrived in Liverpool,

and having inquired at his lodgings for him, was

directed to the present house, and took the liberty

of asking admittance to see his friend, as the

gentleman purposed to leave Liverpool again by

daybreak the next morning."

Mine host of course begged '' Mr. Pennyman"
(for that was the stranger's name, by his card)

to walk up ; and, as Mr. Mathews was moment-
arily expected to return, his friend was request-

ed to remain until he came. The stranger pro

fessed not to have seen Mr. Mathews since hio

maiTiasre. and- inauired whether Mrs. Mathews
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was present ? I was then introduced, and Mr.

Pennyman from that moment devoted all his

attention to me. In fact, Mr. Pennyman fell

desperately and unequivocally in love with his

friend's wife, who, betraying some alarm at his

eccentric conduct and manner, (an alarm which

the other ladies really suffered,) the host and

hostess felt their mistake in having admitted a

person who was evidently a lunatic. Mr. Pen-

nyman perceiving this, thought it time to finish

the scene ; therefore, affecting to despair of his

friend's return, he took his leave just soon enough

to escape being turned out of the house.

In a short time after this my husband, in

propria persona, entered, and all present eagerly

assailed him with an account of what had hap-

pened. He disclaimed all knowledge of the

person described, or recollection of the name of

Pennyman. After the extraordinary intrusion of

this extra-ordinary man had been fully discussed,

and just as the subject seemed exhausted, Mr.

Mathews, who had been for a moment looking

towards me, as the last speaker, turned suddenly

round upon the rest of the party as the identical

person they had been describing ! The effect

upon everybody was that of unutterable surprise,

and it was several minutes before they could

believe the evidence of their senses.

From this time nothing was talked of but

VOL. IL B 5
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" Mr. Pennyman," who necessarily had several

aliases. He visited all sorts of people, and our

most familiar friends were alike deceived, for

in no single instance was it detected ; Mr. Ma-
thews, when he became tired of supporting the

character, always revealing himself. Those who
had been told of this were incredulous of the

effect, but were equally imposed upon by it.

With those who had not been put upon their

guard, and who had suffered from the Penny-

man persecution, it was a general desire to see

others writhe under his provoking impertinences

;

for whenever we have exposed our fallibility in

judgment, it is some compensation to see others

equally committed.

Mr. Banks, the proprietor and manager of the

theatre, was a straight-forward man, but some-

what of a humourist. He said " he could not

believe it possible that he could be imposed

upon so simply as others had been." This was

a fair challenge, and he was marked as the next

subject. The stage-door keeper of the theatre

happened to be an odd character, and my hus-

band on that account was accustomed, in his

way through the hall to the stage, to chat with

him, in order to elicit some of his oddities. On
the morning on which it was settled by Messrs.

Young and Cooper, that Mr. Banks and others

not yet initiated should be introduced to the

person of Mr. Pennyman, Mr. Mathews stopped
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longer than usual talking to the said door-keeper,

for the purpose of making his entrance that day

a matter more to be remembered than it other-

wise might be. As soon as he quitted him,

Mr. Mathews immediately presented himself be-

fore Mr. Banks as the eccentric pest, and in a

few minutes after, Mr. Charles Young (the act-

ing manager) was seen bowing out the stranger

alluded to, at whom the door-keeper gazed with

the utmost astonishment, arising from his ex-

traordinary face, voice, and manner ; for in these

respects only did the actor differ from him he

had admitted to rehearsal ten minutes before,

as Mr. Mathews never changed his dress on

these occasions. When " the gentleman " de-

parted, the man was told by Mr. Young that

" he was a troublesome person, having no busi-

ness or acquaintance with any one to excuse his

intrusion behind the scenes, and therefore he

must not again be suffered to enter." The man
of course denied his having passed by his means

on the present occasion. The next morning Mr.

INIathews again went to the theatre, spoke point-

edly as on the previous day to the man as he

entered, and in a few minutes after, the door-

keeper was accused of again allowing the trouble-

some stranger to pass. The poor man turned

pale with surprise, declaring he had not ad-

mitted liim, neither had he quitted his post.

Well, the managers once more got rid of the
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stranger, and again gave their orders to the door-

keeper to be more vigilant, and not again admit

this person, on pain of his own dismissal.

It was diverting to Mr. Mathews, to listen to

the man*s account of the affair to the other ser-

vants of the theatre, who had not happened to

be present at the " strange gentleman's " visits
;

and it was remarkable that Mr. Mathews was

never missed during the time when these scenes

were passing, for the performers always talked to

him about the intruder, as if he had necessarily

been a spectator of that whimsical individual's

conduct in common with themselves.

The visit of Mr. Pennyman, in fact, caused the

theatre to be a scene of general confusion and

misrule from this time. Most of the principal

actors, and all the underlings, being totally ig-

norant of the secret, the speculation as to who

and what this person could be was incessant, and

the excitement general. The following day the

same scene took place as on the preceding. The

disagreeable stranger was again at the elbow of

Mr. Banks, unannounced, interrupting the busi-

ness of the stage. It was an anxious and busy

period—a new piece was in rehearsal—never

was a bore so ill-timed, so embarrassing. Mr.

Banks growled, and felt vengeance against the

door-keeper, whom he sent for upon the stage

to confront with the intruder, on whom all

courtesy had been exhausted by the now ex-
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asperated manager. The stranger persisted that

the porter had willingly admitted him, as on the

first occasion, and on the present one had thank-

fully received a piece of money for his civility.

JNIonstrous ! This was too much. The calumni-

ated door-keeper turned livid with amazement

at such falsehood, and trembled ; surprise, rage,

and the dread of discharge from his situation,

all agitated the poor man, while at the same time

he gazed with something like terror upon the

strange mysterious being before him. A suspicion

that he was endued with superhuman means of

gaining entrance crossed his mind, and he ex-

claimed in a tone of awe, " He must be the devil

himself!" The stranger still persisted in his ac-

count, and Mr. Banks, harassed and wearied with

the affair, and out of all patience, insisted upon

the instant departure of the intruder. To the

dismay of all who were in the plot, the enraged

porter, who was a powerful man, and now des-

perate at his ow^n danger of dismissal, upon some

indication of resistance being manifested by the

slim stranger, in a moment seized him in his bony

grasp, before any one was aware of his intention,

and carrying the luckless offender to the hall door,

gave him in ejecting him, such a violent blow

across his back, that it laid him senseless on the

outside, when the door was closed and double

locked by the infuriated porter. This was almost

a tragical ending to the farce. Mr. JNIathews,
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when able to rise, crawled home in a state of

great suffering, which for a time disabled him

from playing any more practical jokes, and warn-

ed him never again to try them upon one of bone

and sinew.

Not at all discouraged by this result, when its

pains were forgotten, Mr. Mathews's next grand

experiment was made in the following season at

Drury Lane Theatre. The green-room at that

period shared the attractions of the stage. In the

great green-room only the first class of performers

was admitted, and, unless in costume for any

character, no one thought of entering it except in

an evening dress. With regard to all ceremony

and forms it resembled a private drawing-room,

into which certain patrons and admirers of the

drama were allowed as a privilege to enter from

a door leading from the dress-boxes to the side

scenes— for there were no private boxes at that

time except the manager's. There some of the

most distinguished for rank, fashion, talent, lite-

rary or artistical celebrity, would resort ; and so

attractive was the society, that the performers,

when they found themselves totally disengaged,

would go thither in order to enjoy the relaxation

of a pleasant evening.

In this place Mr. Pennyman would appear also

in full dress, with his opera-hat under his arm, un-

questioned, and without danger of being consi-

dered other than a friend of one of the gentle-
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men habitues; with several of whom he always

took care to enter, each supposing him known

to the other. Thus he stood, a stranger amongst

his brethren. His eccentric appearance soon at-

tracted notice from all ; but each mastered the

"quiz," which was ready at his equally eccentric

manner and remarks, and his thousand extra-

vagances ; for the stranger was evidently a gen-

tleman, and therefore not to be offended. None

entertained a suspicion who the person really was,

although jNIr. JNIathews's reputation for such sort

of " tricks" had gone before him to the theatre.

Only two persons were in the secret, myself and

one of the performers. At first, suppressed

laughter was all that his absurdities elicited ; but

soon stronger manifestations of their effect ap-

peared. It was gradually ascertained, that none

of the visiters knew anything of the stranger

;

who was, after a night or two, supposed to be a

harmless lunatic. He made passionate love to

me, (whom of course he chose as safest for such a

purpose,) but preserved the gentleman so well,

even in this liberty, that his eccentricity being

taken into account, no resentment was shown

towards him, especially as I seemed inclined to

treat the affair as a joke. His ally (Mr. De
Camp, I think,) took care that he should not be

excluded ; and indeed the fun he created pre-

vented anybody from wishing to deprive them-

selves of so much amusement. ]Mr. Wroughton
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felt scruples. Incipient madness, it was consi-

dered, at the least, was evident ; and one night

Doctor Pearson was requested to come into the

room to talk to the stranger, and to give his judg-

ment with regard to his sanity. I remember on

this occasion the Duchess of Devonshire (who

knew Mr. Mathews very well,) was present, being

drawn from her box in consequence of a descrip-

tion by some witness of this amusing and eccen-

tric person, whom nobody knew. She was highly

diverted ; Mr. Pennyman sat by her, and entered

into a long conversation, complimenting her upon

her beauty and talents, while the duchess was

convulsed with laughter. Doctor Pearson mean-

while made his observations; and eventually pro-

nounced the stranger's intellects to be diseased.

At present nothing serious was perhaps to be

apprehended, yet the case might resolve itself

ultimately into some dangerous consequences :

and the doctor advised Mr. Wroughton to refuse

him admission for the future.

Still the imposition was carried on. No one

could tell how the gentleman got admittance,

and therefore there was no mode of excluding

him. Every night he attracted inconvenient

numbers to the green-room ; and on the nights

when my husband performed, it was a matter of

much regret to the performers that " Mr. Mathews

always came into the room too early or too late

to see a 'subject,' whom he of all others ought
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to see." It was really surprising that no sus-

picion arose of the truth. How long this im-

posture lasted I forget, but it was at length

revealed by the iuipostor himself. One night,

in tlie midst of a greater excitement than was

usually created by him, and when the room

was fullest, he suddenly stood before the as-

sembled crowd as Mr. Mathews ! A set of vil-

lage clowns, or a group of children, gaping at a

mountebank at a fair, (before the march of in-

tellect commenced,) could not have expressed

more wonder, nay^ something approaching to

terror, when the imperceptible change took place,

than was manifested in the features of all around

him.*

It was not to be supposed that such powers

of surprising and entertaining others would be

altogether neglected, or suffered to lie dormant

by those who had witnessed them. I remember,

amongst many others, a curious scene which occur-

red on a particular occasion when we dined with

Miss De Camp, (afterwards Mrs. Charles Kemble,f

)

by whom we were invited, amongst other friends,

to meet Mr. Stephen Kemble. Before dinner Mr.

Kemble was told by Miss De Camp, that the only

person she expected in the evening was a friend,

* This disguise formed the foundation of a novel, pubb'shed

many years after by a celebrated writer.

t This amiable lady died whilst this work was passing through

the press. Sept. 1838.

VOL. n. C
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who could not come to dinner, but who was desir-

ous of being introduced to him, and would there-

fore drop in. She prepared Mr. Kemble to ex-

pect an eccentric person, and considerately bespoke

his indulgence for the peculiarities of an amiable

and respected friend, whom she had known for

many years." To the hostess's surprise, however,

"Mr. Pennyman" was announced before the

cloth was removed; for at that period dinner-

cloths were really removed, the English being

extremely proud of displaying a well-kept table

after, as well as at, dinner. After the prelimi-

nary introduction, he took the place offered to

him, opposite to Mr. Kemble, having previously

squeezed the great man's hand between both his

own, declaring his gratification at being intro-

duced to him. Then followed a series of lu-

dicrous remarks, in voice and manner, after the

approved samples of Mr. Pennyman, Mr. Ste-

phen Kemble's countenance during the time ex-

hibithig distress, lest he should betray his feel-

ings at the grotesque features and manner of the

stranger, who fixed upon him as his mark, and

entirely engrossed his notice. At length Mr.

Kemble's gravity was so overset as to render it

impossible for him to support any longer an ap-

pearance of decent attention to Miss De Camp's

guest, and lifting his ponderous body from his

chair, literally shaking with laughter, he rushed

out of the room. My husband, instantly dropping
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his assumed character, followed him, and found

Mr. Kemble searching for his hat in the hall, to go

away. Mr. Mathews, of course, would not permit

this, and begged him to enter a sort of cloak-room

for a few minutes, while he contrived to get rid of

the person from whom Mr. Kemble had run away.

While Mr. Kemble sheltered himself in this

room, he heard an animated conversation in the

adjoining one which he had left, ending in Mr.

Pennyman's declaring that he must go to another

party, and that he had merely come for the pur-

pose of being introduced to Mr. Stephen Kemble,

and should take an early opportunity of improv-

ing an intimacy he had so long desired. Mr.

Pennyman then left the dining-room, talking to

Mr. ]\Iathews, who accompanied him to the street-

door, which being closed, he returned and released

Mr. Kemble from a contemplation of the various

patterns of the ladies' shawls, &c., and they together

rejoined the party, Mr. Kemble declaring that

"he would not sit in that man's company again

for a thousand pounds. Sir," said he, turning to

my husband, " he would destroy me. I should be

suffocated by my efforts not to affront him." An
explanation of all this took place (as may be

guessed,) at the end of the evening, when Mr.

Pennyman re-appeared ; and before Mr. Stephen

Kemble could escape, as he was trying to do,

he found Mr. Mathews standing in the stranger's

place.

c 2
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I could easily give more instances of Mr. Ma-

thews's success in his personation of Mr. Penny-

man, but it is unnecessary. Not one case of even

partial faikire occurred, nor was the slightest at-

tempt ever made, during Mr. Pennyman's exist-

ence, to identify him with Mr. Mathews, by the

most wary of the deceived.
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CHAPTER II.

" School for Friends."— Mr. Mathews's retentive memory.—
His introduction to " Anacreon Moore."— Mr. Raymond's

proposal to Mr. Mathews to turn Book-Auctioneer Hay-
market Theatre.—Mr. Elliston's dispute with Mr. Mathews.

It was not to be expected that Mr. Mathews

could be constantly employed at Drury-lane, for

Mr. Suett still lived, and Mr. Bannister engrossed

almost every character that was suitable for the

young actor. He was content to wait " his hour,"

and good-hamouredly did his best with the worst

that was offered to him. A new comedy, writ-

ten by JNIiss Chambers, called " The School for

Friends," was about this time put in rehearsal,

and at length advertised for a certain night, but

had been postponed from time to time on account

of Mr. Bannister's protracted indisposition, who,

from increased illness, at the eleventh hour, failed

them. Mr. Mathews was requested to study the

part (a very long one) thus resigned by Mr. Ban-

nister, and, to the surprise of the manager, under-

took to be ready by the following evening, for

VOL. II. c 3
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which purpose he remained up all night, and

went the next morning to his single rehearsal

perfect to a letter. The surprise of everybody

was great, for he could not even be suspected of

knowing anything of the play, not having seen

any part of it till his task was given to him.^

Mr. Mathews's study was always remarkably

quick, and, contrary to the general result in such

cases, his retention of what he had learnt was

as remarkable as his rapidity in acquiring it. I

have known him, without referring to the book,

perform a character which he had neither acted

nor read for twenty years.

On one occasion he undertook, at the English

Opera-house, to perform his previous entertain-

ments successively during the season. One night,

not having looked at the bill, he totally forgot,

at the very instant he was about to commence at

the table, what he had advertised himself for

that night, and, after a moment's embarrassment,

he left the stage in order to ascertain which of his

performances he was expected to deliver. Having

inquired, he immediately returned, and proceeded

without the slightest difficulty to the end.

In his *' At Homes," although they were par-

tially derived from his own observations, yet not

* Matthetv Daw was a Quaker, and his performance of the

character was a great favourite with the town throughout the

run of the play.
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only the links to the characters, but certain mat-

ter supplied by his authors from their own fancy,

required much study ; yet, during the sixteen

years that he presented himself in successive

seasons at that table, he never had a prompter,

nor ever once took with him to the theatre a

single memorandum or note of the night's enter-

tainment. Even while acting in the regular

drama he could never bear to be prompted, and

any attempt to do so would have increased his

embarrassment, had he been imperfect. I re-

member an instance in proof of this. Early in

his London engagement at the Haymarket he

had to perform Caleb Quotem, in '' The Wags of

Windsor." On his first appearance on the stage,

instead of the usual address, he bowed to Mr.

Farley, who performed Capta'm Beaugard, and,

after a minute's pause, said to him, " My name,

sir, is Lingo'' Mr. Farley, quite thrown off his

guard by this extraordinary lapse in the actor's

memory, exclaimed quickly, " The devil it is
!"

The audience laughed, and Mr. Mathews was in

his turn puzzled. The prompter and the per-

formers endeavoured to convey the right speech

;

but they tried in vain to " give him the word,"

as it is called : he could not profit by their efforts,

and was altogether at a loss. At length his own
recollection returned, and he proceeded with his

usual volubility and correctness. As Mr. Ma-
c 4
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thews never was in the most trifling degree ad-

dicted to the poisoned cup, this was remarkable

;

he could never account for it, for he was not at

all in a nervous state, and this was the only occa-

sion upon which such an accident occurred during

his professional life.

He never performed his " At Homes" so well

when I was present, from the fact of my being

acquainted in a general way with the matter he

was delivering. It made him nervous to see any-

body listening to him who had the power to

correct a mistake.

In the October of this year Mr. Mathews again

came forward as a substitute for Mr. Collins,* who
was taken suddenly ill ; and the part of Robin, in

" The Prior Claim," was announced to the audi-

ence to have been " undertaken by Mr. Mathews

from four o'clock the same afternoon, with his

usual alacrity,''

All this, however, was wearing away his first

hopes ; and at length he became weary with

waiting only to take the place of the sick, or for

" dead men's shoes." Suett's would have fitted

him, but in the mean time he went barefoot, and

sorely gravelled he was in consequence. He look-

ed forward, however, to the time when " the dear

little Haymarket" would once more open its merry

* A very clever actor, who died early. He was the original

Mock Duke, in " The Honeymoon," and previously, Timoihy

Quainty in " The Soldier's Daughter."
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doors, and there at least he had a set-off to the

annoyance of being put in the back-ground at

Drury."

During our first or second year in London we

met Mr. Thomas Moore, for the first time, at the

house of Mr. Raymond, the actor. Mr. Mathews

was in high spirits, and being charmed with Mr,

Moore, did all he could to render himself agreeable,

in return for the pleasure he received. He was, in

fact, (to use a phrase he employed upon such oc-

casions,) " upon his mettle," before such a man ;

and Mr. Raymond, who dexterously drew him

forth to great advantage, was so struck with his

power and imagination in some of his representa-

tions, that the next day he came to him wdth a

project w^hich he had formed after his guest's de-

parture, suggested, he said, by the discovery of

the very peculiar talent Mr. Mathews had dis-

played. Mr. Raymond then proposed to commence

book-auctioneer, as far as capital went, and that

Mr. Mathews should sell the works. In the event

of his consenting to the proposal, Mr. Raymond

pledged himself to pay him 500/. annually ; or, if

he preferred it, to give him an equal share in the

profits arising from each sale.

So sanguine, indeed, was the projector of this

singular speculation, that, I believe, had Mr. Ma-

thews encouraged it, Mr. Raymond would have

doubled the temptation. My husband, I remem-

ber, urged as one of his scruples, that the moment
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he should be required to stand up alone before a

crowd, 'Hhe observed of all observers," his con-

fidence and powers would utterly forsake him.

Little then did he anticipate with what effect he

should one day, " singly and alone," confront thou-

sands of spectators, and chain them together for

hours by the force of his extraordinary genius.

After this proposal, a sale of some of Mr. King's

stage '^ properties," as they are called—namely,

his Lord Ogleby's snuff-boxes and cane, with other

dramatic valuables, was proposed in the theatre

amongst the performers, for the benefit of his

widow, when Mr. Mathews, in jest, proposed to

become the auctioneer, and to sell them upon the

stage to his brethren. This jest was turned into

earnest by his being unanimously elected to the

post. The chair belonging to Careless, in " The

School for Scandal," was dragged forth, and the

auctioneer pro, tern, disposed of the articles on

terms far exceeding the expected sum, and with

such effect upon all present, that again poor

Mr. Raymond's " soul was in arms, and eager for

the*' sale. Again he was denied. It was not

to be.

The summer found Mr. Mathews once more

without " a rival near the throne." Mr. Bannister

was not engaged at the Haymarket this year

;

nor was it judged necessary to supply his place.

One of the novelties of the season was a co-

medy written by Mr. Cherry, called " The Vil-
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lage, or an Epitome of the World." Elliston

acted as its foster-father, and very properly felt

great interest in its success. Every justice had

been done to the author, for whom Mr. Ma-
thews felt equally anxious with Elliston. Mr.

Elliston, on the second night, somewhat excited

upon finding that it was in vain to expect a new
verdict, (the comedy having in fact been condemn-

ed on the first,) made a sort of merit of bending to

the house's decree, when he found he could not

alter it ; but addressed some rash words to Mr.

Mathews, whose ideas on this point differed ma-

terially from his own. The quarrel between these

old friends and schoolfellows was comical enough,

although it threatened to conclude very tragi-

cally.

Colman's Theatre, July 20th, 1805.

Our report of the new comedy, entitled " The Village,

or an Epitome of the World," was last night fully con-

firmed. It was, after a patient hearing, sent to the tomb

of the Capulets, and numbered among the dramatic dead.

After the audience had waited a considerable time, Mr.

Elliston came forward and delivered a speech, in sub-

stance as follows :

—

Ladies and Gentlemen,

I am at present considerably agitated, not so much by

what has occurred before the curtain, as by a circum-

stance which has just taken place behind it (universal

consternation and anxiety). I have, ever since I had the
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honour of appearing before the public, enjoyed such a

share of its favour and patronage, that no consideration

whatever shall deter me from speaking the truth. I have

a duty which I owe to the audience, and a duty I owe to

the proprietors who employ me; I have also a duty which

I conceive due to an author, the latter of which, my de-

sire to serve him may have sometimes induced me to press

perhaps beyond the bounds of decorum. The number of

those who supported the present piece last night induced

me to give it out for a second representation, although,

I solemnly declare, {pressing his hand on his hearty)

contrary to my own opinion {mixtures of plaudits and dis-

approbation). It must now clearly appear to every un-

prejudiced person that the sense of the house is decidedly

against it {burst of applause, and some faint hisses), I

therefore, with your permission, beg to substitute " The
Dramatist" for it to-morrow night {very loud plaudits,

with somefew hisses).

No stronger condemnation of the piece can be given

than that advanced by Mr. EUiston. We are therefore

saved much time and trouble in exposing its demerits.

" Rest, perturbed spirit !" we war not with the dead.

The affair to which Mr. EUiston alluded was from our

" Peep behind the Curtain," somewhat connected with

" The Point of Honour." The only dramatis personce

were EUiston and Mathews. The former, it seems, not-

withstanding his address to the public, attributed, in a

scolding and denouncing manner, the failure of Cherry's

piece to the bad acting of certain performers. Mathews,

feeling indignant on- the occasion, affirmed that every one

had played as well as EUiston, if not better. The lie was

then given, when EUiston was knocked down, and endea-

vouring to return the compliment to his antagonist, re-
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ceived a second knock-down blow from the same des-

perate hand. It was then urgently stated, that the stage

was waiting, when Elliston very properly preferred his

duty to the public to the continuation of a pugilistic

contest much against him, but which would have amused

the boxing amateurs, who are this day to assemble on a

very great occasion. Threatening all the swords, pistols,

and terrors of Westminster Hall, he came forward and

delivered the speech we have now reported, " and that

accounts for it !" In short, this dreadful engagement,

which for a few minutes shook the theatrical world, began

with '' The Spirit of Contradiction," to which was added

*' The Liar," and concluded with " The Devil to pay."

The next day Mr. Elliston published the fol-

lowing letter ; and it was regretted by all judi-

cious persons that he had thus placed the matter

before the public.

Haymarket Theatre, July 20th, 1805.

Sir,—Some extraordinary misrepresentation having ap-

peared with respect to an occurrence at this theatre last

night, in which I happened to be a party, I owe it in

justice to myself to require that the facts may be cor-

rectly stated.

It is true that a momentary altercation did arise be-

tween Mr. Mathews and myself immediately after the

dropping of the curtain last night, which was attended by

some warmth on both sides ; but it is not true, as has

been asserted, that I was " knocked down twice," nor in-

deed that I was " knocked down" at all. Nor is it true

that I was placed in any situation humiliating to my feel-

ings as a man, nor in the slightest degree derogatory to my
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character as a gentleman. Without using any idle pro-

fessions as to my own means of self-defence, I may be

pardoned when I say that those who know me best must

be sensible that I am not likely to be seen in any such

state of degradation.

Neither is it true that this disaorreement ^rew out of

any assertion made by me, that Mr. Mathews, or that any

gentleman of this theatre, had done less than his duty in

supporting the piece which had not met with the pubic

approbation. What the circumstances were it would be

useless and perhaps impertinent in me to obtrude on the

public attention. It is enough to say, that Mr. Mathews

and myself have every likelihood of being good friends,

and that, were we not so, it would be difficult to find any

man more ready than myself to subscribe to the profes-

sional excellence of Mr. Mathews, and to acknowledge the

fidelity and zeal with which he at all times exerts his

talents for the benefit of the theatre, and for the amuse-

ment of the public.

It has also been alleged, that I was officious on this

occasion in addressing the audience. Those who blame

me for addressing the audience cannot be aware that in so

doing I am only discharging one of the duties I owe to

the theatre. It is obvious that on many occasions, in

point of respect, an audience must be addressed. That

office in this theatre happens just now to fall on me. In

the present instance I had to execute my duty under cir-

cumstances of peculiar difficulty and embarrassment. I

stated hastily, but ingenuously, that an occurrence within

the theatre had put me under considerable agitation. I

felt anxious at once to convey to the audience, that I had

not withheld any feeble assistance which it had been pos-

sible for me to have lent to the author ; and on the other
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hand, that I had not at all wished to be accessary to

forcing the piece improperly on the public. At such a

moment, and under such circumstances, no liberal mind

would expect minute exactness.

I am sorry to have trespassed so long on your attention.

It must be plain, however, that my welfare and happiness

depend in a great measure on public estimation ; and I

hope it will not seem surprising that I should be anxious

to show that I have not only aimed at obtaining public

favour, but that I have struggled hard to deserve it.

I am respectfully, sir, your most obedient servant,

R. W. Elliston.
To the Editor of the Morning Post.

It seemed from this address, dictated, to say

the least, by very bad taste, that Mr. Elliston had

but one purpose, namely, to contradict the report

that he had been knocked down, which fact he

implied was a degradation, as if the most cou-

rageous person in existence was not liable to the

effects of mere muscular superiority. Mr. Ellis-

ton, however, thought otherwise ; and he induced

several by-standers to sign a declaration to the

effect that he was 7iot knocked down. Amongst

these vouchers is to be found the name of Hat-

ton, which will be recognised as that of Mr.

Mathews's rival for a time in Yorkshire, who at

this period was engaged at the Haymarket in a

very subordinate situation.

July 21, 1805.

Having been by-standers during the accidental differ-

ence between Mr. Elliston and Mr. Mathews at the Hay-
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market Theatre on Friday night last, we feel it incumbent

on us to declare, that the statement of Mr. Eiliston's

having been knocked down on that occasion is totally void

of foundation ; and that no circumstance took place which

was in any respect dishonourable to that gentleman, or

indeed to either party.

It is also our duty to declare, that the author of the

comedy of '' The Village" is under considerable obligation

to Mr. Elliston for the interest taken by him in the suc-

cess of that piece, and that without his exertion, we be-

lieve the comedy would not have been brought fully before

the public.

Robert Palmer, W. Hatton,

John Palmer, F. G. Waldron,

Charles Taylor, Prompter.

This declaration was silly enough ; Mr. Ellis-

ton's reason was fairly obscured by the excitement

of the moment, and no better result was produced

than the following notice which he provoked.

THEATRICAL FRACAS.

Sir,—I have been astonished at reading a letter in seve-

ral of the papers of yesterday from Mr. Elliston, relative

to a fracas which took place at the Haymarket Theatre on

Friday, and in which he was a principal performer. Mr.

Elliston says he was not knocked down once by Mr. Ma-

thews, and, a fortiori, he was knocked down twice. What

I complain of, Mr. Editor, however, is, that though he has

thought fit to occupy half a column of a newspaper with

his letter, he has not condescended to give any explana-

tion upon the subject to the public. That a warm alter-
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cation did arise behind the scenes between him and Mr.

Mathews, he admits ; that he rushed upon the stage as if

from a scuffle, all the audience can testify. If he was not

knocked down by Mr. Mathews, are we to suppose that he

was not kicked or cuffed ? It is reported that Mrs. Powell

received two black eyes in endeavouring to part the com-

batants. I have heard many other rumours, and wish

only, for Mr. Elliston's sake and the credit of the theatre,

to know exactly the true case. Sir, I am the more anxious

to know this, because I am disgusted with that gentle-

man's affectation in identifying his judgment with that of

the audience, in the case of the new comedy. Can Mr^

Elliston forget that on the first expression of disappro-

bation, he did not, as he insinuates, yield his better judg-

ment to persons connected with the theatre, but that he

did, without a moment's hesitation, and with all the apt-

ness and dexterity of an Old Bailey solicitor, put himself

in opposition to the audience ? He cannot also forget

that in the fracas on Friday night he half unsheathed his

sword, like another Bobadil, and hurled defiance into the

teeth of a gentleman in one of the boxes, for daring to use

the liberty of expressing his opinion, a liberty always en-

joyed, and which, I hope, will never be relinquished by a

British audience.

An Auditor and Spectator.

Upon this subject many successive letters ap-

peared in the public press, both from and to Mr.

Elliston, who was anxious that Mr. Mathews

should also publicly give his version of the affair

;

but he was resolved not to obtrude himself upon

the public, and this resolution mortified Mr. Ellis-

ton excessively. He then proposed that the matter

VOL. II. D
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should be carried on between two of their respec-

tive friends. Mr. Elliston, through the gentleman

who acted for him on this occasion, (Mr. Warner

Phipps,) demanded an apology from Mr. Mathews

for striking him. Mr. (afterwards Sir John) Carr

refused this concession on the part of his friend,

who conceived himself the aggrieved party in the

first instance ; and that as the blow^ had been re-

turned by Mr. Elliston, they were equally situated.

Mr. Phipps persevered, but Mr. Carr was firm.

At last there seemed to be no alternative but that

" satisfaction " which seldom satisfies, especially if

accompanied by " a bullet in the thorax," or else-

where. On pain of such result, Mr. Elliston again

demanded an apology; in contempt of it, Mr.

Mathews still refused one. Both acted in the

spirit of the two potent states I have heard of,

one of which wrote imperiously and significantly

to the other, " Pay us tribute, or else— -— ;" and

w^as answered by his redoubtable enemy, " We
owe you none, and if ." Thus the parties

concerned in this dark transaction stood, like the

hostile relations in "The Critic,"—"at a dead

lock." The principals could not stir without the

consent of their accessaries—the accessaries could

not move without the concurrence of the princi-

pals ; and Messrs. Carr and Phipps at this crisis

became alarmed ; their responsibilities were awful

!

They had at once the honour of the disputants

in their hands, and the happiness of their respec-
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tive families in their hearts. Both were humane

as well as honourable characters ; they had no Sir

Lucius blood in their veins ; neither wished to

place his friend, however "snug" the lying might

be, " in the Abbey." At last a middle course was

determined on between the civil powers, and terms

were proposed in which Mr. Mathews was re-

quired, not to apologise, but to sign his name to a

declaration.

Spring Garden Coffee-house,

25th July, 1805.

I declare upon my word and honour, that I have never

injured, nor endeavoured to injure, Mr. Elliston, in the

opinion of the proprietors or managers of the Haymarket

Theatre, or any one of them ; and that I never counte-

nanced any party in hostility to Mr. ElUston's interests.

C. Mathews.

Spring Garden Coffee-house,

25th July, 1805.

I consider the foreffoinoc declaration from Mr. Mathews

a sufficient evidence that I have been mistaken in the sus-

picions I had formed, as to any injurious conduct on the

part of Mr. Mathews towards me ; and I very much re-

gret that I should have wronged Mr. Mathews so far as to

have entertained any such suspicions.

R. W. Elliston.

This was something like " If you said so, then

I said so ;" and " No virtue like an «/," settled the

matter." But oh ! the chagrin, when-two or three

D 2
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"blood)^-minded" Sir Lucius'soi the winter thea-

tres, with whom Elliston was no favourite, disco-

vered that these "incensed men" were parted,

and no noble blood was spilt ! It was, indeed,

laughable to see their dismal faces when Mr. Ma-

thews came home with his peace-making friend,

and proclaimed the final close of hostilities.

Thus ended this foolish affair, which is sup-

posed to have arisen from concealed jealousy on

the part of Mr. Elliston, of his friend's undue in-

fluence with Mr. Colman on more than one oc-

casion—a suspicion perfectly unfounded. From
this moment, however, the broken link of their

long friendship became, by means of their two

kind friends, like a broken leg after skilful mend-

ing, all the stronger for the fracture, and it lasted

to their latest hour.

The reconciliation, by some means, became

known, and on their next meeting upon the scene

of their mutual triumphs, the audience good-na-

turedly recognised them, not only as equal fa-

vourites, but restored friends. The following

paragraph appeared in the newspaper on the fol-

lowing morning :
—

The Haymarket Theatre was fashionably attended last

night, to see the performance of " Speed the Plough," and

" The Village Lawyer .""' The audience seemed to feel the

emphatic shake of the hand which Elliston, in Young

Hartdi/, gave Mr. Mathews, and rewarded their cordiality

with great applause.
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A very touching episode (as it seemed at the

time) was woven into this foolish affair. A young

German, who was very much devoted to us,

(Baron Langsdorf, since Charg6 d'Affaires and

Minister of Hesse Baden) felt much anxiety at

the position in which he saw Mr. Mathews, and

offered to take the quarrel out of his hands in case

of extremity, and to Jight Mr. EUiston for him ;

urging as a reason that he had neither wife nor

child, and therefore that his life, should he lose it,

was not of so much importance as that of Mr.

Mathews. I recollect the difficulty my husband

had to convince this warm-hearted young man
(then quite ignorant of our customs and opinions)

that such a measure would not be sanctioned or

accepted by Englishmen.
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CHAPTER III.

Mr. Theodore Hook's farce of " Catch him who can."—
Mr, Pennymans first appearance in public.—The veteran

Moody.— Letter from Mr. Colman to Mr. Mathews. — Ven-

triloquy.— Letter from Mr. Young to Mr. Mathews.— Mr.

Mathews meets with a severe accident. — His re-appearance

at Drury-lane Theatre.— His first appearance in London in

Sir Fretful Plagiary,— Mr. Mathews's first attempt to per-

form an " Entertainment."—Mr, James Smith and his Let-

ter.—Albinia, Countess of Buckinghamshire Mr. Abraham

Goldsmidt. — Mr. Mathews's introduction to the Prince of

Wales The actors' dinner to Mr. Sheridan.—Mr. Theodore

Hook's extemporaneous singing.—Letters from Mr. Sheridan

and Mr. Colman to Mr. Mathews.— " Twig Hall."— Mr.

Liston.—Miss Mellon (afterwards Duchess of St. Alban's).

In the course of this or the following season,

the farce of *' Catch him who can," written by

Mr. Theodore Hook, for the purpose of bring-

ing in juxtaposition the talents of Mr. Liston and

Mr. Mathews, was produced at the Haymarket

Theatre with success. In the farce Mr. Mathews

introduced M)\ Pennyman to the public. The au-
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dience at this period was not so well prepared

as in later times for the astonishing flexibility

of Mr. Mathews's features, and the present spe-

cimen of his mimic power was received in such

perfect silence, as at first to make him believe

that this disguise had altogether failed. But

when he resumed his wonted appearance, the

applause was tumultuous. The following account

of the performance appeared at the time :
—

To Mr. Mathews, who is the great strength of the Hay-

market Theatre, the author (Mr. Hook) is indebted for

the success of this, his new piece, called " Catch him who

can.'" Nothing could be more admirable than the rapidity

with which Mr. Mathews, as the Nobleman's servant, shift-

ed from one character to another. In his personation of

an old Frenchman, he not only disguised himself wonder-

fully by his dress and foreign pronunciation, but so com-

pletely altered his manner, face, and voice, that we ques-

tion whether he was immediately recognized.

About this time I remember our being invited

to dine at the house of Mr. Samuel Maynard, at

Chiswick, to meet Mr. Moody, who was at that

time a very aged but a very fine old man. He
amused us exceedingly before and during dinner,

with his general conversation and anecdotes of the

olden time, and evinced no sign of mental decay.

In the evening, however, the aged man stood con-

fessed. Mr. Mathews, who always loved to exert

himself for the gratification and amusement of the
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very old and the very young, did various things

expressly for the entertainment of Mr. Moody,

who was beyond measure surprised at his peculiar

talent, declaring from time to time that " Garrick

was not greater in what he did." It was at length

proposed by the master of the house, who was

himself a fine amateur singer, and his daughters

also accomplished musicians, that as everybody in

the room had done something to entertain Mr.

Moody, he could not refuse to sing them a song in

return. With this suggestion, playfully made, the

old gentleman immediately complied, beginning,

in strong but uneven tones, the old Scotch song

of " We 're a' noddin," the words of which he

gave in a broad Irish accent. When he had pro-

ceeded nearly to the end of the second verse, he

suddenly stopped. We waited a short time, think-

ing that he was endeavouring to recollect the rest

of the words, but as the pause continued and he

gave no indication of resuming his song, Mr. May-

nard observed, " I 'm afraid, Mr. Moody, that the

rest of the words have escaped your memory."—
" Words, sir ! what words ?" asked the old man,

with a look of great surprise. '^ The words

of your song.''— " Song ! what song, sir ?"

—

" The rest of the song you have been so kind as

to favour us with."—" I don't understand you,

sir," said Moody. " * We 're a' noddin,' the song

of which you sang one verse."—" God bless you.
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sir," said Moody hastily, " I 've not attempted to

sing a song these ten years, and shall never sing

again. I am too old to sing, sir."
—" Well, but

you have been singing, and very well too," urged

Mr. Maynard. To this. Moody with agitation and

earnestness replied, " No, no, sir ! I have not sung

for years. Singing is out of the question at my
time of life." We all looked at each other, and

then at the old man, who exhibited in his face

and manner such an evident unconsciousness and

indeed vacuity, that we all felt we ought not

further to revert to the subject, but leave the

poor old gentleman satisfied of the truth of his

assertion.

This was an affecting evidence of partial decay,

and Mr. Mathews used to describe the effect it

had upon his feelings with tears in his eyes, when

he came to this part of the story, which was as

fine a specimen of his serio-comic powers as any

he ever gave. I forgot to remind him of this

scene in after days : it ought to have been re-

membered, for it would have formed an admira-

ble pendant to his description of Macklin's lapse of

memory, so beautifully described in his " Youth-

ful days." Had I not proved a more faithful

remembrancer in other things, which he would

have forgotten, or set no store by, the public

would in many instances have been great losers.

What difficulty have I had sometimes to per-
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suade him of his excellent powers in many a

description, which he considered unworthy of

trial, so diffident was he frequently of his most

successful efforts—for he had no conceit ; but

when he found he pleased, his gratification arose

from surprise at the success of his experiments.

On the contrary, he was soon depressed, and always

wished to give up any attempt which had failed

to elicit from his audience some positive evidence

of success, and I have frequently had to soothe

him into a good opinion of some of his best efforts,

which had been most successful, but which had

been felt too deeply to be acknowledged by plau-

dits. I allude to his Monsiem" Mallet, his Ruined

Gamestery &c. In such representations, the clap-

ping of hands would have been less an evidence

of his power over the audience than the tears

which invariably accompanied them, but which,

to one who was generally accustomed to such

vehement applause, in their silent effect, gave no

intimation of praise.

By the following letter it will be seen, that Mr.

Mathews continued on good terms with the ma-

nager of the Haymarket Theatre, as well as with

the public. I cannot remember on what occasion

he first ventured his ventriloquy before a London

audience, (probably on his own benefit night,) but

it is evident that it was a successful effort, and

considered attractive to the theatre.
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My Dear Mathews, 26th August, 1806.

I am dreadfully gravelled on this conclusion of the sea-

son for want of new matter ; and, as it is occasioned in some

measure from the dulness of my own muse, (which has

shirked me in my efforts to finish my farce,) I feel that I

owe the more to my partners to do all that can be done

during the remainder of our term. Will you, under these

circumstances, repeat your ventriloquy on Saturday ? As

I am thrown out of the intended play, it will be of ser-

vice. Truly yours, G. Colman.

To Charles Mathews, Esq.

Anxious as my husband had long been to get

his friend Mr. Young once more side by side with

him, he was nevertheless thwarted in all his hopes.

Mr. Young married soon after we left him at Li-

verpool, a lovely, amiable, and accomplished crea-

tm-e (Miss Julia Grimani). This lady died ten

months after their union, leaving a newly-born

infant, at once to point out to her husband the

cause of his sorrow, and, after a time, to prove

an alleviation to it. At length we had the plea-

sure of perceiving that our friend had so far re-

gained his natural buoyancy as to feel once more

a lively interest in his profession, and to look upon

his child's welfare as a source of future consola-

tion. I will here give a letter received from him
at this time, characteristic of his playful mood,

which, though " no' material to the story," (as the

old Scotch lady said,) may be acceptable to the

reader.
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Dear Mathews, Liverpool, Feb. 22nd, 1807.

" Give him an inch and he will take an ell." Why should

I be the first to break in upon a good old custom so long

established as to have become proverbial; and why did

you so readily and speedily undertake my former commis-

sions, and execute them so entirely to my satisfaction ?

The reason is plain. You looked forward with a still so-

liciting eye to be intrusted again with my high behest.

" Why, man, you made love to the employment;" and it

would be vile ingratitude in me to withhold your wished-for

reward ! Take it, then, dear Stick ! may it give you every

trouble upon earth—may difficulties arise upon each other's

backs, (pretty metaphor !) until you have made a mountain

to o'ertop the towering head of the thin monument, or thick

St. Paul's ! I read in this day's paper, that " The Curfew"

will be published " Monday morning," February 23rd,

1807, by Mr. Philips, Bridge-street, Blackfriars. God

bless your two sticks of sealing wax.* Run all the way

from Russell-square to Fleet-street—buy me a book or

two, or THREE. Then run to Mr. Powell, prompter,-

—

snatch the prompt-book out of his hand, and fall to cut-

ting and slashing in due form. If we do not get it out

immediately, we shall be badly off; for the weather here

is such, that the people must be literally dragged out per

force to come near us : this has injured the " Forty

Thieves." Now, if " The Curfew" does not ring a peal to

alarm and call together all Manchester, I shall not get

money enough to pay my place in the mail next Passion

week, when I purpose positively to visit London. If you

* A comparison, originating in Mr. Mathews appearing, in

one of his characters, in a pair of red silk stockings, his legs

being remarkably thin and shapeless at that time.
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find there will be much alteration and trouble in markino-

the book, send one off without, per mail, and give another

to Mr. Powell, requesting him to mark it with all possible

speed. If Thursday morning, or, at farthest, Friday,

pass away without the arrival of a book, cut or uncut, I

shall resolve into a dew of mortification, chagrin, and dis-

appointment, and all other deadly sins.

I write in better spirits, and I feel myself better than I

had almost expected to be again. I am in the house at

Liverpool with my child. He is grown the most delight-

ful creature you can imagine ; healthy, strong, and the best

tempered little animal you ever beheld.* Don''t mention

to any one my design of being in London in Passion week,

I request. Love to your wife and child.

Yours truly, C. M. Young.

Pray, pray, pray, remember the curfew

Tolls the knell of parting day I

PS.—I have only run over here to see my boy, as a

Sunday treat. I return to-morrow to Manchester, to play

in " The Travellers;" so don''t make a mistake, and direct to

me here, because I date my letter from here. If you can

scrawl down some idea of dresses, shall thank you more.

To Charles Mathews, Esq., Great

Russell-street, Bloomsbury.

Soon after this, Mr. Young finally came to

terms for the ensuing season with Mr. Colman,

and made his first appearance in London at the

Haymarket Theatre, in " Hamlet," with a success

which his subsequent career justified.

* Now known as the Rev. Julian Young, a gentleman of great

merit, and likely to rise rapidly to eminence in his profession.
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During the Drury-lane season of this year,

Mr. Mathews met with an accident at a match of

pigeon-shooting; an amusement of which he

often partook as an excuse, I verily believe, for

spending the day out of town ; the sport always

taking place on Barnet Common, the neighbour-

hood of his early pleasures and most endeared

associations. The accident was thus announced

in the newspapers :
—

We are sorry to hear that Mr. Mathews, the actor, has

severely suffered by the bursting of a fowling-piece on

Friday afternoon, when he was tempted to engage in a

match at pigeon-shooting, near Barnet. His left hand

has been much injured by this unfortunate accident, and

his whole frame has received a very severe shock. A si-

milar accident occurred a few years ago to Mr. Bannister.

It is to be regretted that persons who are in a situation

of life which demands a full possession of all their external

powers should engage in such dangerous diversions.

He returned home at eleven o'clock at night,

v^ith his arm in a sling, and though he owned

he had hurt his hand during the day's amusement,

I was not avrare till the next morning, when the

surgeon who had attended him immediately after

the accident, came to dress it, that anything seri-

ous had occurred. He would not distress me,

and in order that his pallid face might not shock

me, he had walked for a short time in the street

where we lived, imitating a mail-coach horn ; his

usual manner of announcing his safe return home
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after a short absence, if at a time and place where

he could do it without being observed.

This accident proved very severe, and he re-

mained under the surgeon's care longer than was
at first expected. A new comedy by Mr. Kenny,
which was in preparation, in which Mr. Mathews
was required to perform a principal part, was in

consequence postponed. At this time, while he

was recovering from his accident, a piece called

"The Blind Boy" had made its appearance at

Covent Garden, with great 6clat, and he felt

very desirous of seeing it ; but, as there would

have been an obvious impropriety in being pre-

sent at a public place while he was supposed

to be, and was in reality, unable to act, (for al-

though he was quite well in other respects, he

was unable yet to take his hand out of a sling,)

he determined to pay to the pit, believing that

in such a dense mass of people he should escape

particular notice ; and he soon felt satisfied by ob-

serving all about him apparently strangers to his

person. In fact, he w^as seated among persons

deeply intent upon the object of their visit, and

utterly unobservant of anything but the stage.

One of these professed total ignorance of all the

performers, and threw himself upon a better-in-

formed neighbour for intelligence ; so that when-

ever a fresh face appeared, he applied for informa-

tion. " Who is that ?" he would say; and as surely

would he to whom the question was put answer
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confidently, Mr. , or Miss , at hazard,

always being wrong in the name he gave. " The
learned Theban " was a sort of animal who deemed

anything better than to confess himself ignorant

upon any point ; therefore, he continued to mis-

inform his simple and confiding friend, who was

satisfied at the close of the play that he had been

gratified by the performance of Mr. Fawcett in

Hamlet, Mr. Kemble in Rosencrantz, Simmonds in

the Ghost, Cooke in Polonius, and Mrs. Siddons as

Ophelia, &c. All this had fidgeted Mr. Mathews

throughout the play very much, and nothing but

his desire to remain unnoticed prevented him from

setting his neighbour right. At last the afterpiece

began, and he was obliged to hear Miss De Camp,

in the Boy, called Charles Kemble ; Miss Norton,

Mrs. Davenport ; Fawcett, Emery ; and Liston,

Dignum, and so on. This, too, he bore ; but at last

he was touched to the quick by hearing his own

name given to some subordinate person in the

theatre ; and in an evil moment he observed with

annoyance, pretty visible to his neighbour, " No,

no, sir, not Mathews, that is Mr. ." The

man turned short round at this correction, some-

what impatiently, and looked his corrector in

the face, as if with an intention of oz/^-facing

his assertion ; but in a moment his sternness re-

laxed—his pertinacity vanished—his compressed

lips distended into a smile of awakened recol-

lection, and with a significant blink of his eye he
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said, ** Why, you are Mathews ! I knowed you

the moment you spoke, by your wry mouth!''

Indeed, it soon became difficult for him to move

anywhere without being recognized. In propor-

tion as he became known, his shyness increased,

and his disUke of being noticed in public out of

his profession, or by strangers, was always a serious

drawback to his enjoyment.

At the Haymarket this year Mr. Mathews first

played Sir Fretful Plagiary before a London au-

dience; and the success of his performance was

recorded by the greatest dramatic critic of that

day, Mr. Leigh Hunt, whose judgment was uni-

versally sought and received as infallible by all

lovers of the drama. My husband unfortunately

did not become acquainted with him for some

years afterwards ; but so high an opinion did he

entertain of Mr. Leigh Hunt's sound criticism of

dramatic talent, and his superior mode of writ-

ing upon it, that whenever he found himself

an object of praise to that gentleman, he was

much gratified. I will here insert Mr. Leigh

Hunt's remarks on his performance of Sir Fretful

Plagiary.

The first honours of the evening most undoubtedly be-

longed to Mr. Mathews, and he obtained them in all their

luxuriance. His Sir Fretful Plagiary^ for true comic in-

dignation, and a perfect agreement of all his actions and

looks with his main passion, was indeed the finest per-

VOL. II. E
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formance we have witnessed for a long time. We can

imagine no actor to have excelled, and hardly any to have

equalled it.

Acting, howevei', is always difficult to describe in

proportion to its excellence; and we do not know how

to give a proper idea of the hurried earnestness, mixed

with an air of indifference, with which he asks the critical

opinion of his friends-—^^the instantaneous and wrathful

composure with which he parries all their objeGtions—the

restless impatience with which he entreats to hear the his-

tory of some newspaper criticism on his play, and the

workings of his countenance at the relation. We never

yet saw so perfect an expression of rage, and pretended

enjoyment. While the lower part of his face stiffens with

a most dreary smile, his eyes stiffen with a glare equally

horrible ; till, after looking from side to side at his friends,

and laughing like a tickled man with the tooth-ache, he

suddenly tames down his muscles into the most black in-

dignation ; pretending to be enragied because his friends

imagine him to exhibit in every petty action the impo-

tence of an old man's anger. The whole scene was as

worthy of the actor as of the author. For our parts,

when we feel so much delight at good writing and good

acting, we begin to persuade ourselves that we are not

of that ogre race of critics that would devour human

kind indiscriminately ; for, though we cannot contrive to

praise Mr. , or to admire the violence of Mr. ,

we can feel infinitely pleased and thankful at the writing

of Sheridan, and the acting of Mr. Mathews.

In the course of this winter, 1808, Mr. Ma-

thews conceived the idea of performing "An En-

tertainment ;" yet doubting the possibility of one

pair of lungs being able to furnish strength suf-
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ficient for three consecutive hours' exertion, " the

occasional assistance of Mrs. Mathews in the vocal

department" was called in as a make-weight; and,

as the entertainment was only intended to be re-

presented in Yorkshire, where I had been always

received with partiality, such an auxiliary was

not altogether insignificant to the end desired.

Our friend Mr. James Smith kindly undertook

to write some songs suitable to Mr. Mathews's

peculiar powers, and to link together certain

descriptions, which he had heard him give, of

eccentric characters, manners, and ventriloquy.

So excellent was the whole, that it proved bril-

liantly successful ; and this first effort of actor

and author, after ten years, became the founda-

tion of that extraordinary series of " At Homes"

upon which my husband's great professional re-

putation was perfected. Amongst the songs,

" The Mail Coach," and '•' Bartholomew Fair,"

which Mr. Mathews afterwards sung till all play-

goers were familiar with them, were the most

popular, and though introduced so long ago, and

on every possible occasion, they were as full of

point and attraction in the year 1818 as if then

heard for the first time.

As this entertainment was so important in

my husband's theatrical career, 1 will annex the

first bill ever published of " The Mail Coach

Adventures."

VOL. II. E 2
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By permission of the Right Worshipful the Mayor.

Theatre Royal, Hull.

On Wednesday evening, April 12th, 1808, Mr. and Mrs.

Mathews, of the Theatre Royal, Drury-lane. Mr. Ma-
thews (with the occasional assistance of Mrs. Mathews in

the vocal department) will exhibit an entire " New Enter-

tainment," consisting of recitations, songs, imitations, ven-

triloquy, &c., entitled

" THE MAIL COACH ; OR RAMBLES IN YORKSHIRE."

Part first.—Recitation : Introductory address ; gene-

ral improvement in the conveyance of live lumber, as

exemplified in the progress of heavy coach, light coach,

and mail ; whimsical description of an expedition to

Brentford. Song :
" Mail Coach." Recitation : Descrip-

tion of the Passengers; lisping lady; Frenchman, and critic

in black. Song: " Twenty-four Lord Mayors' Shows."

Recitation : Breaking of a spring ; passengers at High-
gate ; the literary butcher, or Socrates in the shambles

;

learning better than house or land. Song : " William
and Jonathan." Recitation : Definition of '' Les Belles

Lettres ;"*' French poets ; rhyming defended. Song

:

" Cobbler la Frangoise ;" theatrical criticism ; dimensions

of Drury-lane stage; critic put to flight by two puns; imi-

tation of an election orator; scramble at supper; drunken
farmer ; cross readings. Song :

" Lodgings for Single

Gentlemen." Recitation : Wandering Patentee ; Mrs.

Mathews's introductory address. Song :
" Mrs. Mathews."

Recitation : Dialogue ; Mrs, M. and Nicky Numskull

;

duett ; harmony and discord (from Music Mad). Song :

" The Yorkshire Beauty, or the Misfortune of being

handsome."
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Between the first and second Parts, Shield's celebrated

song of " Heigho," by Mrs. Mathews.

Part second.—Recitation : Digression on the study of

the law ; whimsical trial ; Goody Grim versus Lapstone ;

cross-examination of a pig. Song :
" The Assizes." Re-

citation : Quaker's Tour to Gretna; imitation of an idiot

catching a fly. Song : Mrs. Mathews, '« Poor Idiot Boy."

Recitation and song :
" Gamut and Quashee, or Panto-

mime better than Speech." Recitation: Justice deaf;

imitation of " Fond Barney ;" highway robberies ;
qua-

ker's precaution ; Capt. Mac Jumble from Tipperary, his

history. Song :
" Whisky and Gunpowder." Ventrilo-

quy, or Little Tommy. Song : Mrs. M. " The Tuneful

Lark." Recitation : Mac Jumble's Amours ;
Quakers

overtaken ; Ostler's soliloquy. Song: " The Exciseman."

Recitation : A bull ; mountebank's harangue. Song :

" Quack Doctor." Recitation : A French Irishman ; un-

expected discovery ; a battle ; spider and spy ; descrip-

tion of a fair ; Mr. Punch ; Yorkshire giant ; wild beast

man. Song: "Bartholomew Fair." Recitation: Bull

the second; York Minster ; Arrival at York; journey

ends. Imitations of some of the principal London Per-

formers : —Mr. Kemble, Mr. Lewis, Mr. Bannister, Mr.

Kelly, Mr. Cooke, Mr. Fawcett, Mr. Incledon, Mr. King,

Mr. Munden, Mr. Blanchard, Mr. Braham, and the late

Mr. Suett. Concluding Address.

How deeply indebted my husband considered

himself to Mr. Smith for connecting and apply-

ing in so masterly a manner the matter which

was before him, and for the humorous songs,

written so admirably to display the original poAvers

of the singer, may be imagined. " The Mail-
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Coach" and " Bartholomew Fair" were the first of

their class, and might be said, like the two bags

of gold, to be the fruitful parents of many more,

well known to the public as belonging peculiarly

to Mr. Mathews.

For this invaluable service Mr. Smith declined

anything like payment, and would at length only

allow my husband to present him with some tri-

vial remembrance. Mr. Smith's acknowledgment

of this trifle offers so agreeable an evidence of

his liberal feelings, and his friendship for my
husband, that I cannot resist inserting it here.

Basinghall Street, July 8th, 1808.

Many thanks, my dear sir, for your present. Your

kindness has caused you to overrate my poor abilities;

though you do no more than justice to the alacrity with

which I endeavoured to serve one for whose private worth

and professional talents I entertain so high an esteem.

I barely supplied the outline ; your imitative skill sup-

plied the colouring and finish.

Had I leisure for the undertaking, I certainly should

endeavour to exhibit your powers in a more dramatic

form, and transplant my weak pen from the lecture-room

to the stage; but other avocations prevent such an at-

tempt.

It is rather a novel case, that the " pursuit of the law "

should save a man from damnation.

With best compliments to Mrs. Mathews, believe me.

Dear sir, very truly yours,

James Smith.

To Charles Mathews, Esq.
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At this early period Mr. Mathews's peculiar

powers in private life were talked of, and he was

sought by all party-giving ladies, and lion pro-

viders. Innumerable were the applications " to

know Mr. Mathews's terms for an evening," and

to beg his company ; every one of which drew

from him a refusal to visit the person so applying

on any terms.

Albinia, Countess of Buckinghamshire, was one

of his admirers, who almost persecuted him, and

he tried all possible means to check her wish to

lionize him on all occasions. In so many un-

pleasant situations, indeed, did she place him,

that at last he determined to decline the next

invitation, and wrote a note excusing himself

on the plea that his health did not admit of any

exertion out of his profession. Lady Bucking-

hamshire was, as he expected, much offended,

and in a neat equivoque, made him understand

that she w^as not deceived by his excuse. Her

reply w^as briefly — " Lady Buckinghamshire's

compliments to Mr. Mathews, and is very sorry

to find him so indifferent^

About this period Mr. Mathews first saw the

Prince of Wales, at a fete given to His Royal

Highness by Mr. Abraham Goldsmidt, at Roe-

hampton. My husband at first hesitated to accept

the invitation, and for some time balanced be-

tween his desire to meet the great personage he

much wished to see, and the fear that he might
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be asked when there to contribute towards his

entertainment. He consulted Mr. Braham, who
removed his fears, telling him that he believed

Mr. Goldsmidt invited him because he had met

him at his brother's, Mr. Benjamin Goldsmidt,

(to whose family Mr. Mathews was much at-

tached,) and out of respect to his private as well

as professional character. The invitation was

therefore accepted, and no indication was given

of any such design as my husband had at first

suspected. At supper he managed to sit next

to Mr. Braham at a table remote from that at

which the Prince sat^ and where several of his

familiar friends were also assembled. All appre-

hensions of any annoyance having long before

subsided, he was cheerfully enjoying himself with

his friends, when he felt a tap upon his shoulder,

and received the next moment an intimation in

the following form from his host. *' Mr. Mathews,

you must go with me to the other table. The
Prince wants you." To this curious mode of ad-

dress, my husband replied, " Impossible, Mr. Gold-

smidt. I cannot think of going."—" But," added

his host, " he has asked for you,— you must go :"

meaning to say '' etiquette requires you to obey

the command of royalty." Poor Mr. Mathews
sickened at the thought, and appealed to Braham,

who gravely filled up the measure of his discon-

tent, by coolly replying, " You must go." Ac-

cordingly away he went with his host, who left
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him near the table where the royal guest was

seated. He was hesitating what to do, (for there

was no vacant seat,) when Mr. Goldsmidt re-

joined him, and with less delicacy than eagerness

to gratify His Koyal Highness, called out aloud,

" Mr. Mathews, Mr. Mathews, stand opposite,

stand opposite ; the Prince wants to look at you !"

His Royal Highness seemed quite shocked at

this rather coarse version of his desire, and did

not at the moment forget that he was England's

gentleman, for with a hurried and even embar-

rassed manner, he said, as he bent forward across

the table, " I am very happy to be introduced to

you, Mr. Mathews, but there 's no seat on that

side." The Prince then turned to Mr. Sheridan,

who was next him, and said, " Sheridan, can't w^e

make a seat for Mathews between us?" at the

same time contracting his own and making a

space, he pressed my husband between himself

and Mr. Sheridan. This was an instance of good-

hearted politeness to the person he had been the

means of distressing, which endeared him to Mr.

Mathews ever after. The Prince soon drew him

out in many things, of which he professed to have

heard a great deal, and which Mr. Mathews could

not have attempted before him under less judi-

cious and delicate influence, and the rest of the

evening proved very gratifying to the actor.

It was about this period that my husband

first became intimate with Mr. Theodore Hook.

VOL. n. E 5
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The election for Westminster had recently taken

place, and Mr. Sheridan was chosen one of its

representatives, on which occasion the actors of

Drury-lane celebrated their proprietor's triumph,

by giving him a dinner at the Piazza Coffee-house.

To this dinner Mr. Hook was invited.

In the course of the day many persons sung,

and Mr. Hook being in turn solicited, displayed,

to the delight and surprise of all present, his

wondrous talent in extemporaneous singing. The

company was immerous, and generally strangers

to Mr. Hook, but, without a moment's preme-

ditation, he composed a verse upon every person

in the room, full of the most pointed wit, and

with the truest rhymes, unhesitatingly gathering

into his subject, as he rapidly proceeded, in ad-

dition to what had passed during the dinner,

every trivial incident of the moment. Every

action was turned to account ; every circum-

stance, the look, the gesture, or any other acci-

dental effects, served as occasion for more wit

;

and even the singer's ignorance of the names

and condition of many of the party, seemed to

give greater facility to his brilliant hits than

even acquaintance with them might have fur-

nished. Mr. Sheridan was astonished at his ex-

traordinary faculty, and declared that he could

not have imagined such power possible, had he

not witnessed it. No description, he said, could

have convinced him of so peculiar an instance of

genius, and he protested that he should not have
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believed it to be an unstudied effort, had he not

seen proof that no anticipation could have been

formed of what might arise to furnish matter

and opportunities for the exercise of this rare

talent.

It was a bright day altogether, upon which,

Sheridan himself, however, shed but little light.

He made a speech, which was not remarkable for

any of that brilliancy which he was wont to strike

out in oratory. In fact, he was seldom agreeable

in the presence of actors ; before them his cheer-

fulness and mirth (if they existed at the period

to which I allude) never appeared. He always

entered his own theatre as if stealthily and un-

willingly, and his appearance amongst his per-

formers never failed to act like a dark cloud,

casting a shade for the time over all the gaiety of

the green-room— a place generally so delightful

to all who entered it. Mr. Sheridan's coming
" displaced the mirth, broke the good meeting

"

of the time, and the actors might aptly have

applied to him a passage from his own admir-

able " School for Scandal," and exclaimed as

he entered, " Oh, here comes Sir Peter to spoil

our pleasantry :" for he was on these occasions

almost morose. I perfectly well remember one

particular evening, when Miss De Camp, after a

somewhat animated colloquy with him, closed it

by telling him, " that the performers were all

very happy before he entered the room, and that
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he never came but to make everybody uncom-

fortable."

Mr. Sheridan certainly was not in his element

there, although himself the son of an actor.

Not only in this place, however, but elsewhere in

his later years, this great man gave sad evidence

of a decrease in social enjoyment. He drank,

even where ladies were present, inordinately at

table.* I recollect once sitting next to him at a

dinner-party, and his frequently talking to me
in the course of it, (knowing me perfectly well,)

and soon after the cloth was removed, my hus-

band having said something which called forth

general mirth, INIr. Sheridan asked me whether I

" had ever before been in company with Mathews,

if not, that I had a great treat to come !" He
was in fact very fond of my husband, and courted

his society often both at his own table and

elsewhere. At these times the most mirthful

feeling he ever exhibited seemed to be elicited

by Mr. Mathews's efforts ; for Mr. Sheridan, like

* Sir Walter Scott, in his Diary, (published since the above

was written, in Mr. Lockhart's life of that great man,) made

the following memorandum^ in reference to this subject, after

a visit of my husband at Abbotsford. " Mathews assures me
that Sheridan was generally very dull in society, and sat sul-

len and silentj swallowing glass after glass, rather a hinderance

than a help ; but there was a time when he broke out with a

resumption of what had been going on, done with great force,

and generally attacking some persons in the compan}^, and some

opinions which he had expressed."
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all men of great genius, had a full measure of

respect and admiration for that which he dis-

covered in others ; but it appeared that his fine

spirit had so far lost its buoyancy, that it was no

longer able to keep itself up against younger and

fresher minds. Nay, even with men of his own

age, his wit could not compete wath superior

animal spirits. Mr. Colman perfectly broke him

down by the force of his vivacity. Sheridan had

no chance with him in repartee, and he always

gave up to his little merry companion, after the

first attempt, in which he generally failed. His

genius seemed to forsake him for the time, and

Mr. Colman's fire appeared to blaze the brighter

for being kindled upon the embers of the splendid

ruin before him * He always felt his own ad-

vantage, and was more brilliant as he found the

other more dull. Mr. Colman's joyousness was

not met, even at the time my husband first knew
these great men, with corresponding feeling;

Sheridan's fire, though not his wit, was evidently

burnt out ; while that of his charming contem-

porary proved inextinguishable to his last hour.

Mr. Sheridan, in these his latter years, seemed

tacitly to admit his absence of power to keep

up with such men, and, to feel that depression

which precluded him from doing himself justice

amongst more alert minds, though always ready

* It must be understood that my impressions of Mr. Sheri-

dan relate to the latter part of his life.
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to do honour to any excellence he met with. He
was fond of promoting any occasion for mirth, by

the talents and exertions of others, and many

such intimations as the following were received

by Mr. Mathews from him, when any plot for

a petite comedy entered the great dramatist's head,

for private amusement.

My dear Sir, Saturday morning.

You will oblige me exceedingly by favouring me with

your company this evening, at half-past eleven, to execute

a little plan I will explain to you.

Yours truly, R. B. Sheridan.

To Charles Mathews, Esq.

Sometimes the writing of these little despatches

was so wretchedly bad as to render their meaning

unintelligible, and to compel my husband to

take the notes to his son, Mr. Thomas Sheridan,

for translation ; and I have now in my pos-

session writings of his containing words that

would puzzle the most ingenious to make out

without the context. I remember a droll fact

illustrative of this. One night an order of Mr.

Sheridan's was stopped at the box-door of Drury-

lane Theatre, and pronounced a forgery, because

the door-keeper could read it

!

Dear Mathews, November 11th, 1808.

" I 'gin to pull in resolution."

When I talked of holiday Sundays, I felt bolder than,

upon reflection, I ought to do, with a due respect to the
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regulations of our college,* into which I have more particu-

larly inquired since we met. So another day, in the course

of the month, I will, if you please, attend you, and be

kind enough to look out for a moon for me, for I incline to

the party of the Lunatics, and am no follower of the

Prince of Darkness, on the King's highway.

So, Sheridan and Hood for ever ! No Paull ! God

save the King ! Bless the crier ! Huzza ! huzza !

G. COLMAN.
To Charles Mathews, Esq.

A short time previously to the date of the above

letter, my husband had taken a pretty rustic cot-

tage, in one of the most retired lanes of Colney

Hatch, where he nightly drove me, even after the

latest performances at Drury-lane, for the pleasure

of enjoying an hour or two the next morning, and

the whole of every Sunday, in the air and neigh-

bourhood so interesting to him. From this spot

we often visited his late father's cottage in the

rural lane, where also his chapel stood. Mr. Ma-

thews had even a boyish delight, tempered with

much tender feeling, in sauntering near this spot,

sitting upon the style opposite to the cottage-

gate, and loitering about the scene endeared to

him by early recollections. The above intimation

from Mr. Colman referred to his first visit to

" Twig Hall," so named after its nominal owner,

* Mr. Colman was at this time confined within the rules of

the Bench for a debt contracted by hisfather to the father of

the person who placed him there.
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little Charles, who had soon after his birth been

named " Twig," by the same sponsor (]Mr.

Litchfield) who had given his father the early

appellation of '' Stick." The Twig was slight, and

drooped in London air, so that a more healthy

climate was absolutely necessary for its support.

This little box was in fact considered his, and all

who came there were but children for the time

being, and confessedly and necessarily Twig's

play-fellows.

Recollection revives many a joyous scene enact-

ed in the narrow compass of this tiny place, in

which as many delightful associations were formed.

There, in rooms hardly bigger than cells, would

friends of the rarest talent unbend and revel in

rural freedom once a week ; and little Twig wel-

comed his guests, under the conviction that they

came to ^' pay wis him." Amongst these Mr. Lis-

ton, (or, as Twig called him, for w^ant of better

pronunciation, Misser ZicAton,") was an espe-

cial favourite. One morning after breakfast I

missed these two children, and from an upper

window discovered the little dot with him of larger

growth, earnestly engaged in the game of " hide

and seek," the latter running with serious aspect

from gooseberry-bush to gooseberry-bush, calling

out the misleading whoop ! to the urchin, who
on each intimation trundled its tiny round figure

after the sound. I could not suppress a laugh
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when I saw the bigger boy as he crouched down,

quite unconscious of a witness of his grave amuse-

ment, draw out his snuff-box and take a pinch of

snufF to heighten his enjoyment. This indul-

gence gave time and opportunity to his little

dupe to reach the spot, with a scream of delight-

ed triumph at the long-sought detection of the

hider, who vainly tried to escape from the grasp

of the small hand which seized his coat, while his

turn was insisted on, and Misser Lickton was com-

manded to turn away his head from the where-

about of his co-mate in the game until the ap-

pointed signal was given.

On the night when ]\Ir. Liston led forward as

father the young man with whom he had played

as a child, the ** Old and Young Stager" again

played together before me ; but my smiles on that

occasion, unlike those of old, were mingled with

tears, for I sat alone, and thought of him who

would have witnessed with pride and gratification

the triumph of that night, and the general kind-

ness which greeted his son, so much beloved by

him. What a multitude of recollections of by-

gone scenes, and sweet associations, did that scene

bring before my mind's eye, as I beheld the ob-

ject best and dearest to me on earth, relinquish-

ing the profession of his choice, and standing

forward, untutored, in one of the most arduous

nature, even to those who have studied it with

VOL. n. F
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care, and practised it from their earliest days ; and

all this for the sake of his mother !

*

But, to return to the cottage. There often

might be seen Harriet Mellon—then a youthful,

slim, and beautiful creature : she would come all

joy and simplicity for a day's recreation. How
merry and happy she was ! perhaps happier than

when splendour hedged her in from the enjoy-

ment of simple pleasures, the love of which I be-

lieve to have been inherent in her nature. I see

her now, returning from a tumble into a neigh-

bouring pond, in the middle of which her horse

had unexpectedly chosen to drink. How unaf-

* I may here notice, in order to contradict it, a report that

has made its way into the several accounts which have ap-

peared respecting my son's entrance upon the stage,— namely,

that in becoming an actor, he opposed the expressed wish of

his father. So far from this being true, he was encouraged to

adopt it wdthin the last few years, for his father believed that

he possessed the talent to excel in his own particular line ; and,

fearing that the pursuit of architecture was not likely to enrich

him for many years, expressed his opinion that Charles might

with greater advantage appear in public as an actor. It was

the son who objected, nay, silenced, the arguments of his

father, from the devotion he felt to that profession for which he

had been educated ; and I believe I may assert that this was

the onl^ occasion upon which his father's wishes were not con-

sidered commands by him. Their mutual love, and I may add,

esteem, admitted of no differences ; their affection never knew

an hour's interruption ; and he would have found it as impos-

sible to his nature to fly in the face of his father's commands

after his death, as he proved himself incapable of thwarting

them while living. This every person who knew them can

testify.
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fectedly she protested, when dragged out, that

she did not care for the accident, and walked

home, though with difficulty, across the common,

with her muslin garments saturated with muddy
water, and her beautiful hair dripping down her

back ! How we laughed while we afterwards

dragged off the wet clothes from her fine form,

half apprehensive for the consequences ! Then

again, what peals of merriment attended her re-

appearance in the borrowed ill-fitting dress, that

had been cast upon her, and the uncouth tur-

ban that bound her straightened hair, and which

she was compelled to wear for the rest of the

day ! What amusement her figure created ! how

well she converted by her good humour an al-

most serious accident into one of general enter-

tainment ! How many other drolleries have I

seen her enact at various periods, in the same

place, my husband the leader of such revels.

This little spot was in reality the sans souci of

our friends, and little Twig the presiding deity

of the place, and the epitome of fun and merri-

ment ; as such he was allowed perfect liberty

for the time. One day he entered the room with

his hands full of the sibyline leaves of the nursery

— in other words, half a pack of very dirty cards,

which he had abstracted from his maid's drawer,

and with which he offered to tell INIiss Mellon

her fortune. Borrowing the cant and phrase-

F 2
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ology of the owner of them, he foretold that his

favourite would some day be "married"— not to

Mr. Coutts, the banker—not to the Duke of St.

Alban's— but to a " handsome carpenter"

We ceased our intimacy with Miss Mellon just

as she became a rich woman ; but in after years

we never glanced at each other in public for a

moment, that I did not fancy that the Duchess

of St. Alban's looked as if she rem.embered these

scenes, and felt that they were very happy.

" Twig Hall," in short, was a place not to be for-

gotten by its visiters. Alas ! how few now re-

main to dwell upon the recollections this mention

of it is calculated to renew !
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CHAPTER IV.

*< The Spanish Ambassador" and his " Interpreter."

Mr. Mathews's various powers of disguise na-

turally tempted his friends into a strong desire

of witnessing the effects arising from them upon

others. We had returned to town, and resided

in Great Russell Street ; and as our only wooded

view was the gate of the British Museum, which

faced our windows, my husband took every op-

portunity of running aw^ay from it for a day;

and it became a sort of fashion amongst a

knot of his male friends, to make parties for

him to the neighbourhood of London, where

good entertainment for man and horse was to be

met with. At one period six or eight of these

worthies determined to make a trip of plea-

sure, partly on a water-excursion. It was at the

time when the excitement prevailed about Fer-

dinand of Spain ; and it was suggested and ar-

ranged that Mr. Mathews should travel on this
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occasion as the Spanish Ambassador. His suite

therefore disposed themselves in two carriages,

" his Excellency" dignifying the foremost till they

arrived at Woolwich, the place destined for the

first halt. Here Mr. Hill,* one of the party, un-

dertook the office of Interpreter, and he speedily

whispered to the landlord the rank of the per-

sonage he had the honour to entertain under his

roof. The intelligence acted like a spark of elec-

tricity, communicating its effect to the whole

establishment, and setting it all in motion. In

the mean time, "his Excellency" sallied forth on

foot with his suite, in order to behold the won-

ders of the place. His appearance in itself was

very striking, without the quick-spreading know-

ledge of his rank. He was dressed in a green

frock-coat, buttoned up to his neck ; his bosom,

ornamented with a profusion of orders and rib-

bons of every sort, dazzled the curious eye of the

observer. On his head he wore a large cocked-

hat with patriotic devices affixed, such as " Viva

Ferdinand F' upon a ribbon of purple ground, in

golden characters ; and *' his Excellency " also

wore a pair of green spectacles. In the streets

of AVoolwich he was followed and cheered by all

the little boys in the neighbourhood, to whom

* Mr. Thomas Hill, proprietor of " The Monthly Mirror,"

(so ofteu alluded to in the early pages of this book,) and

always the very good friend of my husband.
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the condescending Ambassador bowed in amiable

humility. He went into shops and bought divers

things, speaking vohibly the jargon which his

Interpreter rendered into good English. At last,

almost to " his Excellency's " consternation, a

communication was made by the higher powers

of the place, that whatever the " Spanish Am-
bassador " deigned to notice would be open to

" his Excellency's" inspection the rest of the day,

for which purpose the workmen had received

orders not to quit the spot at their customary

hours of refreshment, but await his commands

!

This was alarming. It was more than " his Ex-

cellency " reckoned upon, and fearful was the

thought of detection under such a distinguish-

ed mark of attention. However, the Ambas-

sador graciously accepted the proffered exhibi-

tion, and viewed all that was to be seen, with

due show of surprise and commendation, faith-

fully interpreted to the comptrollers of the works.

AVhen at last this ludicrous scene ended, the

Ambassador and his suite returned to take their

" ease at their inn," where the preparations were

indeed appalling. Every bit of plate that could

be got together, not only belonging to the house,

but, as they afterwards learned, from the neigh-

bourhood, was displayed in gorgeous array, to

grace the visit of so distinguished a guest. The

landlord and his family, and his servants, were
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tricked out in all their best attire, to wait upon

the great man, whom they were all drawn out

to greet upon his return, courtesying and bob-

bing to him ; all of which this high-bred man
and illustrious foreigner acknowledged with a

grace and condescension that won all hearts. He
talked unceasingly, but they could only dwell

upon what his Interpreter was kind enough to

render intelHgible. Now and then, indeed, a

word of English would gratify their tortured

ears— " Goode Englis' pepel !" " Fine houze !"

" Tanks !" and such like comfits sweetened their

laborious attendance.

I cannot now recount half the absurdities *' his

Excellency" committed, or that were committed

for " his Excellency," whose averred habits differed

very strikingly from those of the English. His

Interpreter informed the landlord that, amongst

other peculiarities, " his Excellency" required every

article of use in vast quantities ; hundreds of nap-

kins, spoons, forks, plates; in fact, no man that

had not lived in Spain could be aware of such

inordinate demands. The first view of his bed-

room presented to " his Excellency'' about twelve

dozen towels, piled up upon a table by the side

of the washing-stand, for his one night's use.

The Ambassador ordered about him in his own

language, which was translated according to cir-

cumstances by his accomplished follower, whose

interpretation sometimes was enough to overset
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the gravity of any hidalgo, though it was curious

to observe that everywhere, when only a solitary

advantage was to be obtained, and that advantage

was reserved for tlie great man, the Interpreter

always felt under the necessity of explaining that

"his Excellency" had a taste for inferior things,

and preferred what, to an Englishman, was objec-

tionable, particularly in warm weather, namely,

very small sleeping rooms, short and narrow beds,

low pillows, &c. Things usually disdained by our

higher orders were, in fact, matters of luxury in

Spain ; consequently the said Interpreter enjoyed

the superior accommodation as a matter of duty

which called upon him to appropriate the best of

everything to himself. All this added to the

amusement of the time, and laid up cause for

future mirth.

The next morning the farce was resumed, and

the same mockeries repeated. " His Excellency"

breakfasted with the same ceremonies and results

as at his previous day's dinner, 'preferring the stale

bread, and resigning the new to his Interpreter,

ho.. Thus " perked up, in a glittering sorrow,"

he was not sorry, with all his love of " fun," to see

preparations for a removal, which at length took

place amid a crowd, assembled to see " his Ex-

cellency" depart, and which cheered him as lie

drove off.

The water excursion followed, and a small

fishing smack was hired for the purpose of a
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sail. The master of it, a simple, illiterate, fresh-

water tar, was duly impressed with the honour

bestowed on his little craft by the noble freight it

carried, and was all deference and delight. The

Ambassador, feigning to suppose this little dirty-

faced fellow a naval hero, expressed great respect

and affection for the noble " British Capitaine,"

while he directed his Interpreter to inform him

that he should boast of his acquaintance to Ferdi-

nand, and predispose the whole of the Spanish

nation in his favour. The old man shed tears of

pratification at all this, and "his Excellencv" would

not suffer his favourite the " Capitaine" to move

from his side. Refreshments had been carried on

board, and amongst these a can, said to contain a

quantity of lamp-oil, for "his Excellency's" exclu-

sive drinking. Everything was done to excite

surprise in the little master of the boat that could

be devised at the moment. One thing I well re-

member. A piece of an apple had been cut into

the form of a candle-end, and a bit of scraped

almond completed the deception. The Ambassa-

dor, happening to drop his tooth-pick in a dusky

corner of the boat, demanded a light from his

Interpreter, who presented him with the above

preparation in a luminous state; and "his Excel-

lency," having searched for the tooth-pick and

found it, blew out the candle, and after a minute's

pause of hesitation where to place it, put it into

his mouth with unconcern, and ate the whole of
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it ! The " Capitaine " looked wonder and disgust

at this, and more especially when " his Excel-

lency," expressing a desire tor some lamp-oil to

wash it down, a glass full of yellow liquid was

poured out, supposed to be what he asked for;

and he swallowed it apparently with much re-

lish. The master's chest absolutely heaved at this

finishing proof of a depraved taste. However,

the time came when the Ambassador and suite

wished to land at their dining-place, and it was

agreed that the master should await to take them

back to Woolwich, where the carriages were left,

to convey them to town. '' His Excellency,"

however, had had enough of his empty dignity,

and hungered for the solid advantages of a com-

mon man, of which it was the fancy of his Inter-

preter to stint him, while he wanted language to

assert his rights and wishes. It was accordingly

resolved that he should resign his honours, resume

his mother-tongue, and leave his title behind him.

Doffing his spectacles and medals, and exchang-

ing his green for a blue coat — in fact, becoming

himself, he re-entered the boat as a stranger, who

desired to be taken to Woolwich ; and, as it was

understood by the master that his noble patron,

the Ambassador, was not to return, he asked leave

of the party to admit the gentleman applying.

On the voyage back, it may be guessed that

not much else was talked of on board but " the

Spanish Ambassador;" and as the stranger ex-
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pressed an interest in the particulars of " his Ex-

cellency's" trip, the master undertook the relation.

This was by far the better part of the whole

affair ; for the vanity of the poor little man in-

duced such exaggerations of his intimacy and

favour with his noble friend, that my husband

was inwardly convulsed while he listened to the

account. He described " his Excellency" as a

" wery personable man — not what in Hengland

we should call 'ansome, but werry personable, and

the haffablest cretor I ever seed in my life ! Why,
sir^ he treated me more like a brother than any

think else : called me Captain, and promised to

mention me kindly in Spain, and offered to z;?-

terdoos me to King Ferdinand! (But, Lord, I

couldn't bear to live with such nasty devils
!)

What a happetite he had, too! I couldn't live

with Spaniards, I 'm sure, if they all eat like ' his

Excellency.' He made me quite sick, old as I

am, with his dirty Spanish ways. Why, if you '11

believe me, he swallowed at one draught a whole

quart of lamp He, and eat up a large tally candle

at a mouthful ! I seed him with my own eyes, or

I wouldn't have believed it. I seed it all go

down his Spanish throat ! I 've since been werry

much puzzled, though, to think whatever he

did vith the vick !
"

When the party reached Woolwich, they found

their carriages ready to receive them, and it then

being dark, they escaped further notice. But the
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visit of " the Spanish Ambassador" was not soon

forgotten there ; and though tliere was some after-

suspicion that the attention of the resident au-

thorities was expended on an impostor, yet the

name of " his Excellency's" representative never

transpired. A drawing was ordered to be made

by the " Interpreter," in commemoration of the

event, of w^hich my husband had a copy ; and

the engraving now presented is taken from it, in

illustration of the very faint and imperfect ac-

count which is here given of the hoax of

THE SPANISH AMBASSADOR.

In apology, if it need one, for Mr. Mathews's

early love of practical joking, hoaxing, &c. (a

species of amusement very justly placed in the

lowest scale of humour,) I think it fair to urge,

that at the period these scenes took place he had

no other opportunity of exercising his inherent

and irrepressible powers of representation ! In

his profession there had been no scope for their

display : he performed only in the regular rou-

tine of plays and farces. The drama's laws, then

rigid, forbade any mode by which his unique ta-

lents could possibly be exhibited ; and his spirits

were so exuberant, that it seemed a necessity ra-

ther than a choice that they should find egress by

any mode that presented itself to his imagina-

tion. The extravagant acts he practised were, in

fact, like so many safety-valves, through which

VOL. II. F 7
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these spirit-fancies escaped, which, if restrained

and driven back, might have preyed upon his

mind to its injury.

To show that what I here assert is not merely

imaginary, I will mention a circumstance that oc-

curred to him many years ago. He had lived a

very vapid, inactive life for some days, at a time

when he was predisposed to mirth and mental

freedom. He was amongst strangers, people who

never made a joke, or were capable of receiving

one. They were grave, matter-of-fact folks, and

he was afraid to give loose to any of those active

exercises of his vivacious imagination which he

was wont to throw out in society. All was pro-

priety and dulness. His spirit was pressed down,

'' cabin'd, cribb'd, confin'd ;" he never ventured

a playful remark, for he was conscious that it

w^ould not have been understood. In fact, in the

midst of many persons he felt alone, and at last,

almost desponding.

One morning this party, all gentlemen, assem-

bled for the purpose of spending the day in an

excursion, and were mounted on their horses

ready to proceed. My husband's depressed spirits

were exhilarated by the beauty of the weather,

and the prospect of a day's pleasure (free from

the restraint of a room, listening to truisms) in

the open air, where he would have uncontrolled

power to gaze upon his idol Nature in her most

beautiful form. He had not ridden out of the
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city for some weeks, and was in a state of

childish delight and excitement. At this mo-
ment his eyes turned upon one of the party, a

very little man, who was perched on a very tall

horse, and who seemed unusually grave and im-

portant. Mr. Mathews looked at him for a mo-

ment; and the next knocked him off wuth a

smart blow, felling him to the ground. The whole

party were struck with horror ; but no one felt

more shocked than he Avho had committed the

outrage. He dismounted, picked up the little

victim to his unaccountable freak, declared himself

unable to give any motive for the action, but

that it was an impulse he could not resist ; and

afterwards, in relating this extraordinary incident,

he declared his conviction that it was a moment
of frenzy, induced by the too sudden reaction

from previous stagnation of all freedom and

amusement.

His intimate acquaintance at this time with a

kindred spirit kept alive this desire to astonish

others, for his own amusement, longer than it

might otherwise have lasted, and gave, perhaps, a

new impetus to his fanciful will. The youthful

Theodore Hook had a head to devise, and nerve

to execute, and lent himself, heart and mind, to

every occasion of mirth ; and when injury was

to be punished, or folly reproved, these " two

were a multitude" in furthering the end.

Mr. Hook was a master-spirit in such freaks, as
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he has since proved in higher aims. He devised

many a plan which "astonished the natives" at

the time ; and the ingenuity of his contrivances,

and the witty execution of them, were worthy of

more important occasions.

I will relate one of Mr. Hook's impromptus in

this way. Mr. Mathews was one of a party

making an excursion upon the Thames. In the

heat of the day '^ the voyagers " wished for a

pleasant landing-place, in order to enjoy in shade

and shelter the refreshments which their boat

contained. One most inviting spot presented

itself, and Theodore proposed it as suitable to

their purpose, when his attention was directed to

an enormous board, " courteously waving them "

off, with a request that parties would not land

upon those grounds. Now, had the proprietor

of the said grounds been aware of the party

that day boating, he would have done wisely to

remove his injunction, or re-word it ; for it proved

as direct an invitation as when a rustic hoyden,

at a merry-making, deprecates the kiss her ad-

mirer did not think of giving. Parties were re-

quested 7iot to land, and therefore this party ivould

land; and so they did—aW of them believing, ex-

cept their leader and instigator to this trespass

upon private property, that they might enjoy the

shade without offence or detection during their

repast. But, no sooner had they commenced ope-

rations, than they perceived a little portly gentle-
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man coming at his utmost pace down the slope,

evidently very hot with exertion and choler. The

more timid of the party were for retreat, but

Theodore kept his stand. Looking significantly

at the others, and puUing my husband to his side,

he coolly took out his pocket-book and pencil, and

without seeming to notice the approaching stran-

ger, made memoranda in his book, and observations

on the place to his companion. At last, the owner

of the grounds coming up to the party, began to

denounce this invasion of his premises ; but Mr.

Hook, carrying it with a high tone, continued his

investigation and pencilling, and observed aloud

to Mr. Mathews, that he thought the canal might,

with most propriety, be cut through that shrub-

bery, and turn directly across the front of the

lawn. To be sure, it would be rather near the

house, but that could not be helped, and at present

he saw^ no other way of proceeding. The hot,

portly, little gentleman started, and cooled down,

changing complexion from red to pale. " What

!

sir
!

" said he, timidly and even fearfully, " am I

to understand that a canal is to pass through these

grounds?" Theodore leisurely finished his mem.,

and then carelessly answered in the affirmative.

The little gentleman now altered his first manner

to one of great anxiety and civility ; asked various

questions as to the probabilities, time, &c. ; and

Theodore, who often whispered to his "clerk,"

(my husband,) while he pointed about the grounds,

VOL. n. G
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condescended to inform the questioner, that the

conduct of the whole proceeding was given into

his hands, and was entirely dependent upon his

judgment, direction, and decision. The gentle-

man now began to bustle about, evidently uneasy,

and anxious to conciliate this man of power, who

told him that when he had made himself and

his clerk masters of the whole scope and capabi-

lities of the land, he and the friends who ac-

companied him in this anxious business meant

to take their refreshment in some commodious

part of the ground, to which he supposed there

would be no objection. This was not to be allow-

ed by the now truly complaisant little gentleman.

" Oh, no, he could not think of letting the party

remain out of doors ; he begged they would all

four do him the pleasure of taking refreshment

within. Himself and his family had dined, it was

true ; but something should be prepared for the

party, and he entreated they would not refuse him

the pleasure of entertaining them. Accordingly,

the intruders followed their hospitable inviter; and

while the servants were despatched to provide the

best the house contained for these unexpected

guests, they were presented in form to the lady of

the mansion and her daughters, and the cause of

their arrival was explained with significant looks,

as much as to say, '' Our delights here are gone

;

but do not betray any anxiety before these men."

Well, the hateful canal-business was of course
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the topic of conversation. Theodore " thought it

a pity so to break up a gentleman's shrubs ; but

private considerations must necessarily give place

to public convenience," &c., to all which remarks

the unlucky owner of the grounds gave a faint

assent.

Refreshments in the dining-room were now
announced, and the guests proceeded thither, at-

tended obsequiously by their fluttered host, and

one by one the ladies of the house, " on hospitable

thoughts intent," followed, anxious no doubt to

hear the extent of the threatened calamity. All

soon became calm; the man of business talked

largely of his power and influence with those by

whom he was employed ; hinted pretty freely that

he could turn the canal in any direction he liked

;

cind indeed at last " the hospitality " of his new
friend, and "the amiability of his family," so

wrought upon the sympathies of this planner of

canals, that, after a bottle or two of excellent wine,

he declared ** it would be shameful to disturb so

much comfort and good taste by such a process.

Hinting, therefore, that he should look out for

some other way to accomplish the intents of go-

vernment, he took his leave with his clerk and

friends, and with it the hearty liking of the whole

family, whose comfort for the time this frolic had

upset.

It is curious enough that some years after, this

incident was woven into a French vaudeville,

G 2
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called " Le gastronome sans argent,'' and was per-

formed by that admirable comedian, Perlet, in

Paris, doubtless indirectly communicated by some

friend of the boating party to the author of the

piece.

For several years it was an annual custom with

Mr. Hook and Mr. Mathews, and other Messieurs

(one of whom is now a " potent, grave, and Re-

verend Signior ") fond of a frolic, to go to Croydon

Fair, for the purpose of cracking walnuts—and

johes. Innumerable were the diverting tricks

played upon those they encountered, and upon

each other, by these young and buoyant spirits.

In pursuance of the latter portion of their amuse-

ment, on one occasion, while strolling through

the market, Mr.Hook suddenly proclaimed himself

the victim of fraternal cruelty, declaring that his-

brother, (Mr. Mathews,) in order to deprive him

of his property, was confining him to his side,

and otherwise rendering him wretched and de-

pendent, and that he hoped the good people pre-

sent would not oppose his escape, or attempt to

follow him. As he said this, he suddenly sprang

away from his party, leaving his unnatural rela-

tion in what he hoped would be an awkward di-

lemma. Brotherly instinct, however, suggested a

means of averting popular indignation, and satis-

fying the crowd that his younger brother was in

fact a lunatic, although a harmless one ; and the

rest of the party confirming this statement, Mr.
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Mathews was allowed quietly to follow the fugi-

tive, whom he and his friends soon discovered

concealed at a short distance round a corner, wait-

ing to rejoin thera.

After this they repaired to the coffee-room at

the inn. Here again the lunatic became very ob-

streperous, and behaved in a manner so as to jus-

tify the severity of his alleged brother, who, after

a time, being a little nervous at the extent of his

relation's paroxysm, left the room, and was stand-

ing at the outer entrance of the hotel, when a

hearse trotted up to the door on its return from

its melancholy journey. The driver, a little fat

man, had just dismounted from the box, in his

professional robes,—namely, a suit of woe, and

eke a broad crape streaming from his hat, and

hanging down his back. The man looked at my
husband for a minute, and, smiling with much

meaning, addressed him, as he bowed, by his name.

^'Ah, Mr. Mathews ! my last inside passenger died

of laughing at you, sir ! " My husband, who ge-

nerally preserved his incognito, was startled by

this knowledge of his person, but being withal

curious to know the man's meaning, inquired to

whom he alluded. He was answered by a signi-

ficant action over the shoulder of the man, whose

thumb jerked at the mournful machine behind

him, which still remained at the door.

It appeared, upon further questioning, that the

recent occupant of the gloomy vehicle had gone
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to the theatre one night, to all appearance well,

but had laughed so incontinently at Mr. Mathews's

acting, as to return home in a state of such

exhaustion, that it ended in severe illness, pro-

duced, as the medical man averred, from an over-

excitement, of which she died! Mr. Mathews, half

shocked, half flattered, was glad to forget the

part he was said to have had in the death of the

poor young lady, (who most probably had carried

her billet with her to the theatre, as few people

die of laughing, although many " have thought

they should do so,") and eagerly yielded to a sug-

gestion which this man's appearance and recent

errand had occasioned. Accordingly, promising

him half a crown, he engaged him to act a sub-

ordinate part in the comedy of " The Reprisal,"

which Theodore's freak justified his brotherly wish

to " get up" for his benefit. This settled, Mr.

Mathews returned to the coffee-room, where the

young madman was carrying on the joke quietly

enough, having, it seemed, enjoyed a lucid inter-

val. But the return of his cr^uel brother brought

on another violent paroxysm, and no expostulation

could abate his resistance of all rational control

;

on the contrary, soothing seemed to increase his

violence. At last his brother declared, that if he

was not more obedient and resigned, he would re-

sort to stronger measures, and send him back to

London in a manner he would not like. This in-

timation only added to his outrageous behaviour

:
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he was threatened with confinement, and told that

a hearse was in waiting to receive him, no other

conveyance being attainable ; and that he should

be placed in that unless he became quiet. This

threat produced no amendment, for, of course, it

was received as a feint by the incorrigible maniac.

However, at last the elder brother took a cord

from his pocket, with which he tied Theodore's

hands behind him ; who, having no suspicion of the

truth, favoured the act, while seeming to resist it.

This arrangement being made, at a given signal in

stalked the little fat man in black, whip in hand,

and streaming hat-band, and with a solemn, grave

air, proclaimed, " The hearse is ready, sir." For a

moment the unfortunate captive looked at this

messenger of woe with distrust. But again re-

collecting how impossible the reality could be, he

tamely allowed himself to be led out of the room,

in apparent submission to his brother's arrange-

ment, and proceeded peaceably down the long pas-

sage to the inn-door. Here, however, the sight of

the hearse, ready to admit him, and the little man
holding the door open with his right hand, re-

spectfully dangling his hat and band from the

other, gave the lunatic such a shock, that sud-

denly releasing himself from his keeper's hold, he

darted up the street, (his hands still bound,) with

a hue and cry after him, his unfortunate relation

and friends following up the pursuit.

Luckily for Theodore, he was tall and slim.
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with great agility of limb, so that he fairly dis-

tanced the hobnails of his pursuers, and sheltering

himself amongst some trees at the edge of the

town^ waited calmly for his friends, who he be-

lieved would not carry their barbarity so far as to

leave him there long, or suffer the people who had

first followed him to remain at the head of the

pursuit. In short, as he anticipated, his party

" came at last to comfort him ; " they unbound
his refractory arms, and all had their laugh fairly

out at the consternation they had left behind

them. After this they dined at another inn, and

became rational for the rest of the day.

It had been the custom to go to the theatre

of the place on the evenings of these days ; and

therefore on this particular occasion the custom

was not omitted. The play was " The School for

Friends," in which, it may be remembered, Mr.

Mathews was the original Matthew Daw. He was

naturally desirous on this occasion that his party

should behave with great decorum, as it would

have been painful to him to have his humbler

brethren of the sock and buskin suppose that he

had come with a party to '' flout at their solemni-

ties ;" and he could hardly expect to be altogether

unknown to them. Mr. Hook, however, was not

in a mood to be everything his friend wished ; be-

sides, he had a bloAv to return, a debt to pay,

incurred on his account for man and hearse. He
therefore talked loud, laughed during the serious
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scenes, and wept at the comic ones, &c. At last,

my husband, feeling nervous, crept away from

his party, and went to the upper box opposite

(the only place in which he could find a seat).

Here he congratulated himself upon being sepa-

rated from the noisy set below, and believed

that he was completely out of their ken. Un-
luckily, the performer of the Quaker {Matthew

Daiv) excited Theodore's risible propensities—not

in the sense where laughing is a compliment

;

when suddenly Hook's eye caught that of Mr. Ma-
thews, who had escaped to wdiat he hoped was

security against any implication in his friend's pro-

ceedings. Theodore now arose, and standing in

the front of the box, bowed wdth great respect

and gravity ; addressing the audience, and begging

their attention to a few^ words, he said, " Ladies

and gentlemen, you are pleased with INIr. the

performer of the Quaker, who has hitherto de-

servedly m.et with your approval in that character

;

but 1 cannot allow you to be ignorant that Mr.

Mathews, the original performer of Matthew Daw,

is now in this theatre. The modesty inseparable

from real merit has induced him to conceal him-

self in a retired situation ; but, ladies and gentle-

men, if you will look up to the top of the house,

on your left hand, you will see him sitting in that

corner" (pointing his finger to the exact spot).

What my husband felt at this moment may

be imagined. He declared to me, that he could
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not have risen from his seat had he expected

to be shot for remaining in it. The effect upon

the audience, chiefly clod poles and market-peo-

ple, was merely a vacant stare up to the corner

to which they were directed ; for the name of

Mathews was evidently strange to them ; and no

positive idea was conveyed by the mention of it.

One Matthew Daw was as good to them as an-

other; and thus it is probable they would have

thought that he of Croydon Fair was the best,

had an opportunity been given to them of judg-

ing of their comparative merits.

There was no end to these instances of frolick-

ing, and Mr. Hook could never resist a tempta-

tion to display some of his inexhaustible stock of

humour for the entertainment of his companions.

I will give another instance.

Mr. Mathews was one day driving him towards

Blackheath ; and at the approach to Shooters' Hill

the merciful owner of the horse wished that he

and his friend Theodore should descend from

the gig and walk up the steepest part of it.

As they were proceeding with this humane in-

tent, a sort of ancient vehicle, called, for want of

a more definite character, " a one-horse chaise,"

upon four wheels, appeared, slowly descending

the steep. It was an unusually cumbrous and

large-headed carriage, and more remarkable in

that day, when smart single-horse carriages had

long superseded such lumbering conveyances.
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The first notice of the approach of this vehicle

was a loud laugh from Theodore, before, howeven

he was near enough to be heard by the driver.

The old and new carriages now approached. The
one ascending paused in order to give its horse

time to recover his pull ; and at this moment Mr.

Hook placed himself immediately in front of the

large awkward, yet well- cared-for animal, that was

sustaining the enormous machine alluded to, and

which was occupied by a very old man and

woman, coeval as it seemed with their carriage.

When they found their modest and inoffensive

progress interfered with, they stared in silence at

the cause of such impediment. Mr. Hook, with

great respect, took off his hat, and bowing to the

old lady and gentleman, (for such they evidently

were,) inquired whether it was really their in-

tention to enter London in that carriage ? The
driver, unwilling to be behind-hand in courtesy,

politely took off his hat also, and answered that

" he certainly was proceeding to London." Mr.

Hook then assuming the tone and language of a

man who was unwilling to see his fellow creatures

betrayed into a position that was likely to render

them ridiculous, asked earnestly, " whether the

driver was aware of the consequences of entering

the metropolis in such a conveyance ?" apprising

him, that such a one had not been seen there for

the last century. The old gentleman looked at his

wife, amazed and perplexed, but continued silent.
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His kind adviser, still at tlie horse's head, again

remonstrated against their progress, declaring that

the gentleman would repent it if he persevered,

and conjured the old lady to influence her husband

to turn back. The old people looked at each other

again earnestly. The gentleman seemed paralysed

with amazement at such an address ; when his

intrepid adviser, giving a searching look under the

hood where the two faces were ensconced, started

back with affected surprise, and exclaimed aloud

to his companion, who had been silently won-

dering at the nerve which enabled him to make
such an attack, " Now I look again, the man and

woman are greater gigs than the buggy !" '* Oh,"

continued he, addressing the travellers more reso-

lutely, "you really must not proceed. Allow me to

turn your nag's head round." He then suited the

action to the word, leading dobbin a short distance

up the hill again, who, nothing loth to retrace

his way home, struggled upwards, without any

obvious attempt from his master to prosecute his

first design of proceeding to town. How the

old gentleman ultimately settled the matter with

himself and his wife was not known, as his saucy

director remounted his friend's light conveyance,

and could only look back a brief period, when
certainly the headed chaise was slowly following

them.

But I must not attempt to set down all I

could tell of this extraordinary and always amus-
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ing result of leisure and love of " fun," coupled

with an excess of animal spirits. I understand

Mr. Hook, in riper years, has turned to good

account these frolics of his " green and salad

days" in his papers of " Gilbert Gurney," which

I have never seen in a collected form ; but in the

numbers I have read I found one or two drolle-

ries, (there ascribed to Air, Dali/,) and to the

masterly hand of the original I refer the curious,

for a better version of those anecdotes than my
poor pen can furnish.

VOL. n. g7
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CHAPTER V.

Lord Eardley.—His eccentric manners.—A footman's applica-

tion for a place.—His Lordship and the Clergyman.—Lord

Eardley in the Green-room.—A trying question.—Destruc-

tion by fire of Drury-lane Theatre.-—'^Killing no Murder."

—

Letter to Mr. Mathews.—Mr. Mathews in Maimoorm.—Ori-

gin of the sermon from the screen, in " The Hypocrite."

—

The Four-in-hand Club.— Farce of " Hit or Miss."— Offer

from Mr. Arnold.— Re-opening of the Lyceum Theatre.

—

Cottage at Fulham.—Proposal from Mr. Elliston.—Mr. Ma-

thews's reception at Liverpool.

Lord Eardley, of charitable and eccentric

memory, was very fond of having Mr. Mathews

domesticated with him at Belvidere,* and on such

occasions my husband enjoyed himself excessively,

although there were times when his spirits were

not quite equal to a visit for days together tete-a-

tete with a person of such peculiar manners, and

with habits so strikingly the reverse of his own.

" Early to bed, and early to rise," had probably

rendered his lordship "healthy and wealthy," and

therefore " wise ;" but his visiter, whose time for

real enjoyment in reading lasted always until two

* His Lordship's seat in Kent.
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or three o'clock in the morning, when everybody

but himself was fast asleep, could not but think

it a hardship to be knocked up at daybreak the

same morning. His Lordship was fond of quot-

ing from " Every Man in his Humour" the words

which my husband's name suggested

:

'' Master Matthew ! Master Matthew T (knock,

knock, knock !)
" Master Mattheio ! The cabin is

convenient, Master Matthew P' (And enter, my
lord.) " Come, MasterMatthew ! fine day ! Break-

fast ready. Master Matthew ! Carriage ordered in

two hours !"

Poor " Matthew," who was anything but '^ Mas-

ter,'' or he would have ordered his wakeful dis-

turber to be turned out of the room, was obliged

to submit, for his host would have his humour;

and often in these " morning calls" would sit by

his bedside after he had awakened his guest from

his three or four hours' sleep, and entertain him

with a string of hackneyed jokes, saying, as he

produced them, " Now, Master Matthew, this will

do for Jack Johnstone." (Then came an Irish

bull.) " Now, then, I '11 give you another for Bra-

ham. Braham, you know, was a Jew. / was a

Jew once (old Sampson Gideon). Now% Master

Matthew, this will do for yourself." When his

lordship's stock of witticisms was exhausted he

would rise to go away, saying, " Come, now^ you

must get up ; the cabin is convenient. Master

Matthew, but you must come to breakfast," &c.
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After breakfast, his lordship would drive his

guest about his grounds and neighbourhood, in a

low four-wheeled carriage, when the attendance

of a servant was dispensed with, and the seat

behind left vacant. One day a poor aged woman
hobbling along the road, stopped to courtesy to

the great man, who called out to her as she

passed on, in his usually quick manner of speak-

ing, '^ Old woman, old woman ! where d' ye want

to go ? where d' ye want to go ? How far ?" The

poor creature explained, and it being the contrary

road to that whither Lord Eardley was driving,

he immediately turned his horse round, desiring

the old woman to get up into the hinder seat,

afterwards depositing her at the described spot,

where he left her in the act of calling down

blessings upon his kind heart and condescending

goodness. Shortly after this, Mr. Mathews per-

ceived a young buxom girl trudging by their

side, bearing a rather heavy load upon her head.

She passed them as the carriage drawled along,

and my husband called Lord Eardley's attention

to her ; who, understanding his implied expecta-

tion, observed, " No, no. Master Matthew ; shan't

tire my horse for her. Healthy young thing.

Master Matthew, healthy young thing ; strong-

enough to walk !"

One of Lord Eardley's antipathies was that of

having attendants about him, and he would dis-

miss them from his presence whenever he could
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possibly do without them ; above all, if they

should be of the class called " fine gentle-

men/''

During breakfast one day, Lord Eardley was

informed that a person had applied for a foot-

man's place, then vacant. He was ordered into

the room, and a double-refined specimen of the

genus so detested by his lordship made his ap-

pearance. The manner of the man was extremely

affected and consequential, and it was evident

that my lord understood him at a glance ; more-

over, it was as evident that he determined to

lower him a peg or two. " Well, my good fel-

low," said he, " what, you want a lackey's place,

do you ?"— "I came about an upper footman's

situation, my lord," said the gentleman bridling

up his head. " Oh, do ye, do ye?" replied Lord

Eardley :
" I keep no upper servants ; all alike, all

alike here."—" Indeed, my lord !" exclaimed the

hireling, with an air of shocked dignity. " What
department, then, am I to consider myself expect-

ed to fill ?"—" Department ! department !" quoth

my lord in a tone like inquiry. " What capacity,

my lord ?" My lord repeated the word capacity,

as if not understanding its application to the pre-

sent subject. " I mean, my lord," explained the

man, " what shall I be expected to do, if I take

the situation ?"—" Oh, you mean if you take the

place. I understand you now," rejoined my
lord ;

" why, you 're to do everything but sweep

VOL. II. II
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the chimneys, and clean the pig-sties, and those

I do myself." The gentleman stared, scarcely

knowing what to make of this, and seemed to

wish himself out of the room ; he however grin-

ned a ghastly smile, and, after a short pause,

inquired " what salary his lordship gave ?"—" Sa-

lary ! salary !" reiterated his incorrigible lordship ;

•^ don't know the word, don't know the word, my
good man." Again the gentleman explained,—" I

mean what w^ages ?"—" Oh, wages !" echoed my
lord ;

'^ what d' ye ask ? what d' ye ask ?" Trip

regained his self-possession at this question, which

looked like business, and considering for a few

moments, answered—first stipulating to be found

in hair-powder, and (on state occasions) silk-

stockings, gloves, bags, and bouquets— that he

should expect thirty pounds a year. " How
much, how much ?" demanded my lord rapidly.

" Thirty pounds, my lord."

—

" Thirty pounds !"

exclaimed Lord Eardley in affected amazement,

"make it guineas and /'// live with you T then

ringing the bell, said to the servant who answer-

ed it, " Here, let out this gentleman ; he 's too

good for me, too good for me ;" and turning to

Mr. Mathews, who was much amused, said, as the

man made his exit, " Conceited, impudent scoun-

drel ! soon sent him off, soon sent him off. Mas-

ter Matthew."

On one of these quiet visits to Belvidere, Mr.

Mathews was one morning at church with Lord
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Eardley. It happened that the preacher was an

entire stranger to his lordship, and he listened to

him for some time with great attention. The ser-

mon, however, proving rather '' lengthy," my lord

became fidgety, and taking out his watch, looked

at it from time to time in the most restless manner.

At length patience utterly forsook him, and he

questioned a gentleman in the adjoining pew, in

a low tone, as to " who that long-winded parson

was ?'* at the same time declaring he should never

preach there again. The gentleman informed his

lordship that the clergyman's name was Ball. At
this information. Lord Eardley, quite off his

guard, and without a moment's consideration, rose

from his seat, watch in hand, which he elevated

towards the pulpit, and to the consternation of

the preacher and his congregation, called out in

the appropriate tone and phrase of a team-driver

bringing his leader to a halt, " Whoagh, Ball,

whoagh !"

Lord Eardley could never at the theatre re-

member my relationship to Mr. Mathews. We
were in the frequent habit of performing together

the characters of father and daughter, as in " The
Duenna," in which w^e played Don Jerome and

Louisa ; and in " Bluebeard," Ibrahim and Fa-

tima. These pieces w^ere very often performed

at Drury Lane at this period, when Lord Eard-

ley was a nightly frequenter of the green-room.

He seemed while there utterly incapable of car-

H 2
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rying his recollection from domestic history to

dramatic fiction, or to separate the assumed from

the actual characters. Thus he could never ima-

gine, when he saw my husband's face covered

with artificial wrinkles, that he was only act'mg

the aged man and father. As Mr. Mathews was

somewhat older than myself, this mistake always

vexed and annoyed him. Lord Eardley would

go up to him, and thus address him :
—" Ah, Mas-

ter Matthew, I 'm glad to see your daughter look-

ing so well."—" My wife is very well, my lord."

—

" Oh, true, true ; she's your wife, she's your wife

;

so she is, so she is ; I forgot." In a few minutes

after this, he would tell me how well my father

had been acting. '' My husband, you mean, my
lord."— " Ah, yes, yes ; so he is, so he is ; he 's

your husband ; true, true ; looks like your father

in that dress ; shouldn't wear it, shouldn't wear

it ; deceives one, deceives one
!"

Everybody knows that Lord Eardley was a

remarkably charitable man. One day he called

upon my husband, at a period when his circum-

stances were anything but easy, (Mr. Mathews

having barely surmounted his early difficulties,)

and unconsciously tantalized him very much.

Lord Eardley said he found himself with 500/.

over and above his general charities, and was at

a loss where to bestow it ; and holding a bank

note in his hand to that amount, he said, " Now
tell me, Master Matthew, tell me some good way
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of disposing of this ; want some deserving object

to bestow it on : what shall I do with it, Master

Matthew ?" This was a trying question to a poor

man, who was nevertheless too independent to

talk of his poverty. I forget how my husband

advised his lordship as to the disposal of his

money, or whether he followed the advice he

asked.

On the 24th of February Mr. Mathews was

dining with a party of gentlemen at Mr. Richard

AVilson's, in Lincoln's-Inn-Fields, when a servant,

looking like him who

Drew Priam's curtain in the dead of night,

And would have told him half his Troy was burnt,

entered the room, exclaiming, " Drury-lane Thea-

tre is in flames, gentlemen!" A simultaneous

rush followed, and all became eye-witnesses

of that appalling fact. The actor flew to the

spot, where indeed others of the theatre were

already assembled. The fire had spread too

widely to give a hope that its devastating

power could be arrested. Mr. De Camp was full

of lamentation at the loss of many valuables

— really valuable in an intrinsic sense (I be-

lieve some diamond rings, &c.) ; but my husband

thought of his darling wigs, collected with so

much care and cost, some, as he believed, not re-

placeable at any price. Then, his ancient buckles,

snuff*-boxes, canes, shoes, stockings, most of which

had furnished the commissioners of income-tax
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at York with food for so much diversion. All

these to perish at one fell swoop was too much for

him to think of without real regret—almost sorrow.

What were the proprietors' feelings to his? the

owners of uninteresting brick and mortar, put

together within so few years as to want even

the veneration that might have called forth the

respect of a lover of antiquity. Could such loss

be placed in comparison with his of the iron and

brass buckles, which had been manufactured, some

of them, a century back, at least,—and then the

wigs once worn by Edwin and Garrick

!

Upon a little reconnoitering, the two actors

discovered that the fire had not yet actually

taken possession of that part of the building

where their dressing-room (which they had shared

with some other performers in turn) was situ-

ated. They immediately rushed forward to at-

tempt to save their respective property, and

fearlessly groped through the smoke, which was

so thick that they found their way, like Hamlet,

" without their eyes." They were, however, even-

tually successful, and managed to save what each

most prized ; and as Mr. Mathews's valuables were

contained in a large heavy table, with drawers

and partitions, Mr. De Camp assisted him to drag

it out. Surprise being afterwards expressed by

somebody who looked at it, how they had found

strength to carry it, they then ascertained that

they could only with difficulty lift up for a
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moment what in the alarm and excitement of

the night they had removed to a considerable

distance.

This fire carried with it more lamentable results

to the profession than even the destruction of

such valuables as I have described. That fatal

catastrophe, followed by a similar event on the

29th of September, the total destruction of Coven

t

Garden Theatre, in the same unaccountable man-

ner, may justly be considered as the overthrow of

all theatrical prosperity.

Immediately after the first calamity, a meeting

of the manager and principal performers took

place, in order to consider how they could, by

their joint exertions, provide for that portion of

the company whose talents and services were of

too humble a description to command employ-

ment elsewhere, and whose existence was depend-

ent upon their weekly stipend. These people

would be the most immediate sufferers, and in-

deed would be speedily in a state of starvation,

unless provided for by their more fortunate bre-

thren. To this end, most of the principal per-

formers came to a decision to act at the Lyceum
as soon as arrangements could be made. Mr.

Mathews was the only performer whose individual

powders would have rendered him independent of

such a position. He had tried and proved the

event of his attraction in the country when alone,

by his last year's attempt, and could not but be
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aware that, under the circumstances, his interest

lay far away from the scene of present action. But

he did not hesitate,—much as it would have added

to his home comforts,— to sacrifice selfish con-

siderations, and to devote his talents in common

with those of the other performers for the sake of

his poorer brethren, although remuneration could

not at the best exceed his former moderate salary,

and might be altogether doubtful. Previously,

however, to the period of opening the Lyceum,

he filled up his time by occasional visits to the

provinces, acting at Rochester, Canterbury, &:c.,

till at length the Haymarket Theatre re-opened.

It was not to be expected that Mr. Mathews's

constant intercourse and intimacy with Mr. Hook
could exist without another effort of his pen for

the purpose of giving scope to Mr. Mathews's pe-

culiar talents, and for the display of which he was

better able to frame a vehicle than any dramatist

of that day. In the summer, therefore, of this

year, the afterpiece of " Killing no Murder " was

produced, in which Mr. Mathews's versatility and

ventriloquy were most successfully brought into

general notice, JNlr. Hook knew exactly the mea-

sure of his friend's powers at that time, and had he

continued to devote himself, after little more than

boyhood, to dramatic writing, Mr. Mathews would

not so long have had to regret the paucity of

effective authorship, as regarded his own talents,

under which he suffered for so many years. Of
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Mr. Mathews's acting in the above-named piece,

the following is a pithy account

:

Mathews was more than a Cerberus in this piece—he

was a Septimanus Gyas. As the only soldier left in a

battalion after a hard campaign, said, " that he was Lord

Tyrawley'*s regiment," Mathews, in the same manner may

say, that he is the farce and dramatis personce. Both

the mind and body of this ingenious and versatile per-

former were called into play ; his ventriloquism was won-

derful.

Mr. Hook was equally complimentary with re-

gard to his friend's performance, for in the pre-

face to the piece he thus expresses himself

:

To Mathews all my thanks are inadequate; but as I am

unable to do justice to his professional talents, already so

well known and appreciated, I may perhaps be allowed to

say that all the approbation he receives in public as an

actor, he fully deserves in private as a man.

Theodore Hook.

The truth is, that the first act of Buskin was

a sketch, which Mr. Mathews filled up ad libitum,

and from this it became much the fashion

amongst authors to trust to his working up their

" raw material," and thus he seldom got a ready-

made part given to him in a new piece.

All the arrangements for the opening of the

Lyceum with the Drury-lane company were

completed by September. But as Mr. Mathews's

appearance was not required during the first week,

VOL. II. H 5
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he accompanied a favourite cousin of his, Mr.

WiUiam Manly, to Portsmouth, whose ship was

stationed there, ready to sail. The following

communication records another instance, in ad-

dition to those already given, of the power my
husband possessed of representation,— the ex-

ercise of which he found so irresistible when

prompted by the suggestions of friends or cir-

cumstances.

TO MRS. MATHEWS.

Portsmouth, Sept. 24th, 1809.

I have only just time to save the post; but I thought it

would be a satisfaction to you to hear that I arrived safely.

We slept last night at Godalming, proceeded on our

journey this morning, and arrived about three o'clock.

Nothing worth mentioning occurred on the road, except a

little fun at the inn where we slept, occasioned by Manly

informing the landlord that I was a madman. I passed

for a major in the army, wounded in the head in Spain,

and frightened all the waiters and servants. Lord Or-

mond was in the house, and, attracted by the general

alarm, came with his relation, Mr. Butler, to have a peep

at me. He was near betraying me and spoiling the joke;

but soon entered into it, and supped with us, enjoying

it amazingly. Let me hear from you by return, and

tell me all you know about the Lyceum. The Orion is

here, and I shall make a point of seeing Michael. God

bless you ! Charles Mathews.

On the 25th the Lyceum opened, under the

licence of the Lord Chamberlain, and the joint
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management of Messrs. Arnold and Raymond.

The success was very great, but more confirmed

as the season advanced.

All theatrical people and play-goers will re-

member the great effect produced by the revival

on this occasion, after thirty years, of the comedy

of ** The Hypocrite," and the fine acting which

made it so popular and attractive. I am justified

in asserting that Mr. Mathews's Maw-worm stood

next in comic excellence and truth to Mr. Dow-
ton's exquisite performance of Doctor CantwelL

The following testimony of the general impression

bears out my assertion :

LYCEUM THEATRE.

Mr. Mathews kept the house in a roar of laughter by

his apt management of Maiu-ivorm. It was an admirable

representation of " Praise God Barebones"— an exact

portraiture of one of those ignorant enthusiasts who lose

sight of all good while they are vainly hunting after an

ideal perfectibility.

Mrs. Edwin and Mrs. Orger were the Charlotte

and Young Lady Lambert, These two beautiful

women and accomplished actresses, by their ex-

cellent performance, made the comedy perfect.

In order to complete this account of the per-

formance of " The Hypocrite," it may be best to

introduce here one of the detached portions of my
husband's Autobiography :

—
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At this period spencers came into wear.* To those who

may not remember the fashion, it may be necessary to de-

scribe this curious coatee. It was a garment calculated

only to guard the upper portion of the person from cold. It

buttoned close up to the throat, but extended no further

down than the hips, the skirts being entirely omitted, and

the lower man necessarily left unguarded ; it was, there-

fore, of course only calculated for pedestrians. It was a

lucky fancy for the actors, who profited by the fashion.

Bannister made the first hit in " The Prize," when, on

being asked where his tailor lived, he replied, " Upon the

skirts of the town."

The mountebanks of the conventicle took advantage of

it also, and made their hits. I once heard one of the un-

washed tribe utter an elegant and appropriate sarcasm

upon the raging folly. So fleeting is the fame of an

actor, that there are but few even of my own acquaintance,

and those principally behind the scenes, who are aware

that this accidental circumstance gave rise to " the sermon,'*

as it is called, which is now supposed by the unread in

the drama to be part and parcel of the play of " The Hy-

pocrite ; " and that my excellent friend, Liston, is entirely

indebted to me for giving him the hint to perform Maw-

loorm^ since made his own, and on which a part of his well-

earned fame has been founded. On my secession from the

regular drama, in consequence of my unfortunate accident,

he took a fancy to this part ; but I shall relate the cir-

cumstance to which I allude. The play was revived after

* Introduced, I believe, by Lord Spencer for a wager, he

having asserted, while commenting on the absurdities of fashion,

that if any person of condition were to appear in only the upper

part of his coat, the whimsical example would be followed.—
A.M.
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the destruction of Drury-lane Theatre by fire, at the Ly-

ceum, to which theatre the company were driven in their

distress ; and " being burnt out from over the way,'" the busi-

ness was carried on there—Dowton, Dr. Cantwell. It was

a complete hit. My early knowledge of the family of the

Muio-worms gave me an opportunity of depicting with truth,

at all events, the tones and manners of such a character.

It was highly effective ; but as the author, or rather trans-

lator, Bickerstaff, has given him only one scene in the

play—for the few lines in the last are so trifling, that he is

almost a cipher—I was discontented with the insignificant

situation in the concluding scene, and made bold to try

an experiment, directly in the teeth of the advice of my
immortal instructor, who says, " Let your clowns say

no more than is set down for them." Finding our play

firmly established with the public, I concocted a speech

or harangue; and cautiously keeping my secret, I quietly

retired one night (the third or fourth of its run) from

the characters concerned with Cantiuell, when he boldly

declares himself to be a villain, and at his exit suddenly

presented myself behind the screen, perched on a table

which I had caused to be placed there, and, to the amaze-

ment of my brother actors, bawled out, exactly in the

tone of dear old daddy Berridge—

*

" Stay, ye infatuated wretches ! ye know not what ye

do ! the doctor is innocent ! Touch not a hair of his pre-

cious head—do not ruffle a curl of his gracious wig ! I

repeat, he is innocent ! But ye will be the sufferers !

* This sermon is put down from memory, a blank being left

in Mr. Mathews's manuscript where it ought to have been, and

Mr. Liston, who has kindly furnished me with it, is in doubt

whether he has recollected the whole ; but I can answer for

that portion given heing correct.—A. M.
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/ have one great*—one glorious consola-atioti ! ye will all

go to the devil for what ye are doing ! This is my con-

sola-Sition ; and when it is too late, ye will repent. When

ye see me mount and leave ye to yourfate, ye will want my
aid. Ye will cling to me—ye will try to lay hold of the

skirts of my coat ; but I willfling ye all,—for I loill v)ear

a Spencer!^''

So great was the effect at this unexpected address, that

it was ever after an indispensable feature ; and such was

the reputation of our revival of the play in London, that

Dowton, Mrs. Edwin, and myself, were engaged to act the

three characters at Liverpool. This sermon, as it has

since been designated, was of course expected and deli-

vered. Powerful as the effect had been in London, it was

tame, compared to the extraordinary sensation it created

at Liverpool. I was quite unprepared for such up-

roarious demonstrations of delight, and at a loss to ac-

count for their expression— roars of laughter, cries of

bravo, and at length encore. This was the first time the

speech had been so honoured (though the precedent was

followed in London on my return). The repetition of the

play was as loudly called for, and the call was frequently

obeyed. Upon my leaving the stage (the first night) the

proprietor, Mr. Lewis, shook me by the hand, congratu-

lated me on this hit, and said, '<What a lucky thought!

who put it into your head ?—where did you hear of him ?"

—-"Whom ?" said L " Why, Spencer."— " Of Spencer ?'^

said I :
" why, you don't understand my point. It is an

allusion to an ephemeral fashion of twenty-five years back ;

and you imagined that I was personal ? "— " Why, of

course I did," replied he. " Are you really ignorant, then,

* The lines in italics are those quoted from the preacher

mentioned by Mr. Mathews.— A. M.
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of the fact, and is this only a singular coincidence ? Perhaps

the most popular dissenting preacher ever known in Liver-

pool is at this moment drawing together the most crowded

congregations in the largest chapel in the town, and his

name is Spencer, and the regular church-goers thought it

a most excellent hit, and have applauded it accordingly."

I had never heard of him, and certainly the accidental

circumstance was curious. " Never mind," said he; " we

shall have as many overflows as Spencer." When my lame-

ness gave me small hopes of return to the stage, Liston

expressed to me his wish to act Maw-ivorm in the country,

as he was then going a tour ; but was surprised upon read-

ing the part as printed to find how inefficient it was

without the extra aid of my screen harangue, he himself

hardly being aware of my being the first interpolator.

I then furnished him with the address I had uttered, and

which has gained him such notoriety. But I have often

smiled bitterly at the evanescent nature of an actor's fame.

A short period only was necessary to cause the effect to be

forgotten which I certainly had originally produced in that

character both in and out of London, and which I had

flattered myself would not so soon fail to be remembered,

for it certainly was a portrait from the life. I have re-

peatedly been amused since by questions on the subject,

such as " Did you ever see Liston in Maw-worm ? ''— and

" Of course, you have heard him preach his sermon ? I 'm

told there never was anything but a song encored before that

speech. Is it true that he was the first that ever thought

of it, and that it is not in the play ? They say Weston

did not introduce it." Others have said, " I believe Lis-

ton was the original Maw-worm.''^

At this period the mania for driving " Four-

in-hand " was at its aciTQ^. A certain number of
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gentlemen formed themselves into a society, called,

in the slang of the day, the " Bang up Club."

The members of it were men of fashion, and

generally possessing large fortunes. They had

carriages built like stage-coaches, which they

drove themselves ; and to preclude the suspicion

of any sordid motive for so doing, each gentle-

man allowed his coachman to sit on his left-

hand upon the box, with the privilege of wit-

nessing, at his ease, his master's skill in '' hand-

ling the ribands." These carriages were not

" licensed to carry " even one inside, and in

order to satisfy everybody upon this point, the

blinds were invariably drawn up.

The costume of each gentleman consisted of

a bottle-green body-coat, a milk-white double-

breasted great coat, reaching to the heels, several

large capes, and buttons of mother-of-pearl, as

large as crown pieces ; a many-flowered bouquet

in a button-hole at the side; upon the head a

low-crowned broad-brimmed hat, with a broad

riband and buckle, the hair sleeked down under it,

coachman like. On certain days, the members of

the "Four-in-hand Club" met at their leader's door,

and proceded with their vehicles to Salt-hill, or

some other agreeable place within a drive, to

dine and return at night. Their horses were of

the most perfectly beautifid kind that could be

purchased.

It was not to be expected that those who catch
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" the manners living as they rise/' could overlook

this extraordinary furor while it raged, and a

farce called " Hit or Miss " was produced from

the pen of JNIr. Pocock, with a mere outline (as it

often happened) for Mr. Mathews to fill up. His

character was of course the one that touched

upon the peculiarities of the club, and he pre-

sented a faithful copy of its dress, using all the

slang of that day, which I fear was too often

employed, at the time, by those not " unto the

manner born." It was, however, very amusing

in itself, and the character of Dick Cyiphtr was

a faithful copy of a young man of good family

(then in the law), who contrived to mix up this

jargon with the most gentlemanlike manner and

character. He was delighted at JNIr. Mathews's

representing him in this anonymous way, and

furnished him with most of the terms used. It

was a fair hit at " the fancy." The members of

the club took this " show up " with great good

humour. When the piece was in its first attrac-

tion, they sometimes invited Mr. Mathews to

accompany them in their drives, when in their

full costume and cavalcade, and he generally was

preferred to a seat on the box, for which the

nominal coachman was displaced ; nay, they seem-

ed as if they were anxious to prove that his re-

presentation of them had not given offence.

Notwithstanding this, it is not improbable that

this pointed though inoffensive satire caused a

VOL. II. I
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more speedy termination of this extraordinary

whim, than would otherwise have taken place

;

and perhaps gave the club an excuse for dropping

an expense, which even to men of large fortune

must have been felt as enormous.

The great feature of the whole of Mr. Ma-

thews's representation, however, was the ^* Prime

Bang-up" song, which remained popular until it

was succeeded by some newer fashion of expres-

sion amongst the ingenious inventors of such

quaint vocabularies.

* The following account of the Four-in-hand Club appeared

at the time :

—

Large nosegays, like sixteen- string Jack.

Prime Bang up !

Yesterday, Cavendish Square, Mortimer Street, and the

avenues adjoining, were closely occupied long before noon by

fashionables and amateurs of the whip, all anxious to witness the

spring meeting of the Whip Club. The windows of the nobility

displayed a brilliant assemblage of beautiful females. Mr.

Charles Buxton's front drawing-room in particular was crowded

with rank and fashion, and the houses adjoining were the

resort of elegant company. The ladies were dressed a-la-

mode,, but the weather was cool, and unfavourable to light

summer costume. Every dashing pupil of the new school

appeared anxious to be seen. Tandems, barouches, landaus,

and, in shorty every tasteful vehicle in London, was driven to

the scene.

About twelve o'clock, the principal whips were in motion
;

Sir C. Bamfylde and Sir Wedderburne Webster arrived first,

and pulled up in Portland Street. The " set-out" of these gen-

tlemen excited admiration : their cattle and harness were com-
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The ensuing month brought the following

reiterated offer from Mr. Arnold.

TO MR. MATHEWS.
September 7th, 1810.

Dear Sir, 31, Golden Square.

The Lord Chamberlain having renewed the licence

granted last season to Mr. T. Sheridan, myself, and Mr.

Greville, for the benefit of the Drury-lane concern, and

which was obtained with the consent and approbation of

the trustees of that property ; I have the pleasure again

to offer you and Mrs. Mathews an engagement,* and have

only delayed repeating that offer until those difficulties

were removed which induced you to decline two former

invitations, and which I am happy to understand no longer

exist. I am, dear sir, very truly yours,

S. J. Arnold.

plete, their servants in appropriate livery, and the whole made
a most dashing appearance. Captain Agar,t and Mr. Wallace,

were also prime in minutice,

Mr. Buxton, the leader, put his cattle to a short time before

one o'clock. When his barouche was brought out, it was ad-

mired for its light and elegant appearance. Having taken

the reins, dressed in a dark green frock, with metal buttons,

white leathers and boots, a horn was sounded for the whips to

prepare for the ranks. Mr. Buxton then drew round from

Edward Street, to his door in Mortimer Street, where the ca-

valcade formed in the following order :—
1. Mr. Buxton, leading whip, four blood bays.

2. Lord Hawke, four bright bays.

3. Captain Agar, four iron greys.

4. Sir C. Bamfylde, four roans.

5. Sir John Rogers, four blacks.

* The term was to be five years.—A. M.

t Since Sir Felix Agar.
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At the close of the Haymarket, the reopen-

ing of the Lyceum found Mr. Mathews there,

in pursuance of his original undertaking, and he

was rapturously greeted on his reappearance in

Maw-worm, On this moderately sized stage, as at

the Haymarket, his acting was seen to most ad-

vantage ; for at this time, perhaps, his manner

had not acquired breadth sufficient, or his voice

enough power, to fill the vast sphere he appeared

in during the former winter seasons ; yet, not-

withstanding his growing popularity, he still re-

tained his resolution to quit the present manage-

ment. To one accustomed to the old rtQ-ime, the

new seemed divested of all comfort and respecta-

6. Sir W. Webster, four chesnuts.

7. Mr. Spicer, four greys.

8. Captain Morgan, four bays.

The vehicles were remarkable for the uniformity which pre-

vailed in all their appendages. Each barouche had two on the

box, and two servants behind. About one o'clock, the drivers

mounted with their friends. Mr. Buxton took up Mr. Mathews,
the performer, who has thus perhaps an opportunity of acquiring

some additional knowledge of that sort of character he has so

ably sustained on the boards of the Lyceum. The horn was
again sounded, and the leader started in grand style, followed

by the rank. When the cavalcade left Cavendish Square, the

leader smacked his whip, and gave the password, " Bang-up for

Salt-hill." They then drove off at a sharp trot. This meeting

was conducted in the true " coachee" style. The whips, as

usual, dined together at Salt-hill, and we did not learn that

any accident occurred during the day. The veteran, Sir John

Lade, did not start with his brethren of the whip, and on the

whole the meeting was not so numerous as on former occasions.
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bility ; besides which, his circumstances demanded

that he should make a bold effort to set himself

free from some pecuniary difficulties, which at the

beginning of this year had crept over him imper-

ceptibly. These difficulties were occasioned by

the somewhat inconsiderate purchase of a cottage,

which, in his overweening love for a rural resi-

dence, he had prematurely bought of General

Bradshaw, in the King's Road, Fulham, although

he could not conceal from himself that the first

outlay and expense of supporting it must in-

evitably prevent him from enjoying it except by

snatches. To this was added the resignation of

one third of his regular income in London, owing

to my retirement from the stage at the end of

the last Haymarket season—a circumstance which,

however desirable as a matter of feeling to us

both, was altogether imprudent. Mr. Mathews, it

is true, had long meditated taking me from the

stage ; and, after the unfortunate fire at Drury-

lane Theatre, the new interests and influences

which came into play, decided the long-pending

question as to my retirement; and I quitted the

stage.

When his term at the I^yceum expired, he set

off* to his several engagements in Liverpool, Ire-

land, &c., leaving me in a sort of Noah's Ark,

which sheltered every bird and beast that he

could collect before he went. His benefit at the

Lyceum, on the 3rd of June, proved good : on
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this occasion he performed Trudge in " Incle and

Yarico ;" a scene from " My Grandmother," in

which he played Dickey Gossip, after the man-

ner of the late Mr. Suett ; and in the afterpiece

of " The Critic," the two widely-differing charac-

ters of Puff and Sir Fretful Plagiary ; but his

receipts, though liberal for a small theatre, were

not more than sufficient to liquidate a portion of

the claims which an inadequate income too often

creates where youth is uncalculating and generous,

and when there is little judgment and less experi-

ence to direct good principle and honest intention.

As soon as Mr. Mathews's intention of not

returning to the Lyceum was announced, (that

being then the only regular winter theatre,)

he received divers proposals and applications

;

amongst them, one from Mr. Elliston, who, after

the fire at Drury-lane, had headed a minor theatre

of his own.

TO MR. CHARLES MATHEWS.

Dear Mathews, April 6th, 1811.

I have reconsidered our conversation of Thursday even-

ing, and if you are serious upon the matter as / am, the

affair may be brought to a speedy decision.

By the period of the close of the Lyceum Theatre, I

will have a piece ready, in which your particular powers

shall be shown to the best advantage, and I shall require

your efforts for a space of six weeks ; for which period I

will give you 50/. per week, and a 100/. note for the ad-

vantage of your name at a benefit, you giving me all the
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assistance you may be pleased to make for the advantage of

my receipt on that night. I trust this proposal will be as

liberal as you can have expected, and if no impediment

beyond a pecuniary consideration should arise, I shall be

very willing to close the negotiation as speedily as pos-

sible, that proper preparation may be made for your ap-

pearance on the boards of my theatre.

Yours, truly, R. W. Elliston.

It may be asked why Mr. Mathews, under

his circumstances, rejected such obviously liberal

terms. The answer simply is, that he did not

choose to appear in any except the patent theatres,

and in the regular drama, which hitherto he had

seen sustained with a respectability which had, it

is true, received a shock, but which he believed

was not overthrown ; and he was too fond of his

profession to do anything that he conceived would

disgrace a first-rate professor. At the period to

which I allude the drama was considered, even

by the nobility and the fashionable world, not

quite as a matter of indifference. Such being the

respect in which the legitimate drama w^as held by

the public, Mr. Mathews felt his own position

in it ought to be maintained ; and he, therefore,

persisted in his scheme of visiting the provinces

rather than retrograde in London. Accordingly,

in June he acted at Liverpool, where he had not

appeared since his first engagement there in the

season of 1803, and then as one of the regular

company.
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On the 21st he commenced this engagement,

and his reception was not the less warm, it may

be supposed, in consequence of the well-known

approval of a London audience since his first

appearance in that town. Indeed, his matured

powers were rapturously acknowledged ; and in

his many subsequent visits to Liverpool his po-

pularity was to the end unimpaired.
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CHAPTER VI.

Mr. Mathews's letters from Liverpool and Dublin.—His first

appearance in Ireland, 1794.—The Irish Barbery &c.

I AM now on the point of entering upon the

most embarrassing portion of my undertaking

—

namely, that of selecting from my husband's letters

addressed to myself what may not be deemed im-

pertinent, trivial, or irrelevant. From the present

period, when he had occasion to correspond with

me, he usually wrote once a day—always three

times a week, and generally very long letters.

Such of these letters as are still in existence, I

feel to be so necessary as links in the chain of his

life, that, though not recommended by literary

merit, they will, I hope, be interesting, as giving

an insight into the private and domestic character

and habits of a man so generally admired in pub-

lic. Letters have been termed the " chart and

compass of biography ;" and perhaps when written

familiarly and confidentially, under the impulse

of every mood^and circumstance, without design
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to their being read by any other than the person

addressed, concealment is impossible. Believing

this to be the case, I feel assured that Mr. Ma-

thews's letters will do more to show his real dis-

position than mere assertions from one w^ho may
naturally be suspected of a bias. They will also

tell of his whereabout from time to time, without

interruptions from my pen, unless as a key-note

or chorus.

TO MRS. MATHEWS.

Liverpool, June 22nd, 1811.

1 hope you recollect that I did not promise to write to

you till after I had played. I arrived here on Thursday

evening, completely fatigued, as (though I did not tell

you my intention) I was resolved not to encounter the

horrors of the inside of a coach for two hundred miles :

I therefore took an outside place. The cold on the second

day was more like that of Christmas than June. Nothing

remarkable occurred, excepting a visit that we passengers

paid to the extraordinary woman who has lived four years

without food, at Tetbury, in Derbyshire. She has a plea-

sant countenance, which has suffered but little from starv-

ation ; but her body is not much bigger than my arm. In

fact, nothing but the back-bone and skin are left ; her

lower limbs are dead and useless, but she is as likely to

go on four years longer in the same way, as she was

to continue her system after the first month. She al-

ways sits upright in bed ; constantly dozes, but does not

sleep, and never feels the least inclination to eat or drink.

We opened here last night in "The Hypocrite," and

''Killing no Murder," to a very fine house ; and my recep-
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tion was really enthusiastic throughout. Maw-ioorm was

a most unusual hit, I am told. As to my songs, their

reception was not mere applause ; for such was the effect

of them, that the uproar was really more like the " O.P.

Row"" than any I have ever been accustomed to. The
actors were quite in spirits at so good a house.

Dowton and I lodge in the same house, next door to the

theatre, where we are very comfortable. Pray write by

return of post, for 1 am most anxious to hear from you.

Oh, how I sigh after my home ! but I must resolutely go

through my work. Remember me to all. My best love

to my dear, dear Charles. God bless you.

Charles Mathews.

TO MRS. MATHEWS.

Liverpool, June 26th, ISIL

I have a very hard fag here, playing five nights, and

rehearsing all the morning. 1 have been at the theatre

since ten, and it is now two, and the post goes out at three.

We continue to attract, and, I flatter myself, to please.

"Hit or Miss"" last night—great affair. I have found

already the value of keeping the songs to myself— those

unpublished being so amazingly effective, I never was

more gratified than by the effect last night. My benefit

is on next Wednesday. God bless you and my darling

Charles. Charles Mathews.

P.S. Let me hear more of dear Charles in the next. How
are all the animals ? You never mention Neptune. Is

Muff recovered ? How go on the chickens ? All these

will be interesting and amusing to me. Pray don't deny

yourself visiters for the sake of economy. It is necessary

you should have society.
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It is a popular error that actors earn their money

easily, and that no labour attends their vocation.

This mistake has led many an idle, unqualified

person into the profession, and afterwards upon the

profession, in the way of charity. According

to the preceding letter, in a moderate morning's

work four hours are occupied in the wear and

tear of mental as well as bodily power ; and in the

evening, from six till twelve the performer's mind

and person are again upon the continual stretch of

anxiety and fatigue. Ten hours out of the common

labourer's term for work is here accounted for ; but

it often happens that the whole twelve are so occu-

pied ; in addition to which, many, after their long

day and night of toil and excitement, are under

the necessity of stealing hours from requisite re-

pose, in order to acquire matter for future occa-

sion. Little wonder should there be that so few

excel, when often there is scarcely time allowed for

more than learning the words of their characters.

How, then, can study, without which excellence

was never attained, or popularity preserved, be

expected ? It is a common observation of simple

people, after witnessing any striking performance

of length, (and this was often applied to Mr. Ma-

thews's peculiar talent,) "I wonder how he re-

members it all." They should rather wonder how

he found time in the first instance to become ac-

quainted with what his memory afterwards fur-

nished to his hearers. Mr. Mathews's habit, from
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his earliest professional life, (which commenced at

the age of seventeen,) was to sit up all night, and

as many nights as he found it requisite, to study

for any particular purpose, for he really studied.

Can it be a matter, then, of surprise that such

fatigue should at last show itself in a complicated

form ? His life was that of a blacksmith, with

this difference, that his mind constantly lifted an

anvil as well as his body.

TO MR. G. H. ROBINS.

My dear Robins, Liverpool, July 1st, 1811.

I am really and sincerely not only hurt, but grieved for

you, my good and best friend.* I know no circumstance,

unconnected with my own family, that could have so

much distressed me, as hearing of anything likely to give

you uneasiness ; and 1 have only to curse my hard fate

that I have not the means of doing what my feelings point

out to me as my duty, that of showing my gratitude to

you for all the kindnesses you have bestowed upon me.

I declare to my God, that I have to-day felt more for

your situation than for the temporary embarrassment it

has caused myself; but I am afraid that good fellows like

you too often meet with such return for their friend-

ship. I never hear of anybody dying or breaking in

Jack Johnstone's or Munden'^s debt ; but they, to be sure,

never lend or give.

However, " Providence never forsakes the good man's

child." By a strange turn, my benefit is Wednesday.

* Mr. Robins had, I believe, met with a severe pecuniary loss.

—A.M.
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Now, though Liverpool is ruined, and nothing but long

faces are to be seen, I have an immense box-plan already ;

and I expect a good house: a great house, I fear, and am

told by my friends, is out of the question. The Americans

were an amazing support to the theatre, and they have

vanished. I pay 60/. for expenses, and have all above.

Now, I think I shall clear about 150/., which for the times

is immense. Before I came and witnessed the change, I

expected, mark me, to clear 220/. or to 230/.

I leave my fate in the hands of my three best friends on

earth, namely, my wife, Mr. Manly,* and yourself. You
will, I hope, meet and consult. You know all my secrets.

In about a month I shall have 300/. certain in Dublin,

and if I don't add considerably to that, I can only say,

I '11 stay away till I do. If at that time, or hereafter, in

consequence of your losses you will condescend to make

use of that or any part of it, I can only say, my dear George

Robins, you will do me a favour ; and if you do not meet

with many other such offers, I can only say, there is an

end to justice, and "success to swindling!" Seriously, I

condole with you much on the calamity of which you have

informed me, and rely on your kindness to do what you

can towards extricating me from the disappointment it has

occasioned me. Ever yours, most truly,

C. Mathews.

TO MRS. MATHEWS.

Liverpool, July 11th, 1811.

I am detained here to-day rather unexpectedly by the

delay of the master of the packet, and the wind being

unfavourable ; to-morrow, however, we positively sail.

Kemble is playing here, and is attractive, but has not

* Mr. William Manly, already mentioned.
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beat our best houses, nor come near my benefit ; I am,

therefore, more than ever flattered with the receipt of my
house. I am writing this at Mr. Parke's, from whom and

his family, tell Young, (with my best thanks for his in-

troduction,) I have received every possible civility : in-

deed the people here have been very kind to me. Tell

Young also that his friend Mulock is here to-day, and sails

with me to-morrow, I have in him a pleasant and useful

friend in Dublin, and have several letters from friends in

this town, which will be guide sufficient for all my wishes

there, even if the General with the prize neckcloth* does

not write. I thank you for your particular account of

the animals ; but why is Cockatoo omitted ?

Pray write to me the day after you receive this, and

direct to Dublin, Theatre Royal, Crow-street. Write me a

long letter, even if it be full of nonsense ; for a letter from

you is, as you may conceive, a source of real pleasure to me.

I hope you are in better spirits. I am most deplorably

low at times. My work here has been a terrible toil to me ;

but anything is better than to be in debt, from which I

am resolved to be free at any rate or risk. Pray be cir-

cumstantial about dear Charles. I really fear they half

starve him at the school.-|* Remember the MS. to Arnold.

Who played Sir Fretful at the Haymarket ? I never saw

**The Critic"" tell so well as here. I have only room to

send love to dear little Twig. God bless you.

Charles Mathews.

On the 14th of July he arrived in Dublin, his

first visit there since the days of his boyhood and

starvation in 1794. The " London star," assured

* General Montague Mathew, who always wore a prodigious

quantity of muslin round his throat.—A. M.

t A preparatory school in the neighbourhood.—A. M.
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as he had been for a long time by approving au-

diences, and confirmed in talent and reputation,

felt not more exultation at the expectation of his

present reception than when first, '' elate and gay,

he stepped forth to take possession of the world,"

full of hope, and unsuspicious of the struggles and

hardships in store for him. His own letters on

this occasion, and some contemporary criticism,

will best tell the effect of his reappearance in

Ireland, and " all that did him befal therein."

During the whole of his life Mr. Mathews col-

lected, and preserved with the nicest care, all that

was published of other principal performers, but

never sought or kept anything about himself.

The same negligence was shown in his vast col-

lection of engravings. He piqued himself upon

possessing every impression extant of every print

representing actors and actresses generally, from

the days of Shakspeare, but had none of himself

but what happened to have been sent as presents

from artists or publishers, so that I have to regret

that I do not possess many good likenesses of him,

now not easily to be obtained, as well as much

matter of interest relating to him. His first com-

munication to me from Dublin gives a whimsical

description of his voyage from Liverpool.

TO MRS. MATHEWS.

Dublin, July 13th, 1811.

I arrived here yesterday, after a most disagreeable

passage, but extremely well. I was not at all sick ; but I
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believe I was> the only person who could say so. We left

Liverpool on Friday at four o'clock, and landed on Sun-

day morning at six o'clock. We had about a hundred

and twenty of the very lowest order of Irish,— hay-

makers, pig-drivers, &c., with their wives and children.

Had they been of any other country, it would have been

intolerable ; but their unceasing good-humour and drol-

lery kept us constantly amused. Had I been a short-

hand writer I could have taken down a folio volume of

odd sayings, which perhaps would not bear repetition

without the accompaniment of brogue and gesture, but

yet were a perpetual source of amusement to me during a

disgusting voyage; for such a collection of villanous smells,

sick passengers, squalling children, &c., never was wit^

nessed, I believe, before. I have endeavoured to treasure

up some of their dialogue, which will give you some idea

of the rest. First, imagine men, women, and children

together in the hold of the vessel, one upon another

higgledy-piggledy :
—" Arrah, Pat ! get off my legs.*"

—

"Where are they? Sure, there's no end to them."

—

" Get out of this, then.''—" I *11 call the captain to stop

the ship till I get justice done to my legs."—" Barney,

have you got my knife ?'"*— " Sorrow the bit."'
—" I say

you have."—" Oh, what a fuss about a knife with niver a

back or an edge !"—" Hold your brogue, Pat. I can't

light my pipe for your arguments. I 'm like the crow

among the jackdaws ; I Ve got into bad company."

—

" Come, don't be coming your univarsity language ovet

us."—**0h, then, I 'm not college-bred, but I''m spoon ede-

cated."—" Sir, would you have the remarkable kindness

to get up aloft, and look if you can see Dublin ?"—" Oh,

faith, then, it 's too wet."—" I 'd lend you my top-coat,

only I have not got one ; and if I had I 'd want it myself."

VOL. H. K
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Mr. Mulock, my fellow-passenger, was of great service

to me, having interest with the custom-house. All my
luggage was passed without examination, which was an

immense accommodation. I come out to-morrow in Lord

Oglehy and Buskin. The theatre here is beautiful.

Ever yours, Charles Mathews.

TO MRS. MATHEWS.

Dublin, July 18th, 1811.

I was quite in raptures at the sight of your letters this

morning, having been so many days without hearing from

you. You are the best of good wives for sending me such

a long letter : it was quite a treat. I have delivered

the General's letter this morning. I am glad he did not

write more, for my only misery already is knowing too

many people. I have half a dozen invitations for every

day, but I select the quiet domestic parties, if I can.

Mulock is the best of fellows. I have renewed my ac-

quaintance with the only persons I knew here in the days

of my starvation, and who are now prosperous people, a

Mr. and Mrs. H ; he French, she Yorkshire. I went

with them yesterday to their country-house at Dunleary,

four miles from Dublin, in one of the most enchanting

spots upon earth. I cut all parties, and dined with them

alone. Went three miles to sea in the evening in a boat.

Fished : caught whitings, eels, flounders. Returned

;

walked. Bathed this morning, and returned at eleven

o'clock. RehearsaL Incledon and I have no trouble in

providing,* for it is impossible to dine at home. At

present I am only acting three times a-week— pleasant

* Mr. Incledon, who had taken up his abode at the same

hotel with him.
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enough, but takes up too much of ray time. I expected

Incledon and Mrs. Dickons would act together about four

nights, instead of which they act the alternate nights—
no bad compliment to my attractions. My first night was

better than any of theirs, and the best stock-night * since

the opening in the winter. But here there is nothing

but croaking, like Liverpool. " All ruined ;"—" hot wea-

ther;'**
—" everybody out of town," and so on. However,

there are plenty left to come to the theatre, that I can see.

I opened on Tuesday night in Lord Ogleby and Buskin.

The former went as well as I could wish ; but in the

farce, I can only say, I wish you had been there to witness

it : I cannot describe it. I was in tip-top spirits with

my reception, and played my best. The account I gave

you of Liverpool was just the different calculation between

the warmth of English and Irish. I spoke the line from

RoUa —"We want no change!"— like Kemble. This

was the first signal for row. It is no exaggeration to say,

I had five rounds . of applause. Then I gave them a

touch of Lewis, which was equally noticed ; but when I

gave them his " whoop !" it touched the proper chord, for

it is precisely the noise which they make here in the

galleries when they are more than usually pleased. It

was immediately echoed in chorus, and at my exit, " A
clap for Mathyes !" was proposed, and three rounds were

given. In the next scene I sung " The Mail-coach."

At the end of the first verse I had another round of

" whoops !" A universal encore ensued, and it was

loudly called for a third time, but they expressed their

disapprobation, not by hissing, as in England. But, " no,

no ! — too much !"—I could hardly keep my countenance

at the oddity of their noises, whenever I hit them. The

* Nights that are not " benefits."

k2
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whole farce went equally well, and better than ever I saw

it before. "Bartlemy Fair" was as great a hit as the

other. In short, I never played to such a delighted

audience in my life. You may suppose I was highly

gratified, particularly as I know a London name is not

always a passport here. I received congratulations after

it was over from everybody, as if it were a first night in

London, and all my future reputation depended on my
Teception. It is universally agreed that no farce ever

went off so well on a first night in Dublin, and also that

mine is an unusual hit. Ever yours,

Charles Mathews.

During Mr. Mathews's first visit to Ireland in

1794, Daly's crueltif-system of not paying the sala-

ries to those whose humble position in the theatre

precluded their insisting upon redress, placed

him at length in the most unpleasant dilemma

imaginable. His very proper reluctance to so-

licit pecuniary favours from strangers, and his

natural pride in rejecting the alternative of ap-

plying to his own family, thereby confessing

the fallacious attempt he had made to live inde-

pendently of his father in the profession which

he had chosen in opposition to parental wishes,

left him in a really distressing situation. He
would not confess the starving condition into

which his headlong predilection had cast him,

which not only shut him out from any appeal to

his relations, but from seeking temporary assist-

ance from his friends, whose advice he had
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equally opposed. Nay, even to those upon the

spot, who knew the extent of Daly's avarice, (for

it was notorious that he did not want the means

of paying his performers, since he himself in-

dulged in every luxury,) he felt equally unwil-

ling to confess his want of resources. He had

become deeply indebted to his landlord, whom
he had put off from week to week, as Daly

had led him on with hopes of payment, and the

man became daily more importunate.

One night, at the close of the performance, the

poor, penniless, supperless young man, returning

to his lodging, found the door closed against

him ! His landlord appeared at the window^ of

the first floor, and announced his determination

not to let him in, unless he could assure him of

immediate payment of his arrears. In vain the

poor debtor entreated— in vain he endeavoured

to make his creditor relent. He then reminded

the man that he held a security for ultimate pay-

ment in his whole wardrobe (not altogether

despicable,) and a fine violin, itself sufficient to

indemnify him. These were all offered to be

formally delivered over to him, and might be

deemed more than equivalent to his claim; but

nothing w^ould move the stern creditor, who was

so steeled against his young lodger, that nothing

less than the current coin of the realm would

satisfy him. A change of linen was then en-

treated, until the next evening gave him power
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to claim the rest of his property. Even this

small boon was resolutely refused, and the win-

dow was at length abruptly closed ! The poor,

houseless, miserable being, stood for a time utterly

incapable of thought. At length it occurred to

him to seek the wretched abode of the hair-

dresser, who daily frizzed and powdered his head.

He had a twofold claim upon this man's atten-

tion, for his wife was his laundress. When he

reached the house he made known his destitute

condition, and the poor people listened to his

story with every demonstration of kindness. Af-

ter a moment's whisper with her husband, the

wife, " on hospitable cares intent," left the shop

where they were standing, and, just as Mr. Ma-

thews had requested leave to stretch himself upon

the floor of their small tenement for the night,

the poor woman returned, her face smiling with

benevolence, and in a tone of exultation informed

" the master" that his bed was ready ! It was vain

for him to refuse. He knew they had but two

apartments— the little shop, and the "parlour,"

which, like the cobler's stall, served them also for

" kitchen and hall,"— he would not consent to

occupy their only bed. After a long war of

kindly words, however, the young comedian was

absolutely hustled by husband and wife into their

little dormitory, where he saw in one corner

a three-legged table, with some " cowld pratees,'

in their native jackets displayed, a cup full of
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salt, and a whiskey-bottle, by way of persuader

to this inviting repast ; and on the other side

of the room stood a narrow, ricketty bedstead, let

down by hinges from its protecting shell, display-

ing a patched but clean pillow-case, and a " turn-

over" of a few inches of linen, which gave similar

evidences of cleanliness and industry. Here, after

another struggle on all sides for supremacy of ge-

nerosity, the barber and his wife were the victors.

It was, in fact, two to one against the comedian;

he found himself overpowered by numbers, and

was eventually locked into his bed-chamber by
the hand of his hospitable little barber, when he

and his wife, doubtless, occupied the space behind

the counter—the only one large enough to receive

them in a longitudinal position. When the young
guest had given way to his melancholy reflections,

and sipped moderately a mild dilution of the era-

thur, he prepared to retire to bed. He found upon

his pillow a sort of apology for a night-shirt. The
laundress's experience of " the master's " habits had

taught her that such a thing was required by

him ; and unfortunately, as this visit happened in

the evening of the day when all " the master's
"

linen had been taken home, she had not one of his

own to supply him with ; therefore, a coarse some-

thing, resembling what is worn outwardly by wag-

goners in the provinces of England, was substi-

tuted. At first he hesitated to employ it ; but

reflecting that he must otherwise sleep in the one
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he had on, and that he must necessarily wear that

the next day, his destitution urged him to try on

the garment supplied from his host's stock, in

which, however it might fall short of what he

had been accustomed to wear, he contentedly laid

down, first carefully folding and placing his own

linen on the bed, fearing that the moveables in

the room might not serve as bleaching-machines,

if he laid it upon any of the chairs. In the midst

of his sorrows, he at last fell asleep ; but towards

the morning, which, being in the dark season of

the year, he conceived to be ^* the middle of the

night/'—that period, so called by people of late

habits, which comes an hour or two before their

usual time of rising—he thought he heard the

key turn in the lock, as if a stealthy attempt was

made to open it. The sleeper was, however,

too drowsy to be capable of ascertaining the fact,

and he dozed off again, but soon heard another

attempt upon the door. He called out, " Who's
there ?

"— the noise ceased. Again he slept—
again he was disturbed. At last, after another

pause, he was once more startled from his sleep,

by something cautiously creeping about his small

apartment. The certainty that some person was

in the room, and for some secret purpose, was

not very agreeable. He remained silent, holding

his breath, and waiting the result. At length, a

hand touched the top of the bed-clothes, and as

soon shrunk away, as if alarmed at its own te-
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nierity. The young man shuddered. It was

impossible, he thought, that the owners of the

apartment would think of visiting him in this way.

His only conjecture was, that instead of occupy-

ing the shop, as he supposed they had done, they

had possibly left the house to obtain some better

accommodation for the night, and that some in-

truder had taken advantage of their absence to

rob at least, if not murder, their sleeping guest,

naturally supposing that he might possess some-

thing worth the attempt. He was soon, how-

ever, relieved from the most terrible part of his

fears by the evident retreat of the untimely vi-

siter, who, as he drew the door of the room after

him, whispered in a hoarse, and as it appeared

to the alarmed occupant, a murderous voice, to

somebody without, " I Ve got it!" Got what ?

asked the trembling comedian of himself, and he

stretched out his hand to the chair upon which his

coat and nether garments had been laid when he

undressed : these were safe. Wondering, there-

fore, what could have been the object of this

secret visit, and keeping watch till day began to

look in upon his deplorable state, he sunk into a

heavy slumber, from which he did not awake till

the day was " well aired." He then perceived his

humane gaoler enter, with shaving-pot, powder-

bag, and " all appliances and means to boot," for

completing a '^jintleman's'' toilette, as far as head

was concerned in that day, and smiling with a
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proud and gratified expression, bowed to "the

master," and proposed to commence the accus-

tomed operation of the morning, first stifling in

their very birth all thanks for the over-night*s

kindness, and regret at the sacrifice it had occa-

sioned his entertainers. The young man then re-

vealed the terrors of the night to the hair-dresser,

who listened to the relation with a somewhat

embarrassed, and what seemed to his visiter a

suspicious, air. He certainly neither attempted

to account for the mysterious disturbance of his

guest's slumbers, nor to explain how the key had

been obtained, but hurriedly proposed that, as it

was a cold morning, and the fire and " his honor's"

breakfast were not quite ready, that his " honor's

goodness" would allow him to throw his towel

round his " honor's neck," and to dress his " ho-

nor's head," as he sat up in bed. This was a very

odd sort of request, and was at first resolutely

denied ; but Pat was so anxiously earnest, that at

last " his honor" consented to the strange impor-

tunity of his host, and suffered the operation of

having his hair dressed in the position described.

The process was somewhat tedious, and " his ho-

nor" became impatient. The barber arranged and

re-arranged the curls— fidgeted from one side of

the bed to the other, when at last the door open-

ed, and in marched, in a triumphant manner,

the laundress, with a basket which, with some

parade, she placed upon a chair near the bed, and
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lo ! the dark transaction of the night was eluci-

dated. On explanation it appeared, that some

time after the benevolent couple had laid them-

selves down and taken their " lodging upon the

cold ground," it occurred to the good laundress

that the *•' young master" would, according to

custom, require a change of linen in the morning,

and she repented that this after-thought came

too late to enable her to execute her wishes that

nio^ht. " If she had mintioned it to his honor be-

fore he went to sleep, she could have washed

* his honor's ' linen before the fire went out, and it

would have been dry by the morning." Having

omitted to do so, she compromised the matter

with her conscience, by rising earlier than usual,

and sending her husband stealthily into '* the

master's" room in the morning, in order not to

disturb him, to take away '' the master's eleven

shirts short of the dozen," with other washable

hangings, that she might present him, as an

agreeable surprise, wdth a set of things in the

state she knew his daily comfort required. As
the time was brief, and firing dull, these ablutions

required more time than she had calculated upon;

hence the expedient of the worthy barber, and

his contrivance to keep "his honor" longer in

bed than usual.

In this friendly shelter the young actor re-

mained until he wTung, by humiliating solicita-

tions, a pound or two out of the cruel grasp of
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Mr. Daly. He then reclaimed his little property

from his unfeeling landlord, and it may be ima-

gined that he repaid in every way in his power

the kindness as well as the actual claim of his

humble friends. It may be also believed, that

in more prosperous times the " great London

actor " did not forget the service done to him by

these worthy people while he was only one of the

most insignificant of '' Daly's divarters." On his

first increase of income, ]\Ir. Mathews sent a small

remittance to his poor little barber, with a promise

to repeat it periodically. That promise (which

often proved inconvenient) had been faithfully

performed up to this time ; and as soon as he

paid this, his second visit to Ireland, after sixteen

years' absence, his first thought was of his gener-

ous little friend, to whom he resolved to give a

pleasing surprise in his way. For this purpose,

the first night of his arrival, he ordered that on

the following morning a breakfast for three might

be prepared, at the same time informing Mr.

Incledon, who was in the house with him, that he

wished him to be present, to be introduced to a

very particular and distinguished guest, enjoining

the master of the house " to provide an excellent

breakfast, for he expected the company of the

best friend he had in Dublin." The landlord, im-

pressed with the notion which such a declaration

implied, namely, that some great man was ex-

pected, of whose friendship the actor was vain.
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determined at once to obey his order in the spirit

in which he conceived it was given ; and forth-

with, for the credit of his own establishment on

so distinguished an occasion, he ordered his best

service of china to be set out, and all the plate

that could be made available. A message was

then sent to the barber, simply to the effect that

he was required to operate upon a gentleman's

chin (alas ! for the craft, powder had ceased

to be worn) at a certain hour ; at which period

Mr. JMathews took care to secure his other guest

in the room, and everything but the " hissing

urn," which, albeit emitting sounds unmusical to

an actor's ear, was ready for the winding up of

the little plot of the present drama. Incledon

had somewhat super-adorned his person on this

occasion, out of respect to his host's superior

guest. At the appointed time the barber was an-

nounced to be waiting without for his customer,

and the waiter who delivered the message was

somewhat surprised to hear himself ordered to

admit this person into the breakfast-room im-

mediately. He obeyed ; and in a minute after

appeared the little man, arrayed in jacket and

white apron, and shaving appurtenances in hand,

standing respectfully and doubtingly upon the

threshold of the door. He was not much al-

tered; for time had but little changed his bene-

volent features, and Mr, Mathews would have

known him had he not been prepared to expect
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him. It was otherwise with himself; the slim,

half-starved youth, with narrow, consumptive

chest, and pale face, had expanded into the full-

grown, healthy man ; and his ruddy cheeks and

improved appearance w^ere not easily to be recog-

nized without some clew, as belonging to the

once friendless, depressed creature, who had been

beholden to his humble friend's kindness. Pat

hesitated, and looking doubtfully first at one

"jintleman," and then at the other, whose head

was a little averted, inquired respectfully "Which
of their honors sent for him ?" Incledon at once

disowned the necessity for his services, but the

other "jintleman" ran up to the astonished man,

hastily relieved him from the shaving utensils,

placed them on the table, and in the next minute

made himself known to him.

The scene that followed was most interesting,

as I have heard it described by Mr. Incledon.

The little barber was half mad with gratified

feeling. He was desired to sit down and eat the

breakfast (to him a dinner), and then to relate

how he w^as situated, whether his wife lived, &c.

This he did, after some scruples at such a free-

dom ; and all was told. The breakfast ended,

and " the master's " affairs requiring his presence

elsewhere, the little barber (whose name I have

forgotten) was dismissed, with an assurance that

his friend would call the next day upon his wife,

and take a peep at his old dormitory.
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It may easily be imagined how surprised the

landlord of the hotel was at the great man he

had so splendidly provided for ; but he was a

good-hearted Irishman, and enjoyed the scene,

(of which the bringing in of the urn had made him

a witness,) and laughed heartily at his own extra

preparations. The barber found an increase to

his pension in the next instalment; and he and

his wife, like the good children in the story-book,

'* lived happy ever after," until (as the Irishman

himself would have added) the day of their death.

Mr. Mathews was not in the habit of talking of

his own good actions ; but when a mixture of

drollery tempted him to relate any of them, he

could not always resist ; and he never repeated

the scene I have so poorly described without his

hearers, after their first laugh, being almost

moved to tears.

A few years after this incident, during one of

his frequent engagements in Dublin, JNIr. Ma-
thews saw his worthy little friend expire in the

very bed (though much improved in its appear-

ance) which he had once given up to him, and

upon which he blessed him for the last time. It

may be believed that the poor widow, who had a

half claim upon her husband's pension, felt no di-

minution of it, but enjoyed the advantage entire

until she died.
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CHAPTER VII.

Letter from Mr. Harris.—Mr. Mathews's benefit at Dublin.

—

His imitation of legal characters.— Offers of engagement

from Mr. G. Colman and Mr. Thomas Sheridan.— Mr. Ma-

thews's reception at York.— Project of Mr. Mathev/s and

Mr. Incledon.— Singular detection of a patrician thief at

Portsmouth.—Insanity of Bradbury the clown.

The following letter to me from Mr. Harris at

this time is a curious instance (out of the many)

of the reliance which managers placed in Mr. Ma-

thews's talent, and it will also serve to show their

own habit of "bespeaking to order" anything

they required him to do for them.

Dear Madam, C. G. T. Thursday, 25th July, 1811.

When you write to Mr. Mathews, pray tell him I wish

him much to study a good fat brogue, as I have got a

capital part for him as an " Irish Schoolmaster who

teaches the English Language.**' It is written by the late

Mr. Tobin. Yours truly,

To Mrs. Mathews. H. Harris.

I have no recollection whether this piece was

acted or not, but the idea was so good that I
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think, from such a pen it could not have proved

a faikire if it had been brought out.

TO MRS. MATHEWS.
Dear Madam, Dublin, Aug. 13th, 1811.

My friend Mathews commissions me to acquaint you

with the supposed result of last night's success. He had

the most marvellous benefit ever known in Dublin, and

the receipts (as yet not wholly calculated) are guessed to

amount to upwards of five hundred pounds ! Never have

I known such a house, or more flattering testimonials of

public approbation. I have only time to offer you my
congratulations on his unprecedented success, founded

equally on his public merits and private worth.

Dear Madam, most faithfully yours, F. Mulock.

The above is true, and I am well. Going to dine with

the Lord-Lieutenant, and will write to-morrow.—C. M.

The cause of the above letter being written

by Mr. Mulock, and the brief postscript by Mr.

Mathews, was partly owing to illness from harass,

and the difficulty my husband felt in writing to

me without revealing circumstances which would

have distressed me; he therefore waited till he

had overcome the effect of his annoyance before

he entered upon the subject. Such was always

his considerate conduct. His own letter, two days

after, will explain particulars.

TO MRS. MATHEWS.

Dublin, Aug. 15th, 1811.

I should have written to you yesterday, but such a

day of horror, confusion, illness, vexation, rage, insa-

VOL. n. L
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nity, I believe I may say, as Tuesday I never spent in my

life. God be thanked you did not witness the scene, and

be praised that I am now in a sufficiently calm state

of mind to relate it quietly. To explain to you the

confusion, the total want of system in an Irish theatre

would be impossible on paper; but when I return, and

tell you that it extends to benefits, &c., you will not be

surprised at anything you hear. I was told that I must

have two friends at every door, or the plunder would be

horrible. These friends I obtained, and took every pre-

caution, nay, more than caution ; but notwithstanding all,

I have been so used, and have been so unfortunate in some

circumstances, that I could not bear it with philosophy.

When Mulock, wrote to you he was in my room sur-

rounded by my friends, check-takers, and the box money-

taker, one of the most atrocious, barefaced, cut-throat

looking ruffians that ever disgraced humanity. The im-

mense overflow of the night before had made everybody

guess my house at a hundred pounds more than ever it

was known to hold. I was ill with a sick headache from

fatigue ; and Mulock, finding it near post-time, wrote to

you an account for me, to save time. He had inserted

six hundred pounds in the letter; I, with " most pro-

phetic soul,'' altered this to Jive, thinking it a pity to

raise your expectations ; but certainly hoping to surprise

you agreeably next day. Not one hour after the letter

went away the scene began. Every creature said the

night before, that the receipts would be 600/. No differ-

ence of opinion, except a few pounds. Some said, 580/. or

590/. though the house appears full at 450/. ; and 500/. is

supposed to be the " cram" of every seat. When every

account was closed, the sum-up was 470/. Now, you will

not wonder that I felt some chagrin and disappointment at
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hearing this declared. All were aghast. But, after the

surprise was over, the truth began to appear. It then came

out, that it was another Opera-house business :* hundreds

passed the check-takers without delivering them, numbers

without paying at all ; others, with tickets in their pockets,

who could not deliver them. One of my friends at the

door was beaten and bruised, his pocket picked, and over-

powered ; the other, good f , twice nearly fainted, his

clothes torn and spoiled, and also overpowered. Our old

friend J. Williams you would have thought big enough,

but he had not strength to keep all quiet. Well, after

my first shock was over, I thought myself fortunate in get-

ting so much. ' But, when the money-return came, it was

palpable that much more was taken than either Elliston or

Kelly ever had at their " break-in." Now I have had the

beastly satisfaction of making you participate a little in

my misery, and alarming you a little at first. I now tell

you that Mr. O. S. has been obliged to give up SI. 15s.

for checks come in ; that that money has been paid ; and

that altogether it will be 500/.; but observe, Irish money;

this is less than English. Now, had I been told three weeks

back that I should have had so much, I would not have

listened to it. I am therefore well off, and am now quite

well and comfortable. To-night I set off to Drogheda,

* An allusion to two similar occasions, when Mr. Elliston

and Mr. Kelly took their respective benefits at the Italian

Opera house, in London, and the public forced their way in,

without delivering their tickets or money until they were seat-

ed.—A. M.
-j* " Good " took care to repair the damage done to

his wardrobe on this occasion, by robbing him, a year or two

after, of 150/. which he received on his account for tickets at

his house.—A. M.

L 2
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We* perform our entertainments to-morrow or Monday

;

at Belfast soon ; and on the 28th we return here, and

perform. Ireland will be a little fortune to me. Their

kindness to me knows no bounds. I can say to you only,

that such a favourite never was known here as myself; as

many went away from the doors as would fill the Hay-

market. All the outer gates were obliged to be shut at

eight o''clock, and guards employed to clear the streets.

Mulock says, it was not a benefit, but a rebellion. Such

a scene never was witnessed. God bless you.

Charles Mathews.

After Mr. Mathews's departure the following

paragraph appeared in a Dublin paper :

—

Fame for the Lawyers.

It is said that Mr. Mathews, the comedian, went several

times to the Court of Common Pleas, during the last sit-

tings after term, and that he was highly delighted with

" the kind of fun" which occasionally occurs there.

Some of the " rollicking fellows " (as they call themselves)

who perform in that Court, to the great amusement of

Lord Norbury, may rest assured that their transcendant

merits will be made fully known to the people of London

and Westminster, through the kind exertions of so able a

representative.

The writer's anticipations were certainly real-

ized in several subsequent performances wherein

legal characters were introduced, but with no in-

vidious effect: witness his sketches of various

* Mr. Incledon had joined him professionally for a limited

period.—A. M.
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courts of justice in his "At Homes." In the

midst of the numerous allusions which convulsed

the audience with laughter, no one was ever heard

to cry *' That is levelled at me ;" and if now and

then a nice ear might detect an intonation that

reminded him of ** a brother," he smiled at it in

perfect assurance that if his turn should come

next, there would be " no offence in't" whatever.

The two following letters show that the Lon-

don managers were now becoming desirous of the

return of Mr. Mathews :

—

TO CHARLES MATHEWS, ESQ.

Dear Mathews, 22nd August, ISIL

Many thanks for your letter. It appears to me that

the chance of your engaging in the Haymarket being so

very remote, it would be premature for me to mention

terms ; at all events (and indeed at any time), I think the

proposition of remuneration should come from you. The

owner of marketable goods should first put a price upon

them. My reasons for applying to you were, that I heard

you did not mean to perform in the Lyceum at all during

the next season ; that you had rural views of emolument,

and that you speculated upon filling up the greater part of

the ensuing twelvemonths in the country. Supposing such

reports might be true, I thought it might be worth your

while to come to me on the 15th September next, and

play till the 15th October (when I close), and also to join

me for the whole of next season, from 15th May to 15th

October 1812, occupying the intermediate months with

money-getting out of London.

But you tell me you will write to me again. After
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having opened thus much of my plan, you may perhaps

look at it in an extended point of view, and give it fur-

ther consideration. I most heartily rejoice to hear of

your success. Believe me, dear Mathews,

Very truly yours,

G. COLMAN.

TO CHARLES MATHEWS, ESQ.

My dear Sir, August 23rd, 1811.

Mr. Peake* has just transmitted a letter to me which he

has received from you (dated 10th August, Dublin). I have

determined to reply to it myself, though I heartily wish no

answer had been necessary, I regret that anything should

have occurred to render your situation at the Lyceum un-

pleasant, the more so as I had hoped after all the hurly

burly past, that we should have gone on cordially when

once we got together again. I again offer you an engage-

ment for three or five years in the D. L. company.

I think you are short-sighted in your view of theatrical

concerns, as they regard your own interest. I have no

doubt you may gain more this season by the scattered sort

of engagements to which you allude, than you will at the

Lyceum, but the same opportunities may not present

themselves another season, and I have no hesitation in

affirming that it is only owing to the peculiar state of pub-

lic affairs at this moment that they exist now. There

must and will be two established theatres, at one of which

the D. L. company will perform ; and a permanent situa-

ation in that company is better than any other specula-

* The treasurer of Drury-lane Theatre, and father of Mr.

Richard Brinsley Peake, the popular dramatic author.—A. M.
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tion ; and I maintain that you do unwisely in forcing us

to look out for a substitute, who may, for anything you

know, creep into favour with the public, while you, for the

sake of a few more pounds, have withdrawn yourself from

its notice. With regard to the inconveniences of the

Lyceum establishment, they are not to be denied. As you

say the only way to compensate for them is to make your

situation there in other respects as pleasant as we can ;

rest assured you will find Mr. Arnold as well disposed as

myself to render it so, in every way within our power.

I request your answer as soon as possible. I trust it will

be favourable, and that I shall not be mortified by the

desertion of a front-rank man in the old Drury-lane

corps : at all events let it be explicit and decisive.

And believe me, dear sir, very truly yours,

Thomas Sheridan.

This letter made the fifth application—no mean

evidence of Mr. Mathews's importance to the

London managers ; but his repugnance to return

to this theatre, notwithstanding his great regard

for Mr. Thomas Sheridan, apart from the concern,

was not to be overcome; and in the end he con-

vinced the applicants that his determination was

not to be shaken, either by the kind offers of the

one or the arguments of the other.

TO MRS. MATHEWS.

York, September 11th, 1811.

I am now writing at the house of the darling Beicombe

family,* where I have dined.

* Doctor Beicombe, an eminent physician of York, and one

of our earliest and best friends.—A. M.
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On Monday I performed at Hull, and here last night.

You know York is a bad theatrical town,—and now it is

empty, and more than usually poor—all croaking. Don'^t

be vexed, 251. ! but such a darling set, such a reception !

I- don^t know when I have been so gratified ; it really ap-

pears to me as if it were my native county. The sound of

the dialect, after my various visits, was music to my ears;

and I am now quite fixed in my opinion that the most

friendly and truly hospitable people I have met, are the

Yorkshire folks. Such shouting at Barney!* This has

been a delightful day. I have been caressed by all ranks.

It has been no small gratification to me to hear the warmth

with which you are spoken of here, and the true friendship

and kindness expressed for you. To-morrow, Leeds, and

on Friday morning I shall enter the tedious coach which

is to convey me to all I hold most dear.

I believe, before I close this, I must prevail on you to

add 81/. to the 25/. mentioned in the first page, and that

will make the real receipts last night. Were you had ?

There I have hoaxed 7/ou ! What a house for deserted

York !

From the succeeding letter, addressed to my
husband by Mr. Incledon, it will appear that Mr.

Mathews's continued want of reliance on his own
individual powers to amuse an audience, had led

him to unite his own with those of another, and

that this gentleman was to be his coadjutor in his

forthcoming plan, of a regularly organized tour,

with his entertainment of " Mail-coach Adven-

tures."

* One of the idiots previously described, whom he imitated

in the " Mail-coach Adventures."—A. M.
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TO CHARLES MATHEWS, ESQ.

Richmond, Yorkshire, Friday, Sept. 27th,

My DEAR Charles, 1811.

I this instant received yours, and I perfectly agree with

you that no time is to be lost. I shall therefore decline

going to Liverpool till you are of the party.

I should wish to commence our Lecture at Rochester ;

then at Canterbury, two nights ; then Margate, Sandwich,

along the coast to Brighton, Chichester, Portsmouth, &c.

Ten thousand thanks, my good fellow, for defending

me against the malevolence and infamous falsehoods of the

proprietors of the theatre. Thank God ! my mind is per-

fectly at rest, as, on examination of my own conduct, I

can find nothing that I have a right to charge myself with,

of behaving either in an unjust or ungentlemanly manner

towards them.

It gratifies my feelings to find that I live in the kind

remembrance of my theatrical brethren. I hope and

trust I shall never do anything to forfeit their good opi-

nion. Remember me kindly to all those that are in any

way interested in the fate of poor Charles Incledon. But

for the arrangement we have now made, I should have

taken my departure for America : that was myfirst determi-

nation. You have now made me alter my plans for the

present. It is the opinion of every one to whom I have

spoken on the subject, that we shall make a handsome for-

tune by this our plan; and I think so too. Courage!

Charles Mathews and Charles Incledon—a fig for the mana-

gers !—we can live without their aid ; and, for my part, the

ingratitude and ill-treatment I have received at their hands

will only serve as a stimulus to make me exert myself to

the utmost in this new undertaking. God bless you and
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all the Mathews's. I have shared with Butler to the tune

of sixty pounds per week. That we may continue to rob

the natives, and do it with unwashed hands, is the fervent

prayer of, dear Charles, thine in the spirit,

C. B. Incledon.

TO MRS. MATHEWS.

Portsmouth, Oct. 23d, 1811.

I should have written yesterday to you, but a great deal

of my time, and more of my attention, was taken up by a

most melancholy circumstance.

The history was nearly as follows :—A young man of

family, the Hon. Mr. , staying at an inn in Ports-

mouth, previously to sailing for India, where he was going

out as an aide-de-camp to General , with a party

of friends, also officers, joined company at supper one

evening with Mr. Bradbury, the clown, of Covent Garden

Theatre, a person of very gentlemanlike exterior and man-

ners, and ambitious of the society of gentlemen. He was

in the habit of using a very magnificent and curious snuff-

box, and on this occasion it was much admired by the party,

and handed round for inspection from one to the other.

Mr. Bradbury soon after left the inn, and retired to his

lodging, when he missed his box, and immediately return-

ed to inquire for it. The gentlemen with whom he had

spent the evening had all retired to bed ; but he left

word with the porter to mention to the officers early the

next day that he had left the box, and to request them to

restore it to him when found. The next morning Mr.

Bradbury again hastened to the inn, anxious to recover

his property, and met on his way the Hon. Mr. , and

communicated his loss to him ; when he was informed by
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that gentleman tliat a similar circumstance had occurred

to himself, his bed-room having been robbed the night

before of his gold watch, chain, and seals, &c., and that

he was on his way to a Jew in the town to apprise him

of the robbery, in order that if such articles should be

offered for sale, he might stop them, and detain the person

who presented them. This was very extraordinary ! Mr.

Bradbury then met the other gentlemen of the party, and

was told by them that their rooms had also been robbed

—

one of bank-notes to a great amount ; another of a gold

watch*, &c. ; and a third of a silver watch, gold chains,

rings, &c. All the rooms slept in by the party were

upon the same floor, which circumstance doubtless gave

great facility to the thief. These discoveries, as may be

imagined, created great consternation in the house, and

soon became the topic of the town—all was confusion.

Bills were printed and issued—rewards offered for the

recovery of the property and detection of the thief or

thieves. The Hon. Mr. was violently infuriated

by his loss; and as he was bound to sail from Ports-

mouth when the ship was ready, he naturally dreaded

being compelled to depart without his property. He

hinted, too, that he had certain suspicions of certain peo-

ple, and even whispered them to some of the persons in-

terested ; but as they were of a vague character, they

could not, of course, be acted upon. Great excitement

continued ; and the master of the inn, reasonably alarmed

for the credit of his house, upon finding that Mr. Graham,

the Bow-street magistrate, was in Portsmouth, waited

upon him, and having described the situation in which he

was, and the circumstances which had led to his embar-

rassment, Mr. Graham wrote up to London for one of

his most intelligent officers—a man of the name of Rivett.
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This man came down promptly, to the great satisfaction

of the Hon. Mr. , who was most desirous of investi-

gating the mystery, and of detecting the thief, his time

becoming short, and his anxiety to recover his property

previously to sailing, rendering him more impatient than

the rest of the party. Mr. Bradbury and all the officers

gave their several accounts of their losses, and Rivett was

put in full possession of every particular relating to the

business. He then proposed that he should search the house

generally, and all the trunks. This was highly approved

of, and cordially agreed to by every inmate ; and, as the

Hon. Mr. was evidently the most eager of the party

to arrive at the truth, it was proposed that his trunks, &c.,

might be the first to be examined, to which he assented,

and immediately delivered his keys, and accompanied the

the officer and gentlemen, with Mr. Bradbury and others,

to his room. The ceremony of search having been scrupu-

lously gone through, (of course, without anything being

discovered,) the next and the next room was entered by

the spectators, and all with similar results. Nothing was

to be found, and the affair was inexplicable to all. The

losers were in despair, and the unfortunate aide-de-camp

was much pitied on account of his approaching voyage,

which would necessarily preclude any chance of his re-

gaining his valuables by his own exertions. There was a

general pause. At length Rivett addressed the gentle-

men, observing that there was yet a duty unperformed,

and which was a painful one to him—he must search the

persons of all present, and as the Hon. Mr. 's trunks

had been the first to be inspected, perhaps he would allow

him to examine him at once. To this he agreed, but the

next moment he was observed to look very ill. Rivett

was proceeding to search him, as a matter of course, when
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he requested that everybody would leave the room, except

the officer and Mr. Bradbury, which request was immedi-

ately complied with. He then fell upon his knees, en-

treated for mercy, and placed Mr. Bradbury's box in his

hand, begging him to forgive him and spare his life ! Ri-

vett upon this proceeded to search him, but he resisted ; the

object was effected by force, and the greater part of the pro-

perty found that had been stolen in the house. The officer,

conceiving that he had not got the whole of the bank-

notes, inquired of Mr. where the remainder was ;

when he pointed to a pocket-book which was under the

foot of the bed ; and while Rivett relaxed his hold of him,

and was in the act of stooping to pick up the book, Mr.

caught up a razor and cut his throat. Rivett and

Mr. Bradbury seized an arm each, and forced the razor

from him ; but he was so determined on self-destruction

that he twisted his head about violently in different ways,

in order to make the wound larger and more fatal.

To prevent him from continuing this, he was braced up

with linen round his neck so tightly that he could not move

it. A surgeon of the town, with two assistants, came,

and after seeing the wound, gave it as their opinion that

it was possible for him to recover, and by the assistance of

some powerful soldiers holding him, they dressed the

wound. His clothes were then cut off, and he was carried

down stairs into another room. During this operation he

coughed violently, but whether naturally or by design, to

make his wound worse, was not ascertained. It had, how-

ever, the effect of setting his wound bleeding again, and

the dressing was obliged to be repeated. Two men sat up

with him all night. On the next morning the deposi-

tions of the witnesses were taken before the Mayor, and

Mr. was committed.
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The sequel of this distressing history was of a

an equally melancholy character.

Poor Mr. Bradbury was standing close to the unfor-

tunate young man when he committed the sudden at-

tempt upon his own life. The horror of the act, and

the shocking appearance of his lacerated throat, the

blood from which flowed out upon Mr. Bradbury—in

short, this heart-rending result of the previous agitation

and discovery, acted upon the sensibihty of Mr. Bradbury

to such an extent as to deprive him of reason. This fact

was noticeable two days after the above scene, by his en-

tering a church, and after the service was ended going

into the vestry, and requesting the clergyman to pray for

him, as he intended to cut his throat ! This distemper of

mind was not too great at first to admit of partial con-

trol ; but it daily increased, and ultimately caused him

to be placed under restraint.

The skill and attention of the surgeons had

placed the unfortunate Mr. in a state of re-

covery, and he waited to take his trial at the next

sessions ; when, I believe, no evidence appearing

against him, he escaped the consequences of his

dishonourable act. Here my husband's letter may

be resumed.

Poor Bradbury, the clown, I heard was confined here

in the gaol, as they have no mad-house. From liking

to see everything, and secondly from an idea of being

of service to him, as he was entirely surrounded by

strangers, I went to see him. I found him strapped

down to a miserable bed, in a strait-waistcoat. Strange
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to say, though I have a very sh'ght acquaintance with

him, he recognised me, called me by name, and became

instantly calm from a raving fit. He immediately began

to complain of the treatment he had received, and declared

that he was completely at a loss to account for it. He
then related to me all the circumstances of his journey

from London to Ireland, in so coherent a manner, that

I began to imagine he was perfectly sane ; but suddenly

his eye changed and he began to wander, saying that from

Ireland he had been dragged all through Portugal ; and

that the Mayor here, who was in the room, had been

offended because he had at church, during sacrament,

handed Buonaparte some wine and cake before him, and

for that he had tied his arms, and employed men to dress

themselves in various shapes, and to dance constantly

round the room to annoy him, and so on. I now very

soon calmed him again, by declaring that I would under-

take to get him away that night to London (the Mayor

having told me that it w^as their intention to send him

to Hoxton, near London, in a chaise that night, as they

have no mad-house here). This immediately took pos-

session of his mind. I left him with the promise of re-

turning for him in the evening. The Mayor begged I

would attend, and I was most happy that I happened

to be in the way, for without me to a certainty they

would not have got him off. I went at five o'clock,

and found that he had been raving again ; but he be-

came instantly calm when he saw me. I told him to be

quiet, and they would put on his clothes. They then took

off the waistcoat, and he suffered himself to be dressed, and

assisted himself. But when the strait waistcoat was offered

to him again, he began to show his spirit. The men were

alarmed, as he had one day before beaten six of them, and
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made his escape completely to the street-door, which for-

tunately was too strong for him. He now declared that

no man living should put it on him again. To show how

completely he depended on me, the instant I whispered

to him that he ought to submit, he helped himself into it

;

and winked at me with the greatest delight. By this

means we got him quietly into the chaise. I wrote to

Elliston to find out his friends, if he has any. I assure

you it was a most affecting scene, and I hope will suffi-

ciently excuse my not writing before. We have com-

menced with our usual success. The theatre overflowed,

and hundreds went away. Receipts—118/.

Charles Mathews.
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CHAPTER VIII.

Mr. Incledon and the hoax of '' The Jubilee Lozenge."— His

revenge onMr. Liston.—Mr. Mathews's letters to Mrs. Ma-
thews from Winchester, Worcester, Derby, Hull, York,

Wakefield, and Doncaster.—Letters to George Robins, Esq.

relative to a proposed engagement of Mr. Mathews at Covent

Garden Theatre.—Letter from Mr. G. Colman on the above

subject.— Mr. Mathews's reply.— Separation of interests be-

tween Mr. Mathews and Mr. Incledon.

Mr. Liston was at one period of his life a

most determined joker. He and my husband

were one day together in a shop in Bond-street,

kept by a Mr. Amick, which was full of per-

fumery, beautiful toys, and nickknacks of every

kind. They had been looking at some amulets,

a black composition, just new, and intended for

brooches, upon which the head of George the

Third was stamped, to commemorate the jubi-

lee. Mr. Incledon passing at the moment, ob-

served his brother comedians, and entered the

shop. He admired in turn all the pretty ob-

jects placed in every direction ; and, attracted

by the amulets, he inquired what they were.

Before Mr. Amick could reply to his question,

VOL. II. M
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Mr. Liston (who was aware of Incledon's over-

weening love of any novelty in the shape of

medicine or voice-improver,) told him, they were

lozenges of a most wonderful property, just dis-

covered. As he anticipated, Mr. Incledon cauglit

at the bait, seized up one, and examining it with

much interest^ observed that it w^as *' very large
"

(it was about the size of a small locket). He was

told that, as only one was necessary to the cure

of the person whose voice was out of order, it

was made of the size requisite for the purpose ;—

•

" But," observed Mr. Liston artfully, ''you cannot

require such a thing, Incledon ! There's nothing

the matter with your voice !"—" Is n't there, my
dear boy ! that 's all you know of the matter !

I 've been as hoarse as a raven this fortnight ; in

fact, I 've not a note left in my voice ;" a con-

stant assertion by him when his voice was at his

very best. " Well," said the wag, " if that 's the

case, the Jubilee Lozenge is the very thing.^' He
then adduced several " cases" of its miraculous

results within his own knowledge. Upon this

Incledon addressed the master of the shop, who
was exceedingly embarrassed at the trick thus

played upon a customer :
" What, sir, is the price

of this invaluable lozenge ?"— " Ten and six-

pence," was the reply.—'*It's a large sum for

one lozenge, sir ; but, as my friend Mr. Liston

assures me that it is efficacious, and as at this time

I have not the ghost of a note left in my voice.
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from a severe cold, I '11 take oner He then threw

down the money, and put the amulet into his

mouth, observing, that "it was made of a very

inconvenient shape ; but he supposed there was

some good reason for it." Mr. Liston instructed

him to keep it all day in his mouth, that being

the intent. Away went the singer, quite pleased

with the toy for which he had paid so dearly, and

the two jokers roared aloud with laughter when

he was out of hearing, at the easy credulity of

their unsuspicious friend.

At night everybody in the green-room was

apprised of the jest, and agreed to assist in pro-

longing it. Mr. Incledon, who did not play until

the afterpiece, entered the room with the lozenge

in his mouth. Being prepared for his appear-

ance, Mr. Liston had all his confederates assem-

bled. They inquired, in turn, every particular

about the wonderful remedy " of which they had

all heard so much ?" Incledon was very commu-
nicative as to its effects. " His voice was certainly

clearer since he had had the lozenge in his mouth,

but at the same time he could not withhold from

them his conviction that the sucking of it had

made him feel exceedingly sick
;

' and well it

might, for it was in fact a mass of perfume, like

a highly scented pastile, nauseating to the palate,

as might be expected.

In the midst of the interest occasioned by this

invaluable recipe, Mr. John Kemble, who had

M 21
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been performing in the play, and had listened to

the conspiracy against the simplicity of poor Mr.

Incledon, now entered, and, to the surprise of all

present, joined in the hoax. He told Incledon

that he was well acquainted with the amazing

efficacy of the article ; but added—" It will not be

wholly effective, my dear Incledon, unless you

keep it in your mouth all night !" Incledon's

eyes twinkled with gratification at the interest

manifested by the great tragedian in his well-

being, and at his confirmation of the treasure he

had obtained. " But, my dear Mr. Kemble," he

replied, " may it not choke me in my sleep ?"

—

" Oh, no !" said the somewhat solemn jester ;
" oh

no ! it 's scarcely large enough for that. Besides,

Mrs. Incledon will be aware of your struggles, and

attend to you if it should get into your throat."

Incledon gave him a look which had a dawn of

suspicion in it ; but the unmoved gravity of the

speaker dispersed it when he added —" It will do

you no good unless you keep it on your tongue

all night, be assured, my dear Incledon ; so don't

think of removing it." Poor Mr. Incledon obey-

ed this injunction strictly ; and the next morning

gave sad evidence of his obedience, appearing in

the green-room with his natural ruddiness ex-

changed for a sickly complexion, from want of

rest, and from the increasing disgust of the scent-

ed mass in his mouth.

It was now time to heighten the plot, pre-
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viously to breaking it up. One of the conspira-

tors was intimate with a gentleman relishing a

joke,* and happy to assist in one. On hearing

the particulars, he was induced to place a para-

graph in the next day's paper, in accordance with

the intended sequel to the imposture.

The time came for rehearsal. The plotters

congregated in a manner that when Mr. Incle-

don arrived, he must of necessity see them and

overhear their observations. Mr. Fawcett was

much perturbed, and apparently, as he held the

morning's newspaper open in his hand, indig-

nant ; all, indeed, seemed shocked. " Was it

possible!"—"What a monster!"—"Who could

divine such an instance of hatred to the English

nation !" — '* Poor Incledon !"— " Has anybody

seen him to-day?"— " A¥hat will be the conse-

quence ?"— " What a loss to the public !"

—

" Dreadful ! Shocking ! Afflicting !" &c. At
this moment the group affected to perceive Incle-

don for the first time. They were all affection

and sympathy. Mr. Liston wept to think he

had been the innocent instrument of his friend's

ruin. Mr. Mathews besought his forgiveness for

his share in his destruction ; and at last Incle-

don's suspense and agitation were so affecting to

them all, that the fatal paragraph was submitted

to his perusal. It was as follows :—

•

* Mr. Quin, connected with " The Morning Chronicle."
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Jubilee Lozenge.

The public are cautioned against a specious but most

injurious artifice, which has of late been practised by

some unprincipled quacks. A trinket, in the form of a

shirt-brooch, adorned with the miniature likeness of the

King, is said to be impregnated with a certain mineral

property that can expel all disorders from the stomach of

the wearer, who, to stimulate and call forth the essential

virtue of the ornament, is desired to keep it in his mouth

and suck it. The truth indeed is, that an adventitious

property has been infused into the metal of which the

trinket is formed ; but, so far from its being of a salutary

nature, its deleterious qualities are invariably experienced

in subtle and slow, but infallible operation, by all the un-

happy dupes to the imposture. The poison peculiarly

attaches itself to the lungs, producing insensibly a decay

of the vocal powers, and usually terminating in incurable

hoarseness.

It is reported that the French Emperor, jealous of the

superior powers of melody which our stage can boast, has

lately employed some of his emissaries in persuading one

of our most eminent native female singers to make use of

this destructive bane to vocal excellence. It is appre-

hended that the same artifice will be employed to rob our

most celebrated male performers of their voice, and in

consequence both of their fame and their bread.

The agony of the reader at the close of the

paragraph was such as to make all present desir-

ous of explaining the jest Incledon dropped the

fatal amulet from his mouth, and clasping his

hands together, exclaimed, " I 'm a murdered

man !" and dropped on a seat.
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The whole was then confessed ; and the well-

known good-nature of Mr. Incledon was never

more apparent than in his forgiveness of this

hoax against his prevailing foible. He vowed

revenge, however, when a time should come fit-

ting for a retort; and the following mode was

resorted to, successfully, to startle, although it

probably did not deceive, Mr. Liston.

TO MRS. MATHEWS.

Portsmouth, November 3rd, 1811.

I thought you would have been more amused with the

bill than to send it back. There— I have hoaxed you !

I thought it would puzzle you at first. The fact is,

Incledon owes Liston a hoax in return for the " Jubilee

Lozenge," and asked me to assist him, and I projected the

top of the bill as you saw it. Mottley the printer entered

into the joke, and got us exactly six copies struck off, and

then destroyed the type. One was sent to Charles Taylor,

one to Brandon, one to Robins, one to Dowton, and one

to you ; the other I have kept. They were all directed by

Mottley, and I thought (as it turned out) that you would

not suspect the joke. It is plain you had no idea that it

came from us, and I imagine that all the other persons

were as much at a loss as yourself. Liston seeing four

bills, will certainly think they are in general circulation.

If you hear of it, don't explain till you have further orders;

we only meant it to puzzle.

Charles Mathews.

Sixth Time.

Messrs. Incledon and Mathews have the satisfaction of

announcing, that they have engaged Mr. Liston, of the
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Theatre Royal Covent Garden, for two nights, who will

go through the whole of his wonderful performance of

fire-eating, swallowing a live cat, &c. ; he will also dance

on the slack wire, after the manner of Des Hayes ; he will

stand on one leg three minutes, and balance a coach wheel,

in which attitude he will sing the " Beautiful Maid,"

dressed in armour, with Lord Grizzle's wig, miraculously

saved out of the late conflagration of Covent Garden

Theatre.

I will here add the actual bill, in order to show

the particulars of this combined attraction.

Theatre, Portsmouth,

Mr. Incledon (of the Theatre Royal, Covent Garden,)

and Mr. Mathews (of the late Theatre Royal, Drury Lane,)

respectfully inform the ladies and gentlemen of Ports-

mouth and its vicinity, that, on Monday next, November

4th, 1811, they will have the honour of repeating "The
Travellers, or. Hit or Miss."

Part first.—Exordium.—Song :
" May the King live

for ever," Mr. Incledon. Recitation : Irish hospitality.

Song :
" Kate Kearney," Mr. Incledon. Recitation : Ge-

neral improvement in the conveyance of live lumber, as

exemplified in the progress of heavy coach, light coach,

and mail; whimsical description of an expedition to Brent-

ford. Song :
" The Mail Coach," Mr. Mathews. Recita-

tion : Description of the Passengers ; lisping lady ; French-

man, and critic in black. Song :
" The origin of Old

Bachelors," Mr. Mathews. Recitation : The mendicant

seaman. Song :
" Poor Will Watch the Smuggler," Mr.

Incledon. Recitation : Theatrical criticism; Mr. Macklin ;

imitation of Mr. Cooke as Sir Pertinax M'Sycophant.

Part second.—Recitation: Breaking of a spring. Song:
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" The Thorn," Mr. Incledon. Recitation : Definition of

Belles Lettres ; Yorkshire Beauty. Song :
" What a

Beauty I did grow," Mr. Mathews. Recitation : Theatri-

cal criticism ; imitation of Mr. Kemble as Penruddock,

and Mr. Suett as Weazle ; dimensions of Covent Garden

stage ; imitation of an election orator : Poor Sailor Boy.

Song :
" Stand to your Guns, my Hearts of Oak," Mr.

Incledon. Recitation : Scramble at supper ; drunken

farmer ; cross readings. Song :
" Manager Strut was

four feet high," Mr. Mathews. Recitation : Another

scramble ; description of a country fair ; Mr. Punch

;

Yorkshire giant ; wild beasts. Song :
" Bartholomew

Fair," Mr. Mathews.

Part third.—Recitation : Sailor's address to Mr. Incle-

don. Song :
" Lovely Nan," Mr. Incledon. Recitation :

Imitation of Mr. Bannister as Bowkit ; Justice Deaf;

imitation of Fond Barney, of York ; highway robberies

;

Captain M'Jumble from Tipperary. Song :
'* Orator

PufF," Mr. Mathews. Recitation : A bull ; quack doc-

tor; mountebank's harangue. Irish song: "Ignatius

M'Carty,"" Mr. Mathews. Recitation : Bull the second.

A crash ; bang up ! bang down ! Four-in-Hand Club.

Song :
" Sally in our Alley," Mr. Incledon. Song :

" Prime,

Bang up !" (the celebrated song from the popular farce of

" Hit or Miss,) dressed in character, Mr. Mathews.

The whole to conclude with G. A. Stevens's description

of a storm, in the character of a shipwrecked seaman, by

Mr. Incledon.

TO MRS. MATHEWS.

Winchester, November 6th, 1811.

You will be rather surprised, but I hope not much

afflicted, to hear that you will see me on Sunday evening
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next, or Monday morning ! It is true— the iron hand of

the law has decreed it, and go I must. On Monday even-

ing last, I was told by the waiter at Portsmouth that two

persons wanted to speak to me below. I went down, when

these two, who looked mysteriously, handed me a long piece

of parchment with a seal, which made me shake. I conclud-

ed I was arrested, but could not imagine by whom. At

whose suit, I said ? The suit of Mr. Morris !

I now soon discovered that it was a subpoena to attend

the Court of Chancery, in the suit of Morris v. Colman,

summoning me to be there on Monday next, and enclosing

me a ten-pound note for expenses. I immediately wrote

to Morris, stating to him how inconvenient it would be

to me. I would not mention it to you till I got his

answer. I received it this morning. I find the subpoena

is imperative, and if I had been in Ireland, I must have

obeyed it.

Charles Mathews.

Mr. Mathews's stay at the cottage was confined

to the period required by the subpoena, and again

he returned to his engagements.

TO MRS. MATHEWS.

Worcester, Dec. 2nd, 1811.

Your letter, which I received yesterday just as I was

getting into the carriage to come here, breathing kindness

and cheerfulness throughout, has quite restored me to my
spirits : many, many thanks. I am sure my greatest ene-

mies would pity me, if they really knew what I suffer at

times when under the dominion of the dismals. A few

kind sentences from you always make their way to my

heart. Let me but possess your affection—let me but find
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you ready to make allowance for the diseases of my mind,

and I am indifferent to the opinions of the world. For

God's sake,—for my sake, and for your dear boy, do not

neglect your health. I cannot in writing express what I

should feel were I to lose you.

We had 50/. at Cheltenham, which is nearly empty.

Incledon again prevailed, contrary to my opinion, but for

the last time. He will never even be consulted where we

go for the future. We expect an overflow to-night here.

On Saturday, after performance, I supped with Lord Or-

mond, and about twelve of the highest-bred Irishmen.

Every soul knew Curran, and my imitation of him set

them all into fits of approbation. By the by. Dr. Jenner,

from old acquaintance, wishes you to come and play for

a charity at Cheltenham. They will be all amateurs.

We were also asked ; but as we cannot afford just now to

play for nothing, we have declined it ; I thought, how-

ever, I would mention it to you. It is next Saturday.

Do the people still believe that Drury will be built ? I

do not ! I hope Mrs. Denman is very attentive to my
monkey, and that the parrot improves from her little prat-

tle. Young can always put you in at Covent Garden,

orders or not ; but don't deny yourself the pleasure of

seeing that divinity, Mrs. Siddons, for the sake of money.

Charles Mathews.

TO GEORGE ROBINS, ESQ.

Dear Robins, Birmingham, Dec. 5th, 1811.

To prove to you that I have not " lost the use of my
right arm," I take up my pen to address you ; and were I

near you I would give you a more striki)ig proof of its

still retaining its vigour. This I should think a just pu-

nishment to a man of business who cannot make an allow-
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ance for the apparent neglect of another man of business,

for such I really now am. I am sure you often find the

difficulty of getting through the letters you are obliged to

write, and find the impossibility of attending to the mere

calls of friendship. If I did promise to write to you soon

after my departure, it was because I did not anticipate the

difficulties of my situation.

I have frequently, since leaving town, been obliged to

write six or seven letters in a day. Incledon does not

write a line. You may suppose that when we are ad-

vertised to perform in the towns we visit a fortnight

before our arrival, that instant communications are ne-

cessary with managers, printers, &c., and replication, and

double replication, will occur. Granted, you say : if

not, curse your hard heart ! Well, then, added to this,

we travel four or Jive miles in a week, and talk and

sing a little ; besides which, I am a huge sleeper, and a

tolerable trencher-man. So, sum up the hours necessary

for these various performances, and deduct (according to

Cocker) what remains for recreation,— idleness, I think,

will not be allowed for. Now, if you are the liberal

man I take you to be, you will, instead of being angry,

and writing at me, through my wife and chum, write

to me through the medium of the Postmaster, acknow-

ledging your obligations for receiving so long a letter,

(for this sheet, from revenge, shall be full,) and expressing

your wonder how any mortal, that is not a thorough-bred

auctioneer, can get through such lots of business.

Your kind offer of using your newspaper interest is not

forgotten, any more than many other acts of kindness of

which you have been found guilty to me. But the fact is

the reverse of that which you have anticipated. Instead

of " not doing so well,"*"* we here commenced and con-
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tinued with one scene of success. It is this, probably,

that has made me careless of that for which many people

pray.

I solemnly declare that I never expended one shilling

for a paragraph in the whole course of my theatrical life.

I would rather have one picture than twenty puffs, either

in print or paste. I am, however, not insensible to praise,

nor blind to the service you volunteered. Indeed, I have

always meant to avail myself of your good-nature ; but

probably our success has made me vain, and I have fan-

cied that no aid was required. So much to account for

my silence.

I was made very vain in Bath. Indeed, I never have

yet acted in London as I know I can, and as I do elsewhere

when encouraged by such notice as I received there. In

London I am a common raven— in the country they are

willing to receive me as a swan amongst the ravens. I

have an invitation by Dimond to return, and I know I

can have my own terms. As to Covent Garden, my dear

Robins, I know you are enthusiastic in your desires to

serve a friend ; but what could I do there ? Munden's is

the only vacancy left ; and old men I shall endeavour to

cut entirely. My policy is to do so, my original hits

having been quite in the other way. Fawcett, Liston,and

Emery, are strong fellows. I should not like to be shelfed.

Were there a line open, I should hail it. I like the Firm :

" Dornton and Co. may defy the world." They may pro-

mise a salary, and I am sure they would pay it ; but can

they promise business ? I have often wished I was snugly

established in that house :
" once in a baronet's house."

However, at present I am bound to Colman, though not

absolutely articled ; and if he gets his eight months' license,

I must be with him, where I shall get a salary the C. G. M.
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will not give me ; and business they cannot give me, in

the present state of their excellent comic company. I do

not think it policy in a man to go into a theatre, without

a direct opening presented itself. In Drury-lane, Bannis-

ter smothered me for five years. Another smothering

would entirely destroy me.

Now, my good fellow, you will give me credit for a de-

sire to comply with your wishes. I have written a toler-

ably long letter. If you do not think so, why a plague of

your bringing up. Let me hear from you in reply ; and

give me your ideas of Covent Garden. I like to hear

opinions, and to take advice. I am not quite certain of

our destination till Friday next ; therefore, send your

letter, when you write, to my wife, I am, with regards to

Mrs. Robins, yours very sincerely,

Charles Mathews.

TO MRS. MATHEWS.

Derby, Dec. 11th, 1811.

We are inundated with petitions and beggars ; we never

escape in any one town. What do you think of , the

clergyman, and. wife, coming to me at Bristol, and beg-

ging for two shillings: they were starving. Y , whom

you may remember, with a wife and four children in the

same place, without one farthing ! He married that wife

for 7,000/. Love-matches are not always prosperous ; but

money-matches, I believe, never. Nobody can accuse you

and me of that.

Charles Mathews.

TO MRS. MATHEWS.

Hull, December 18, 1811.

I believe I promised to write again on Monday or yes-

terday ; but I have been such a slave in the theatre here
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that I have not one moment to myself. We play five

nights this week, beginning with Monday. French is ill,

and cannot come out, and such a set of pumps as the rest

of the band it is impossible to conceive. There is not one

of them that can play in tune, and the company is not much

better. In fact, it is very plain to me that theatricals are

completely on the decline. There is no talent anywhere;

and I am now convinced that Cohnan got the very best to

be found last summer. No people in their senses would

go to see such companies, business so conducted, and

characters so dressed—for there is not a wardrobe now

anywhere. The consequence is, that even in this fine

town, with the most beautiful theatre in England, the

business is wretched, and the company all dread Hull as

much as w^e used to like it. They have got out of the habit

of coming, and are so altered that it is hard labour, in-

deed, to make them laugh. Incledon laughs at me now.

He cried up Bath ; and I gave him flourishing accounts

of Hull. He has scarcely got ten hands at the end of

his songs, and he is mad. I opened in Buskin, and

was received most entliusiastically. I sung the *' Mail-

coach," which went off well ; but at the end scarcely

any applause, till I walked up the stage. Then they

bethought them of a kind of cold encore. At the end

of the second act they were uproarious ; and I was

congratulated, though I was mortified, for everybody is

talking of their proverbial coldness. Last night, I sung

Caleb Quolenis song and rhymes without one little boy

even calling encore. In the " Bee-hive" I went at it with

a determination to rouse them, and I mumbled like a moun-

tebank. Half price was rather livelier, and I nailed them.

Nothing could be better. " Mail-coach," first scene,

great ; second act, they sank again, and not three hands to
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my song, to which I had drilled the band for encore for half

an hour. You really would not believe it. My benefit

next Monday, I have no doubt, will be great ; but John* is

sadly disappointed, who expected double each night. The

fact is, that people here and everywhere are desponding:

trade is ruined, and poverty universal ; and it seems to

increase every hour. Between ourselves, our scheme has

not produced anything like what I expected, or what it did

before. The expenses are so enormous that it is impos-

sible to endure them.

Charles Mathews.

TO MRS. MATHEWS.

Hull, Dec. 24th, 1811.

I should have written yesterday, but as it was my
benefit I thought I would wait to let you know the result.

I have the pleasure to tell you that the receipts were 210/.

A very pretty sight ; the most beautiful theatre in Eng-

land, crammed full. Every theatrical person in the town

there, you may suppose, recollecting what the town used

to afford. Incledon's was 116/.

Incledon again, you see, is paid by me. However, it

has been a good week: we have cleared 100/. each, and

that is pretty. I have by this trip ascertained what en-

gagements to make, and what I can do ; and I have got a

very tolerable little fortune waiting for me at a future

time, for acting will pay me best. I assure you I am in

high feather. On Sunday last, for the first time for eight

years, I enjoyed a frosty day ; walked with Parker, and

danced at the sight of the ice. I am sure to hear this will

give you pleasure. I hope you are better : pray tell me

* Mr. John Wilkinson.
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truth. Is dear Charley recovered ? I have sent hini a

birth-day gift, and you may add to it what you think

proper for a library. I am quite delighted to hear of his

anxiety for learning ; nothing could afford me higher gra-

tification. I am all in a bustle, and have only time to say,

God bless you. I have a bundle of regards for you from

all the old folks here. Parker, at my elbow, desires his

also. Write on Friday a long letter, directed to York,

where I shall be on Sunday. I will be more particular in

my next. You will receive this just at dinner on my
darling boy'^s birthday. I shall think of him, and drink

his health. Recollect to write.

Ever affectionately yours,

C. Mathews.

TO MRS. MATHEWS.

Hull, Dec. 1811.

I received your long letter to-day ; many thanks.

You give me much gratification by your explanation of

the word that miffed me. I am rejoiced to hear you are

better. I had the delight of paying upwards of three

shillings for a letter from , with the post-mark of

" Birmingham, Derby, Worcester, Litchfield, Sheffield,

Retford," &c. on it, to ask me to lend him 150/. Do the

people think I coin ? Money is not so easily got just now^

as most of them will find for the future, when they star it !

Theatricals slack. More in my next. I shall have a

good house. For God's sake write to Johnson. I have

got a 1000 lines from them both, to ask. Are you ill ? or

affronted ? or has the cheese disagreed with you ? From
York too, complaints and letters; and all ahowt cheese

!

VOL. II. N
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Pray write, for I pay for your neglect. God bless dear

Charles ; pray take care of him for me.

C. Mathews.

TO MRS. MATHEWS.

York, December 29th, 1811.

If my last afforded you pleasure, you were not behind-

hand with me in bestowing it, for yours in return gave me

great delight. I had a night of apprehension on your

and dear Charles's account, for which I can't at all give a

reason ; but I never was more anxious for a letter.

I have had a stronger proof of the blessing of health

over every other earthly advantage, within these three

weeks, than ever I had in my life. I wish more than ever

to be with you just now; for since my health has im-

proved, the cheerfulness I once possessed has returned to

me, and it is really difficult now to irritate me.

Your letter has much delighted me. God send you may

continue to improve. I am delighted to find that the idea

of wine assisting your strength has taken possession of

your mind, for there is much in that. I have always

told you, you drink too little.

We had 80/. again in York on Friday, notwithstanding

it snowed all day, which I expected would have ruined us.

I felt like a child returned to his parents and relations.

Oh, how they did applaud ! I could but remember they

made me, and we were mutually pleased with each

other. On Thursday, I drank my dear boy's health at

the inn on the road ; and at night it was drunk at the

tavern at York, by Incledon, Shield, Erskine, &c., in

bumpers ; and last night I was determined to hear it

again, so we drank it in bumpers of tossed wine, with egg.

What d'ye think of that, Charley ?

C. Mathews.
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TO MRS. MATHEWS.

Wakefield, January 3rd, 1812.

Happy new year to you, my dearest girl and dearest

boy, and many returns of them. I received your kind,

long letter this morning, and though the post does not

go out to-night, I could not resist answering you to-day.

You are very good in giving me particulars about all

the animals, which, next to your own and dear Charles's

welfare, is more interesting to me than most intelligence

would be of theatres, or half friends. I thank you for your

advice of writing with your letters before me: you are

right, and I confess my fault ; but you will please to re-

collect in extenuation, that I write every day three or four

letters, and sometimes six, and that I therefore always

write in a hurry.

Yorkshire for ever ! I have got my run now, and can

triumph a little over Incledon. I call this my county,

and they receive me with such kindness, that it is really

delightful. I feel exactly here what some people feel

for their native place, and which I never felt for mine.

Robins's letter to me contains at last a direct offer

from Covent Garden, which, notwithstanding all your

arguments, many of which were decidedly founded in

good sense, I think is not to be slighted. As to the

dislike you have always felt towards Covent Garden,*

that I do not reckon on, as you have not backed that

by argument. I, on the contrary, always had a pre-

dilection for it. Look at me five years in Drury-lane :

what did I do ? Look at Liston, in a few months at

Covent Garden, though not a part seemed open for him.

Again, though I will not accept this engagement without

* In reference to his being engaged there.—A. M.

N 2
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your advice, and do not mean to be in a hurry, yet in

one thing I am resolved, that if Bannister is to be at

Drury, (and he has been sent for by Whitbread,) no power

on earth shall force me there with him. In that I am re-

solved— remember that !
*

Now, to my offer, which I think stupendous and mag-

nificent ! 1 7/. per week, f early benefit—you and your friend

free, and the power of putting in two friends every night

when you are not there ; all the best of Munden's business,

and a stipulation with respect to what I am to do. A list to

be sent by me, and those marked by them in return consi-

dered as a claim on my part. Young Harris, disclaiming

the idea of my objection, which 1 started before I re-

ceived yours, of being only engaged to be kept from the

other house. He says he has no idea of any one interfer-

ing with me, as he considers there are many parts which

/ only can act in the burletta way, Emery, it is ex-

pected, will not be there. In short, Fawcett is the only

person at all in my way, and he is fat, and ten years older

than myself; and I would rather be third to him than

second to Bannister. The engagement is for five years.

They cannot afford to shelf me, I think. Now, my dear

Nancy, consider this well, as I mean to do, and let me
know the result, but candidly, not fearing, in compliment

to me, for I confess I lean towards it. I like the Christ-

mas pantomime, and a few holidays — it gives a zest;

but give me all your objections, for those I wish to hear.

* This determination only alludes professionally/ to Mr. Ban-

nister, who was somewhat tenacious of too wide a list of cha-

racters.—A. M.

t This modest estimation of himself will be viewed with some

praise by those who know what salaries have been given to

men of less value to managers and to the public.—A M.
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I was much entertained with your account of that

drunken convivial little dog, my son and heir. I like his

jollity much. Is not 500/. the exact sum I have sent

you ? What an extravagant woman you must be ! but,

if Charles drinks so desperately, I don't wonder at the

money going.

C. Mathews.

TO MRS. MATHEWS.

Doncaster, January 13th, 1812.

I have been so hurried these last three or four days,

that I have not had time to write ; and I now, with fa-

tigue of travelling, feel almost drunk. I have come this

morning from York, started at five o'clock, and am writ-

ing this at Mason's, where I am waiting till the Sheffield

coach takes me up. I perform there to-night, and seize

the opportunity of writing, as otherwise you would not

hear from me till Thursday, and I thought you would

be alarmed. Mrs. Jarman had 190/. ; which is 150/.

more than she would have had without me. At Hull

I received the parcel with Charles's darling letter, which

was read by several old friends with great amusement.

Tell him I am quite delighted with his improvement, and

will answer him in a few days.

C. Mathews.

The following letter, relative to a pending en-

gagement at Coven t Garden Theatre, proves his

just understanding of his own powers as an actor,

as well as the general fairness of his appreciation

of the merits and claims of others.
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TO G. H. ROBINS, ESQ.

Dear Robins, Wakefield, Jan. 15th, 1812.

If you will take the trouble to refer to the beginning of

my last letter as an excuse for my not writing oftener to

youj you will, I think, find sufficient reason for the appa-

rent neglect. All the causes for silence there given will

apply on the present occasion, with some others in addi-

tion. On my return from Hull—(where I have done a

good action, namely, played for a performer's benefit, and

brought 190/. who expected only 40/.)—I found a letter

from you to Incledon, complaining of my neglect. Now,

I write several letters every day ; and if I did not, we

must stop. In addition to that, I travelled all day on

Friday, acted three parts at night, and since then have

travelled a hundred miles. During that time, you will

allow, I had not much time to write a letter so very im-

portant to my interests as the one you have expected.

Further, your letter, dated December 2Tth, did not reach

me till the 5th January, and, independently of the ne-

cessity of some time for deliberation on a very very seri-

ous point to me, I had to wait the return of a letter from

a person upon whose good understanding, from happy

experience, I have every reason to rely, and whose since-

rity can little be doubted : I mean my wife \ You will

not, I am sure, blame me for paying her the compliment

to consult her on a point so very material to my future

welfare; and the more so, when I tell you, that in the

letter conveying yours she expressed her alarm at the

idea of my going to Coven t Garden, urging some of the

reasons I gave to you, and some still stronger than my
own, against the step. So much for introduction and

defence.
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Now, my dear friend, let me in the first place, thank

you for the great pains you have taken to bring the

matter to bear, and impress on you my gratitude for

your kindness. 1 must confess to you, that I have been

very uneasy, to say the least of it, since I received

your last ; in short, I have felt like a man who deli-

berates on marriage with a woman who has a handsome

portion but an [ugly face, but whose honour, constantly at

the elbow of his conscience, presents fears to him, whe-

ther he can be truly happy with one whose purse presents

more charms than her person. I am dazzled at the hand-

some offer made me, for I do consider it very handsome

;

and a most flattering compliment to what abilities I may

possess. Had it been left to me, I should certainly never

have dreamt of asking more than a man so deservedly

established as Mr. Fawcett. To every iota connected as

to privileges, I should cheerfully subscribe without hesi-

tation,—had I not still most horrible fears that I run a

risk of a retrograde motion down that hill which I

climbed with so much difficulty,—of being kicked down

the stairs which I ascended obstructed by a Bannister in

my way, and of being removed from the loftiest apartment

in a house, to the very chimney-top of which my ambi-

tion directed my eye, into an apartment less airy, less

convenient, and less congenial to one who loves to soar.

I will flatter myself that I have one valuable species of

knowledge :—I think I know myself. I know my fears ;

I know, on some occasions, my total want of nerve; and

I know, that want of manly, proper, justifiable confi-

dence kept me nearly five years in that splendid desert

(now defaced), in a subordinate situation ; and I know

that that want of confidence was created by the absence

of opportunities of appearing before that public whom.
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from the first, where I had fairer play, I had every

reason to believe were ready to support me.

In all these statements you, I am sure, will (recollecting

my progress with the town) coincide with me. I know,

moreover, that actors are tender plants, and do not al-

ways bear transplanting. I have seen many instances of a

favourite at one house being scarcely noticed by the public

at another. Among many others, I think Mrs. C. Kemble

a striking instance of this. You will not, I am sure,

blame me (nor will Mr. Harris) for taking every possible

means to guard against a loss of reputation. The greatest

dread I have is of degradation. No earthly power, no

pecuniary consideration, no reward, shall ever again induce

me to submit to your Briefwits^ your Plods, Labels, Piffle-

bergs, Apathies, and a long string of walking old gen-

tlemen, which, if Mr. Bannister had alone acted, he never

would have had it in his power to monopolize the vast

variety of business of which he deprived others. You

will, I am sure, see what I mean. I wish to have an

assurance of support. I cannot expect to move Mr. Faw-

cett from his firm and well-established seat ; and, if I

had the power, I hope I should not have the inclina-

tion. I cannot rob Liston of one wrinkle or dimple of his

droll face; nor do I ever wish to interfere with any man

in his business ; but I cannot again brook an inferior si-

tuation. You will say, Mr. Harris has already offered

handsomely as to promise of business. Granted. His

offer hitherto is perfectly liberal ; but I am not sufficiently

acquainted with the management of the theatre to know

all the internal regulations ; and it is a delicate matter to

say, to whom am I to look for a performance of a pro-

mise ? Mr. Kemble is a proprietor. Whether he solely

directs the stage management, or whether he does not at
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all interfere, I have no right to know ; but he may not be

disposed to think so favourably of my abilities as (we will

suppose) Mr. Harris may do. Mr. Harris may say, " you

shall not be degraded f but Mr. Kemble may allot me

the Mayor in " Peeping Tom," or Sir Felix Frietidlj/, in

the " Agreeable Surprise." Now, rather than play such

parts, I would continue to " skir the country round" for

life.

I feel at this moment that I would give the world to

be on the spot to talk the matter over, as I have already

extended the subject to, I fear, a tax on your patience.

You will, I hope, do me the justice to say, that I utterly

despise a green-room brawler ; that I have ever been on

good terms with my managers ; and that I have too

much pride to prate of my grievances, and abuse my
employers for supposed ill-usage. I am sure no manager

ever kept an actor from the public eye if he thought he

had merit to warrant his placing him there ; but I know

what an interest a manager has to strengthen his pieces by

the best performers ; and knowing that I cannot stand

before those already established in Covent Garden—also

fearing the possibility of standing in the front rank tvith

them, I want to guard against being placed in the rear.

Is not this reasonable ? Had I such an assurance from all

parties interested as would not be tliought unreasonable,

I will confess to you that I should be much inclined to

accept the handsome terms offered me.

As to the list you wished me to send, I have no oppor-

tunity of complying with the desire. The only list I

have by me would include Caleb Quotem, Lingo, Peep-

ing Tom, and fifty other parts, which I know are in pos-

session, and it would be childish to put down. Then

there is Maw-worm, Sir Fretful, Buskin, Lord Ogleby,
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Cypher, and a long list that they never perform in that

house; and I cannot, in the constant hurry in which I

am at present, recollect all that I should wish to do.

The greater part of Munden's " old men," I know, are

the worst things I do. If I felt assured of the disposition

to forward me in new parts I should feel rather careless

about the old. I should think myself well oiF to have

two such original parts as Mingle and Cypher * during

my first season, and to play nothing else. But, to be sure,

there are 20,000/. prizes in the actor's lottery. I wish

Mr. Harris could see me when I " star" it in Vapid and

Goldfinch, which, as old parts, I would not dare to do

in London. But an original hit or two of that sort from

a Reynolds or a Morton I feel most confident I could

stand in. Is there any chance of Munden"*s return ? or of

Emery going ? I have had another two months' study of

the Yorkshire dialect, and could undertake some of that

line without dread. Some of the papers mention the

latter event as certain.

In short, my good friend, I have been thus prolix

from a desire to have a decided understanding, from

the dread of the possibility of a dispute with my
employers, of heartburnings, and of what I have before

endured, and I trust with becoming quietness, but with

many a pang to myself. I am sure you will understand

my sentiments, and I trust will not blame my anxiety.

Shall it be left till April for a personal interview, or can it

be settled now ? Shall we say, on our part, the situation

shall be open to you then, if you wish to accept it; and on

the other, I give my honour not to listen to any other

offer till the negotiation shall be ratified, or broken off.?

I will take your advice, feeling confident of your judg-

* Mingle, in the " Bee-Hive/'— Q//?/ier, in " Hit or Miss."
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nient and friendship. Pray write as soon as your avoca-

tions will allow you.

With best regards to Mrs. Robins,

I remain ever most truly yours,

C. Mathews.

TO G. H. ROBINS, ESQ.

Dear Robins, Sheffield, Jan. 20th, 1812.

I am rather surprised you do not recollect that in the

earliest part of the negotiation I said, — remember, be-

fore we go any further, I am bound to Colman till the

5th of October, and longer if he gets his licence ! But my
actual engagement is clearly and specifically till that time.

Therefore, I gave you notice that I considered that as an

impediment ; but, if Mr. Harris engaged me, he took me

like a race-horse, with my engagements. Now, you say,

" The additional month he cannot give you up.'''' Why,
my good friend, 1 am not my own property. My own letters

would cast me in a court of law, and d— me in every

court of honour. I am sure neither you nor Mr. Harris

would persuade me to do a dishonourable action. Had I

dreamed of an offer from Covent Garden, I certainly would

not have gone to the Haymarket at all ; but, as I had an

oath in Heaven never to act at the Lyceum again, and

never did believe (nor will I, till I hear the prompter's

bell) that Drury would be played in next winter, I ac-

cepted Colman's offer ; but of this, I again contend, I

apprised you. It is only for one season, and I should

think one month out of five years may be given up. Your

letter, in every other respect, satisfies me, and I am ready

(giving me the month, which after all perhaps may not

be used, as it failed last year,) to conclude my engagement
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forJive years. What you say about Fawcett is, indeed, a

most material point. Did I understand you right ? Is

he vjilling to take to that line ? Or did you say Mr.

Harris wishes it, and thinks I surpass him in the younger

comedy ?*

Now, with respect to the secrecy, I think you pay a

very bad compliment to my understanding. I certainly

agree with you as to the policy of it ; and if you believe I

have babbled, you have an opinion of me that I hope to

remove by a still longer acquaintance. I certainly, by in-

quiry about Bannister (from Johnstone), which was mate-

rial to me to know, led him to understand under the seal

of secrecy, that I had an idea of the other house. As to

Mrs. Mathews, I will stake my existence she never said, " It

was all settled"*'— and by my Theatrical Portraits., she

never said 18/. It is not like her. She is not so little-

minded. I never exaggerated my salary in all my life,

and she would have been the first to condemn me if I

bad. I can only say, the subject shall not escape my

lips again, if you wish me to be silent ; and I have writ-

ten to my wife to beg that she will also be silent. But

such secrets are impossible to be concealed. There are

three women at the corner of Bow-street, who keep a

glove and gossip shop, that would, on a whisper of a

new engagement, seize their bonnets and cloaks, and

leave their house unprotected, to fly to their acquaintance

with the tiews !f Incledon leaves " the world for me to

bustle in" to-morrow. Ever gratefully yours,

C. Mathews.

* Mr. Robins had assured him that Mr. Fawcett would enter

into the line of old men, a line in which he proved himself so

admirable when adopted. I need only mention the character

of Captain Copp.—A. M.

f This allusion is to a sort of house of call for a certain
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Notwithstanding all Mr. Harris's wish for mys-

tery, this engagement soon became known. Mr.

Hichard Wilson spoke to me in great anxiety as

to the possibility remaining for my husband's re-

engagement at Drury-lane ; and I was obliged to

suffer him to forward Mr. Mathews a proposal

from the Drury-lane proprietors. In the mean

time my husband wrote to me as follows.

I have seen Bannister here and off his guard. That he

is to be there, (Drury,) there 's no doubt ; and, from what

I could gather, to be manager. I could see and watch

him calculating upon Mrs. C. Kemble coming back to play

with him in " The Prize," " Of Age To-morrow," and all

the old round ofmy former mortifications. No, thank God !

I am out of that scrape. Your letter appeared almost a

persuasion to me to prefer Drury still. I care not for the

people being "up in arms;" they want to see me in

Briefwit, Labels &c., I have no doubt. Which of them

ever felt for me in my situation in Drury before ?

Very tired, and ever yours,

Charles Mathews.

The negotiation with Mr. Harris closed by Mr.

Mathews accepting his terms, with the proviso

about Mr. Colman's claim with regard to the

month. Mr. Robins's friendly interference in

this important step was thus acknowledged

:

number of theatrical idlers, who made purchases at the shop

of these worthy people, and canvassed the theatrical questions

of the time with them —A. M.
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Dear Robins, York, 25th January.

I can only once more return you my sincere acknow-

ledgments for your kindness; and I am happy that I

am not only able to repay you for your trouble, by hav-

ing accepted your advice in the business, but in adding

that it affords me the greatest possible pleasure, as I have

many, many times, during my theatrical life, looked with

a wistful eye towards Covent Garden. I need only say

I am delighted at the arrangement.

Yours, sincerely,

Charles Mathews.

In a few days subsequently Mr. Mathews re-

ceived a letter from Mr. Coiman, (which the letter

dated the 20th, to Mr. Robins, will have an-

swered by anticipation,) but as Mr. Colman had

no such evidence of the performer's intentions,

he was naturally agitated by doubts. This letter

is a fine commentary upon Mr. Mathews's recent

notice of the value of reports.

TO CHARLES MATHEWS, ESQ.

4, Melina-place, Westminster Road,

My Dear Mathews, 28th, January, 1812.

Reports are so strong in respect to your being now en-

gaged at Covent Garden, and having no intention of per-

forming with me, that, although I can scarcely conceive

such a fact to be possible, I write for your positive contra-

diction of the above rumours, which have very lately

reached me from various quarters. You cannot have for-
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gotten that at our last parting I told you that I considered

our engagement as coficluded ; and that, although I must,

pro forma, put the proposition to Mr. Morris, yet, as I

and Mr. Winston had maturely deliberated upon your

terms, and had made up our minds upon the expediency

of acceding to them, for the good of the theatre, we should,

as the majority of the firm, ratify them, should Mr.

Morris's answer turn out contrary to our expectations

upon the point. When I talk of this application to

Morris, " pro forma^^ I do not mean to say that it was

my intention not to consult him, positively and substan-

tially. I have so consulted him ; but yours being a mat-

ter which pressed, I had (with Winston) well weighed

your proposals, and had decided as to the policy of the

engagement, and as to the line to be pursued in case of

Morris's objection or negative ; and I apprised you of this,

that there might be no chance of losing your assistance,

through mistakes, through indecision, or through anything

which might not appear virtually, if not formally, con-

clusive. I parted with you with the fullest conviction that

our bargain was " done and done" on both sides: and with

this conviction I thought you to be as fully impressed when

you quitted London. But, supposing for a moment that

you were not so fully impressed, and that you thought

some further confirmation, in point of form, still neces-

sary ; even under such circumstances, I cannot think that

you would treat me with less consideration and delicacy

than you showed to Tom Sheridan, towards the end of

last summer, with whom you had so very far from con-

cluded an engagement, that it has not been settled to this

moment ; or, rather, has long been entirely off. Still,

having made some advances in such a bargain, you told

me you could not think of engaging with me till you had
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pursued certain measures, so as positively to ascertain

whether he left you at liberty. If you felt this as a point

of honour^ incumbent on you towards him^ the greater

length you have gone in your arrangements with me {\

repeat that I always thought it conclusive,) must surely

act much more forcibly on your mind. In short, I think

it next to impossible that you can have thus flown

off from me. But do not leave a shadow of doubt upon

me ; and let me hear from you instantly.

It would be a waste of words to point out to you the

extreme confusion and disappointment you would create

in my theatrical plans. The moment you have refuted

(which surely you must) the reports in question, I will

transmit to you all the formalities of ratification, which,

after all, were to be but a mere memorandum, and might

as well have kept cool till our meeting. I sent to Mrs.

Mathews some time ago for your direction; but she hap-

pened to be out. A few days ago, also, I sent again by

letter, and had the favour of a line from her only yester-

day, stating that she had been from home.

You certainly would have heard much sooner, if I had

not felt positive on the essential points as to the engage-

ment being decided between us. I rely on your equity

and honour.

Yours, my dear Mathews, very truly,

G. COLMAN.

Mr. Mathews's reply to this was of course

satisfactory, and drew forth from Mr. Colman

the following very long justification of his alarm :
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TO CHARLES MATHEWS, ESQ.

4, Melina-place, West. Road,

My dear Mathews, 10th February 1812,

I think you owe an apology to yourself, for it is evi-

dent you think Charles Mathews is to be suspected, much

more than I ever did, or I trust possibly can doubt him.

You have reversed, too, some of your original feelings in

respect to my unfortunate italics. The concluding part

of my letter (in which poor Equity and Honour are

scored) you first tell me is a sort of salve for bruises, which,

God knows, I had no intention to give ; but afterwards

you inform me that it is a downright bruise in itself.

Why omit all notice of those sundry expressions, which

surely may prove in what spirit I made my application for

your positive contradiction of rumours? rumours which I

could scarcely think possible. If you take the trouble

of recurring to my letter, you will perceive that this senti-

ment is uppermost throughout : and if, after all the multi-

plied and strong reports which had reached me, some

through a man (though not personally and directly com-

municated to me by him) who had recently left you ; if,

after this, I indicated any degree of doubt by naturally

going to the fountain-head for a refutation, I have only

acted towards you as I should towards any other person,

under the same circumstances.

My suspicions, therefore, (since you will call them so,)

were such as I should feel towards all mankind, and were

by no means individually levelled. The thought also that

we might have misunderstood each other as to our engage-

ment, had some operation upon my mind ; and in that

point of view, let me propose to alter your reading of

" premature jcastigation,"' into " explanatory statement,"

VOL. II. o
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given as fully as I could at a very critical juncture to save

time, which the delays of repeated discussions containing

answers and rejoinders by the post might have occasioned.

I cannot in consdence towards myself satisfy you by say-

ing thaf I have behaved very ill to you, but from the very

bottom of my heart, my dear Mathews, I assure you that

it was foreign to my intentions to wound your feelings,

even in the most remote degree ; and I am as much pained

in having, even unwittingly, pained you, as you can be.

As to the proposals from Covent Garden, of that here-

after. I have much to say on that subject when we meet.

In the mean time, recollect that I wish you, (as I do all

others, free at this moment as you are from the great

" winter kings,") in any bargain you may make with the

superior powers, to stipulate that I may claim your ex-

clusive assistance for the whole of my season, in any future

engagements which may be formed between us, so that I

may be as independent as possible of the courtesies I have

hitherto experienced in procuring leave^ as far as it goes,

to engage performers who were originally Haymarketers.

This is but equitable. Morris is like Scrub, and will

say nothing " pro nor con," till there is a peace. In

other words, he will neither be an ass nor Jmenter as to

any engagement, till the point of management is settled

;

so, as I am advised " by my counsel, learned in the laws of

the land," I go on without him ; and you are engaged by

me and Winston, in behalf of the theatre ; by me, as the

director, and by both of us as the majority of the partners.

The master's report as to my capability of managing

under my present situation is most particularly strong

against Morris. This is the last of his two great points,

and he is licked upon both.

N.B. Send me, as soon as possible, any hints, new
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fancies, &c , which you think would be effective in your

own representation, that I may introduce them in a pre-

lude, which I will write for the opening, and which I pur-

pose to rest chiefly on your shoulders.

I was out on Friday ; did not get your letter till post

hours were over. On Saturday, up to my neck in business,

and couldn't write to you. Yesterday was a dies non with

the London mails. To day, if length be a dose, I think

you have it, and so God bless you. With best wishes and

regards to you,

Yours, my dear Mathews, most truly,

G. COLMAN.

Mr. Mathews found it expedient, in the Janu-

ary of this year, to separate his interests from

those of Mr. Incledon, who, although universally

allowed to possess great goodness of heart, was

nevertheless a very unfit ally to a man of regu-

lar professional habits, for of such habits Mr. In-

cledon had no idea. In point of interest, too, Mr.

Mathews's individual attraction proving all-suffi-

cient, he became convinced that a partner of any

description was wholly undesirable.

It appears that after the separation had taken

place, with a full understanding on both sides

that it was positive and final, Mr. Incledon re-

pented his part of the arrangement ; and applied

to Mr. Robins, their mutual friend, to bring about

a reunion, which that gentleman with his usual

kindness and alacrity had endeavoured to effect

;

with what success will appear by the following

letter. Though evidently written under some

02
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excitement produced by the recollections of an-

noyances, this letter must not be received as a

proof of any serious or lasting feeling of un-

kindness towards Mr. Incledon, for whom Mr.

Mathews always entertained the best wishes.

TO G. H. ROBINS, ESQ.

Dear Robins, Stockton, February 24th, 1812.

I had written to Incledon before I received yours.

He is the same inconsistent man I have in every trans-

action found him to be,—to give such a brief to Coun-

sellor Robins. You pleaded well, but your client deceived

you. He knows it was agreed that we were not to meet

again, and he knew that I was making engagements with-

out him before he left me. I do not blame you, my

dear Robins, for I am sure what you do is from friendly

motives; but as to joining Incledon again, " never shall

sun that morrow see."

Yours ever,

C. Mathews.
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CHAPTER IX.

1812.—> Mr. Mathews again at York.— Mr. Incledon's eccen-

tricities.—Mr. Mathews in Edinburgh— His Letters.— Let-

ters to Mr. Mathews from Mr. Colman.—Mr. Mathews in

Dublin.— His Letters.— Mr. Mathews's re-appearance in

London, at the Haymarket Theatre.

In York Mr. Mathews was again very success-

ful, and he writes thence after his engagement:

" Mrs. Siddons played to-night,— about 80/. So

I beat her by two houses." Indeed his success

everywhere was very great, and fully justified

his dissolution of partnership. Moreover, there

certainly never were two persons less suited to

live together than Mr. Incledon and my husband.

Mr. Mathews was peculiar, but not eccentric.

Mr. Incledon's eccentricities were of a nature very

difficult to reconcile wdth the serious affairs of

life. As a man of extraordinary vocal talent, he

had been admired and petted, and his nature

being self-indulgent, vain, and weak, he often

acted as if he disregarded everything but his

own wishes : in this he did himself an injustice,

for he was a kind and liberal man ; but he had
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lived like a child all his life, and had been so

spoiled by everybody about him, that his mind,

by nature feeble, had no scope for enlargement-

His character, in fact, never grew up, and he was

as much a boy at sixty as at sixteen. All this

tended to make him a very diverting person to

those who had no more serious object with him

than pleasantry, and no one more than my hus-

band enjoyed his oddities in times of leisure, or

related them with better effect, when the embar-

rassment they were apt to occasion him was past.

In fact, Mr. Incledon's eccentricities too much re-

sembled the countryman's description of war and

fighting, which he maintained were very delight-

ful

—

when they were over, I shall give a few il-

lustrations.

In the course of travelling together, Mr. In-

cledon and my husband differed in few things

more than in their tastes in eating. Mr. Mathews

liked the simplest fare ; Mr. Incledon was always

in search of an appetite, and therefore was very

fastidious about the wherewithal to tempt it.

On one occasion at some town where they stop-

ped only to change horses, Incledon, according to

a habit in which he indulged, sought out the

larder, and seeing a small undressed loin of pork

displayed through a glass window with other deli-

cacies, he fell deeply in love with it, and imme-

diately applied coaxingly to the landlord (a portly

independent sort of person, with his hands in his
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waistcoat pockets,) to be allowed to purchase it to

carry onwards. Mine host abruptly refused ;
" he

could not sell it,—he should want it for his

dinner-customers," &c. ; but in proportion as the

landlord seemed unrelenting, Incledon's anxiety

became stronger; he asked what the joint would
be charged to his dinner-customers, and then held

out the sum with an addition ; but the sulky

landlord was inexorable. The epicure increased

his temptation until at last he offered double

the worth of it ; and Mr. Mathews, ashamed

of the childish behaviour of his chum, left him
with the landlord to settle the important matter

as they might, and walked on, telling the servant

to wait for Mr. Incledon, with the carriage, and

overtake him on the road. In a short time he saw

it approaching with Mr. Incledon, who, after my
husband had seated himself, and the horses were

proceeding, took out a handkerchief from a pocket

of the carriage with some appearance of mystery,

and deliberately placing it upon his knees with

evident satisfaction, opened it, and revealed the

coveted little loin of pork !
" Well," said his

friend coldly, " what, you prevailed at last

;

how did you manage to coax that surly fel-

low out of it ?" Incledon twinkled his eyes :

—" Charles Mathews," said he with something

of solemnity, " I did not prevail. My dear

boy, the man was a brute. I offered him all

the silver in my pocket. I had set my heart
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upon the thing, my dear Charles Mathews. I

couldn't have eat anything else, my dear boy ;

so what do you think I did ? Don't be angry,

Charles, (and here he looked like a child who

knew he had done wrong, and dreaded the

punishment for his fault,) don't be angry ; a

man like yourself can have no idea what I

feel, who want little delicacies to keep up my
stamina. My dear Charles, the man was un-

feeling." In this way did Incledon prepare his

companion for the truth, and deprecate his wrath.

The fact was, he had watched the landlord's

absence, entered the larder unperceived, and bore

away the tempting prize, leaving the already

proffered double its value in its place.

On another occasion, he and Mr. Mathews were

travelling on a very fine summer's day on the

outside of a stage-coach, soon after the death of

Mr. Incledon's first wife, to whom he had been

greatly attached. A very consumptive looking

man sat near him, about whom Mr. Incledon's hu-

mane heart made him feel an interest, and he fre-

quently spoke to him, inquired into his history,

and found that the poor man was going home to

his friends to be nursed. Incledon, when the coach

stopped, addressed the poor invalid for the last

time, as follows. " My good man, we 're going

to leave you. It 's my opinion, my poor fellow,

that you 're bespoke ; you 're now, I take it, as

good as ready money to the undertaker. In fact.
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you 're hooked^—so there, there 's a seven-shilling

piece for you, my good man ; and when you go

to heaven, and see my dear sainted Jane, pray tell

her you saw me, and that I 'm well !" The poor

creature stared, and took the money with a hum-

ble bow, but made no reply to this extraordinary

address, which he doubtless supposed to come

from a lunatic.

Sometimes Mr. Incledon and my husband, rather

than oppose a company, would consent to act with

it for a night or so ; and on one occasion, at Lei-

cester, Mr. Incledon had agreed during their stay

to play Steady in " The Quaker ;" but after he was

advertised for it, he discovered that there was not

a dress in ^' the stock" that he could wear. This

was a great disappointment. Methods, however,

were devised to vamp up something like what it

ought to be. But Incledon was miserable at the

make-shift. In the course of the day he and Mr.

Mathews were walking up the principal street of

the town, when they saw a comfortable plump-

looking Quaker standing at the door of a che-

mist's shop. The moment Mr. Incledon beheld

him he began winking his eyes, (a nervous

habit he had when pleased^) saying to ]\Ir.

Mathews, " Charles, my dear boy, do you see

that Quaker there? What a dress he has got

on, hasn't he? just my size! — I've a good

mind, Charles, to ask him to lend it to me to-

night." — " Absurd !" said Mr. Mathews ; " you
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would not think of such a thing ?"—" My dear

boy," said Incledon, " only consider what a com-

fort it would be to me, instead of that trumpery

suit from the wardrobe. I '11 go in and ask him,

Charles ; he looks like a good-natured creature."

Accordingly in he walked, inquiring of Obadiah

for several quack medicines, After some small

purchases, he began, in his blandest manner and

voice, to address the Quaker upon the real object

he had in view :

—

" My dear and respected sir/'— the man stared

—" allow me to explain to you how I am situ-

ated, and grant me a patient hearing." The

Quaker looked patience itself ; and Mr. Mathews,

curious to hear the result, kept his seat in the shop.

" My dear sir," continued Mr. Incledon, " I am

one of a class of men of whom, of course, your

peculiar tenets cannot allow you to know much.

In fact, I am of the theatrical profession

—

Charles

Ingledon,^ of the Theatre Royal, Covent-Garden,

first ballad singer in England." (This was uttered

with great emphasis and volubility, in Mr. Incle-

don's peculiar dialect—that of Cornwall.) The

Quaker started back, and looked at my husband,

as if doubting the sanity of the person who ad-

dressed him. Incledon resumed. " I say, sir, I

am an actor. I am this night advertised at your

—no, not your theatre—at the theatre in Leices-

ter, for Steady, the Quaker ; and it so happens that

* The manner in which he always pronounced his own name.
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there is no proper dress for the character, which is

one highly complimentary to your 'people. Inde-

pendently of the want of effect from a bad dress,

I am trewly mortified to do discredit to so respect-

able a body as yours. In fact, part of my own fa-

mily were of your persuasion, my dear sir (the In-

gledons, oiCovnwdW, were originally Quakers) ; and

this is an additional reason why I am anxious to

do all possible honour to the revered Society of

Friends. In short, my worthy sir, without your

liumane assistance, I shall come before all the

gentry of Leicester in a dress very degrading to

the proverbial neatness of your sect. JVill you

lend me one of your suits ?—you and I are of a

size ; and in so doing you will at once show the

liberality of your character, and keep up the re-

spectability of the admirable body of people so

deservedly esteemed by all the world, and by

none more than Charles Ingkdon /"

This speech staggered the chemist, w^ho, after a

little hesitation,—to the surprise of my husband,

—

melted by Mr. Incledon's eloquence, not only lent

a suit of clothes, but yielded to the persuasions of

the singer, to be put into a private corner, in order

that he might be an unseen witness of the manner

in which the stage upheld his persuasion. That

he was charmed with Steady, there w^as no doubt,

for he readily confessed this to Mr. Incledon,

when he returned the suit of clothes ; but he

was gravely silent about the merits of Solomon,
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Mr. Incledon was exceedingly absent at times ;

and during one of their journeys in a stage-coach,

he had been annoyed with wasps, the day being

very hot. Mr. Mathews was amused, whenever

one of these insects entered the coach, at his taking

for granted that, during a ride of forty miles, the

same insect had travelled with the coach for the

express purpose of alarming him. He would ex-

claim—" There's that cursed wasp again !" trying

(with many imprecations,) on each occasion to de-

stroy it. A grave taciturn man, sitting opposite

to them in the coach, seem.ed to look with great

distaste upon Incledon, whose habit of swearing

evidently startled and disgusted him. He had,

at the close of the day, fallen into a sound sleep.

Incledon was still occupied in evading the wasp,

which had entered the carriage once more, en-

deavouring on each occasion, when it alighted

anywhere, to kill his persecutor. Intent upon

his object, and engrossed by it, to the exclusion

of every other recollection, he followed it about

with his eyes and hands : at last, the insect rested

upon the face of the sleeping stranger, and Mr.

Incledon, seeing fair scope and opportunity for

his purpose, slapped his hand with most earnest

violence upon the cheek of the sleeper, crying

out as he did so, in a tone of triumph, *' Ha,

d—n you, 1 've done for you now !
" It may be

imagined what effect this outrage had upon the

unfortunate recipient ; and it required all Incle-
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don's asseverations, and some additional oaths, to

convince the stranger that he had not really in-

tended to do for him.

Towards the latter part of his engagement at

Covent Garden Theatre, Incledon was much dis-

satisfied with his position. Braham's *' Beautiful

Maid" and " Fair Ellen," he found had in a man-

ner superseded " Black-eyed Susan" and " Sally

in our Alley," &c. He quarrelled in turn with

everybody and everything ; and, indeed, w^as full

of ludicrous dissatisfaction at what he termed the

public taste for " Italianized stuff." At the time

of one of his benefits he was standing in the box-

office, chatting, and making several of the per-

formers merry with his strange mixture of com-

plaint, complacency, and droll conceits, when the

Duke of Devonshire entered. It is customary

for the performers at their benefits to ascertain

whether the boxes belonging to the nobility and

others are likely to be used by their owners, and

if not, to request the liberty of letting them.

The Duke had received a letter of this sort, on

the part of Mr. Incledon, which his Grace came

to the theatre to answer in person ; but, perceiv-

ing Mr. Incledon, he addressed him instead of

JNIr. Brandon, the box-keeper. Incledon evi-

dently did not know the person of the Duke,

who, approaching him in his kind manner, said,

" Mr. Incledon, I have come to say, in reply to

a letter I have received this morning respecting
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my box, that I cannot possibly think of relin-

quishing it on your benefit night, or refuse myself

the pleasure I anticipate from being present."

Mr. Incledon looked blank at this—muttered an

attempt at " You do me honour ;" but in so un-

gracious a manner as to distress Mr. Mathews and

all present. The duke, however, did not seem to

notice it ; but, turning to the writing-desk, re-

quested pen and paper, when he wrote a cheque,

and presenting it to the dissatisfied " Ballad-

singer," as he always proudly styled himself,

hoped Mr. Incledon would do him the favour of

accepting it in lieu of his box. Incledon, with

great alacrity, putting on his spectacles, read the

contents in haste, and, catching the name at the

bottom, made a bow to his Grace, and with a

smile said, " My dear Mr. Devonshire, I beg to

thank you." His Grace smiled, and interrupting

him, said, " You forget me, Mr. Incledon ; I am
altered since I last had the pleasure of speaking

to you. You do not, I see, remember the Duke

of Devoiishirx ?" Incledon's surprise and embar-

rassment may be conceived ; but he instantly

recovered his self-possession, exclaiming, " Is it

possible ! the Duke of Devonshire ! you were so

young when I last saw your Grace, that"— (and

then bursting into the familiar, added quickly)

—

" but you young fellows spring up so fast! " The
" young fellow " smiled graciously, and wishing

Mr. Incledon a full house, left the office,—doubt-
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less more amused than his high breeding would

suffer him to manifest.

Mr. Incledon often said smart things in his odd

way. His giant foible was vanity. His delight

that his fine voice remained unimpaired to a

latish period of his life was very amusing ; and

his brother-performers liked to tease him occa-

sionally on this theme, in order to draw forth

some of his original phrases.

One day a mischievous wag, diverting himself

and those about him with Incledon's irritable

humour, which was venting itself against what

he elegantly termed '* Italianized humbug," (in

allusion to Braham's style of singing,) observed,

that he was sorry to say some ill-natured people

were getting up a report about Incledon that was

very scandalous and injurious. The singer affect-

ed not to care for what people said, although his

curiosity was whetted to an edge at the beginning

of the remark ; and the actor, affecting delicacy

and regret at having so incautiously touched

upon the report, and becoming reserved, was

pressed by Incledon for a full revelation of it,

declaring himself quite indifferent to what any-

body might say of him. At last, his friend told

him that it was a widely-spreading rumour—in

short, everybody said that he had lost his voice.

" They do, do they ? " replied Incledon, with the

professed contempt of Sir Fretful Plagiary, when

writhing under similar candour :
" They say I Ve
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lost my voice, do they ? Pei'haps, then, they

can tell who the fortunate gentleman is who has

found it f

"

The evil of swearing upon all occasions was

probably contracted by Mr. Incledon in early life,

when a boy in the navy, it being also the vice

of his day amongst people not highly bred, and,

indeed, not altogether disdained in polite life.

In later years, when such language became out

of fashion, he was so confirmed in its use that

he was not aware how offensive he was apt to

be ; so that, with his really gentlemanlike ideas

in many things, he would be sometimes quite

unbearable when excited. At other times, he

unconsciously mixed up the most objectionable

phrases with sacred subjects. In reality, he en-

tertained the most serious impressions upon re-

ligious points ; but when touching upon them he

would so confound the pious with the profane

that his very devotion was at times blended with

something like blasphemy, without his being at

all aware of it. I will relate an instance of this,

which Mr. Mathews witnessed.

In his later years, when the taste in music was

"converted from what it had been" by the disuse

of sea-songs and the introduction of the Italian

style, (which, except by Mr. Kelly, had not been

much practised upon the English stage,) Incledon

thought himself unreasonably neglected by the

nobility, who once patronized his singing very
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much, and in consequence became somewhat
soured against persons of rank, and " more saucy

with lords than the heraldry of his birth gave

commission." One day somebody, with the view

of teasing Incledon, observing

—

'' I heard Lord
say so," he exclaimed with disdain and

anger, " I don't care what Lord says

!

D—n all manner of lords !"—when an idea cross-

ing his mind, that he had uttered an impious

speech, he solemnly took off his hat, and looking

upwards with devout earnestness, added, in a

low tremulous voice, "Except !"

Poor Mr. Incledon ! he had an expansive heart,

but a defective education, and the example of

early associations, had somewhat depraved his

manner of discourse. Fortunately for us of the

present time, no such offensive habits are to be

found even in middle life. The march of intel-

lect has informed the irritable that there are

words enough in the English language to express

a sense of mental and bodily suffering without

resorting to what Richardson's Lovelace termed

ardent expressmis, such as made up the sum of

a fashionable gentleman's vocabulary in the more

formal, and, I suspect, less moral period of hoops

and buckram. Fortunately for modern society,

''d—ns have had their day," and the ear of de-

cency and propriety is no longer outraged by

words and expressions which are now only in

VOL. IL p
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use amongst the worst-bred of the London po-

pulace.

Mr. Mathews, released from his connexion with

Incledon, soon found himself his "own best as-

sistant," and consequently " a wise man/' accord-

ing to Walter Scott's assertion, who, like Shak-

speare, never wrote a line that was not built

upon truth and nature. The next letter, which

I shall give entire, records an important event in

his life, one which he always remembered (and

who would not ?) with pride and delight, namely,

his introduction to the great man just alluded to.

The two months that preceded this gratification

had been passed in the provinces, where he per-

formed with other actors in the regular drama,

instead of his Table Entertainment, being still

doubtful of his unaided power to afford a whole

evening's amusement. His annoyance was ex-

treme at the absence of all talent in the theatres,

and the necessity of passing so many hours morn-

ing and evening with persons who, as he once

said of himself when describing his own early

attempts, " mistook inclination for ability," —
people, in fact, who, for acting, " gave up what was

meant for the shop ;" and his patience was se-

verely tested. In writing to me from Birming-

ham he notices the mortifications he underwent

in such companies in his characteristic way ;—
" I have only time to acknowledge the receipt of yours,

for I have been the whole morning with the " Brumma-
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gem""' company, who have driven me mad. Such a set of

ragged rascals ! The further I go the worse it is. Oh

that the Prince Regent would press all the scoundrels that

are now infesting the boards."*

In April all his toils and vexations were re-

warded by his reception in Edinburgh, where,

after London, no theatre could be better con-

ducted.

While he remained in Edinburgh, he gleaned

not golden opinions only from all sorts of men, but

more tangible results of his exertions and talents.

The differences between Mr. Colman and Mr.

Morris placed the performers in very embarrass-

ing positions with regard to the disputants, as

will be evidenced by the following letter ;
—

TO MR. MATHEWS.

4, Melina-place, Westminster-road,

My dear Mathews, 4th April, 1812.

Many thanks for your communication from Glasgow,

which I received yesterday. I have unavoidably lost a

day before I could answer it, by waiting for my solicitor's

opinion, who advises that you should not answer Morris's

notice. And had Morris'*s notices the effect (which they

have not had in any one instance) of inducing performers

to throw up their engagements, Mr. Grove, to whom he

does not object, would distance lo?igo iiitervalloy as a

favourite with the town, all the remaining actors and

actresses in the grand Hay market company. He endea-

vours to mislead you in respect to Munden, to whose

* " The boards," a technical term for " the stage."

P 2
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terms he also objected; and he only gives them to you as

he (Morris) is willing to have them ; and so, probably, he

may misrepresent your terms to others. As to what steps

you are to take, he might pay you the salary as it has

been agreed upon by the majority of his partners. He

attempted to play the same silly game last year, and was

foiled. He objected to pay Elliston, but was obliged to

pay him every shilling.

Thanks for your hints relative to your proposed per-

sonations, much of which I hope to work with good

effect into the Prelude, but cannot fix down to them quite

so soon as I expected. I shall however have finished (the

Prelude, I mean) by the end of this month, so that there

will be a fortnight's interval between its completion and

production.*

Tell me in your next, when you propose being in town.

I hope there can be no doubt of your arriving time

enough to prepare yourself for the above sketch, with

which we ought to open. I wish you were not going to

Ireland. Plague on that sea between us. The proverb

does not apply to you, but don't take a dip between

Holyhead and Dublin. I am glad to hear your opinion

of Chippendale, for I have engaged him. He was of the

Haymarket Hundred in his earliest days. I write in the

greatest haste; so, adieu! and continue to prosper.

Write soon. Ever yours, my dear Mathews,

G. COLMAN.

P. S. Hook certainly goes to the Isle of France, at

which I grieve ; but with a good appointment, at which I

rejoice ; but shall lose a most pleasant, clever, and good

fellow. He talks of going in three weeks.

* This Prelude was not completed ; and the " Hints " were,

I believe, used afterwards in "The Actor of all work."—A. M.
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TO MRS. MATHEWS.

Port Patrick, Saturday, April 13th, 1812.

I have just arrived here, after thirty-three hours bump-

ing over Scotch roads. On the 7th of May I conclude

in Dublin, and then off home full gallop. Edinburgh

turned out as delightful as Glasgow was horrible. Beau-

tiful weather—good society— had the luck to see the su-

perfine patterns of the Scotch ; and the warmest reception

I ever yet met with, because I have considered an Edin-

burgh audience so difficult to please. Oh, what an ass was

I to throw away my time to support Incledon and Bond.

It was equal to my best month with the Budget. Harry*

says I am the greatest card he ever had. Hundreds turned

away at my benefit. I reckon Edinburgh an annuity to

me for the future. I have not time to say any more.

Ever, ever affectionately yours,

C. Mathews.

TO MRS. MATHEWS.

Dublin, April 14th, 1812.

GREAT ESCAPE.

I arrived here last night, after a most fatiguing journey

of above three hundred miles. I wrote you from Port

Patrick, to say I was then going to sail with a fair wind

;

but a calm came on when we were about mid channel, and

we were twelve hours going across. Last September I

crossed in two hours and a half. I must now tell you

* Mr. Henry Siddons, who was at this time proprietor and

manager of the Edinburgh theatre, and beloved by all who

knew him.—A. M.
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of a most miraculous and extraordinary escape !
*' Pro-

vidence never forsakes the good man's child V I could not

get a conveyance by the Belfast mail to Dublin, on ac-

count of my luggage ; I therefore took a place in what is

termed the fly— a name given to it, I imagine, because

it is the slowest coach I ever travelled in. It is one of

those blessed machines that carry ten insides. Not hav-

ing been in bed for two nights, and being most heartily

sick and tired of this Tower of Babel on eight wheels, I

determined to stop twenty-five miles from Dublin, at Dro-

gheda, and sleep, and go on next day. I luckily got a

bed, though between two and three ©""clock in the morning.

About four miles from Drogheda, the coach was stopped

by a band of robbers—I hear forty strong. The passen-

gers were handed out one by one, and every article taken

from them, except their clothes, and the coach was entirely

stripped. Property to the amount of 2,000/. was taken;

and it was the determination of the robbers, at first, to

murder the passengers. Each man had his bird— insisted

on their kneeling and preparing for death, standing over

them with a pistol ; but the villains afterwards relented,

and suffered the passengers to proceed penniless. I had

taken my place to Dublin, and had 300/. with me, besides

my stage clothes

!

C. Mathews.

TO MRS. MATHEWS.

Dublin, May 6th, 1812.

I have just time, amidst the bustle attendant on a day

after a Dublin benefit, (quite unknown elsewhere,) to write

a few lines, according to promise. Notwithstanding every

dirty, filthy, scurrilous attempt at destroying my reputa-
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tion here, having been uniformly abused by every paper

—

notwithstanding innuendoes, reports, lies— in short, every

thing base, (wherefore I know not,) and which I did not

think worth while to relate to you,—in spite of all this,

my house last night was crowded. You would be asto-

nished at the receipts if you knew the attempts to prevent

it. I never worked so hard in my life for a benefit as 1

did to prevent robbery last night. I embark on Friday

night, but cannot speak with certainty as to the time of

my arrival at home. The wind has been three weeks in

the east, which is against me for England. Expect me

any time after Monday morning : every moment is an hour

till then. Pray for my safe arrival ; and if you catch me

going from home in a hurry C. Mathews.

I believe the annoyances experienced by Mr.

Mathews in Dublin arose from petty spite, in con-

sequence of his holding himself above the lower

engines of the press, which in that day were very

venal.

There seemed a fatality, also, hanging over his

engagements to Mr. Colman, and that he was

doomed to make explanations up to the very last.

Mrs. Mountain, by some extraordinary misconcep-

tion, had advertised him to appear at the Italian

Opera-house on her benefit night, at which an-

nouncement Mr. Colman naturally took alarm,

and remonstrated with my husband upon the

evident unfairness of a gratuitous advantage to a

rival theatre, instead of reserving the attraction

of his first night for the benefit of his employers.
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TO CHARLES MATHEWS, ESQ.

4, Melina-place, Westminster-road,

My DEAR Mathews, 8th May, 1812.

I find you advertised to appear on the west side of the

Haymarket, the very day previous to your performing on

the east ! This is veri/ prej udicial to the summer house in

which you are to assist us for the season ; and will give a

fine opportunity for court and Chancery charges to Mr.

Morris. Surely, my dear Mathews, if you think for a

moment, this ought not to be.

I wish success to any individual whom I may know, who

takes a benefit at the Opera ; but, as the manager of the

Summer Theatre, (whose conduct is so malignantly can-

vassed by one of his partners,) it becomes my duty to

prevent your performing on the above occasion, if I have

the right to do so. Yours very truly,

G. COLMAN.

On the 15th of May, Mr. Mathews returned on

the occasion of the re-opening of the Haymarket

Theatre, and was received with the most flatter-

ing demonstrations of welcome. He had been

compelled to publish on the morning the follow-

ing letter, in consequence of the riot which took

place at the Italian Opera-house at his non-ap-

pearance, as advertised.

To the Editor of the Morning Chronicle,

Sir,—You will most particularly oblige me by allowing

me, through the channel of your paper, to explain to the

public an apparent dereliction of my duty towards it. Mrs.

Mountain having, in some of her printed bills, announced
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that I would give her the humble contribution of a song,

I immediately wrote to inform her that the little assistance

I might render her would be incompatible with my en-

gagement at the Haymarket Theatre : and, being quite

convinced of the propriety of my excuse, that lady omitted

my name in all the bills of the day (Thursday last). Some

of the audience having, nevertheless, called upon me on

that night, a neglect of that duty which I owe to the pub-

lic was attributed to me ; and it is for the purpose of

repelling this imputation, as well from Mrs. Mountain as

from myself, that I now trouble you with this otherwise

uninteresting statement of facts.

I am, sir, your very obedient servant,

C. Mathews.

King's Road, Fulham, May 13th, 1812.
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CHAPTER X.

1812.—Mr. Mathews's imitation of John Philpot Curran, and

anecdotes of him, and of Mr. John Kemble.—The tragedian's

aches, in " The Tempest."— Major Scott Waring's Letter.

—

First appearance of Mr, Mathews at Covent Garden, in

" Love, Law, and Physic."—Mr. Mathews's imitation of Lord

Ellenborough in the character of Flexible.— The conse-

quences.— Imitation of Mr. Braham.— Mr. Mathews's imita-

tions at Carlton House before the Prince Regent. — Mrs.

Jordan. —- Theatrical performances of Romeo Coates. — Mr.

Mathews's ludicrous imitation of him.—Retaliation of Coates.

About this period we were in the habit of

meeting John Philpot Curran, (the Irish Master

of the Holls,) and a great treat his society was at

all times. My husband delighted in these oppor-

tunities of studying this great man in all his

moods ; and he might be said not only to have

acquired a faithful likeness of his manner, but a

perfect copy of his thoughts, so completely could

he embody both. It was probable that some

person had incautiously betrayed the fact of these

imitations to the illustrious original ; for one day,

meeting my husband in the streets, Mr. Curran

accosted him in the following words :— " Pray,
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Mathews, do you dine to-day at the Major's ?
"

—

" Yes, sir, and I understand I am to have the

honour of meeting you."—" Why," said Curran,

" I had partly engaged myself elsewhere ; but, as

you are going to the Major's, I shall make a poiat

of joining you ;" adding with a significant sparkle

from his diamond-eyes, " for I understand you

are anxious to get a portrait of me."

Mr. Mathews felt confused, and attempted

something like a denial, but he was interrupted

with—*' Oh, yes ; yes, you do, and you shall be

gratified ; for, though I am not fond of present-

ing my ordinary features to every dauber that

may come in my way, yet, when a first-rate

artist, like yourself, wishes to employ his skill,

and is certain not only to make a faithful resem-

blance, but to add some vivid touches from his

own fanciful pencil, I think it would be an in-

justice to deny such a man an opportunity ; there-

fore, I shall sit.""

Mr. Curran's opinion was fully borne out and

justified by the likeness produced by these sit-

t'mgs, in which not only his familiar habits, but

those of his more dignified moments, were faith-

fully copied. Nor was it thought by the most

fastidious of this great man's admirers and coun-

trymen, that Mr. Mathews ever failed to give,

together with his manner, his mind, and even

some portion of his genius.

In 1822, long after the death of Mr. Curran,
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Mr. Mathews, in his entertainment called " The

Youthful Days," represented the great orator de-

livering his celebrated speech upon Negro eman-

cipation, from which he gave a copious extract

;

and the recital of it drew almost as many tears,

and excited nearly as great a sensation, as it

could possibly have done when the eloquent au-

thor himself pronounced it in court. I may
truly affirm, that Mr. Mathews never produced a

smile from his imitation of this distinguished

man, even amongst strangers to him, without its

being accompanied by a due admiration of his

transcendant talents.

Calling one day upon a lady at Fulham, Mr.

Mathews accosted her, as he often did, (she being

an intimate friend of Curran, and fond of the

imitation,) in the tone and manner of the Master

of the Holls—which, contrary to custom, she en-

deavoured immediately to check, but unsuccess-

fully, until a cry of distress from the adjoining

room induced Mrs. Waring to open the folding-

door, where appeared a lady in hysterics on the

sofa

!

This lady turned out to be Mrs. Curran, who

had unhappily been separated from her husband

for some years. The surprise and agitation of

hearing him (as she believed) so near to her, had

produced the effect described.

Another time, calling upon another intimate

friend of Mr. Curran, Mr. Mathews met him leav-
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ing the room with the master of the house, while

the lady was endeavouring to induce him to return

with her husband to dinner. He, however, pro-

fessed to be otherwise engaged, past recall ; and

Mr. Thompson and Curran, after a little chat with

Mr. Mathews, separated from him on the steps of

the door. Mr. Mathews, without any idea of de-

ceiving his friend, but merely to make her smile,

ran back to the foot of the stairs, calling out,

in Curran's voice, " My dear Mrs. Thompson ! I

have reconsidered the nature of my first engage-

ment ; I find I can manage to excuse myself

from it to-day ; so expect me at six, my dear

friend, punctually." He then left the house. On
the return of Mr. Thompson at the usual hour to

dinner, his wife inquired where Mr. Curran was?

He professed ignorance, and she expressed sur-

prise at his being unaware of Mr. Curran's change

of intention, which she explained. As the dinner

hour approached, there sat the host and hostess

in momentary expectation of the arrival of their

guest ; but no Curran ! Another ten minutes—
it was very extraordinary ! At last, the master of

the house, hungry and out of all patience, ques-

tioned his lady more particularly as to the man-

ner and time of Mr. Curran's promise to return.

As that gentleman had not quitted his arm for

more than half an hour after they had left the

house together, it was guessed how poor Mrs.

Thompson had been misled ; and the fact was
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afterwards explained by their recounting to his

portrait-painter the consequences of his too faith-

ful resemblance.

Unfortunately for me, Mr. Curran, and many

other distinguished personages of that day, were

known to me at an age when I certainly enjoyed

their society, but did not care to remember any of

the particulars of it, otherwise I should now have

to relate of this extraordinary and highly-gifted

man many pleasantries, with which his ordinary

talk abounded. I well remember my husband

going one morning, by invitation, to breakfast

with him in London, at his lodgings, to meet

Mr. John Kemble. Albeit not a very early riser,

he contrived to reach the appointed spot punc-

tually. INIr. Kemble, however, did not appear ;

and Mr. Curran was vexed that he who had come

so far fasting (for my husband lived at Fulham,)

should be kept waiting for one who resided only

in a neighbouring street. At length all hope of

Mr. Kemble was over, and the " JNIaster of the

Rolls" ordered in breakfast for himself and Mr.

Mathews, which was just ended when the trage-

dian was announced ; who, stalking slowly into

the room, coldly drawled out his excuses for not

coming earlier. ** He had been ill and asthmatic

all night," &c. It was evident to my husband

that Mr. Curran was not satisfied with the manner

in which this apology for keeping him waiting

had been made; he, however, gave orders for a
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fresh supply of hot coffee, &c., which Mr. Kemble

declared unnecessary, stiffly assuring him that

" he had already breakfasted." Curran's bright

eye flashed with something like pique upon his

stately friend, and screwing up his mouth in his

peculiar w^ay, he quaintly observed :
" Oh ! you

have breakfasted ?—yes, yes, I have no doubt you

have, and upon a poached curtain-rod, if I may
judge from your manner and appearance?" Mr.

Kemble, however, was really ill. It was about

the period when his pronunciation of the word
" aches," in '' The Tempest," excited so much ob-

servation ; and though he would not suffer the

" sweet voices" of public clamour to shake his

conviction of propriety, he might naturally be

expected now and then to find his spirits ha-

rassed and his health disturbed. The evening

before this appointment, Mr. Kemble's '^ aches"

had probably been more than usually acute, and

the consequences more severe ; hence this " bad

night" and his late appearance at breakfast with

his friend. JNIr. Mathews, who was Mr. Kemble's

devoted admirer, noticed one instance of his un-

affected good humour while the audience loudly

expressed their disapprobation upon his exit, after

the objectionable reading in question. He had

walked off the stage under the general ban of

the pit, with his most slow and measured pace.

Mr. jNIathews was at the side-scene at the mo-

ment, and having his snuffbox in his hand, he
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held it out to Mr. Kemble as he came off, who,

wholly unmoved by the noise and disapproba-

tion, deliberately took a pinch, and looking at

my husband with a smile, observed—" Umph !

now those good people think they are right
!"

— and proceeded to the green-room perfectly

unruffled by the extra tempest that Prospe7'o had

raised.

The following letter on the subject of this

unpopular pronunciation, from Major Scott War-

ing, should find a place here.

TO CHARLES MATHEWS, ESQ.

My dear Mathews, Shrewsbury, 9th July, 1812.

As I shall see you by to-morrow week I reserve Lucien

Buonaparte and his family to that day.

Travelling agrees perfectly well with me, though I

came a horrible hilly and sandy road from Worcester to

this place. It took me just twelve hours to come fifty

miles. The General comes here to-morrow; and as he

never starts before twelve, he will knock up the people at

midnight in Salop.

I suppose Mr. Kemble is well aware of the high autho-

rity, in addition to Johnson, by which he is supported in

his pronunciation of " aches ;" if not, tell him, with my
compliments, to look at Dean Swift's description of a

shower. I copied out the two lines, but have lost them.

They are not measure if "aches'" is pronounced in the

common way. No man wrote English more correctly

than Swift.

Yours, my dear Mathews, very sincerely,

John Scott Waring.
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The authority above quoted is not insignifi-

cant ; and I have heard my husband often say,

that ]\Ir. Wroughton and other actors of the old

school, men of education and thought, pronounced

the word in the same manner; and that it was

maintained by them that Garrick gave it the

same quantity, otherwise the verse must have

halted. But these precedents had neither been

noticed nor remembered, strange to say, by the

cavillers of the time.

Early in October Mr. Mathews made his first

appearance as a regular performer at Covent Gar-

den Theatre,* in the Protean character of Buskin,

in " Killing no Murder," and was most enthusias-

tically welcomed. It was observed upon this

occasion, that " the Bannisters, Caulfields, and

Foote, might give you the manner of others with

precision, but that Mathews created the matter

for the manner, for which he was decidedly in-

comparable."

A farce, called '' Sneiderkins," written expressly

for him, on account of his extraordinary talent

of transformation, was produced soon after Mr.

Mathews joined the theatre. In this, as the hero

of the piece, his individual exertions were in

themselves successful, but the farce was not re-

* It has been already mentioned that he performed there

once^ for the benefit of Mr. T. Dibdin, in the year 1805, his

original part of Triangle, in the comedy of " Guilty or Not

Guilty."—A. M.

VOL. II. Q
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lished by the audience, and though not altogether

condemned, it died a natural death ;
— being pro-

bably withdrawn by Mr. Mathews's advice.

By the end of the same month another new
piece, called " Love, Law, and Physic," was pro-

duced from the pen of Mr. Kenney, which in-

volved the representative of Flexible in some

subsequent embarrassment. The most prominent

character in the farce was given to Mr. Liston,

whose Lubin Log must be remembered by all who
saw it. Mr. Mathews was not satisfied with his

part. It was one of those productions which he

so frequently had presented to him " to fill up

Tor himself." A friend wrote him a song, called

" The Playhouse," to give weight to his charac-

ter; besides this, he felt that his own exertions

to improve the part were more than usually re-

quisite. In one of his assumptions, he had to

give a description of a barrister pleading in court.

This, in order to be effective, he thought neces-

sary to do in the style of the public men he had

heard, and it produced the expected effect. But

when he came to give the judge's charge to the

jury, which was an imitation also,* the effect was

quite astounding to him, for he had no idea of

its being so received. The shout of recognition

and enjoyment indeed was so alarming to his

nerves, so unlike all former receptions of such

efforts, that he repented the attempt in propor-

* Of the Lord ChiefJustice Ellenborough.
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tion as it was w^ell taken, and a call for it a second

time fairly upset him, albeit, not unused to loud

applause and approbation.

The next day and the next the press was par-

tially occupied in objecting to and in defending

the introduction of a subject by the author, open

in such hands to such effects. Just before the

commencement of the second performance of the

piece, a noble lord (now a marquis) requested an

interview with Mr. Mathews at the theatre. On
this occasion he contrived, in language the most

courtly, yet without any definite expression of

his object, or more than a vague intimation of

the high authority by whom he w^as deputed,

to make his errand fully understood. His lord-

ship was soon satisfied that he had no occasion

to use any argument to influence the performer,

for Mr. Mathews proved to him at once that he

had fully resolved, from the moment he found

his imitation received with such extraordinary

vehemence, not to repeat it.

The piece commenced, and a most crowded

house greeted him. It was plain that a great

sensation had been created. The pit was dense

with gentlemen only. The inimitable Liston

was not so much attended to as it was usual

for him to be; and the anxiety for the judge's

charge was fully apparent by the manner of hail-

ing the change of dress which bespoke the period

of the representation. The barrister's defence

Q 2
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was received with great applause, but when the

judge began his charge a restless dissatisfaction

appeared, and Mr. Mathews was interrupted by a

call of *' Imitation ! Imitation !" from all parts of

the house, and loudest from the pit, which was

said to be almost filled with " men of law." The
clamour was so great that at length the object of it

went forward, and obtaining a momentary pause,

respectfully inquired, what was the pleasure of

the audience? Here a simultaneous answer burst

forth— " The imitation ! the imitation !" A gen-

tleman rose above the rest in the pit, and de-

manded, " Why Mr. Mathews omitted the latter

part, and by what authority he was prevented

from giving the imitation of the learned judge?"

This was followed by loud cries from the rest

of the audience of " Answer the question." Mr.

Mathews inquired of his interrogator what learn-

ed judge he meant? The gentleman declined

giving the name ; but another nearer to the stage

contrived in a low voice to pronounce the one al-

luded to. Mr. Mathews then again addressed the

audience. He assured them that in any imitation

of his, it was neither his practice nor purpose to

hurt the feelings of any individual. He had

heard that a noble and learned lord was much
offended in consequence of the accounts in the

public papers. (Here a general cry of " No, no !")

Mr. Mathews said " That he did not feel himself

bound to a repetition of any peculiar manner.
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which might be liable to public misconstruction ;

he had heard with deep concern that offence had

been taken at the mode of his burlesque represen-

tation of a judicial address, from an idea that it had

a personal allusion, which he disclaimed. He bore

the highest respect for the constituted authorities

of his country, and therefore no power on earth

should compel him to a continuance of any mode
of representation that might, if he knew it, fa-

vour the erroneous opinion which had gone forth

on this occasion. As to the words of the judicial

charge, they were strictly those of the author ;

but for the tones in which they had first been

uttered, he really felt quite at a loss what to

say ; he had practised so many voices in the

course of his life, that he was not always aware

which he might have used for any particular

case when it was over. But as the audience

seemed to have a favourite, he w^as willing to

prove his anxiety to please them, and would, if

they sanctioned the experiment, give the speech

in question in various tones and difference of

style, which might enable them to point out

from amongst the many that which they pre-

ferred." This adroit address created great ap-

plause. He then proceeded to give the "charge,"

in imitation of Kemble, Cooke, Incledon, Suett,

Munden, Blanchard, and many other public fa-

vourites in succession, all with great and some

with ludicrous effect, and was still proceeding,
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when the audience finding his specimens inter-

minable, began to take the jest ; their laughter

became uproarious, and their good-humour was

completely restored by this 7'use of the actor to

evade their unwelcome call. The result of all

this was, that the malcontents were completely

reconciled to their first disappointment, and al-

lowed the farce to end without more tumult.

But it was on subsequent nights sufficiently ap-

parent that the piece had, for the time, lost its

principal attraction, though ultimately its own
merit, and the acting generally, soon made it a

first-rate favourite.

Not long after this, Mr. Mathews was present

at a trial in one of the courts, when Mr. Gurney

sent the following jocular note to a gentleman

whose case was coming on, and whom he saw

speaking to Mr. Mathews.

I shall certainly request that Mr. Mathews shall retire

from the court while I open your case, unless he give me
his word that he will not exhibit me in " Love, Law, and

Physic." J. G.

Mr. Mathews was always remarkably delicate

in respect to his imitative efforts being at all

obtruded upon the notice of the subjects of his

imitation to their annoyance. On the night just

mentioned when the audience brought him so

closely to answer their urgent calls for the imita-

tion which they had recognized on the first night
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of " Love, Law, and Physic," and when he hit

upon so happy an expedient to restore good hu-

mour without complying with their wishes—after

having succeeded in making his peace with the

audience, he turned up the stage and at once

perceived why one of his imitations had been

so much more effective than the rest. He had

totally forgotten, in the agitation of the moment,

that Mr. Blanchard (who in the first uproar had

retired to the back) was still upon the stage

!

That good-natured man met him afterwards be-

hind the scenes with a shake of the hand, by way
of congratulating him upon his success in paci-

fying the tumult, and Mr. Mathews exclaimed,

" My dear Blanchard, pray pardon me. I en-

tirely forgot that you were still upon the stage.

Good God ! how coarse my imitation of you be-

fore your face must have appeared !" To this

apology Mr. Blanchard, with the greatest naivete

replied, " What, my dear boy, did you mean that

for me ?"— the stress laid upon the word that

proving that the one imitation best understood

and most applauded by the audience, had been

the only likeness not recognized by the original.

It need not be told to those who have heard it,

that this imitation of Blanchard was perfect.

I remember an amusing consequence of my
husband's reluctance to represent any persons

in their presence, that occurred soon after our

settling in London. Mr. Mathews had known
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Mr. Braliam in the autumn of 1803, at Liverpool,

and it followed that he gave a perfect imitation

of him both in private and public life. Of this

Mr. Braham heard, and with all the liberality

of good sense and conscious talent, he good-

humouredly pressed my husband to show him—
what not more than one man in twenty is ac-

quainted with— himself. In vain did he solicit

;

when one day dining together at a large party,

after much importunity of the kind to Braham

No. 2, it was discovered that Braham No. 1 had

stolen a march upon his host and hostess ; in

fact, he had disappeared during the dessert, and

it was said had left the house. After this fact

was ascertained, it was urged that in the absence

of the great original, Mr. Mathews could do no

less than represent him, for the consolation of his

bereaved friends ; and under such circumstances,

he at length yielded, and Mr. Braham's absence

was fully compensated for the time, by the imi-

tator, and Mr, Braham even favoured the com-

pany with one of his most popular songs.

When the general enjoyment was at its height,

two ladies, between whom Mr. Braham had sat

at dinner, seemed as if suddenly discomposed,

when a figure rose slowly from under the table,

and in tones which seemed uttered as if in-

tended in illustration of the recent mimicry, pro-

nounced, " Very well, Mathews ! exceedingly like^

indeed ! nay, perfect, if I know myself," — and
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the Braham stood confessed ! In fact, he had

crept under the table, with the aid of several con-

federates, unseen by my husband, (though by my
concurrence,) and thus overheard the imitation

which he had before despaired of ever hearing.

The most remarkable result of Mr. Mathews's

imitation of Lord Ellenborough in " Love, Law,

and Physic," was his receiving a " request

"

that he would go to Carlton House on a certain

evening. On his arrival, he was immediately

ushered into the presence of the Prince, who
was surrounded by a very small circle. After

a most gracious reception, the general conversa-

tion was resumed, as it appeared, and he was

for some time at a loss to guess the immediate

cause of his invitation. At length, the Prince

began to speak of the extraordinary sensation

Mr. Mathews's recent imitation had caused, add-

ing, that he had the greatest desire in the world

to hear it, and concluded by saying, that it would

be considered as a favour if Mr. Mathews would

then give the " charge to the jury," as he had

given it on the first night of the new farce.

My husband felt distressingly embarrassed. He
glanced round at the party, and his eye for a

moment fell upon the nobleman with whom he

had the interview on the second night of the

piece, and who was looking particularly grave.

Mr. Mathews obviously hesitated, which the

Prince observing, said, " Oh, don't be afraid.
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Mr. Mathews,—we 're all tiled here. Come, pray

oblige me ; I 'm longing to hear it. I 'm some-

thing of a mimic myself. My brother here

(turning to the Duke of York) can tell you,

that I give a very fair imitation of Lord Eldon.

With respect to yours of Lord Ellenborough, it

was not so well when you found it so taken up

to continue it in public, and I am very glad your

own good taste and feeling prompted you to

refuse a repetition of it ; but here you need have

no scruples."

Mr. Mathews felt very reluctant to obey the

Prince's wishes, though so gently and kindly en-

forced, for although there were not altogether

twenty persons present, yet he could not help

feeling that amongst them there might be some

personal friend of the Lord Chief Justice. How-
ever, he was commanded, and malgre lui, he

obeyed.

The Prince was in raptures, and declared him-

self astonished at the closeness of the imitation,

shutting his eyes while he listened to it with

excessive enjoyment, and many exclamations of

wonder and delight, such as— "Excellent! per-

fect ! It is he himselfr The Duke of York

manifested his approval in peals of laughter

;

and the Prince afterwards conversed most kindly

and agreeably upon the subject with my hus-

band and the high personages present, for some

time. When Mr. Mathews returned home he de-
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Glared to me, that, had he had the remotest idea

of the cause of his summons to the palace, he

would have formed some excuse rather than ap-

pear on an occasion so truly embarrassing to his

feelings.

In the course of this season he had opportuni-

ties of showing himself at Covent Garden Theatre

in more regular dramatic characters, such as Kite,

in " The Recruiting Officer," Trinculo, in " The
Tempest," &c. ; and, during Mrs. Jordan's engage-

ment, for a limited period, he had the advantage

of appearing in the same plays with her in se-

veral of his favourite old men, as Foresight in

" Love for Love," &c. The town allowed that

he could command their approval in legitimate

comedy as well as in farce. Nor was it less

gratifying to him to find himself an object in

this way with the performers on their benefit

nights. The following compliment from the

Thalia of the day will be a proof that his acting

was appreciated by the best judges in his own
profession.

TO CHARLES MATHEWS, ESQ.

Sir, Cadogan Place, Wednesday.

I shall be extremely obliged to you if you will allow me

to gratify my friends, all admirers of yours, with your

performance of Sir Bashful Constant in " The Way to

keep Him."
I remain, sir, yours,

Dora Jordan.
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Mrs. Jordan not only admired Mr. Mathews's

public talent, but, after she became intimate with

him, honoured him with many attentions. He
was frequently invited to the house of this fasci-

nating actress, and visited her on several occasions

of domestic interest. He always accepted her

invitations when he could, and became strongly

attached to her society. He used to say, that

her fine joy-inspiring tones, and her natural and

peculiar manner of speaking, always carried a

warmth to his heart which no other voice ever

conveyed, and seemed to do him good. She w^as

indeed an extraordinary and exquisite being, as

distinct from any other person in the world as

she was superior to all her contemporaries in her

particular line of acting. I believe the following

invitation was the last my husband ever received

from her hand, and it was carefully preserved by

him in his collection of autographs.

TO CHARLES MATHEWS, ESQ.

Sir, Cadogan Place, Friday.

My son, Captain Fitzclarence, having a party here on

Monday the 11th, to take leave of his friends on his going

abroad, is desirous of having the pleasure of knowing you

before he goes; and at his request I now do myself the

pleasure of enclosing you a card.

I remain yours obediently,

Dora Jordan.
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For some time, IMr. Coates, of eccentric repu-

tatation, had been seeking celebrity, and had

succeeded in obtaining at least notoriety, by his

public proceedings, and private singularities, if

private they could justly be called which were

enacted in open daylight and in crowded assem-

blies. In the former he exhibited himself and his

triumphal car,* and in the latter, his collection of

splendid brilliants, consisting of shoe and knee-

buckles, brooches and rings, and sword-handle,

embossed with the same precious stones. It was

soon made known to Mr. Mathews by the mana-

gers that he would be expected to assail this

gentleman with all his powers of ridicule. He
very much disliked the system which was grow-

ing, of making him a mere representative oi people,

instead of a depicter of characters. However,

the author of a piece, written for the express

purpose of hitting off this soi-disant " amateur of

fashion," reckoning on the talent for which he

had written, was so pressing, and the manager so

desirous of the thing being done, that Mr. Mathews

went to the Haymarket Theatre to see the Lotha-

rio, who, if not gallant, was gay, and made his au-

dience equally so. In short, my husband came

* Mr. Coates drove a carriage, of curricle-fashion in some

respects, but the body of it was formed like a triumphal car,

painted and ornamented so gorgeously that the ambitious Alex-

ander himself would have blushed at so sumptuous a con-

veyance.—A. M.
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away satisfied that delicacy would be superfluous

to a man who would consent to die more than

once in a night, and that such a person would be

able to outlive the shaft of ridicule, however sharp

its point. So he gave himself up to his fate, and

enacted Mr. Romeo Rantall in a farce called " At
Home," written by the Rev. Bate Dudley ; hav-

ing had but one opportunity of seeing Mr. Coates,

namely, the night he was sent to take measure of

him for Coven t Garden Theatre. Some criticisms

at the time will best describe the result

:

The principal character in the new piece of " At Home"
was Mr. Romeo Rantall^ (Mr. Mathews,) a theatrical

amateur, invited to entertain the company with recitations.

Mr. Mathews entered, dressed up to Mr. Coates's stand-

ard, in a fur great-coat, precisely like the "great original,"

of whom it may well be said that, " none but himself can

be his parallel." In this dress Mr. Mathews recited an

address, not unlike " The Hobbies" in plan, but much

inferior to it in style and matter, inasmuch as it had not

the excellently execrable, and exquisitely absurd and ridi-

culous characteristics of that composition, in which the

poet was so well adapted to the reciter, that the con-

junction recalled immediately the observation of the tra-

veller on seeing the ass browzing on a thistle, " How
sweet has Heaven fitted the lettuce to the lips.""

After giving this address in the perfect style of the ori-

ginal, in tone, looks, attitudes, gestures, and movements,

not forgetting the interchange of salutations with friends

in the stage-boxes

—

a la mode de Geramb, at the Haymar-

ket—Mr. Mathews withdrew, and came out again in the

splendid attire of Mr. Coates's Lothario— pink silk vest
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and cloak, white satin breeches and stockings, Spanish hat,

with a rich high plume of ostrich feathers.

In this attire he enacted the principal scenes of Lothario,

in the whole of which, even to the death, he was Coates

all over, and to the very life. The effect was amusing to

the highest degree, convulsing the great majority of the

audience with laughter. A considerable parti/, however,

manifested a strong opposite feeling. The piece, never-

theless, was given out for representation with a great

prevalence of deserved applause.

The piece of " At Home" is the closest endeavour we

have seen, since the death of Samuel Foote, to introduce

existing portraits on the stage under the thin visor of a

varied nomination. The ridiculum acri of Horace, and

all that, seems to have been full in the author's mental

vision when he assumed his playful pencil to

" Eye Nature's works; shoot Folly as he flies,

And catch the living manners as they rise."

Of the principal person, the magnus Apollo of the

whimsical assemblage, the blazing comet of the theatrical

galaxy, Mr. Romeo Rantall, it is impossible to be igno-

rant; and Mr. Mathews did the part ample justice as a

representative; for though it certainly was not Achilles in

fact, it was Patroclus in his armour, and such a semblance

as did not dishonour his great original. This illegitimate

son of Thespis is invited to Captain Dash's rout, where he

receives the combined homage of the party, who invite

him to recite a monologue, and rehearse the dying scene

of Lothario ; during which the whole theatre resounded

with laughter.
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The new piece entitled " At Home" is a sprightly trifle

;

the main feature of which is the ridicule of the Ama-

teur of Fashion, as he calls himself, whose burlesque upon

acting has recently excited so much derision. Mathews

was chosen as his representative, and a better could not

have been found ; the tone, manner, gait, attitude, were

depicted to the life. The mimicry was complete, and con-

vulsed the house with laughter. It was not, however, suf-

fered to pass without interruption ; for it appears that even

Mr. Coates has a small party of admirers, who, grieved to

see their favourite ridiculed, endeavoured, after the first

display, consisting of a poetic address, to prevent Mathews

from being heard. The greater part of the audience,

however, relished the joke, and answered the clamour of

" Off! off!" by a general cry of '' Go on i go on !"" Ma-

thews went through a part of Lothario, and died in the

true Coatean style. Nor could he have been excelled by

the original amateur himself. The rest of the farce is

light and pleasant. The whole of the second act is de-

voted to a fashionable assembly ; the principal purport of

which is the introduction of Mathews as Mr, Romeo

Rantall, to give his felicitous imitation of the unique

acting of the Amateur of Fashion. This is in itself a

treat, and makes up for any deficiencies. The farce at its

close was again assailed by the Coatean party, and met

with some disapprobation from others ; but the majority

of the audience were in its favour, and declared it should

be performed again to-night.

Notwithstanding this partial opposition— pos-

sibly less from particular feelings for Mr. Coates,

than from a general principle of discouragement

to personality—there was €very reason to suppose
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that the Amateui^ himself was more gratified than

displeased at this popular representation of him
;

and the fact of his presenting himself one night

in the front row of the stage-box, and applaud-

ing his " double" throughout, will establish the

fact that he was not offended at it. It had been

a custom of the theatre to send some well-dressed

person into a stage-box nightly, that Mr. Romeo

Rantall might be sure of a friend to shake hands

with, though sometimes a good-humoured stran-

ger would allow his hand to be taken. On this

occasion Mr. Mathews walked up to the box where

Mr. Coates was seated, and where the appo'mted

gentleman was also placed, and proffering his

hand so as to make it doubtful which of the two

persons he meant to claim, Mr. Coates seized it

with the greatest good-humour, shaking it most

cordially, to the uproarious entertainment of the

audience; witnessing also the '* encore" to the

dying-scene apparently as much amused as the

audience in general were.

Notwithstanding all this, it appeared that Mr.

Coates waited but his time for retaliation, and be-

lieved he had the means fairly in his powder when

Mr. Raymond, " for base lucre," admitted him

upon the Drury-lane boards, where he recited

" Bucks have at ye all ;" after which this modern

Zanga gave ** blow for blow," as will be seen in

the accounts taken from the following criticisms

of the day :

VOL. ir. R
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It was with real sorrow we noticed the advertisement

of the stage-manager, Mr. Raymond, announcing the ex-

hibition of a buffoon for his benefit at Drury-lane ; and

we understand that he actually was suffered to perform

his antics last Saturday night on that stage. He ranted

forth " Bucks have at ye all." After which, we are told,

he thus addressed the audience :

—

" Ladies and Gentlemen, — Having had the honour of

being imitated at another theatre by a performer of great

celebrity, I will now, with your permission, imitate the

imitator. If I do not succeed I hope you will pardon me.

As it is my first attempt,"—imitating Mr. Mathews— " it

will be ' Hit or Missr'

He then retired, and re-appeared in the dress worn by

Mathews in the farce of " Hit or Miss," strutted about

the stage cracking his whip, and recited several passages

in that farce to the great amusement of the audience.

On this subject we can do no more than express our

regret that the committee did not interfere to prevent the

outrage on all sense and propriety.

He (Mr. Coates) attempted the recitation of " Bucks

have at ye all," and appeared in the same favourite costume

in which Mathews has so inimitably exposed him, (carica-

turing him is impossible,) in the farce at Covent Garden.

We say no more of his awkward and absurd attempt, than

that it was thoroughly contemptible, and beneath all criti-

cism ; but this hero, perseveringly ambitious in obtaining

for himself the indignation of the wise, and the ridicule of

all, surprised the house by popping forth again in the dress

of one of those hopeful ornaments of modern society, " The

Bang-up Driver." Here the laugh was excessive. He
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seemed to be trying to imitate Mathews, and really manag-

ed matters with such a perverse dexterity as to fix upon

himself for ever all the absurdity which Mathews'^s imita-

tion can confer upon him. We address ourselves not to

Mr. Coates, for his mental malady appears incurable ; but

we do exhort the directors of Drury-lane never to permit

a similar outrage on the just uses of a Theatre Royal.

R 2
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CHAPTER XI.

Mr. Mathews commanded to perform at Carlton House.—His

previous visit to that palace. — Mr. Pope the actor.— His

Letter. — His Dinner with Dr. Kitchener. — Mr. Pope's

gourmanderie. — Mr. Mathews's Letters from York and

Edinburgh to Mrs. Mathews.

At this period Mr. Mathews received another

gracious summons from the Prince Regent to

Carlton House, requesting him to entertain the

court with some specimens of his '' rare talents,"

on a particular evening, and requiring him to call

on the morning previously. When Mr. Mathews
arrived, he found the Duke of York with his

royal brother, and both received him with the

most cordial kindness. The Prince, in his fasci-

nating manner, thanked him for what he was

pleased to term his "good-nature," in consent-

ing to gratify him with his performance, adding,

he was quite aware that it was a particular in-

stance, and that Mr. Mathews never anywhere

else exhibited his powers out of his profession

;

but he said, "The Queen* has long felt an

earnest desire to witness them, and had often

been disappointed of that pleasure." The Prince

* Queen Charlotte.
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then entered upon his reason for requesting the

present call, which, in fact, was nothing less than

a delicate consideration for Mr. Mathews's com-

fort and convenience in the evening. His Royal

Highness wished him to make choice of a posi-

tion in the room most agreeable to his purpose

and general accommodation. Perceiving Mr.

Mathews in doubt where to fix, the Prince ex-

plained to him that he had himself arranged, if

no better plan suggested itself, everything for his

comfort. " This/' said his Royal Highness, " this

is the apartment we intend to be in : at the farther

end of it I have had your table placed, as you

see, there being a door close to it opening into

another room, to which you can retire and refresh

yourself as often as you feel disposed. I have

personally attended to everything within it, and

hope you will be pleased." Then leading the way
to what proved a double-door, the Prince opened

the first, when his progress was arrested by a

sight which was enough to make his " two eyes,

like stars, start from their spheres." It was no

less than a housemaid's broom, and a quantity of

dust, deposited in a vulgar heap in the middle

of the doorway, which the sweeper, good easy

soul, not dreaming that her royal master would

have occasion before the wonted hour to pass

through these doors, had left to be removed at

her convenience. It was whimsical to see the

look of the Prince at this discovery, at which the
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" Duke his brother " laughed incontinently for

several minutes. " Now really/' said the Prince,

after a brief contemplation of the obstruction,

and trying to seem angry,— "really, this is too

bad !" and taking the broom in his hand, re-

moved it from the middle of the passage across

which it laid ; while the Duke, whose laughter

was renewed at this action, cried out, " Ay, sweep

it up yourself, brother ; sweep it up yourself
!"

The Prince, however, directed a person in wait-

ing to see to it, and then gravely passed through

to the other room, followed by the Duke and my
husband, the former still laughing immoderately.

Alas for a palace ! where housemaids are merely

human beings, and careless as in less " well regu-

lated families." Very absurd and unreasonable is

the surprise we feel when anything within a royal

residence is found agreeing with the ordinary

chances or defects of common life. I remember
Mr. Mathews returning from a subsequent visit to

his royal master (on the eve of his coronation),

and telling me how much he had been diverted

by observing a fracture (or what a sempstress

would term a ladder) in the back part of His

Majesty's black-silk stocking, with which he had

unconsciously walked about the whole evening.

But to return to the result of the Prince's

considerate forethought for the comfort of his

entertainer, for whose performance everything
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proved as technically arranged as if under the

superintendence of a stage-manager. At night,

the room assigned for his refreshment contained

an elegant supper, and all was prepared that

princely breeding could suggest to render every-

thing agreeable to my husband.

During Mr. Mathews's performance, which was

his " Mail-coach Adventures," the Prince was

not only extremely attentive himself, but would

not suffer a sound from any of his visiters to

disturb, or an eye to be turned away from the

object of the evening; nay, once, when "the

Queen his mother" made some observation aloud

to a lady near her, the Prince with one of his

sweet smiles looked at her, and placed his finger

on his lips expressively; to which silent reproof

her Majesty nodded good-humouredly, and re-

sumed her attention. But it was remarked by

my husband that, although the Princess Charlotte

talked frequently and loudly, her royal father did

not seem to notice it, or make any attempt to

check her interruptions, as he had done those of

others ; so far from it, that had such a thing been

possible, it might have been supposed from his

manner that he was unconscious of his daughter's

non-observance of his polite example and general

injunction.

Between the acts, which Mr. Mathews had

made three for the better relief of his audience,
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the Prince came up to him, and chatted upon the

different portions of the entertainment, and the

recollections to which it gave rise. At the close

of the evening he shook hands with Mr. Mathews,

and thanked him in the names of all present, and

his own, for '' the treat " he had afforded them.

All this Avas very gratifying; but my husband,

nevertheless, returned to his cottage, relieved

that his efforts were over, always feeling during

such tasks like him who, once out of his place and

position, sang,

" I wish I was at home again, and had my working clothes on."

In the course of Mr. Mathews's theatrical ca-

reer, he had known much of Mr. Pope the actor,

who, like Quin in former times, was remarkable

for too great a devotion to the good things of

the table; and had our modern epicure been

roused from his morning dream of a capital din-

ner, with the information that no John-a-Doi^ys

were forthcoming that day, he would have ex-

claimed, possibly, as Quin was said to do upon

such an announcement, as he turned round upon

his pillow— " Call me to-morrowP

I shall insert a characteristic letter of Mr. Pope

by way of introduction to an anecdote or two

relating to his ruling passion. The first portion

belongs to the subject of Lord Shrewsbury's pri-

vate theatre; but the latter paragraph contains

the pith and point.
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TO CHARLES MATHEWS; ESQ.

Dear Mathews, No. 1, Albany, June 8th, 1813.

The Earl of Shrewsbury, conducted by your humble

servant, intends paying his respects to you in the King's

Road on Friday morning at eleven o'clock.

I should be glad if you would give him your opinion

about his dramatic plan. He wants also to show you his

theatre; and if on Friday (when I hope you will see

him) it should suit your convenience, he will take you to

Bryanstone-square for that purpose.

His venison is remarkably Jitie ; and he talks of sending

you some. With best love to your dear wife, in which

Mrs. Pope truly joins,

I am, dear Mathews, yours faithfully,

Alex. Pope.

]\Ir. Pope, some years after this, had a great

desire to be introduced to Doctor Kitchener, who,

having amongst other things, composed a good

cookery-book, inspired Mr. Pope with a great re-

spect for him. He was strongly impressed with

the idea, that the author's own " feed " must be

of a superlative nature. At last the desired

introduction was accomplished ; and it followed,

from the hospitable habits of the Doctor, that

an invitation to dinner was given to Mr. Pope.

Several mutual friends were appointed to meet

him, and expectation stood on tiptoe for the feast.

Mr. Pope was punctual, too punctual ; for the

Doctor keeping a mere bachelor's establishment,

the servants were unprepared for so early a guest.
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and he had to wait a long time before even the

master of the house was dressed for dinner. Mr.

Pope's appetite, which he had starved for this

great occasion, was now urgent. At last, the

other guests arrived ; great comings and goings to

and fro below stairs gave " note of preparation."

If a man ivrites so well upon good things, how
perfect must be his practice, and how^ exquisite

the reality ! Thus reasoned Mr. Pope ; and at

last, " Dinner 's upon table ! " saluted his willing

ears, and down the company went.

Now as every person present, except the stran-

ger, knew the custom of the house, and that the

Doctor never aimed at any entertainment beyond

that of wholesome food, the majority of his guests

looked all contentment when the simple dishes

were uncovered. But who shall describe the

astonishment of the expectant epicure?— the fish

was not the fish just in season — the mutton was

not venison — the side-dishes were vegetables, un-

disguised, barefaced vegetables ! There was no

second course ; no persuasive ticklings or provo-

catives of the palate, nothing, in short, but what

might be found requisite to a plain family meal

!

The decanters were filled merely with sherry and

port— not even a liqueur apologized for the ab-

sence of rarer wines. Pope was an embodied dis-

appointment ; he was not talkative, neither was

he silent, for he invariably refused the offer of

of plain food whenever it was sent to him, with
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a peremptory " No, Til wait /" to the servant.

It was beyond all things diverting to JNIr. Ma-
thews and his friends, w^ho understood what was

passing in his mind, to see Mr. Pope's amaze-

ment and ill-humour, of which his kind and hos-

pitable host was happily unconscious.

At last, the party, as if by one consent, took

leave. Doctor Kitchener's form of invitation be-

ing, " Come at seven,— go at eleven /" which Mr.

Colman pleasantly amended by reading, " Come
at seven,

—

go it at eleven. The rogues enjoyed

their poor unsatisfied friend's vexation ; and, after

agreeing amongst themselves, in Mr. Pope's hear-

ing, that they had never spent a pleasanter day,

appealed to him for his opinion of Dr. Kitchener,

whom he had so long desired to know. Of course,

this inquiry related to Dr. Kitchener personally,

but Mr. Pope, thinking only of the one thing

needful at a dinner-table, and brooding upon his

disappointed expectation from " The Cook's Ora-

cle," exclaimed, in tones of the deepest morti-

fication, laying a stress upon every syllable

:

" What do I think of him ? why, I think he 's the

greatest impostor that ever existed !" This absurd

conclusion entertained his friends exceedingly.

Because Dr. Kitchener had written well upon

rich dishes, he was to be censured for not cook-

ing them ! — as reasonably might we despise an

architect for not inhabiting a palace because he

had proved himself competent to build one. Mr.
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Pope, however, could never again hear Dr. Kitch-

ener's name without undisguised disgust.

I remember several occasions when little plots

were formed to shock the fastidious appetite of

Mr. Pope, even amongst his most attached friends.

It is dangerous with such persons for a man's

prominent foible to peep out. No one could take

a gross liberty with Mr. Pope. He was a man of

high bearing and discriminating mind ; but in a

green-room, where actors are necessarily more to-

gether than persons of any other profession, food

for amusement is eagerly sought, and readily

seized upon. One actor would describe a feast

from which he had just come, and wring his

hearer's heart with the delicacies he had missed

by his professional duty of the evening. Another

would speak of one to which he was invited, and

to which he knew Mr. Pope was not invited. Mr.

Liston had a method of his own, when he wished

to interest this gentleman. He would profess a

present sharp desire for some nicety, or state what

he meant to sup upon, declaring that he knew no

treat equal to boiled pork and lobster-sauce, or salt

beef with currant jelly, &c. He w^ould proceed

in this strain till Mr. Pope was agonized at the

depravity of the comedian's taste in eating, and

would make up a face at such anomalies, like that

of a fine musician when he hears an instrument or

singer out of tune. On these occasions Mr. Pope
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would endeavour, but in vain, to convince Mr.

Liston of his vitiated palate.

But it was not only Mr. Pope's theatrical

friends who occasionally diverted themselves with

his weakness. I remember once a venison dinner

being given by an old gentleman, in the absence

of his family, to a chosen party. Mr. and Mrs.

Pope, and Mr. Mathews and myself, were of the

number. It had been settled by the cruel " con-

trivers of this harm," that Mr. Pope should be

asked by the master of the house (in the absence

of his son) to take the head of the table, and thus

relieve his host from the fatigue of carving. To
this proposal, and to our surprise, Mr. Pope cheer-

fully assented, commencing his undertaking with

an alacrity of manner inconceivable to all present.

Everybody agreed to eat venison whether he

liked it or not, for the sole motive of trying the

carver's temper ; but on he went with the most

patient and zealous exertion ; and we saw with

glee that the joint was at length shorn of all its

delicacies ; little more than a mere bone was left.

When he had finished his task, Mr. Pope, for

the first time, seemed dispirited : throwing down

the carving knife and fork, he sank back in his

chair as if heartily tired. The mavSter of the house,

affecting not to perceive how little remained to

tempt a venison lover, " hoped Mr. Pope meant

to partake with them of the fare he had so
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admirably dispensed ?" But Mr. Pope declared,

he cared little that day for the dish he generally

preferred, and talked of taking part of another,

when, just as we were all perplexed at his un-

usual forbearance, and his liberal distribution of

"the dish he did delight to feed upon," Mrs.

Pope observed that she had inadvertently allowed

a plate of venison to be placed before her by the

servant, which she had not touched, " but that,

if she might be excused, she would prefer some-

thing else." Upon which Mr. Pope good-na-

turedly proposed, as that was the case, the plate

in question might be brought to him. Every eye

turned upon it on its transit from the lower part

of the table. And lo ! the mystery was solved !

All the best parts of the venison had been judi-

ciously selected, packed in close slices, and doubt-

less forwarded to Mrs. Pope with a look with

which she was familiar, and which signified that

the meat was to be kept in reserve for him, when
he should have helped the rest of the party ! Oh,

what a masterly defeat was here ! Cromwell's

dissolution of the Long Parliament created but

a tithe of the amazement apparent on every face

on this occasion ; all were confounded, except

the ingenious epicure, whose skilful manoeuvre

had so outdone all our preconcerted plans. He
was wholly absorbed in his triumph, and quietly

enjoyed the fruits of it, while Mrs. Pope sat meekly

eating some other delicacy, with all the self-com-
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placency of a good wife, who had done her hus-

band's bidding, and secured his good humour for

the rest of the day.

At the close of Covent Garden Theatre, Mr.

Mathews left home once more, on a tour in the

provinces, and to the metropolis of Scotland,

where he was, as usual, warmly welcomed.

At the beginning of September, Mr. Mathews

received an invitation from a Devonshire friend

in the neighbourhood of Exeter, who was desir-

ous of a visit from him at this time, as he said

he wished him to see a '' very clever young man,"

then performing in the above town,—forwarding,

by way of preparation, the following bill, which

I shall insert ; because it sets to rest the question

much agitated at the time of Mr. Kean's first

popularity in London, whether or not he had

ever seen the performance of Mr. Cooke (his

celebrated predecessor in " Richard the Third").

Mr. Kean's Farewell.

For one night only. Hotel Assembly Room.

Wednesday, September 8th, 1813.

Mr. Kean, with the most lively sense of gratitude for

all past favours, begs leave to inform the inhabitants of

Exeter, that (previously to his departure for the Theatre

Royal, Liverpool,) he has selected a most pleasing va-

riety of Entertainments, consisting of songs, recitations,

and pantomime, which he will at the above-mentioned

rooms have the honour of presenting.

Part the first.— Imitations of the London Performers,
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given by Mr. Kean before their Majesties at Frogmore

Fete. Mr. Kemble, as Cardinal Wolsey ;
" Had I but

served my God with half the zeal I served my King, he

would not, in mine age, have left me naked to my ene-

mies.'* Mr. Cooke, as King Richard the Third. Mr.

Barrymore, as Earl Osmond. Mr. Incledon, as the Qua-

ker. Mr. Braham, as Prince Orlando. The Young Ros-

cius, as Norval. Mr. Munden, as Sir Abel Handy. Mr.

Fawcett, as Caleb Quotem.

The celebrated Comic Song of " Beggars and Ballad

Singers." The African Slave's Appeal to Liberty. After

which a serious Ballet, (performed only in the Theatres

of Paris, and the Opera-house, London,) called the '' In-

structions of Chiron to Achilles." Achilles, by the pupil

of Nature, Master Howard Kean. Chiron, Mr. Kean.

With appropriate music, dresses, &c.

Part the second. — George Alexander Stevens's " De-

scription of a Storm," in character, and after the manner

of Incledon. Humorous Recitation of " Monsieur Ton-

son. "Tell her I love her" (by particular desire), Mr.

Kean.

Admission tickets, Ss. to be had of Mr. Kean, at Miss

Hakes's, High-street ; &c.

Mr. Mathews's approaching duties at Covent

Garden Theatre, however, precluded hiu] from

witnessing the "clever young man's" performance,

and he was obliged to stay his curiosity, which

was destined not to remain long ungratified,

though not exactly in so versatile a way as that

offered to him by his friend, for Mr. Kean's Lon-

don engagement soon followed.

The following letter from Mr. Coleridge reached
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Mr. Mathews just as he had finished his Bristol

engagement, and was subsequently the basis of

a delightful intimacy, which terminated, I am

proud to say, in the most sincere friendship.

TO CHARLES MATHEWS, ESQ.

2, Queen's Square, Bristol,

Dear Sir, Monday night, May 30th, 1814.

Unusual as this liberty may be, yet as it is a friendly

one you will pardon it, especially from one who has had

already some connection with the stage, and may have

more. But I was so highly gratified with my feast of this

night, that I feel a sort of restless impulse to tell you

what I felt and thought.

Imprimis, I grieved that you had such miserable ma-

terials to deal with as Colman's Solomon Grundy, a cha-

racter which in and of itself (Mathews and his variations

ad libitum put out of the question,) contains no one ele-

ment of genuine comedy, no, nor even of fun or drollery.

The play is assuredly the very sediments, the dregs of a

noble cask of wine : for such was, yes, in many instances

was, and has been, and in many more might have been,

Colman's dramatic genius. A genius Colman is by na-

ture ! What he is not, or has not been, is all of his own

making. In my humble opinion, he possessed the ele-

ments of dramatic power in a far higher degree than

Sheridan : which of the two, think you, should pronounce

with the deeper sigh of self-reproach, " Fuimus Troes !

and what might we not have been ?"

But I leave this to proceed to the really astonishing

effect of your duplicate of Cooke in Sir Archy Mac Sar-

casm. To say that in some of your higher notes your

VOL. II. S
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voice was rather thinner, rather less substance and thick

body than poor Cooke's, would be merely to say, that A. B.

is not exactly A. A. ; but on the whole it was almost illu-

sion, and so very excellent, that if I were intimate with

you, I should get angry and abuse you for not forming

for yourself some original and important character. The

man who could so impersonate Sir A rchy Mac Sarcasm,

might do anything in comedy (i. e. that which gives us

the passions of men, and their endless modifications and

influences, or thoughts, gestures, &c., modified in their

turn by circumstances of rank, relations, nationality, &c.,

instead of mere transitory manners ; in short, the inmost

man represented on the superficies, instead of the super-

ficies merely representing itself).

But will you forgive a stranger for a suggestion ? I

cannot but think it would answer for your still increasing

fame, if you were either previously to, or as an occasional

diversification of Sir Archy, to study and give that one

most incomparable monologue of Sir Pertinax Mac Syco-

phant, where he gives his son the history of his rise and

progress in the world. Being in its essence a soliloquy,

with all the advantages of a dialogue, it would be a most

happy introduction to your Sir Archy Mac Sarcasm, which

I doubt not will call forth, with good reason, the Covent

Garden manager's thanks to you next season.

I once had the presumption to address this advice to an

actor on the London stage. " Think, in order that you

may be able to observe !— observe, in order that you may

have materials to think upon !—and, thirdly, keep awake

ever the habit of instantly embodying and realizing the

results of the two; but always think."

A great actor, comic or tragic, is not to be a mere

copy, a fac-simile, but an imitation of nature; now an
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imitation differs from a copy in this, that it of necessity

implies and demands a difference ; whereas a copy aims at

identity ; and what a marble peach on a mantel-piece, that

you take up deluded, and put down with a pettish disgust,

is compared with a fruit-piece of Vanhuysen's, even such is

a mere copy of nature, compared with a true histrionic

imitation. A good actor is Pygmalion's statue, a work of

exquisite art, animated and gifted with motion ; but still

art, still a species of poetry.

Not the least advantage which an actor gains by hav-

ing secured a high reputation is this ;—that those who

sincerely admire him, may dare to tell him the truth at

times, and thus, if he have sensible friends, secure his

progressive improvement ; in other words, keep him

thinking ; for without thinking, nothing consummate can

be effected. Accept this, dear sir, as it is meant, a small

testimony of the high gratification I have received from

you, and of the respectful and sincere kind wishes with

which I am, Your obedient servant,

S. T. Coleridge.

s2
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CHArXER XII.

Disposal of the Cottage in the King's Road.— Mr. Mathews's

return to Town.— Letter from Mr. Theodore Hook, from

the Mauritius.— Private Theatricals at the seat of Mr. Rolls.

— Letter from Mr. Elliston. — Mr, John Taylor's opinion

upon Falstaff.— Mr. Mathews's first appearance in Falstaff^

in London.

It was Mr. Mathews's wish that his son should

be educated at the school in which he was

brought up (Merchant Tailors'), and he was con-

sequently placed upon the foundation, by our

friend Mr. Silvester, the Recorder. Charles was,

as I have before said, intended for the church,

and this arrangement would have proved a great

advantage to him, in pursuance of that intention.

He boarded with the head master of the school,

the Rev. Thomas Cherry ; but though thus pro-

vided with a home, how could the parents of an

only child, so young too as he was, forego the

means of receiving him as often as a holiday

gave occasion ?— This, with some prudential rea-

sons, determined my husband to part with his

cottage, of which he was so fond, and it was, after

a severe struggle, forthwith advertised for sale.

Before we were prepared for removal, or could ex-
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pect to dispose of our favourite abode, a gentle-

man was introduced to Mr. Mathews by Mr. Ralph

Benson, then M. P. for Liverpool, who immedi-

ately fell knee-deep in love with our cottage, and

all therein contained,—literally so ; for from that

moment he and his lady, with her sister, who
like the " slight acquaintances " in Mr. Canning's

" Rovers," had, at the first glance, vowed an eter-

nal friendship for me, became, in fact, our most

attached friends.

After the terms for the purchase of the cottage

were agreed upon, (that is, the remainder of the

lease,) and a quantity of furniture and fixtures

appropriate to the place, Mr. Thompson (the

gentleman w^ho had purchased the cottage,)

pressed for immediate possession. Anxious to

accommodate him, we hastily took a house in

Cadogan-terrace, which we determined to fur-

nish at our leisure. In the mean time we made

our abode in a furnished lodging in that part

of Lisle-street, w^hich looked down Leicester-

place into the square; a situation determined

upon because it was the only one which we

could find at the moment without an opposite

neighbour, my husband having a morbid horror

of eyes " glaring," as he said, upon all his move-

ments. Here, in the month of June, we " lo-

cated" for a few months, and here our newly-

acquired friends visited us frequently; but, to

Mr. Mathews's great embarrassment, no mention
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in any of these visits was made of payment for the

" charming cottage," which, however, they in-

vited us to visit once, in order to " show our

eyes, and grieve oui hearts," with the alterations,

(they called them improvements,) made with

gilded finery and gaudy draperies, in a place

which had derived all its merit from rustic fit-

tings up of bamboo, chintz, and white muslin ;

while the walls, once overrun with roses on trellis-

paper, with looking-glass let into the piers to

reflect and multiply any pretty effects, had given

place to yellow flock-paper, and gold cornices

and frames. All this, as my husband observed

to me, was evidence of as bad taste as eating

the wrong ends of asparagus would be. He was

fretted to see the pretty simple toy transformed

by meretricious taste into a vulgar mass of pre-

tension ; and w^e never went again— unluckily,

as it happened. Mr. Thompson, however, still

" took his ease at our inn," but was too much
of a gentleman to mention money, and my poor

husband was too delicate to introduce the word,

believing from day to day that all would come

naturally round. His own honest nature had

not suggested the expediency of any formal

agreement with a person whose manners and

mode of introduction seemed to ensure an honour-

able result. At last I persuaded him to intimate

gently, that his arrangements required immediate

funds, and this produced an apology, and a pro-
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mise, in the shape of a note of hand, payable

at a short date. But from this moment the calls

of my " slight acquaintance," his wife, became

less frequent ; her sister, it is true, stepped in,

but her visits were also " short and far between ;"

w^iile " Alonsieur Tonson" did not *' come again."

My husband w^as thus circumstanced, when one

day an acquaintance walked into the room with

a catalogue in his hand of a sale from which he

had just come, saying he w^ould not have missed

possessing himself of something that had been

ours for the world ! What ? The truth came

out, — the cottage-lease, with all the fixtures and

effects, furniture, glass, china, &c., had been sold

off by the gentleman so artfully, that we had not

even heard of his intention, and when w^e sent

to the King's Road to make inquiries into the

particulars, the cottage was found closed, and all

the Tonsons gone off to France, with the proceeds

of the sale in their pockets.

Here was a loss (something indeed of the

character of Father Foigard's,) of seven hundred

pounds, which we intended to receive,* and bad as

it proved, there was, as in all misfortunes, some

consolation mixed up in it. This wholesale

* Father Foigard, the Irishman in the comedy of the

" Beaux Stratagem," complains that the runaway inn-keeper

has robbed him of two hundred pounds, namely, one hundred

that he (Foigard) owed him, and one hundred that he intended

to owe him.
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swindler had petitioned hard to have the paint-

ings left which hung up in one small room, (for

Mr. Mathews's giant hobby was then in its in-

fancy,) on the plea of gracing the walls until time

was ripe for papering and gilding. But as soon

would my husband have left behind him an eye

or a limb as these his treasures, and thus he pre-

served what to have been robbed of would have

grieved him more than twenty times the money

lost. Luckily, too, we had not attempted to fur-

nish the house in Cadogan-terrace ; but we had

an expensive rent growing there, and this was an

additional care. In this dilemma, we put off our

removal for a month or so, and Mr. Mathews con-

tinued his Haymarket engagement, in broiling

weather, in a London lodging, comforting himself

with the view of his paintings, hung all over the

walls of our sitting-rooms, which had been snatched

by his care from the common ruin of the cottage.

All he ever saw of the " loved spot " more, was

from a peep over the paling, in his rides and

drives, when his sight was regaled for some weeks

by closed shutters pasted over with the bills of

the recent sale !

*

* It is but just to Mr. Ralph Benson that I explain, that

when he introduced Mr. Thompson to our acquaintance, he

thought him still in possession of fortune and honour : he was

not then aware that he had squandered the one and discarded

the other; and Mr. Benson himself was also a severe sufferer

by Mr. Thompson's artifices.
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Mr. Theodore Hook, whose departure for the

Mauritius, it may be remembered, has been men-

tioned in a preceding letter from Mr. Colman,

had not, in leaving England, left behind him the

recollection of his friends there. The following

communication will be found most interesting

and characteristic. As it was welcome to him to

whom it was addressed, so will it be now to the

public, who are admirers of Mr. Hook's talents.

TO CHARLES MATHEWS, ESQ.

La Reduit, Mauritius, March 24th, 1814,

My dear Mathews,

Uninteresting as a letter must be from an individual in

a little African island, to you who are at the very head-

quarters and emporium of news and gaiety, I shall risk

annoying you and write, begging you to take along with

you that the stupidity of my epistle proceeds in a great

measure from the dearth of anything worthy the name of

intelligence; for if I had anything to say, say it I would.

I have received so much powerful assistance from your

public talents in my short dramatic career, and have en-

joyed so very many pleasant hours in your private society,

that I feel a great pride and gratification from this dis-

tance, where flattery cannot be suspected, nor interested

motives attach themselves to praise, to express how warmly

I feel and how duly I appreciate both your exertions and

your powers ; and, as the lovers say in the Poets,

" Though mountains rise and oceans roll between us,"

I shall not forget how much I am indebted to you. You
have read enough of this island, I dare say, not to imagine
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that we live in huts on the sea-coast, or that like our gal-

lant forefathers, we paint ourselves blue, and vote panta-

loons a prejudice. We are here surrounded by every

luxury which art can furnish, or dissipation suggest,

in a climate the most delightful, in a country the most

beautiful, society the most gay, and pursuits the most

fascinating.

This is, by heavens, a Paradise, and not without angels.

The women are all handsome, (not so handsome as English

women,) all accomplished, their manners extremely good,

wit brilliant, and good-nature wonderful ; this is picking

out the best ! The " ol ttoxx^^" ^s we say at Oxford, are,

if I may use the word, mindless— all blank— dance like

devils, and better than any people, for, like all fools, they

are fond of it, and naturally excd in proportion to their

mental debility ; for the greater the fool the better the

dancer.

We have operas in the winter, which sets in about

July ; but the Opera-house here is a subscription ; the

renters have quarrelled, the manager, Fleury, is in prison,

and the affairs of the theatre are before the courts of appeal.

In short, the whole island is like fairy -land ; every hour

seems happier than the last ; and, altogether, from the mild-

ness of the air, (the sweetness of which, as it passes over

spice plantations and orange groves, is hardly conceivable,)

the clearness of the atmosphere, the coolness of the even-

ings, and the loveliness of the place itself, all combine to

render it fascination. The very thought of ever quitting

it is like the apprehension of the death or long parting

with some near relation, and if it were not that this feel-

ing is counteracted by having some friends at home, whom

I shall be anxious to see, there is no inducement that

would draw me from such a perfect Thide.
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I have wept over poor Virginia's grave ; I saw her cot-

tage, and an old slave whose father remembers the loss of

the St. Guan. I do not know what this gentleman's papa

might have been, but I like Munden in Dominique infi-

nitely better.* Your neighbour, the Nova Scotia baronet,

Sir R B , and his daughter, made a similar ex-

hibition on the same spot. The Roxburgh Castle in

which they came out, came to this island about ten days

sooner than the captain or the crew expected, and therefore

bumped ashore.—All the cargo lost, but the baronet and

his daughter were saved.

I send you in this letter a piece of the bamboo which I

pulled from Paul and Virginia's grave.

I must request you will acknowledge this letter, and

tell me some news. I have giveti up all thoughts of finish-

ing my Covent Garden farce, and have returned Harry

Harris the money he had paid me en ava?ice ; so that you see

1 am turned lazy. However, I shall be just as happy to

hear of all things going on ; not but I suppose, by the

time I come back to England, I shall hear that Mr. Wat-

kins is the best Hamlet^ Mr. Higgens the most effective

Archer^ and Mrs. Grogan the sweetest Juliet that ever

acted ; so much will time change circumstances. Pray re-

member me to Colman.

Make my kind remembrances to Mrs. Mathews, and

tell her that I hope to shake hands with her when we are

both twaddlers—that is, when she is as much of a twad-

dler as old age can make her ; and that when I return

upon crutches from foreign parts, I trust she will direct

her son to pay me every attention due to my infirmities.

By the way, hang me if all your French farces, prints,

* Dominique^ a comic character in the afterpiece of " Paul

and Virginia."—A. M.

VOL. n. S 6
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costumes, and all, arn't here. What shall I do ? I will

send them— first to Fleury, and desire him to act them

here ; then I will point out the effective, and return

them to you. I do assure you I do not know how

they go here ; but RoUs's farces are here too, which I

will take great care of, and bring back with me whenever

I come.

I hope they are all well. Any private theatre this year ?

I suppose so, for it is as impossible for an alderman not

to love turtle, as it would be for Rolls not to do every-

thing he can to make his friends happy.

Psha ! my letter is all about myself. Egotism from be-

ginning to the end. Like Argus, there are at least an hun-

dred Vs in it. Well, damn my /'s, I will substitute the

other vowel, and assure you that, although at this distance,

I am sincerely and truly yours, and that you will find even

in Mauritius U and I are not far asunder. " If you happen

to know"' how Hill is, let me hear of him, and make my

regards—" pooh ! thousands of them. Not thousands ex-

actly," but enough to prove how happy I shall be to hear

he is well.

D , if he has not grown wiser as he has grown

older, is I suppose married. In his situation *' a joke''s

a joke.'* *' Blood ! but that's too much for friendship." I

can't spell the noise he makes with his mouth, or I would

add that.

Where is poor Ben Thompson ? I find by a letter which

has been opened in England, from him to me, that he

*' damns my iron heart" for having deserted him in his ut-

most need : wherein he is wrong. I deserted my country ;

*' My native land I bade adieu," but circumstances, eolum

hor animum mutant^ and I am as much and as warmly

interested in him and his fate as ever.
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Is Mrs. Scott Waring likely to add to the family at Pe-

terborough House ? if she does, I think master John and

his father will be two, and, logical rubs set aside, the

major and the minor won't agree. So that whether in

Europe or Africa, the charm and spell are the same. I

enclose you Mr. Fleury's letter to me as a theatrical bijou.

His way of spelling my name not bad.

Our races begin in July ; we have also an excellent

beef-steak club ; the best Freemason's lodge in the world.

We have subscription concerts, and balls, and the parties

in private houses here are seldom less than from two to

three hundred. At the last ball given by Mrs. Farquhar,

at the Government-house, upwards of seven hundred

and fifty ladies were present, which, considering that the

greater proportion of the female population are not ad-

missible, proves the number of inhabitants, and the extent

of the society.

I dare say some of my fat-headed friends in that little

island where the beef grows, and where you live, fancy that

I am making a fortune, considering that I am Treasurer !

Accountant-general ! Fresh butter, my dear fellow, is ten

shillings per pound; a coat costs thirty pounds English ; a

pair of gloves fifteen shillings ; a bottle of claret, the best,

tenpence; and pine-apples, a penny a piece. Thus, you see,

while the articles necessary to existence are exorbitant, lux-

uries are dirt cheap, and a pretty life we do lead. Break-

fast at eight, always up by gun-fire, five o'clock ; bathe

and ride before breakfast, after breakfast lounge about

;

at one have a regular meal, yclepd a tifFen—hot meats,

vegetables, and at this we sit generally through the heat

of the day, drinking our wine and munching our fruit

;

at five, or half-past, the carriages come to the door, and

we go either in them or in palanquins to dress, which
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operation performed, we drive out to the race-ground,

and through the Champ de Mars, the Hyde-Park here,

till half-past six ; come into town, and at seven dine,

where we remain till ten or eleven, and then join the

French parties, as there is regularly a ball somewhere or

other every night: these things, blended with business,

make out the day and evening.

I shall draw to a conclusion this very dull letter, by

assuring you, with my best regards to Mrs. Mathews,

and Charles, how truly I am,

Dear Mathews, yours,

T. E. Hook.

Mr. Hook's question of "Whether there is

any private theatre this year ? " is an allusion

to a series of periodical entertainments given by

Mr. Rolls, of hospitable memory, whose fine taste

and liberal application of it endeared him to a

large and distinguished circle of friends for many
years.

Among the numerous charms with which Mrs.

Rolls's "At Homes" abounded in 1809, 1810, and

1811, were the private plays alluded to by Mr.

Hook, who was at once author and actor on these

occasions. Though great patrons of the regular

drama, Mr. and Mrs. Rolls possessed too much
tact to suppose the representation of it by ama-

teurs could be welcome when first-rate professors

were within reach. No; the evening's amuse-

ment was a melange of every kind of lively conceit

that wit could devise and talent execute—pieces

written for the occasion, with local hits, &c. In
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these Mr. Rolls (who possessed great dramatic and

imitative talent) himself performed, with Messrs.

Hook, Mathews, Wathen, Douglas Kinnaird,

Henry Higginson, kc.

These entertainments were no less such, in the

merriest sense of the word, to the performers

than to the spectators. They were productive of

many ludicrous incidents. One of these I recol-

lect. Much speculation was excited as to the

manner in which Mr. Mathews would manage a

sudden change of appearance (for at that period

his great power in such matters was not known).

It was a whim of his to keep his plan a secret

until the very moment for its execution, the

transition being from youth to extreme old age.

Unknown to everybody, he arranged a temporary

shelf, put up at the wing, (the side entrance to

the stage,) where he was to disappear one moment
and the next re-enter with his change of features.

All the characters were upon the stage, expecting

with some curiosity and interest this surprising

metamorphosis ; and he rapidly returned, altered

most wonderfully indeed ; but to our additional

amazement, (and apparently to his own,) there

was seen crawling down his forehead, into his

eyes, and along his cheeks, a dingy-looking fluid !

After a mo^nent's pause, he retreated (as we af-

terwards found) to wipe it away. The effect

of this upon the audience and performers was to

cause them to break out into an involuntary
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shout of merriment without at all knowing why
they laughed, unless at the deplorable state in

which the actor appeared. This result of his

contrivance to take us all by surprise was ex-

plained as follows :—He had placed his change

of dress heedlessly near a lamp fastened to the

wall. The bald-headed wig, intended for his dis-

guise, being made of a stiffened canvas, was so

disposed upon the aforesaid shelf as commodi-

ously to receive the droppings from the lamp.

It appeared that Mr. Mathews, with a view to

greater despatch, had laid the wig with the hol-

lowj)art upwards, in order that it should be in

the right position for him instantly to turn over

upon his head. This he did accordingly, and

immediately afterwards rushed upon the stage

before he had time to feel the effects of at least

half a pint of the oil, which had accumulated

in the wig. This strange appearance, and his

own evident embarrassment at it, occasioned one

of the many broad laughs which were not set

down for us, and of which he preserved a merry

recollection for many a year after. It was on

this occasion, at the " Grange Theatre," that Mr.

Theodore Hook, then a slim youth of fine figure,

his head covered with black clustering curls, made
his " first appearance upon any stage," and in no

instance do I remember a more decided case of

what is called stage-fright. He had been as bold

and easy during the rehearsals as if he had been
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a practised stager. All the novices seem flut-

tered but himself ; but when he entered at night

as Sir Callaghan O'Brallaghan, the Irish officer, in

"Love a la Mode," he turned pale at the first

sight of the audience, and exhibited such pal-

pable terror, that I almost supported him on my
arm ; his frame shook, his voice failed him, and

not a word of his first scene, nor a note of the

song he attempted at the piano-forte, (which he

had sung so well in the morning,) were audible to

anybody except myself.

It was curious to see a person of Mr. Hook's

w^ondrous nerve and self-possession suddenly sub-

dued in such a way, at a mere make-believe in

a room, containing only friends— invulnerable as

he was to fear in all things else ! Few, how-

ever, who witness in a theatre of any kind the

timidity of a debutant, can form the remotest

idea of the dreadful feeling of stage-fright. I

know but one thing with which to compare it,

and that is the first sensations of sea-sickness, and

like that, with some people, it is never overcome.

Mr. Hook, however, recovered before the piece

concluded, and afterwards acted Vapour, in the

farce of " My Grandmother," imitating Mr. Farley

excellently ; and a character in an admirable bur-

lesque tragedy of his own WTiting, called " Ass-

Ass-ination," previously to which he hoaxed the

audience with a prologue, purposely unintelligi-

ble, but speciously delivered ; the first and last

VOL. IL T
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word of each line were only to be distinguished,

bearing in them all the cant and rhymes of such

addresses (some heard and others guessed at^ as

the speaker's ingenuity served, for of course all

was extempore). At the close of this, great ap-

plause followed ; and one elderly, important gen-

tleman, who was loudest in the manifestation of

his approbation, was heard to whisper to another

person sitting next him, "An excellent prologue,

but abominably inarticulate !

"

It is amusing to observe, in such cases, how
easily people are deceived, and how unwilling

they are to admit any deficiency in their own
perceptions. Not one person in the room was

heard by the initiated to express a doubt of the

prologue being other than what it pretended to

be ; and some years after this, when the same

hospitable entertainers got up the burlesque of

" Chrononhotonthologos" at their residence, Bri-

ton Ferry, on Mr. Mathews practising the same

feint upon the audience, the same results follow-

ed, namely,—great applause at particular passages,

which he enforced by a certain manner and tone,

and at the end universal approbation, as far as

hands could bestow it. It is true, that when Mrs.

Rolls, in quality of hostess, moved about and

inquired amongst her friends how they liked the

prologue, though some politely declared it excel-

lent, there were others who thought it might have

been more humorous. One gentleman had the
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courage to be candid, and actually expressed a

doubt of its originality ; nay, he could almost tell

the play to which it belonged : and a still bolder

critic observed, that the prologue might possibly

be a very good one, but for his own part he con-

fessed the effect upon him was much diminished

by Mr. iNIathews's indistinct manner of speaking

it — for, he affirmed, not one w^ord in ten was

heard. This remark fired the zeal of a young

gentleman, an ardent admirer of my husband,

who with some w^armth asserted that he, *' for his

part, heard every syllable of it from heg'mnhig

to endr

The following was the pleasant form of the bill

of fare :
—
Monday Evening, January 30th, 1809,

Will be presented various dramatic scenes, commencing with

a part of Macklin's farce of

LOVE A LA MODE.
Sir Archy M'Sarcasm . By Mr. Cooke.*

. . . „,„ 1, r Mr. Moloony, from the Theatre Royal,

-^ Cork, hisfirst ajypearance (Mr. The-
^nan . . i __ .

,

V. odore HookJ,

Beau Mordecai . . Mr. Simmonds C3Ir. Rolls).

Squire Groom . . Mr. Lewis (Mr. Mathews, in imitation).

Servant . . . Mr. Wolsey |^i!/r. Zmdv<7z/J.

Charlotte . . . Mrs. Fitzackerley (Mrs. Matheivs).

A Song by Signor Bartolozzi ; after which a Scene from

HAMLET.
Ghost . By Mr. Wroughton (Mr. Rolls, in imitation).

Hamlet . Mr. Kemble (Mr. Matheivs, in imitation).

* Mr. Mathews.

VOL. n. T 2
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{ By the gentleman who was so well received in Sir

Horatio ^ Callaghan, his second appearance fMr, Theodore

t HookJ.
Marcellus, Mr. Latter fMr. Pryor).

A Song by Mr. Incledon (Mr. Mathews^ in imitation) ; and

then a scene from

MY GRANDMOTHER.
Vapour . By Mr. Farley (Mr. Hook, in imitation),

Souffrance . Mr. Wolsey (Mr. Lindsay).

TJ* t P ' ^ ^y ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^' ^^^^^^ (Mr, Mathews, in imita-

\ tion), being his first appearance since his death.

And after that the entertainment will conclude with the last

piece, that is to say, viz.—a Tragedy from the German, in two

acts, never performed for thefirst time ; entirely new, with new

scenes, new dresses, new decorations, new music, new musi-

cians, new curtain, new lamps, and neiv everything, entitled

and called

ASS-ASS-INATION ; or, THE ORACLE.
The principal characters by Mr. Latter (Pryor), Mr. Wolsey

(Lindsay), Mr. Swehtam (Mathews, spelt backwards).

A Young Gentleman \ ^''J'''
appearance on any stage (Mr.

I Henry Higginson).

/'Who was received with unbounded ap-

J plause in Horatio, being his third ap-
Mr. Malooney x pearance, positively the last this even-

V ing (Theodore Hook).

A very Young Gentleman, or Infant Pro- ) Master Venter

digious 3 Loquor.

Princess Fallallaria, married to Blubbero,^

betrothed to Mumptefoni, in love with > Mrs. Fitzackerley.*

Armatevelli .... J
The prologue by Mr. Malooney, who, it is expected, will be

received with reiterated bursts of applause in this Tragedy, for

this occasion written by himself.

In Act the First, a Serenade by Signer Garduolobski. And,

Ladies and Gentlemen, that's all.

Vivant Rex et Pegina.

No admittance behind the Scenes.

* Mrs. Mathews.
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The great celebrity of this first attempt at

the Grange, induced a repetition on that day

twelve months: the following bill of entertain-

ment, drawn up in the same quaint style as the

first, will give a taste of its quality.

GRANGE HOUSE.
Tuesday Evening, 30th January, 1810,

Will be presented various dramatic scenes, commencing

with a new Farce in two acts, never acted, written expressly

for the occasion, called

THE WILL AND THE WIDOW.*
OR, PUNS IxV PLENTY.

Slug Mr. Doddington.f

Bailiff Mr. Pryor.

Widow Love
Mrs.Mathews.

more )

Lord Gayville Mr. Scotland.

Old Broomley Mr. Rolls.

YoungBroomley Mr. Hook.

Fig Mr. Powell.

Brazen Mr. Mathews.

The Prologue by Mr. Scotland.

After which (not the Prologue, but after the Farce,) a scene

from
THE WHEEL OF FORTUNE.

(Not Bish's, but Cumberland's.)

Penruddock . . ) Mr.3Iatheivs, in ^ Mr. Kemble,

Weazel . . .5 imitation. \ Mr. Blanchard.

And as soon as that's over, prepare ! beware ! but don't be

alarmed, for then comes

ALL IN THE DARK.
Or the 0. P.'s and the Actors in the Shades ; being a comical,

satirical, fantastical, farcical, pantomimical, imitative de-

scription of what might have happened ; in which Messrs.

Harris, jun., Kemble, Cooke, Fawcett, Munden, Pope, Bra-

ham, Incledon, Blanchard, Kelly, Dignum, Bannister, Lewis,

&c., will perform.

* Written for the occasion by Mr. Hook,

f Mr. Henry Higginson.
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The whole of the imitations by Mr. Mathews.*

THE HEIR AT LAW.
Doctor Pangloss . Mr. Fawcett (Mr. Rolls in imitation),

/-For that night only by Mr. Suett,t who

Lord Duberly j has never appeared anywhere but at

(^ the Grange since his death !

And after that, the entertainments will conclude with the

last piece, that is to say, viz. for the second time, a Tragedy

from the German, in two acts, performed last year for the first

time, with unbounded applause ; entirely new^, with new scenes,

new dresses, new decorations, new music, new musicians, new

curtain, new lamps, and new everything (used once), entitled

and called,

ASS-ASS-INATION.

Sinecapo, Emperor of Hebosco . . Mr. Pryor.

Blubbero, King of Lapland . . Mr. Rolls.

Mumtefoni, a courtier, and a good man )
^^^ Mathews.

notwithstanding . . . .3

Soleliquoso, a Prince addicted to thel ^j i-k jj- «. 4.

. , V „ . , . ,^ r Mr. Uoddmgton.:}:
trick of talkmg to himself . .J

Armatevelli, a profligate libertine, a ) ^ tt r.

courtier in love with the Princess 3

Fallallaria, married to Blubbero, be-^

trothed to Mumtefoni, in love with > Mrs. Mathews.

Armatevelli . . » .J

rp. ^ 1 T r i. r) J- • ( Master Verter Liquor,
Ihe Oracle, or Infant Prodigious I

,

( who never yet appeared.

And, ladies and gentlemen, that's all, except Vivmit Rex et

Regina.

On this our third season, ambition, hitherto a

stranger to our corps, entered in the person of

Mr. Douglas Kinnaird, an earnest candidate for

* This was a scene after the plan of the Ombres Chinoises,

acted behind a white holland curtain.

t Mr. Mathews. X ^^' Henry Higginson.
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dramatic fame. He had high requisites, it must

be confessed, but he somehow gave a new turn to

our hitherto agreeable foolings, and not the one

to be desired. His preparations for his first ap-

pearance (w^hich was in Quidnunc in the " Uphol-

sterer," " got up " purposely for him) were most

anxiously made, his dressing for the part, a la

Munden, most careful, and the marking of his

face exquisite ; his face, by the by, was perfec-

tion when made up for an old man. His fine

eyes sparkled with all the eagerness of one whose

" bread " depended upon the impression produced

by his probationary attempt. He was too much

in earnest to enter into, much less to enjoy our

mirth at the little contretems that took place

(which were our chief reward) ; and he abso-

lutely writhed under the infliction of a false cue,

or a wrong position in those who shared the scene

with him. Mr. Kinnaird, in fact, w^ould have

made a good actor in the line to which he aspired,

(Munden's old men,) and would have proved, as

a professor, quite as tenacious and craving as this

great comedian was known to have been of his

exclusive effects and the applauses of his audi-

ence. All this caused grave interruption to our

plan, while our " unreal mockeries " were adverse

to Mr, Kinnaird's more professional ideas. I forget

now what more particularly interfered with a

continuation of our annual entertainment ; but

this, the third, proved the last of the Grange
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performances, and put an end to Mr. Kinnaird's

serious progress, and our determined comicalities,

with the following pieces.

GRANGE HOUSE, 1811.

On Wednesday Evening, January 30th, will be performed a

piece in one act, called

THE UPHOLSTERER, or WHAT NEWS?
CHARACTERS.

Quidnunc . Mr. Douglas Kinnaird.

Razor . . Mr. Mathews.

Pamphlet . Mr. Doddington (Mr. Henry Higginson).

Feeble . . Mr. Wathen.

Betty . . Mrs. Mathews.

After which the Tragedy of

HAMLET.*
CHARACTERS.

Claudius, King of Denmark Mr. Rolls.

Hamlet . . . Mr. Mathews.

Polonius . . . Mr. Scotland.

Horatio . . , Mr. Kinnaird

Laertes . . . Mr. Hook.

Rosencrants . . Mr. Bristow.

Guildenstern . . Mr. Pryor.

Ghost . . .Mr. Wathen.

Gertrude, Queen of Denmark A young lady.f

Ophelia . . . Mrs. Mathews.

The whole to conclude with a new Farce, in two acts, written

expressly for this occasion, called

BLACK AND WHITE, or, DON'T BE SAVAGE.J
CHARACTERS.

The Prologue written, and to be spoken by Mr. Bristow.

Sir Peter Pudsey . . Mr. Wathen.

Captain Seymour . . Mr. Bristow.

* Hamlet Travestie. t Mr. H. Higginson.

X Afterwards successfully produced at the Haymarket, un-

der the title of " Pigeons and Crows."
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Mr. Hervey . . . Mr. Scotland.

Mons. Blondeau, with an i
lu v,

old Song to an old tune* } '

Patrick O'Rorogoroo . Mr. Rolls.

Tom .... Mr. Kinnaird.

Mr. Wad . . . Mr.Doddington (Mr.H. Higginson).

Louisa Hervey . . Mrs. Mathews.

JingeryJongeryDumDum, A Lady (Mr. Theodore Hook).

I subjoin, by way of concluding this subject,

the following account, which appeared at the

time of one of these entertainments.

Private Theatricals at the Grange House.

January 30th, 181

L

On Thursday last, at Mr. RoUs's elegant villa in Kent,

a magnificent entertainment was given to a party of par-

ticular friends, among whom were a proportion of the

Melbourne family, " Anacreon " Moore, &c. In the even-

ing, the company were agreeably surprised and amused

with theatrical entertainments. Hamlet was performed as

a burlesque, and, in the Prince of Denmark we witnessed

Mathews the comedian, whose personation was an irre-

sistibly laughable performance. In the part where the

pipe is returned to him, he played " Molly put the kettle

on." Mr. Theodore Hook enacted Laertes. Mrs. Mathews

Ophelia. A farce written for the occasion, called " Black

and White, or Don't be Savage," was productive of much

mirth, in which Mathews gave an admirable delineation of

a French petit mailre. A very neat temporary theatre was

erected ; the scenery had the merit of being admirably

picturesque ; and the dresses were really elegant.

* The ludicrous version of " a Cobler there was, and he lived

in a stall ;" afterwards introduced into his first " At Home," in

1818, with great effect.
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The good-natured tone of the succeeding letter

will show, that though the cordiality of Mr. El-

liston and Mr. Mathews was for a time interrupt-

ed, their real regard for each other had not been

impaired by that circumstance.

TO CHARLES MATHEWS, ESQ.

My dear Mathews, Stratford Place, 28th June, 18J4.

Quantum a rerum turpitudine abes, tantum te a ver-

borum libertate sejungas. Tull. Hem !

I hear you have an excellent imitation of me, and one

of these days I will trouble you to personify myself, and

impress me with myself. And now to business.

Have you considered when you can go to Birmingham ?

It strikes me, if you do not accomplish it next week, or

at least before Covent Garden closes, it will be impracti-

cable, unless you have positively made the saving clause

which you promised. Let me see you on this subject, for

I am now finally arranging my stars.

Yours truly,

R. W. Elliston.

At the close of Covent Garden season Mr. Ma-

thews returned to his favourite London engage-

ment at the " Little Haymarket," as it was then

endearingly called. He here made his first ap-

pearance in the arduous character of Falstaff,

Some previous conversations with Mr. John Tay-

lor as to the performance of the fat knight, gave

rise to the following letter.
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TO CHARLES MATHEWS, ESQ.

Dear Sir, July 13th, 1814.

I have seen many Fahtaffs^ but none that thoroughly

satisfied me. Henderson's was the most entertaining,

but his tones were in general more like an old woman
than an old man ; and he laughed too much, though,

indeed, that practice may successfully draw the laugh

of the audience. Ryder played it like a ferocious bully.

King was quaint, formal, and crabbed. John Palmer,

though an excellent actor, could not rise to a due con-

ception of Falstaff^s humour. He was heavy in it

throughout. Lee Lewis was in this part too contempt-

ible for criticism. Cooke performed it like an old lurch-

ing sharper. He was shrewd and sarcastic, but wanted

easy flowing humour. My idea of Fa 1staff is that he was

originally a gentleman, a man of education, as we see by

his allusion to logic, and the higher order of his allusions

generally ; but that he was debased by vice and luxury,

yet not to such a degree as to place him on a level with

his followers. This is, doubtless, the idea that is gene-

rally formed of Fahtaff. Most heartily wishing you the

success which I have no doubt your talents will obtain,

I remain sincerely yours,

J. Taylor.

In looking over four enormous volumes, in

which I have accumulated all I have been able

to collect in relation to my husband's public life,

I find many things which I am proud to record.

Indeed, such notices are the only means by

which his public merits can be adequately pre-

served. The theatrical profession, unfortunately,
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is one made up of perishable properties. Let

the actor toil for the best portion of his life to

earn a reputation, and attain the highest that

can be earned, — what avails it to his memory,

but that he lived, and was successful ? Every

other profession has a posthumous and enduring

reward, — the proof and praise of every other

artist lives after him in his works ; but the

" Poor Player " has no legacy to bequeath to the

future, but his name. The eye that flashed such

wondrous meanings is closed ; the flexible voice

is silent; and unless the written testimonies of his

contem,porary judges be collected, the prominent

merits of departed genius cannot be estimated by

those who come after.

On the 15th of July Mr. INIathews appeared in

Falstaffy a character which, like Ophelia, seldom

finds a successful representative, because, being

a favourite with all readers of Shakspeare, each

forms in his own mind a beau ideal of the cha-

racter, which it is not in the capacity of one

actor to realize. Probably in Falstaff the exceed-

ing weight of the dress, which is necessary to

describe the " gross fat man," is the general cause

of failure. The toil of working through a long

play with such a heavy drawback upon the person

and spirits, may well lessen the physical force re-

quired to keep up the perpetual merriment which

is the essence of the humorous knight. Certain

it is, that few actors find their powers unimpaired
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to the last scene, from the excessive exertion

alone necessary to embody the character. Mr.

Mathews's performance, however, was most fa-

vourably received. The following are criticisms

from the leading journals :

—

London, Saturday, July 16, 1814.

Mr. Mathews enveloped his tall person with so much
ease, as to present a perfect image of the fat knight to our

eyes; and, in his manner of delivering the jibes and jokes

of the character, he showed an admirable acuteness, for he

made all his arch replies tell, as the theatrical phrase is,

with full effect.

What alone was wanting to make it a perfect represen-

tation, was the round volume of voice commensurate with

the hollow of the frame whence it came. In straining to

give it characteristic force, it came hoarsely to the ear in

the latter part of the play. If this defect could be over-

come, he would be the best representative of the character

now extant on the London stage. He was warmly ap-

plauded throughout.

On Mathews's second appearance in the character of

Fahtaff, his success was widely different from that of his

first attempt, when he evidently laboured under indispo-

sition. Many years have elapsed since an adequate repre-

sentative has been found for this " inimitable, unimitated"

character. Since Henderson, indeed, not one has appeared,

with the exception of Cooke, who deserves to be weighed

in the scales of criticism ; and Cooke, though he transmit-

ted with full force the shrewd humour and sarcastic rail-

lery, was yet totally deficient in the rich mellow hilarity,

which forms the chief characteristic of the redoubtable old

knight. It would be an injurious commendation to say,
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that Mr. Mathews has outstripped his immediate prede-

cessors. His Falstaff is one of those singular personifica-

tions, to which we can turn from the page of Shakspeare

without encountering disappointment from our preconcep-

tion of the character. Nothing could exceed the felicity

with ^\hich Mr. Mathews contrived to blend the occasional

querulousness of age and infirmity, with the settled ha-

bits of riotous intemperance. In the scene when his

casual fit of repentance is dissipated by the suggestion

of the robbery, the rapturous facility of his transition

from praying to pence-taking, was irresistibly ludicrous

;

as were his plaintive ejaculations, on having been seduced

into debauchery by the bad example of the Prince. In

the scene of his detention after the robbery, by the Prince

and Poins, he displayed none of that saturnine sulkiness,

which we have sometimes seen actors exhibit in this pas-

sage. Covering his face with his shield, he appeared to be

convulsed with laughter, and fairly " gave in," with the un-

hesitating assurance of one who knew that his wit and his

good humour have obtained him a full prescription for his

folly and his weakness. Indeed, whether considered with

reference to particular points, or to the general impression

of the character, Mr. Mathews may be considered as the

resuscitator of Falstaff, and we sincerely congratulate the

public on the restoration to the stage of that amiable per-

sonage, whom we estimate so highly, that we should never

hesitate to report him in his own words—" Sweet Jack

Falstaff—kind Jack Falstaff ! banish lean Jack, and ba-

nish all the world !

"

Falstaff, with his dry humour, gross festivity, and

strong and beguiling mixture of simplicity and artifice,

the heavy propensities of a sot, and the unwearied bon-
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hommie of a nature whose elements are tempered with

peculiar kindness, is a character requiring powers of a

separate class. Mimicry is misplaced where the whole

man is, in his nature, a caricature. The laugh which

originates in the grimace or stage-trick, or invention of

the actor, has no relationship to the gaiety which Fai-

staff is entitled to excite ; and, if we were to be com-

pelled to select a representative of the fat knight, it is not

improbable that our choice would in the first instance

have turned to that one least acquainted with the applause

bestowed on mimicry. That Mr. Mathews, under the

burthen of this sinister accomplishment, should have found

himself equal to any tolerable support of Fa/stoff, was as

much as he had a right to hope for. That he should have

obtained the plaudits of last night, and deservedly ob-

tained them, is to be set down amongst the most successful

and unexpected results of theatrical ability, that we have

lately seen. His personification throughout that primaril}'^

exciting and important scene, the detail of the robbery,

was uncommonly minute. His sudden confusion on being

pressed by the Prince's retorts, his quick and subtle reco-

very, his utter and laughable consternation when the full

truth put him down ; and the broad stare of his effrontery,

when he burst out with " By the Lord, I knew ye, as well

as he that made ye," kept the audience in a roar.
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CHAPTER XIII.

Mr. Mathews's severe accident in company with Mr. Terry.

—

Mr. Colman's Letter.—Mr. Mathews's re-appearance at the

Haymarket in " Hocus Pocus."—His performance in " Love

and Gout."—Queen Charlotte's invitation of Mr. Mathews to

Frogmore.— Major R and Colonel Freemantle.—Letter

from Mr. G. Colman—Mr. Mathews at Brighton.—His let-

ters to Mr. G. Robins on the subject of his pecuniary affairs,

and on the effects of his accident.—Letter from Mr. Mathews

to Mr. Miller.—Letter to Mr. G. Robins.—His lameness in-

curable.

" Misfortunes come not single spies, but in battalions."

Mr. Mathews's recent pecuniary loss was des-

tined to be succeeded by a calamity of a more

severe and lasting character. On the 22nd of

July, just after he had made his second appear-

ance in Falstaff, and was prepared to "trammel

up the consequence " by fresh improvement upon

his successful efforts in that difficult part, an

event occurred which altered the whole course

of his professional feelings, and suspended his

public exertions for a time altogether. Mr. JNIa-

thews, whose only means now of escaping some-

times from London smoke, depended upon an

occasional drive out of London in his tilbury, had

one day arranged to take me with him for an
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hour or so ; when Mr. Terry, full of anxiety and

haste, came up to the door just as we were start-

ing, and earnestly requested, as a great favour,

that I would resign my place to him, as he had

the most pressing desire to be taken quickly a

few miles out of town on important and sudden

business, and had come for the purpose of so-

liciting the drive. Of course, I immediately

descended, and the two friends drove off. In a

few minutes after, a stranger knocked loudly at

the street door, and briefly announced that " Mr.

Mathews had just been thrown out of his til-

bury, and was dangerously hurt," adding no in-

telligence of the place where the event had

occurred. The servant to whom this inconsi-

derate information was delivered, in his first alarm

immediately ran up to me, repeating in an agi-

tated voice the alarming news. I remained in

a state of great agitation a full hour, when a

coach slowly approached the house, and my hus-

band was taken from it, as I believed dead ! This

dreadful apprehension was changed to a feeling

of almost equal sorrow from the afflicting groans

uttered by the sufferer, insensible as he seemed

in other respects, while two strangers bore him

up stairs to his room.

I can but imperfectly remember the particulars

of that day and night, for a dangerous illness at-

tacked me shortly after, which almost caused an

oblivion of the preceding horrors, except when I

VOL. II. u
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was aroused to some recollection of it by the fre-

quent groans of my dear husband, who lay in the

next chamber to myself in agonies too great to

be conceived, whenever the surgeons attempted

to ascertain the nature of his hurt. When any

change of position was requisite, these evidences

of suffering were heart-piercing. Only for a time,

however, while they were intense, did he allow

what he felt to appear to those about him. Im-

patient in trifles, he was the most calm and endur-

ing of human beings on all great occasions ; and

it always seemed to me as if he resented petty

annoyances, because they arose from petty sources,

but that he bent with humble resignation to

greater inflictions because he believed they came

direct from the Almighty. In the intervals of

his excessive pains he became even merry, and

sportive as a child. When he was tired of read-

ing, he would amuse himself with his violin,

flute, and flageolet in turn ; and when he heard a

visitor approaching, whom he guessed came with

a serious face of condolement to the house, ex-

pecting to find him in a most wretched state

of mind as well as body, he w^ould scrape up a

tune after the manner of a blind fiddler at a fair,

and welcome the person with all sorts of drollery.

A friend one day laughing at his musical vein at

such a time, brought him when he next called

two other instruments, which he had purchased at

the Hyde Park Fair, held in commemoration of
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the visit of the illustrious foreigners to Eng-

land, in order, as he said, to afford him variety

in his practice. These the invalid received with

much gravity and affected gratitude ; when the

donor left him, he applied himself to the study

of the Jews' harp and Penny trumpet, in both of

which it W'as his humour to attain a proficiency,

before the next visit of his friend. His success

with the latter instrument was confessed two

or three years after by the public, when in the

character of one of the Master DUherrys, he per-

formed " God Save the King," upon it, and con-

vulsed the audience with laughter. In this man-

ner, propped up in his bed, he cheated his pains

—

and I fear misled his medical men, who probably

considered his case less serious, from his cheerful-

ness under it ; for how could they be aware that a

man so sensitive and restless upon minor matters,

could be capable of such endurance of intense suf-

fering? They did not know that one was the

triumph of nerves—the other of heart.

But to the particulars of the accident. Mr.

Terry's business carrying them down Charing

Cross, they were proceeding thither very rapidly.

Mr. Mathew^s was driving a favourite blood-horse

of high courage (a term which describes an animal

more susceptible of fear than any other). Sud-

denly, perhaps from the sting of a fly, the crea-

ture Vas startled, and before the driver could

pull up his somewhat slackened reins, the horse

u 2
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dropped his tail over one of them so fixedly that

all control over him was lost, and he trotted on-

wards with desperate speed. Dreading a collision

with one of the many vehicles meeting them, Mr.

Mathews used the one rein on his left side, to

avoid the public way ; when the sudden check

of turning into Privy Gardens over the slippery

pathway, caused the horse to fall, and the shock

threw out to a great distance my husband and

his friend, who were both taken up quite insen-

sible. How they were recognized, I never knew,

or I have forgotten. Mr. Terry was at first sup-

posed to be the most seriously injured of the two,

but happily, in less than a fortnight he appeared

as well as ever, having only broken two of his

ribs. This result was, I remember, a great source

of comfort to my husband in his calamity, whose

first anxiety was for him to whom he had, though

innocently, caused such a misfortune.

This accident was not only painful to JMr.

Terry, and serious to my husband, but at the

same time most embarrassing to the proprietors of

the Haymarket Theatre, whose whole dependance

was upon these two performers for the season.

Mr. Mathews had, a few evenings before, made

what is technically called a hit, in the character

of Falstaff^ and had, as I have already said, re-

peated it the night previously to this sad cata-

strophe with increased effect. The surgeons

did not anticipate any lasting bad consequences
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from the hurt, and even promised a speedy restor-

ation. Under such a report, it could neither be

wondered at, that Mr. Colman was anxious, in his

distress, for Mr. Mathews's return, who on his

part felt a generous concern for the situation of

his employer. Sanguine of his speedy recovery,

he allowed a character to be written for him by

Mr. Colman, for his re-appearance, to which the

following letter from that gentleman refers. The

importance of the loss sustained by the theatre

in the absence of my husband's services is here

stated, a fact of which Mr. Colman was too gener-

ous to wish to withhold his full appreciation.

TO CHARLES MATHEWS, ESQ.

4, Melina-place, Westminster-road,

My dear Mathews, 7th August 1814.

I know you are as anxious about the forthcoming Har-

lequinade as I am, and therefore trust you will not think

me unfeelingly pressing upon you by endeavouring to as-

certain as soon as possible when it can be produced ; or

by submitting to your consideration means which may
hasten the accomplishment of our wishes.

The progress towards a perfect use of your leg is, un-

fortunately, so uncertain, that there is no calculating upon

it : it may be four-and-twenty hours, a week, a month, or

longer. Now you say, (and I am duly sensible of your

friendly zeal,) that rather than they should anticipate us

at the Lyceum, you would come forward upon crutches ;

but I conceive that a good stout stick, such as serves to

prop many a gouty old gentleman, might in two or three

days answer your purpose.
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If they were ready to bring out their Pantomime at the

other house, directly, you would directly come forward at

ours. Why not then (provided it threatens no seriousjnjury

to your general health,) rescue us from the losses which

we are nightly experiencing, from our rivals having got

the start of us as much as if they were acting " Harlequin

the Black or White," instead of their frequent " Frederick

the Great," or anything else. It would be most unneces-

sarily tedious to point out to you, that we have not even

common stock to our backs which is not worn to rags

;

that your attractions in old matter, as well as all intended

novelty, is of infinite consequence ; that this cursed ac-

cident has lost us time ; that this is the 7th of August,

and that the winter theatres are to open before the mid-

dle of September, &c.

But this let me tell you in confidence. I was driven

to open, malgre moi, much sooner than I wished, by Mr.

Morris. I predicted loss till the giants finished their

campaigns, which occurred. I then hoped we might pull

up our deficiencies, instead of which I have been thrown

out of all my projects, and " loss upon loss " is the con-

sequence.

Nothing now remains but the Pantomime to get us

tolerably even ; which time will render impossible, unless

it be produced almost instantly. I can expect no gain

this season. I hoped for recovery ; but unless you can

give your aid, I shall '« on horror's head horrors ac-

cumulate."

After this preamble, it only remains to say, can you,

my dear Mathews, enable me to advertise that the Pan-

tomime will be produced on any day (which you will

name) between this and next Sunday ?

Yours ever most truly,

G. COLMAN.
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The result of this appeal was my husband's

return to the public within a month after his un-

fortunate accident ; and, to this premature exer-

tion may probably be attributed, though not

suspected at the time, the lasting effects which

not only destroyed his future bodily ease, but

ultimately altered the whole tenor of his profes-

sional career ;—may I ^2ijfortunatelyfor thepublic f

since it gave an enlarged scope for the exercise of

his genius.

On the 12!th of August, the following account,

published at the time, announces his return to

the Haymarket, under circumstances as painful

as unprecedented.

A new afterpiece, under the title of " Hocus Pocus, or

Harlequin Washed White," was produced here. It is a

species of performance which defies criticism ; partaking

at once of farce, comedy, tragedy, and pantomime, and

possessing the novelty of three Harlequins, and apparently

designed for the purpose of introducing Mr. Mathews to

the public again, after his recovery from his late severe

accident.

The prologue was spoken by Mr. Terry, and contained

some good points, which were loudly applauded. After

it was concluded Mr. Terry addressed the audience as

follows :
—

" Ladies and Gentlemen. — Before the curtain rises I

am requested to say a few words to you in behalf of an

invalid. Mr. Mathews {applause) still continues to suffer

much, very much, from his late severe accident ; but he
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trusts that his anxiety in coming forward thus early to

perform his duty to you, and to fulfil his engagements

here, will atone for his deficiencies in bodily activity, re-

quisite to the character he is about to sustain. {Great

applause.) A former very celebrated proprietor of this

theatre once enjoyed the fullest favour as " a devil upon

two sticks," and it is hoped, nay, it cannot be doubted,

that you will now extend your utmost indulgence to a

" harlequin upon one.''''
*

It is needless to add, that Mr. Mathews was on his ap-

pearance greeted with the loudest applause. He is still

extremely lame, and required a crutch-stick for his

support. His right side seems to have particularly suf-

fered, and it was difficult to separate the idea of pain from

even his happiest efforts.

The following impromptu on this performance

appeared in a newspaper at the time.

It seems, if obliged on his crutches to play,

At Harlequin, Mathews will aim.

If so—very fairly the public may say,

'Tis the first time his efforts were la?}ie.

In one scene, where he disguised himself as " Jacky

Long Legs," it was impossible to conceive anything more

perfect than the modification of his voice in imitating a

child six years old.

It might be expected that the example Mr.

* The celebrated proprietor will of course be recollected

—

Mr. Foote, the Aristophanes of his day, had the misfortune to

lose his leg by an accident similar, I believe, to that of Mr.

Mathews.—A. M.
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Colman had set, of writing a character for a lame

man, would be followed by similar productions,

in order to bring so favourite an actor constantly

before the public ; and, therefore, before the end

of the month, a comedy of great merit, called

" Love and Gout," was produced with success

;

and, as a gouty man, Mr. Mathews again hobbled

about the stage in more pain than he allowed the

public to imagine. The following notice of the

piece describes the result of his efforts.

Haymarket, 28th August, 1814.

The piece, " Love and Gout, or Arrivals and Mar-

riages " was well received ; for which the author* was prin-

cipally indebted to that incomparable performer Mr. Ma-

thews, who bore the principal weight of the piece upon his

shoulders, and thereby earned a new laurel for his brow.

Of Mathews, we have lately heard it said, that he is not

so much a comedian as a mimic. From this judgment we

entirely dissent, and feel convinced that it only arises from

his being, unfortunately, too often compelled to make

use of his inferior talent. There is no performer now on

the stage who excels him in delineating the union between

tetchiness, whether arising from misfortune or disposition,

and those qualities of the mind that are called humorous.

This is one of the most legitimate sources of comic effect,

and its representation by Mathews is always of the most

legitimate kind.

A few days after his re-appearance in pub-

lic, my husband received a note from Lieut.-

* Mr. Jamieson.
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Colonel Stephenson, stating that he had the

Queen's command to inform Mr. Mathews that

her Majesty wished to see him at Frogmore

Lodge :— " Having experienced so much gratifi-

cation at being present at Carlton House when

Mr. Mathews exhibited some specimens of his

great talent, her Majesty is very anxious to see

him again, and wishes he could make it conve-

nient to come to Windsor on that day." In-

dependently of my husband's lameness, he was

bound to appear every night at the Haymarket
Theatre, and thus had a good excuse for not

obeying the royal command, which, however

gracefully couched, put his whole frame in a

state of perturbation. In consequence of this

disappointment, and of her Majesty's flattering

anxiety to see Mr. Mathews, a ridiculous col-

loquy took place with a gentleman of our ac-

quaintance, whose ideas of an actor's profession,

though divested of all personal prejudice against

it, were not very favourable to its general dig-

nity ; his notions of a public performer being

somewhat allied to that of the Leeds Croppers,

whom I have described as classing all kinds of

exhibiters under the one word "laker," player,

making no distinction between the heroes of

Richardson's show, and the educated represen-

tatives of Shakspeare. Colonel Freemantle had

received an intimation from the Queen that she

meant to honour him with a visit at his cottage
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near town, and at the same time made known
her wish to see JNIr. Mathews there some evening

during her stay. But her Majesty was doomed

to be disappointed in this instance, as in the

former, first from my husband's horror of private

exhibition, and also on account of his profes-

sional engagements, which, as before, demanded

his attention in preference to any other. Major

R , who had been our neighbour at Colney

Hatch, having heard Colonel Freemantle speak

of the Queen's wishes respecting Mr. Mathews,

and his own consequent embarrassment, (Mr.

Mathews being a perfect stranger to him,) out

of zeal for his friend, and utter want of per-

ception of the Colonel's delicacy in such a mat-

ter, professed an influence with my husband, and

undertook to arrange the matter satisfactorily.

One morning, therefore, he called on us, and in

his peculiar manner told his errand. " Why Ma-

thews, my dear fellow, I'm come to tell you

what you '11 be delighted to hear. The Queen,

Queen Charlotte, my dear fellow, wants to see

you ; and she has told Freemantle to invite you

to his cottage to entertain her ! only think of that,

my dear fellow ! You must go, you must go,

you know. I 've promised Freemantle that you

shall,—he 's such a good fellow, you know—you '11

be charmed with him."

Mr. Mathews coldly replied, " I 'm very sorry,

but I have a great dislike to such requests, and
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never perform to private parties. I have been

to Carlton House, but I cannot make up my
mind to put myself in a similar situation for

anybody but my future sovereign. I cannot go

to Colonel Freemantle's."

" My dear fellow ! consider the Queen — the

Queen of England ! You must go, you know ;

it's next to high treason to refuse !"

" That may be," answered Mr. Mathews ;
" but

it so happens that I am engaged at the theatre at

the time you mention every night : so I couldn't

go if I would. Besides, it is not the Queen,

but Colonel Freemantle, who invites me, and

even he does not ask me himself."

" No, because I told him you would come with

pleasure, you know; and that you were a good

fellow ! So you must go."

At last my husband convinced Major R ,

that his going into any gentleman's house with-

out his especial invitation, or otherwise than as

a private gentleman, was entirely out of the

question.

Poor Major II 's countenance dropped from

its usual animation into an expression of absolute

despair. " What is to be done ? I 've pledged

myself to Freemantle, my dear fellow ! It isn't

like any other promise, you know ;
— there is

nothing to be substituted— no talent like yours

to be found, my good fellow ! Nothing less than

Mathews, you know, would be endured ! It must
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be a gentleman, my dear fellow— an intellectual

treat, you know, altogether. Something above

the common run." There was, as he said, " no

resource," and all was a blank ! My husband

expressed himself, of course, much flattered at

such high estimation of his " rare talents," al-

though he remained quite firm in his determi-

nation not to comply with the present requisi-

tion of them. At length Major R , all at

once recovering from the reverie which followed

his observation that there was no man of com-

parable talent or gentlemanly bearing, who could

supply Mr. Mathews's place in the presence of

royalty, exclaimed in a tone of delight, his eyes

suddenly twinkling with triumphant recollection,

" Why, Mathews, my dear fellow !—do you think

we could get GyngeW
Perhaps I need not explain that " Gyngel"

was a well-known conjuror, whose booth was

conspicuous at every fair, from that of Bartholo-

mew to Parsons' Green. This was '' a sinking of

the sublime" indeed, and my husband laughed

heartily at the unconscious and well-meaning

Major's high appreciation of his merits.

When Covent Garden Theatre re-opened,

the proprietors naturally wished to secure the

talents of Mr. Mathews ; but his proper feeling

for Mr. Colman made him resolute not to forsake

him until the Haymarket closed. This caused a

little irritation between the parties whose separate
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interests required my husband's support. The
following letter shows that his honourable con-

duct was felt by Mr. Colman.

TO CHARLES MATHEWS, ESQ.

My dear Mathews, 12th September, 1814.

I pity the vulgar pomposity of my ci-devant , and
lament to see him so clumsy a time-server; for surely, the

ferocity of zeal which makes him so disgusting to his old

connexions is not required by his new ones. But stage-

dignities have turned his weak head ; and had Balaam
driven , he would not have taken the talking of an
ass for a miracle.

Never mind old Crazy,* though he calls himself
« Mayor of Coventry." To make '' assurance doubly
sure," I have seen the Mayor himself, since I wrote to

you on Saturday, and all is right. Go on till the close of
our season, meo periculo ; and spite of the empty fulmina-

tions of the great Deputy Jupiter Tonans. Your own
conduct towards me in this business has been just what
I have ever found it in all our dealings—most clear, up-
right, and honourable, and marked too, with that friendly

feeling with which I am,

My dear Mathews, most truly yours,

G. C0LMAN.+

At the close of the Haymarket season Mr. Ma-
thews went to Brighton, for the advantage of

* A superannuated character in " Peeping Tom."
t The person to whom Mr. Colman alludes was one deputed

to do his master's bidding, that is, to perform any disagreeable
duty from which his employer felt glad to escape.—A. M.
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the shampooing baths, which Mr. Carpue had so

strenuously recommended ; and there upon his

crutches he at least felt the benefit of air and

rest. Here, however, he was not without his

cares, as the following letters will prove : they at

the same time show, that in pecuniary matters

he was more sinned against than sinning. It is

indeed remarkable, that in every instance of this

kind of difficulty, he suffered from a too easy

belief in the honour of others, and a kindliness of

disposition w^hich w^ould not let him say nay to

those who required his service or assistance.

TO G. H. ROBINS, ESQ.

Dear George, Brighton, October, 1814.

I feel no small degree of compunction at taking up
your valuable time, knowing, as I do, how it is occupied,

not only by business, but by the calls of friendship.

At this moment, distressed in mind as I am, I know not

another person to whom I would unreservedly tell my
whole and real situation. I need not repeat to you what

the year 1814 has proved to me. Up to that time, you

knew my secrets. In June last I expected to be free—to

be emancipated after years of struggling. To produce this

most desirable feeling, I parted with my heart's blood —
my comfort— my cottage. A superlative, double- refined

swindler overturned all my hopes of happiness, and frus-

trated all my schemes, and has left me in the most miser-

able situation to which I have ever yet been reduced.

I need not ask you to fancy the situation of any man,

rich or poor, depending on 700/. on a certain day, much

less myself, selling property to pay debts. I reckoned, in
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addition to the 700/., 150/, certain at Birmingham : one

week before I should have received it, one single littlefly

robbed me of all hopes.* If I could trace the origin of

it, that regular fiend who presided over my fortunes on

the 1st of January, 1814, was perched over my head when

I took my somerset ; otherwise why was not Terry, who

had no Birmingham engagement, hurt as much as my-

self? Well, I came here in reasonable confidence of

recovering my health in a month. I now fear that it will

be a tedious time before I have the use of my limbs.

My situation now becomes melancholy, and for the first

time since my Fulham misfortune, including my most

calamitous tumble, my spirits are depressed ; and two

letters which I received yesterday, one of which I have

enclosed you, and the other not of the most pleasing

nature, quite overset me. I looked round for some one

to whom I might unbosom myself, when from unwilling-

ness to give useless pain, I found I could not even do it

to my wife. It is hard upon you,— but you are the only

person I could find that 1 knew would sympathize with

my feelings. You know, I dare say, the relief of telling

the cause of low spirits, if it is only to one person :

now hear !

I have never been placed in a similar situation regard-

ing the theatre, but fear and suppose I cannot expect

my salary at Covent Garden till I join the company. I

have never sent to the Treasury, because I could not en-

dure a negative. Jones told me they paid him during a

long illness; but I have not asked, for to say truth, I

donH know that it is just I should be paid : perhaps you

* Mr. Mathews always accounted for the accident with Mr.

Tei:ry, by assuming that the bite of a fly had caused his horse

to run away.—A. M.
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can tell me if there are any hopes. Well, if not,— I may
add that loss to 850/. ! I have had the rent of three

houses to pay this year ! In short, I tell you, that when I

came here I had but 50/. upon earth ! and the enclosed

threat, which, as it never happened to me before, I don'*t

know the extent of, has opened my eyes to the alarming

situation in which I am placed. Certain it is, that with-

out some help I cannot get on ; and if my lameness con-

tinues till Christmas, which I really think it will, (Green

has been two years suffering from a similar accident,) I

am ruined. 1 know but one plan to retrieve me, and that

is to have a furlough, and, as I cannot act, (for never will

I limp upon the stage again,) to give my entertainments,

which I did when at my worst at the Haymarket, by my-

self, and put some money in my purse, in the country.

Now, my good fellow, I know the hardship of pestering

you with such affairs, but I cannot help it. If any mis-

chance had robbed me of your friendship, I would almost

destroy myself rather than relate all this to any other human
being. Pray settle the income-tax business for me im-

mediately on receipt of this, as from the threat I suppose

neglect is fatal. Before I knew Thompson, I never had

such a threat, and therefore I am ignorant. If you will

explain also to Reid, whom I know, how long I have been

from London, it will take off some little of the disgrace.

My letters are sent to me twice a week, and I therefore did

not receive the letter till yesterday. Now, after my state-

ment, I know if you can point out any mode of assisting

me, you will. Is it difficult to raise a sum for my present

purposes, till the time of my Coven t Garden benefit ? for

if I have no extra aid, and Thompson never returns, I

have no other hope. You probably may know of such

things ; tell me how to set about them ; at all events I

know you will give me your advice. I have told you all.

VOL. n. X
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Pray write to me as soon as your more important avo-

cations will allow ; even that will be a consolation, for I

am now most sadly cut. You will, I am sure, do me the

justice to say that I bore my miseries with tolerable philo-

sophy, but now they rush upon me, and could not

have felt more anguish when he destroyed himself than I

did yesterday. I am proportionately better by the tedious

relation I have doomed you to endure. God bless you.

I am ever most gratefully yours,

C. Mathews.

TO G. H. ROBINS, ESQ.

Dear George, Brighton, Thursda}^, October 1814.

I shall be much obliged to you to mention the subject

of the salary to Harris, for 1 cannot. Harry should have

shown you my last letter to him, for I regularly reported

progress, and then I should not have appeared inconsis-

tent. I then told him, that the change of weather had

thrown me back again. But do not suspect me of staying

an unnecessary hour in Brighton.

I had got thus far in my letter when I received a

message from my wife, (who, to add to my other en-

livening circumstances, is confined with a fever and sore

throat to her bed,) to say, that she had received a letter

which it was absolutely necessary I should see, though

she was loath to show it to me. I cannot enter at length

into the story, for it would fill the sheet; but, by all

that is sacred, I have no more right to be annoyed by

it than you, and am no more answerable. In brief, I

accepted a note, drawn by William Simpson upon me,

which was due two or three days back. Before I left

London I left more than the sum in his hands. He was
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to take up the note ; and so little had I to do with it, as I

thought, that he would not give me a memorandum of the

day it was due. I relied on him, as I never knew him other-

wise than correct and punctual. Well, to-day Mrs. Mathews

received a letter from Mrs. S to say, this note was

paid to D , in Queen-street. By some extraordi-

nary fatality, it was not honoured. Mr. Simpson is in

Leicestershire, and Mr. D wrote a letter yester-

day, an extract of which she has sent, to say, he had

given orders to have us both arrested ! which I know

would please him more than the money. Now this never

has happened to me yet, and I think my nerves are not in

a state to bear it. I am in a tremble, and shall be till I

receive your answer. It would be rather hard if it shotdd

happen, after all, for another's neglect. If I had time to

explain all, you would pity me. I can bear it, because

'^ the jfiencr'' who began the year with me is consistent;

and it is only an additional torment which I am doomed

to endure in 1814. Would it were over !

I condole with you most sincerely on the melancholy

condition of your brother. I can enter into all your

feelings. It has been my fate from infancy to witness

similar scenes; nine brothers and sisters, and my first

wife, died of consumption.

C. Mathews.

TO G. H. ROBINS, ESQ.

My dear George, Brighton, Oct. 16, 1814.

I thank Mr. Harris, as well as yourself, for the 50/.

I think, as there is no precedent, it is very liberal, and I

shall always be of that opinion, and acknowledge it. I

am sorry he recollects with such a feeling the Haymarket

X 2
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business. If I had deserted Colman during his last four

nights I think I should have been a scoundrel ; and you

would have thought so too. I shall quote from Colman's

own language, to Master Harry :
—" You who are yourself

a king, sir, can scarcely blame poor fellows for their loy-

alty." My conscience will always acquit me in that

transaction. I am sorry he is so very anxious for my

return. Does it not stand to reason that my own anxiety

will direct me to everything to effect a cure ? Did not

Carpue say that the sea air was most material to me. He

also said that electricity would have no effect. He ap-

proves highly of shampooing; so does Andrews. If

shampooing set me on my feet in a week, would it not be

childish to give it up because I am not well in a month ?

People are more impatient about me than I am about

myself. They do not know the tediousness of effecting a

cure, when muscles are injured. Carpue told me that

it was very improbable I should be well before spring.

Andrews^s assistant, in his absence, told me, that he

thought it would take six months from the time it hap-

pened. Mrs. Siddons did not bruise her hip-bone. No
electricity can touch my injury. I want great action of

the muscles : electricity cannot give that action ; it can

only promote circulation. Shampooing does give that

action. I have now the perfect play of every muscle,

from the practice. Ten days ago Andrews said, " Try

to lift one knee over the other without the assistance of

your hands." I endeavoured to do so, but in vain. " That,"

he said," is the greatest effort the large muscle in the thigh

can effect." On Tuesday last I did effect it ; and no one

can doubt that it was Mahommed who effected that

;

even Andrews unwillingly allowed he did it. Everything

is done now but the recovery of the bruised bone ; that is
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internal, that is deep-seated, and no human aid can assist

its recovery ; that must be effected by time, and by time

alone. A knife-grinder's machine might as well be applied

as electricity. So much for defence of my staying here a

little longer. My own opinion is, that I have done won-

ders in the time that I have been here, and that I shall

get well much sooner than Andrews or Carpue have

predicted.

C. Mathews.

TO MR. MILLER.

Dear Miller, Brighton, October 21, 1814.

I really feel very much flattered by your kind inquiries,

and proceed without delay to answer your letter, and to

give you all the satisfaction in my power. The accounts

you have heard of me have no doubt appeared contradic-

tory ; but it is very easy to be accounted for. The effect

the shampooing had in the first instance was perfectly

marvellous. You recollect the only mode in which I

could move with my crutches. Mr. Carpue told me that

it would depend very much on my own care and caution

whether I recovered before the spring, and I believe An-

drews, who is now here, had very little expectation of my
perfect restoration till that time. In one week after my
arrival here, Mahommed took my crutches from me just

after I came out of the vapour bath, and beckoned me to

follow him. I told him I could not stir from the spot

without my crutches. He insisted upon it that I could

walk across the room without them. I tried, and actually

followed him without any assistance into another room.

He the next day prepared two sticks for me, and kept my
crutches. I then walked about with the sticks. Mrs.

Gibbs was here at the time, and on her return to town re-
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counted this wonder ; and of course, everybody imagined

that in another fortnight I must be well. I never thought

so. Mr. H. Harris wrote to me, and I saw he was too

sanguine as to my speedy return. I thought deception

was useless ; and I rather checked his ardour, by telling

him that it must yet be a work of time, for I am resolved

I will not go on the stage again till I can dance. When
I wrote to Robins I was in great despair. I was as lame

as on the first night of the Pantomime : but it was to be

accounted for ; north-easterly winds had been prevalent for

some days, and I had been riding on horseback by the

advice of Mahommed, and also of Andrews; this produced

a stiffness which has now left me. I now can walk with

very little pain with only one stick, and in the house

without any ; and I really think 1 shall be quite well by

the 12th of November. I have done wonders in the time.

Now mark me, I would not wish Fawcett or Harris to

know that I have said thus much to you, for though it is

against my interest most wofully to be here, yet I will not

have any more pity from an audience. I will be really well

when I am well : and I wish to avoid hints and innuendoes

that I am wanted—" and though I don''t press your return,

I cannot help saying we want you," and so forth. Are you

satisfied ? As to Sir John,* I need not say I should like it

;

but if I put in a claim, would not Fawcett say, " Is the

chair vacant, ha .^" I am delighted to hear of Miss O'Neill's

success. I flatter myself that I was one of the first, when

I saw her play at Newry, to recommend her to Dublin,

and also one of the first to recommend her to Harris. I

* Sir John Falstaff. His appearing in this character on his

return to Covent Garden was suggested to him, but, with his

usual fairness, he pauses with regard to it, Mr. Fawcett being

in possession of the part.—A. M.
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will tell you another thing, Master Miller, she is a most

charming actress in comedy ; her '' Irish Widow," if she

should act it, will set the town half mad. You will tliink

it strange, but her representation of Cowslip, which she

played to my Lingo, struck me first, and I was charmed

with her.

Yours, believe me most truly,

C. Mathews.

TO G. H. ROBINS, ESQ.

Dear George, Brighton, October 24, 1814.

I should have answered your very kind letter sooner,

but waited in hopes of hearing from S^ n, and also that I

might relate the termination of the affair that so shook me.

On Friday evening I was called out of the dining-room

to speak to a Mr. Mansell. I went out, and was arrested.

Unfortunately, however, for Mr. D n, being prepared

for it, I did not feel shocked at all : that is the advantage

of fretting away one's misfortunes before-hand ; we don't

feel them when they come. Unfortunately, moreover, for

him, (for I am sure revenge was his only object,)* the

bailiff was the kindest and best-humoured of all bailiffs.

I told him I felt confident that the note was settled that

very day in London, and that if he would wait till next

morning, I thought he would have a letter. He said he

knew me, and my word was sufficient ; and on my giving

him 20/., all I had in the world, went away satisfied— all

settled in three minutes— nobody knew one word of it,

which that rascal shall know soon. What do you think of

the attorney who would execute such an order without

giving some notice of it? The only gentleman of the three

* This person had on some occasion formerly taken offence

at something unintentional on my husband's part.—A. M.
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was the bailiff. The rest of my life I devote to the

complete study of annoyances for D : hoaxes—boxes

of bricks from Scotland, Ireland, and even from the Mau-
ritius. I have a rare colleague there. Marrow-bones,

cleavers, chimney-sweepers, order for goods, every possible

contrivance that can render his days miserable and his

nights sleepless ;* because the vagabond knew that I was

not indebted either to him or S n. The bailiff showed

me his letter. D n certainly made the attorney believe

that I was the greatest rogue in the world :
" it was my

general character and infamous behaviour onformer occa-

sions, which made it necessary that he should not lose one

moment on the receipt of the writ ; but seize me directly."

The man would not, however, (for I was described in the

letter, marks and all,) do it publicly, but waited till even-

ing, and then whispered me in the passage. He said, that

if he had not known me, he should have supposed I had

committed a few forgeries at least ;
" but, sir," continued

he, " I knew it was some spite by the manner of the letter."

I wrote to the attorney explaining the whole affair, and

insisting upon knowing what D had said to him.

I will not annoy you by saying or expressing my sense

of your conduct to me. I could be almost inclined to say

with Zekiel Homespun, " I do hope that you may tumble

into misfortune, that I may help you out." I wish to re-

move from your mind an idea that seems to have taken

possession of it, that I have any inducement to stay here,

but the recovery of my strength ; be assured I shall be

most anxious to get well,— but I yet doubt it ; and if it

does not take place by next month, I must get leave to

* It may be believed that no part of this threat was put into

execution, for, as usual, his anger evaporated with the occa-

sion.—A. M.
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vagabondize, or be ruined. God bless you, my best of

friends, Ever most gratefully yours,

C. Mathews.

It must be evident that Mr. Mathews knew
his own case best, even better than his surgeons,

as the result, — namely, twenty-five years sad ex-

perience of incurable lameness proved ; not that

he then believed he should be so afflicted for the

remainder of his life ; but his scepticism as to a

speedy recovery was justified by his own feelings,

although his fortitude, and frequent high spirits,

misled his surgeons. These will sufficiently ex-

cuse and account for their miscalculations of the

extent of the injury he had sustained.
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CHAPTER XIV.

Letter of Mr. Poole to Mr. Mathews : reception of Miss O'Neil

in London.— Mr. Mathews's reply : Miss O'Neil in Cowslip,

— Letter of Mr. Henry Harris. — Mr. Mathews's Letters

to Mrs. Mathews from Birmingham and Stratford-upon-

Avon : his visit to Warwick Castle,—Shakspeare's House,

—

An entertaining Landlord.— Letter of Mr. Mathews to Mr.

J. Robins : his lameness and hopes of recovery.—Facetious

Letters of Mr. Mathews to Mr. Poole : Warwick Castle,—
Odd Epitaph.— A Character.— Mr. Mathews's Letters to

Mrs. Mathews from Stratford-upon-Avon: Dry Snuff.

—

Messrs. Dowton and Bannister at Stratford.—Romeo Coates.

Shakspeare's relics.

Amongst the several agreeable friends who
came to Brighton during our stay there, Mr. Poole*

was one who contributed to enliven the poor in-

valid ; and even after his departure cheered him

with his pleasant letters. The following is one

of them.

TO CHARLES MATHEWS, ESQ.

Dear Mathews, 27th October, 1814.

Because I have not made a formal inquiry, I suppose

you think I am utterly regardless about how you are going

* Author of the popular farce of '^ Paul Pry," &c.
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on ; I have been expecting a letter from you for several

days past, but I perceive you are one of those odd people

who do not answer a question till it has been put to them ;

so here

—

Are you mending ?

Do you improve ?

Are you getting better ?

How do you get on ?

Are you better upon the whole ?

Do you still shampoo ?

Is Mohammed still your shampoo-er ?

Do you benefit much by shampooing?

Can you use your hip freely ?

Ditto thigh ?

Ditto toe ?

Do you turn your toe out as much as you did ?

Do you turn it more in ?

Do you use it so much in the ballet-style ?

Or do you use it as other people use their toes ?

Shall you stay long at Brighton ?

Shall you soon be in town ?

When may we expect to see you ?

In one word

—

Let me know all about you.

Why do you not write, you idle dog ? Is half an hour

as difficult to be found as ever ? You are an idle man,

and I am almost a busy one, yet, you see I can steal a

few minutes to write to a friend. Follow my example,

and be industrious. I have seen Miss O'Neill twice, and

as times go that is worth something. You have, no doubt,

heard so much about her, that anything I can say will

'' come tardy off;" yet Til tell you what I think of her.

She is an actress of strong and well-directed sense, and
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powerful feeling ; her voice is good, particularly in its

under tones, and without effort or affectation, or anything

like the common stage style of speaking ; it is modulated

entirely by the thought or feeling she has to express.

The same may be said of her countenance, and, nearly as

much of her action. This, though always graceful and

correct to a certain degree, is sometimes excessive, as, for

instance, in her soliloquy with the phial, as Juliet. And
this appeared to be more faulty than perhaps it might

have done in any other actress, because it was so strongly

contrasted with the usual chasteness and delicacy of her

performance. If you were to ask me what passage she

delivered best, or what point she made most effective, I

should be at a loss to tell you. She is not a mere maker

of detached points, a strong marker of individual pas-

sages; she does not point a word into something that

sounds like an epigram, and which, by dazzling you for

a moment, leaves you in doubt whether it be right or

wrong; but her excellence consists in exhibiting a regular,

unbroken, and consistent character, from which she never

departs for the purpose of drawing down a huzza. This

is not a style of acting which draws down any noisy de-

monstration of applause ; but her audience is subdued into

quiet attention, the truest testimony of approbation that

can be to a tragedian. She makes you feel without any

apparent endeavour to do so ; and, when the curtain falls,

you are satisfied of her merits, and of the correctness of

your own opinion, because it is evident you have not been

deluded by trick or quackery. WheYi I speak of her con-

sistent display of character, I speak more particularly of

her Belvidera ; her Juliet is not quite so true. For ten-

derness she is unequalled. Such a mixture of delicacy and

affection, I have never seen. She has put her foot upon
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the necks of all our tragedy ladies. One of the great

Keanites said to me, " Certainly Miss O'Neill is very

clever, but it is accounted for by her having acted a good

deal with Kean at Dublin." Now the fact is, that no two

things can be more dissimilar than their style of acting

;

and I said to him, '' I'll believe that, when you can per-

suade me that the Indian jugglers are conjurers by inspir-

ation, or, that to perform so simple an operation as that

of putting your hand to your head, it is requisite to go

twice a day to their exhibition." She cannot be com-

pared with Mrs. Siddons at present; but she is much

nearer to her in excellence than any of the others are

to Miss O'Neill. We may now hope to see a play

well acted occasionally. Kemble is acting to bad houses.

His Cato was on Tuesday to an empty house ; many

of the dress-boxes literally empty. We have nothing

new here to tell you. "Policy" was very dull. " John

of Paris " in great forwardness at Covent Garden ; and

Arnold has a sly piece upon the same subject, in pre-

paration at Drury-lane. For the last few days I have

passed a very See Dan Terry life, — he is quite well, and

preparing himself for Governor Tempest. Remember me
to Mrs. M. and Miss Johnstone. Is Kelly still with you ?—
how is he .^ Tell Johnson I have not forgotten him ; of

all our stranger acquaintance, he is the only one worth

a remembrance. Does the colonel unbend ?

Yours ever truly, John Poole.

Perhaps I shall send the Champion on Sunday, if it con-

tain anything worth reading. Are all the Royal Family

well ? You are, no doubt, as gay as we are dull. If so,

you must be the gayest of the gay. Yet the playhouses

are sometimes both crammed full on the same night !—To-

night, two Hamlets ! Kemble and Kean.
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In reply to the playful part of this excellent

letter, the following absurd rhapsody will show

how my husband's constitutional vivacity showed

itself, when only but for a moment released from

the overpowering pressure of circumstances.

TO JOHN POOLE, ESQ.

Dear Poole, Brighton, Nov. 1, 1814.

There is not any circumstance in human existence so

gratifying as the emancipation of intellect. It is a most

pleasurable sensation to witness the effervescent emanations

of a playful genius. When the dawn of reason presents

sentiments of future expansion, how futile are the dog-

matical attempts of temporary intruders. Believe me,

young sir, it has created feelings of indubitable ecstasy in

my simultaneous mind to witness your ardent and exu-

berant curiosity. Your inquiring mind shall be gratified.

Slowly.

Weekly.

Decidedly.

As well as I can wish.

Certainly better upon the whole.

Three times a week.

Yes, his wife might be dangerous.

It has relieved the muscles.

No doubt of it.

As well as the hip.

Better than either.

Nothing like so much.

Much more.

By no means.

I cannot answer that question.

It would not be prudent to give a reply.
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Within three days after the House of Commons are

unanimous.

Why, how can I answer that question ?

Are you answered ?

Well, here we are, just as you left us,— immediately

opposite the Pavilion, in a double-distilled house, with a

gold button and loop, and tied at the knees with tripe.

You have delighted me much by your account of Miss

O'Neill ; it is a sensible, dispassionate critique, and I feel

perfect confidence in its correctness and justice. She is a

sort of eleve of mine ; I saw her in the north of Ireland in

Cowslip, and even in that was much struck with her. I

recommended her to Jones in Dublin, and ultimately to

Harry Harris. I think very highly of her comedy. The

idea of her copying from Kean is delicious : that is a

genuine bit of Keanism.

I have improved so much in my riding, that I have

gone out twice with the hounds. Yesterday they turned

out a bag-fox, and we had a good run of three miles ;

afterwards we had several runs with hares. Charles was

out, and rode manfully ; to be sure he had one tumble,

but you know that may happen to any man ; besides it

was a grey pony. After he had relieved himself of his

heavy weight, he galloped off for Brighton. Oh how I

longed for you to manage him. I am sure you would

have enjoyed yourself in galloping over the Sussex hills.*

To make use of a strong expression,—I think I am getting

better. I hear that you have very wet weather in town

;

it is still delightful here. I have not been disappointed of

* Mr. Poole's utter ignorance of horsemanship at this time,

manifested at any attempt to ride, occasioned him much good-

humoured badinage, which he received with equal good humour

and drollery.
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my ride one day. I have heard a whisper too that you have

had some fogs ; this is the 1st of November, but you will

know that before this reaches you. How unfortunate

—

well, at the end of the month after next, we shall have only

three months till May ; and then we may confidently look

forward to the summer ;—well, that is a comfort. Your

pun I admire. There are such a cursed collection of

names in this house at present, that I cannot make a suit-

able return ; there is only one old woman to encourage

me, and when she goes to bed I sing " Begone dull Keir."

Now don't be running all over the town saying I have not

written to you. I was determined to fill my sheet at the

expense of common or uncommon sense : so as I have be-

stowed my tediousness on your worship, be quiet, fool.

Now, my friend, write again and your letter shall be well

received, — and paid for if I have any change. Mrs.

Mac Kenley has got the tooth-ache, Mr. Joseph Madox

is now playing whist in the middle of a nap : he snores so

loud I must conclude. I have answered your questions,

filled the sheet, and have now only one duty to perform,

which is to say,

I am, dear Poole,

un-in-one-breath-utterably yours,

Charles Mathews.

The following is a kind letter from his manager,

Mr. Henry Harris.

TO CHARLES MATHEWS, ESQ.

Dear Mathews, Nov. 5th, 1814.

While you are deriving advantage frotn the shampoo-

ing, sea air, and riding, I should by no means advise you

to quit that certainty for any uncertain remedy. In what

I said I only meant, that when from the bad weather set-
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ting in, you come to a stand-still and cannot report pro-

gress, then you had better come to town, and try electri-

city^, which, whatever is said to the contrary, I know from

experience in many cases, is of great assistance, when

properly and regularly applied by a skilful operator, very

seldom to be met with, but which my friend Lowndes most

certainly is.

Robins quite misunderstood me in stating that your

acting at the Haymarket weakened your claim for a

salary : as there is no precedent for any such claim, with-

out having joined the company, how can it be weakened ?

I might have lamented that you ever did perform there

after your accident, as it has so much retarded your cure,

and deprived us of your assistance; but under all the cir-

cumstances, I do not see how you could, without the sa-

crifice of their interest, have done otherwise, more par-

ticularly previously to Mrs. Gibbs's benefit. After that,

by taking advantage of my command, you might have got

away for a week sooner ; but I agree with you, that it is

quite useless to refer to what cannot now be prevented,

and so let the subject drop.

I wish it was in our power to do more for you, for I

assure you I feel much for your losses ; but I hope that

the succeeding year will be as lucky as the last was unfor-

tunate, and that you will be able to bring up your lee-

way.

Robins mentioned something about your performing

your Budget for a few nights previously to your playing in

London : if you can put a few hundreds in your pocket

in that way, you know I should not object to it.

Miss O'Neill established herself last night in Isabella,

as the first tragic actress of the day : her attraction is

likely to continue, having real merit for its support.

VOL. U. Y
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The Macbeth* of to-night I should think would be

different.

I find you do not like the little piece that was sent you :

it had an effect in Paris, and I thought, with your sug-

gestions, it might have done.

Ever yours sincerely,

H. Harris.

In consequence of Mr. Harris's permission, my
husband resumed his public labours, performing

his entertainment of the " Mail-coach,"— first at

Brighton to crowded houses, and afterwards at

the various towns^ whence he writes to me on my
return home.

TO MRS. MATHEWS.

Birmingham, Dec. 15, 1814.

You have really been more anxious and uneasy re-

specting my accident and the ultimate consequence than

myself. I cannot reward your kindness at present but by

immediate attention to your desires and anxiety. Instantly

on the receipt of your letter I consulted a surgeon : the

experiment has been made, — I have been perched up

against the wall before two persons, at distinct times and

places ; and the unqualified opinion is, that there is not the

minutest atom of difference between the two feet when close

together,— both legs are of a length. I have just arrived

at the hospital with the surgeon, who has brought me here

for the benefit of the best electrical machine in the town.

I have had the satisfaction, for the first time since my acci-

dent, of seeing two skeletons, one with, and the other with-

out muscles. I have therefore a good idea of the nature of

* At Drury Lane.
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my accident, which has been described to me practically

and theoretically. I am almost afraid * * * * is a

blockhead; the surgeons here laughed at the socket of the

muscle, I may have one—but it is peculiar— a gift, like

ventriloquism, for I cannot find it in the remains of the

two respectable gentlemen I have seen, and one was a very

skilful mail-robber and murderer— six feet four. I

have just been electrified, which I shall be every day

while I am here. Now write me what Carpue says,—will

he promise me to be quite well again ? I don't care one

penny if it is two years to come, for I never wish to act

again ; and that will please the Inquisitorial Editor. Til

be only a " mimic." The surgeon here thinks I shall walk

again. As soon as Carpue promises this, let me know.

In great haste, but delighted to save the post, and you,

dearest, a moment's uneasiness,

I am ever (lame or active) yours,

C. Mathews.

TO MRS. MATHEWS.

Stratford, Dec. 19th, 1814.

I think I said in my last, I should not quit Birming-

ham before Monday ; but, thank Heaven, I have made

my escape

!

I have accepted an offer from the manager of Warwick

and Stratford-upon-Avon, to fill up my time till Christ-

mas, when I join Crisp at Shrewsbury, that I may enjoy

an opportunity which never before presented itself, of

wandering about the place where the divine Willy,—
*' Sweet swan of Avon," was born. I open there to-

morrow, and play a second night on Thursday. I have

to-day been over Warwick Castle, one of the most mag-

Y 2
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nificent specimens of Gothic architecture now left in the

kingdom. There are some glorious pictures by Rubens,

Rembrandt, lots of Vandykes, very interesting indeed.

Original portraits of the Charleses, Henry VIII, Mary

Queen of Scots, and one that would have made you scream,

—a portrait of poor old George's mother, and of him when

an infant, and so like him ! They showed me the ribs of

the dun cow that Guy slew, certainly large enough for an

elephant ; his sword, above four feet long ; his walking-

stick, seven feet ; and his porridge-pot of bronze, weighing

eight hundred lbs., and capable of containing one hundred

gallons, which the porter gravely told me Guy could eat

half full for his breakfast.

C. Mathews.

TO MRS. MATHEWS.

Stratford-upon-Avon, December 20th, 1814.

If Mr. H. Harris had been sincere in his proposal, I

certainly did not mean to give up my present plan till I

was well, and certainly feel so little confidence in that,

during the winter months, that I thought myself justified

in making engagements till towards the latter end of Jan-

uary ; but the moment I saw " gouty man,''' in yours of

yesterday, I saw my fate. Where are the promises of

" not thinking there was such a man as me.?" Sec. If they

once begin to write lame parts for me, I know the conse-

quence. The people will be disgusted and soon tired of

me. I have a horror of presenting myself before them

again in a hobbling state. I have trembled for fear some

such thing should occur, because, having done it for Col-

man, how can I refuse Harris ? this must be said. I hope
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Harry may not approve the piece with all my soul ;-|- and

wish that * ^ * * * had had a fresh visit from St. Vitus in

his right hand, when he took the notion in his head of

writing for me. I want to " put money in my purse.**

After Christmas I shall have a better chance. I have now

to contend with the worst week in the year,—and the last

week, the next worse to that. The weather has been

dreadfully against me : it has poured (and is pouring dis-

mally at this moment,) every day since I left you at Bath.

I am now writing within three doors of the house where

" the pride of nature and paragon of poets " was born.

Between the showers I have been gazing at the house,

—

it is now a wretched butcher's shop ; but being assured that

the front has remained in its original state, I have felt very

delightful sensations in the sight. I have not ventured in

yet ; but, as soon as I have, I shall send you an account

of it. The master of the White Lion here is a most en-

tertaining character: he has travelled much, and to good

purpose. He speaks French admirably ; he is an old fop,

like Blissit in the face, and Polonius of Brighton in his

figure and walk. He is (much to my delight, for I feared

to meet with it here,) an enthusiast about Shakspeare.

He has a painting of him in the house, which has belonged

to the Lion for upwards of a century: he swears it is ori-

ginal,—would I could believe him ! But he has got a mul-

berry-tree in his garden, which I never heard of before

:

this I really believe, from all I have heard, was planted from

a sprig of the " real original." He has had Kemble, Ban-

nister, Dowton, Siddons, Jordan, Catalani, &c., at his

house, and has something to tell me of them all. He has

seen all the French actors, and really is quite one of us in

all his conversations and manners. It is a great solace to

t A piece with a lame man, intended for Mr. Mathews.
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me, for the manager here is the thorough-bred, real, de-

termined, technical thing. The orse and the ouse ! Oh,

when shall I hear the letter H again in its proper place?

—

in this county it is not known.

C. Mathews.

TO G. H. ROBINS, ESQ.

Dear George, Stratford-upon-Avon, Dec. 22nd, 1814.

I think you should make some little allowance for me,

and not condemn me unheard. You imagine, 1 have no

doubt, that I have a great deal of idle time, and that I

write a great many letters to London friends. The fact is,

I have not such time ; if I had, depend upon it that I

would much oftener write to you, and, next to my wife,

with greater pleasure than to any other human being. But,

you will recollect, I travel a great deal ; I play three or

four times every week ; and have rehearsals with bands. I

must walk a great deal, or I should certainly be lame all

my life, for I am evidently worse after sitting an hour or

two ; besides this, I am sure you will not blame me for

writing nearly every day to my good wife : if ever woman

deserved such attention, she does. Well, say you, now

you have done. Have I, Mr. George.? Now, sir, since

my arrival at Stratford I have received letters from

Messrs. Faulkner, Macready,* Robertson, Crisp, Ryley,

and Johnston, managers. I have business with most of

them. I am obliged to correspond about terms, time,

send my bills, answer those who apply to me, &c. If you

cannot imagine for me, with this sketch, what I have to

do, I am sure description will be useless. Briefly, it can-

not be my disposition to neglect you.

* The father of the tragedian.
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AVith respect to Mr. Harris, I cannot construe anything

*' unfavourably'' that he does. I have every reason to be

highly satisfied with every part of his conduct to nie, and

shall always be willing to acknowledge it. But no lan-

guage can express the horror I have of another lame part.

If it come to the worst, I would rather play an active

part, and affect to be well, than court pity by presenting

myself with an author's studied apology for my misfor-

tune. I am sure, though it is hard upon the managers,

that it is to their interest to have me quite well, or not at

all. However, I shall act by your advice, and will make

no further engagements than 1 have already entered into,

which will take up the time you mention ; I will then

return and show myself to you all, and the crippled car-

cass shall be at your disposal. For my own part, though

my spirits, thank God, have been uniformly good, I can-

not help doubting a complete recovery. Not one of my
surgeons will ever cheer me for a time by assuring me it

will be the case. Andrews evidently doubts it, and by my

wife's silence, I fear Carpue is not sanguine. As to advice,

I have sought it in every shape, and in every place. Rely

on it, it is a case that no surgeon can operate for, or for

which they can ever recommend any system. " Time alone

can assist me." This is universal—no variation. If mortal

man could have relieved me, I am sure Mohammed would

have restored me ; but so far could he go and no further.

I have not altered the most minute part of an atom since

about the 1st of November, but I promise to deliver up

my body to you and Harry Harris in a month, and I will

not have a voice in the disposal of it. I can't say more.

I did mean to enter into an explanation of my receipts,

good, bad, and indifferent; the causes of the latter; des-

perate weather, wet nights, damp theatres, &c. ; but briefly
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this for your private ear. I have already received, or ra-

ther cleared, 350/. Truth.

I have had a most delicious treat here in seeing the

house where the " Sweet Swan of Avon" was born. His

tomb, monument, and picture in the Town Hall ; also Gar-

rick's. This has amply compensated me for a disappoint-

ment ; for between you and me, the manager took me

in. I thought Stratford a larger place, and that there was

a theatre. So there is, but it is a barn ! and holds 28/. !

But I have got a bit of the real mulberry-tree.— Coates

played here on the first of December to a full ham !

Yours ever, most truly,

C. Mathews.

The two following letters are agreeable speci-

mens of Mr. Mathews's facetious style, and though

containing some matter referred to previously, I

will give them entire.

TO J. POOLE, ESQ.

(Globe Insurance Office, Cornhill, London.)

Dear Poole, Stratford-upon-Avon, Dec. 23rd, 1814.

I am too proud to remain in any man's debt, if it is in

my power to discharge his lawful demands. You press

for a settlement of accounts, and twit me somewhat un-

generously with the length of credit you have given me.

I am quite sensible of your indulgence, but must hint

to you, that an obligation is considerably lessened when

he who has conferred it reminds one of the favour.

I am more than alive to the value of the articles with

which you supply me, but must remind you that no

exact stipulation was entered into as to the time of re-
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payment. When I received your peremptory letter I

was very poor, and could not immediately satisfy your

precipitate demands; but your intemperance did not alarm

me. I was confident that in your calmer moments you

would be convinced of the injustice of your claims. Had I

believed that you would act up to your threats, I should

have attempted immediately to pacify you ; and the conse-

quence would have been, that you would have been paid

" by long and miserable instalments." I was determined

to wait till circumstances should enable me to pay off the

whole of my debt to you. All I shall attempt to say

in extenuation is, that numerous other creditors, though

they had not heavier, had more immediate claims on me.

In my new undertaking I have been compelled to open

accounts with dealers in various parts of the kingdom,

and to have neglected them would have disabled me
from doing that justice to you, which, though tardy in its

operations, will, I trust, be ultimately satisfactory. As to

Mr. Vansittart, I owe him no justice. I care not one

penny for his sufferings ;
" he has done much harm unto

me ;" and it is on your account, not his, that I now assist

him. Well, then, I owe you two letters ? Granted,

— you shall have them both; you have waited long

enough for them ; and, as I say in return, " I wish to

continue business with you." I will balance accounts,

and you shall have them both at once. No foolscap for

me; two honest sheets of thick wove-post. If I had writ-

ten in immediate reply to yours directed to Salisbury, I

could merely have told you, that I left Brighton, after

performing my entertainment three times; that I per-

formed that night at Worthing ; that I left that place

on Tuesday on horseback, which exercise was recommend-

ed to me, and I found to agree with me ; that I arrived
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that night at Portsmouth, a distance of thirty-eight miles,

horse and man both well ; that I slept at the Crown Inn,

called at my old friend Mottley's, the bookseller; bor-

rowed of him Lord Nelson's letters to Lady Hamilton,

which I read before I went to bed, lamenting sincerely

that any circumstance could have arisen to lessen the

respect I wished to entertain for the character of the

hero of the Nile. I pitied him, despised Lady Hamilton,

and went to bed. On Wednesday, Thursday, Friday,

and Monday the 28th, performed at Gosport, to crowded,

but by no means elegant, audiences. On Wednesday

I left Portsmouth, still on the outside of my horse

;

I arrived that night at Southampton ; I there met my
ever-to-be-lamented friend Mr. Wynne, the fiddler with

the one optic ; I arrived the next night at Salisbury,

where I received your pleasant letter. This, and a few

items in tavern bills, similar to— Two-pennyworth of

whipcord, sixpence ; waxlights, two pounds for two hours;

three potatoes. Is. Oh, but I forgot, that you have been

at Richmond* Well, then, this is all I could have told

you up to that time. Now, how could I have satisfied

your unreasonable demands and paid my debts. Two let-

ters at once ? I should then have answered all queries,

—

" What are you about ? How do you get on .?" in one

sheet— I must have said, about as lame as I was on the

1st of November; and in the other, on horseback. Now,

see the advantage of a man giving an honest debtor some

little indulgence. " Be patient, and I will pay you all."

See from whence I write ! from the birth-place of the

" Sweet Swan of Avon !" Now I am furnished for to

write,—such a day had I yesterday ! But not a word of it

* Where, amongst other exorbitant charges, appeared one

shilling for a single biscuit !—A. M.
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till the next sheet, which, if you open first, you must

begin this again, and you may, with Sir Vere Hunt, say,

" though this was behind before, yet it is first at last."

Well, sir, then I will tell you " what I have been about,''

and '' how I have got on"' since I was at Salisbury, where

I performed all alone, except that there were crowds to

the amount of fifty-three pounds, in the same house with

me. They applauded, and I bowed and walked off with

the money on Saturday, the 3rd, at seven in the morning.

I arrived (hipped as I was,) at Bath that evening, having

accomplished forty miles that day. There I had the

pleasure, and a great pleasure it was, of meeting a pretty

little woman, with whom I fell in love almost twelve years

ago, and, strange to say, whom I love as much now as I

did then. Pardon my weakness. She met me by ap-

pointment ; and actually came a hundred and twelve miles

to see me. Don't mention this to your mother ; she may

say it is wrong for a married man to profess love and make

appointments with any woman. She may want to know

also, who the lady was. I will tell you^ sub rosd ; it was

(turnover)— my wife! Ha! ha! We proceeded next

day to Clifton, near Bristol ; spent three or four pleasant

days at the house of a friend. On Wednesday evening I

performed at Bristol, and next night at Bath : good

houses. The latter the reverse of Gosport, elegant, but

not crowded. Mem. Bath very thin. On Saturday my
wife and I— after what I have told you, will you believe

it ?—my wife and I parted ! and I have never seen her

since ; and what was worse, (no, I don't mean that — but

I was very sorry,) my horse and I parted ! I had then

ninety miles to go to Birmingham in two days, and " the

rain it did pour C and lucky it was that I determined on

another mode of travelling, for it has poured ever since I
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arrived. As letters travel on a Sunday morning, at seven

at Birmingham went to bed ; slept till two ; performed

three nights ; and stayed one week with the button-makers.

On my arrival, by the little daylight I had, perceived—

" Damn Elliston !" " Down with the tyrant !" " No El-

liston !" &c. on every wall I passed, like " B. C. Y." in

London. Can't explain all this— too full of Shakspeare

and Warwick Castle. I am afraid Elliston is more likely

to suffer from the latter than the former. Foolish fellow I

I am sorry for him. Thus endeth the first lesson. I

think the first instalment will prove the integrity of the

debtor ; and if it does not satisfy the creditor, why, curse

his hard heart ! he must be as unreasonable as a relation

of mine, whose tombstone I visited yesterday at Bidford

—

" Here lies the body of John Wilkes^ who departed

this life August 1800, aged 100 years. Life is

shorty eternity is long."

Yours, my Pooley,

Very truly,

C. Mathews.

TO J. POOLE, ESQ.

Dear Poole, Stratford-upon-Avon, Dec. 23, 1814.

On Saturday evening last I arrived at Warwick. You
have heard of Guy ? Well, on Sunday morning I in-

quired the best mode of getting into the castle, and was

informed that visiters were not admitted on a Sunday;

the order was peremptory, and it would be useless to ap-

ply. I asked if the family were there ? No. I still de-

termined to make the trial, as I had no other opportunity

of seeing it. I therefore presented myself at the great

gates, as if ignorant of the prohibition. " 'Tis as much as
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my place is worth," said the porter, '' to admit anybody of

a Sunday." " Why," replied I, " Lord Brooke told me at

all times that I could be admitted. He, I am certain,

never mentioned that there was such an order." In short,

I bullied my way in, wrote down a feigned name, and,

on its being handed to the old Scotch housekeeper, she

came, like Mrs. Salmon, to show me the Court of King

Solomon. I was most highly gratified. The pictures alone

are a feast : some very fine specimens of Titian, Rubens,

Guido, Correggio, Teniers, and five of the finest Vandykes

I ever beheld. In the same room there are several origi-

nal portraits by him of Charles I, Henry VIII, Queen

Mary, &c. The grand bed is also exhibited in which

Queen Anne slept when at the castle. The finest armoury I

ever have yet seen is also shown here ; but the great sur-

prise—the grand effect, is withheld till the last moment,

as you return from the house to the great gates. The

porter invites you to view his sacred repository of antique

gems. He then exhibits all Guy's armour, his sword, five

feet long, his walking-stick, above six feet,—the breast-

plate for the horse ; and, as he was himself eight feet four,

of course it was necessary to find a horse of proportionate

dimensions, and therefore the breast-plate might conveni-

ently fit a large pet elephant. He then showed us Guy's

porridge-pot of bronze, which will contain one hundred

and twenty gallons of porridge or punch, and weighs eight

hundred weight. This, he gravely told us, the Earl could

half empty for his breakfast. The rib of the dun cow is

then exhibited, that the Earl slew. This is so enormous,

that, after thinking of rhinoceroses and elephants, and all

other large animals, I am quite convinced that it must be

the bone of a whale. So much for Warwick. On Sunday

evening I arrived at the natal town of the " sweetest bard
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that ever sung,'*'' and met immediately with a very scarce

article, indeed—an intelligent landlord, who had travelled

much, and to good purpose. He has seen all the famous

French actors, from Le Kain to Talma, and all the Eng-

lish : is very theatrical—an enthusiast about Shakspeare,

and a good linguist ; would rather have an actor in his

house than a duke : and told me numerous anecdotes of

those of our artists who had visited his house. Next

morning a fresh adventure arose. I met with a cousin,

whom I had never seen, who told me of a great many

other cousins whom I had never seen ; and on the follow-

ing morning I took a chaise and went to Bidford, seven

miles from hence, where I dined and spent the evening

with fourteen first and second cousins ! I visited the

church-yard, being always an epitaph-hunter ; and there I

found the names of many uncles, cousins, &c. ; one old

jockey I mentioned to you in my last, who did not think

he had lived long enough, and I suppose wished to begin

another century. In this country they invariably say we

for us—us for we— she for her— "her teaM wi** me, and

I told she so." A fine specimen of this I found on one

of the tomb- stones

—

" Whilst in this world us did remain,

Our latter end was grief and pain

;

At length the Lord, him thought it best,

To take we to a place of rest."

In Bidford church-yard a man was buried at the age of

eighty-nine. One of my cousins is a stone-mason, and

distils—grave-stones. It was engraved on the stone by

mistake, 84; when it was discovered, previously to its being

directed, one of the relations said, " Him was 89, mun.

You must add five years to it." This conversation took

place before my cousin's operator, who actually next morn-
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ing added a 5 to the original numbers ; so it reads—" Here

lies John Osborne, who died at the age of 845." I saw

the stone, all the letters of which are gilt, excepting the

figure 5, of which there is enough remaining to certify the

fact to those who had heard the story.

Another accomplishment here is the " exasperating the

H'' (by the bye, you were found out at Brighton). I was

referred here to an old alderman, a capital scholar, an adorer

of Shakspeare, &c., who told an uncommonly good story.

He furnished a fine specimen of the beautiful consistency

of their mispronunciation. I can only give you a sketch

of a character that I shall relate to you at length, some

day, I hope not far distant, with the manner and voice,

both excellent. " So, sir, you like Shakspeare ?" " Yease

(yes) ah ! hi remember the jubilee

—

i/ease. The first time

I saw little Davy Garrick was in the 'igh-street, and that.

He was full of the jubilee, and ichat not. He hoccupied

a room in my ouse : hi was a bye (boy) then. You a erd

of Davy ? He had a many dresses from London, and

things of that sort. Yease^ the fire-works was by a hartist

from London, and that. My father was a halderman, and

that—yease^ and provided a many things for the dinner at

the ''All, and luhat not. He kept the Lion, and that ; and

little Davy, and George, and Peter Garrick, to he sure, and

Mrs. Doxey, their sister, dined in the " Tempest." What
a hi that oman 'ad ! Davy's was reckoned a fine high ; but,

being an oman, perhaps hi looked more at 'ers. And Sam

Foote, he took some wine in '' Measure for measure,"

* On our visit to the Brighton Theatre in the autumn there

was a lamentable deficiency amongst some of the minor per-

formers of this letter ; and Mr. Poole sent some packets of

anonymous h'sy of various sizes, to the destitute, according to

the use each might be supposed to have for them.—A. M.
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and things o' that sort. You a erd of Foote ? Yease—\\e

was a litery man and famous for your rappartees and bonn

motts, and ivhat not. He followed Davy all round the

room at the masquerade, and what not ; and it rained hall

the time''o the jubilee, and what not ; and Sam said it was

God's revenge against vanity, and that — yease. How ee

did but plague Davy, to be sure, and what not. Sam said

it was a hinvitation to go post with osses to a borough with-

out representatives,— governed by a mayor and halder-

men, who are no magistrates,—to celebrate a great poet,

whose hown works a-made 'im himmortal— by a hode

without poetry, music without armony, dinners without

victuals, and lodgings without beds. Yease^ but that warnt

true, for my father kept the Lion, and what not, and hi

took up the first dish, and that, to Davy myself, hin " Has

you like it ;" for ee shifted rooms, and ee ad veal biled

in rice ; you a' heard o' that dish ?— and Vernon, ee was

there ; yease, and ee sung, and ivhat not—yease."

Such a character ! — plague on him, he has not left me

room to give you an account of my visit to Billy's house,

nor to the church. By the by, on the monument I saw

the name of Dan Terry, which reminded me of writing

to him; therefore, he shall pay for the continuation of

these two sheets; and to make your expense lighter,

you shall read his letter : say I ordered it, and if he

likes, he may read yours. Now have I bestowed all

my tediousness, discharged my debts, gratified my pride,

and prevented the possibility of your running all over

the town, saying I would not write to you. Who is the

editor of The Inquisitor ? * They abuse me, I understand,

every month ; call me execrable mummer, &c., though I

* An insignificant sixpenny publication, with an anonymous

editor.—A. M.
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am at this distance, and therefore, I should suppose, inof-

fensive to their eye. There is something more than nature

in this. Has GilliJand anything- to do with it? Write

soon, and be grateful. Direct till the 30th — Theatre,

Shrewsbury. Write soon.

Charles Mathews.

TO MRS. MATHEWS.

Stratford-upon-Avon, Dec. 1814.

I did not intend to write to you to-day, as I have so

many letters to write, but just as the post is going out I

recollect that I am out of snufF, which is a great solace to

me when the blue devils come on me ; and even good

wine is not more difficult to get in " these-um'' parts than

good snuff. Pray send me by return half a pound of the

same sort of snuff that Jones takes; not moistened, but

dry ; that is, for me to moisten ; and if a piece of parch-

ment is to be got in town, tell them to send it to me for

that purpose, then they will know it is not to be moisten-

ed, but dry. Mind they don't moisten it. I have got a

scoop, also, if you can find it; I think, in the upper part

of my press in the bedroom. My travelling-cap, send

that with the snuff; but mind it is dry snuff; it must not

be moistened. Let them both be put up in a parcel and

taken to the Swan-with-two-Necks in Lad Lane, and given

to the guard of the Birmingham Mail, on Friday morn-

ing. Direct it to Wilday's Royal Hotel, Birmingham,

where I shall be on Saturday in my way to Shrewsbury.

And mind it is dry snuff, not moistened, because there

is no knowing what wet and nastiness they may put to

it, and I like to wet it myself, because then I know ; so

I request it may not be moistened ; but mind, quite

VOL. II. Z
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dry.* I was not angry with Susan, nor you either ; but

I thought it very funny that you should ask me to dinner

in London, when you knew I had settled a long tour,

that is all.

As to Harris, it was only my horror of another lame

part that soured me. However, it is all fixed now, and

that I like. Robins has got me leave for another month ;

and at the end of that time I shall certainly come up,

lame or not ; and then let them do what they like with me.

I have written to Robins to say so, to-day ; so now I know

what I am about. I am afraid, by your silence about

Carpue, that he does not promise much. 1 11 write again

to-morrow. " A damned good-natured friend"" came

grinning to me with the Theatrical Inquisitor, where I am

called a contemptible mimic. This was the manager.

God bless you and dear Charley.

C. Mathews.

TO MRS. MATHEWS.

Stratford, Dec. 24th, 1814.

I finished performing here last night. Ha ! taken in

completely ! But I would not have missed my visit here

altogether if it had been twice as bad. So I am content.

I thought, of course, there was a theatre here, when I

was invited to come over. When I came, behold it was

a barn ! a miserable barn ! However, Bannister, Dowton,

Incledon, Mrs. Bartley, and others, had acted here,

and all for the honour of Shakspeare. So again I was

content; and last 1st of December that ever was— that

darling of Nature, Fancy's child, Coates, acted here;

* These reiterated instructions will remind the reader of the

order for the " Grey Cardinal."—A.M.
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and was advertised, by his own desire, in the character

of Romeo, written, as he states in his announcement,

" by that immortal bard, Shakspeare, the pride and glory

«' of Stratford — and not only Stratford, but the British

" empire. Mr. Coates will leave London for the express

" purpose of gratifying the inhabitants of Stratford, and

" in honour of the birth-place of the great poet." After

he had acted, he was determined to have a procession all

by himself, a minor pageant in imitation of the jubilee;

and walked, dressed as Romeo, from the barn to the

butcher's shop, where Shakspeare was born. Here he

wrote his name on the walls, and in the book kept for

that purpose, called himself " the illustrator of the poet
;"

complained of the house ; said that it was not good

enough for the divine bard to have been born in, and

proposed to pull it down at his own expense, and build it

up again, so as to appear more worthy of such a being !

He went to the church ; wrote his name on the monu-

ment ; and being inspired,—on the tablet, close to the pen

in the right hand of the bard, wrote

—

His name in ambient air still floats,

And is adored by Robert Coates.

Dowton too, kicked up a great dust in the house where

Shakspeare was born. The old woman who shows it re-

membered him well. He must have been delirious. He
desired to be left alone :

—"There, go; I cannot have wit-

nesses ; I shall cry ; and so—eh ? What ! the divine Billy

was born here, eh ? The pride of all nature has been in

this room ! I must kneel ! Leave me ! I don't like

people to see me cry." While alone, I suppose Shakspeare's

spirit appeared and inspired him, for he produced the fol-

lowing couplet, which appears on the wall, where there

z 2
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are ten thousand names written, and five hundred, I think,

that I know amongst them.

With sacred awe I gaze these walls around,

And tread with reverence o'er this hallowed ground.

Bannister, too, went there, after dinner, for the third

time in one day ; threw himself upon the bed in which

the dear lying old woman swears Shakspeare was born,

nay, shows the chair he was nursed in. But Jack threw

himself in his drunken raptures on the bed, and nearly

smothered two children, who were asleep till his raptures

awoke them. My own raptures I must reserve for an-

other letter, for about five managers demand a letter each

to-day. I have been writing from the moment I got up,

which was not very early, for I was roused at half past

eight (the middle of the night) by a message from Lord

Middleton, whom I do not know, who called on horse-

back on his way to meet the hounds, to ask me to

dinner to-day. He lives at Stratford. I was obliged to

send a verbal message to him, and was so savage at

being disturbed that I turned round again and slept till

eleven. I am just going off to Warwick in a chaise,

eight miles, to perform to-night, and return afterwards

here, to take the mail to Shrewsbury in the morning,

where I hope to arrive to-morrow night at seven. It

has been a hurrying day ; but as I promised to write, I

would not disappoint you. Remember your last was

very short, and a little gumpish about Susan, &c. I had

not heard from you for five days, remember, and hope you

will write by return of post, directed to the Lion, Shrews-

bury ; and if you have any pleasant news from Carpue,

let me have it. Since Garrick and the Jubilee, we actors are

held in high esteem here, and I received an invitation to
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dine with the mayor and corporation at the Town-hall !

Give dear Charles a pound-note for me to spend as he

pleases on his birth-day. I shall drink his health in a

glass of the best red ink ; I wish I could drink it in a

bottle of my own wine. I shall long to be with you
that day.

C. Mathews.

TO G. H. ROBINS, ESQ.

Dear George, Shrewsbury, Dec. 26th, 1814.

If you had written to Warwick you would have had

the money to-day. " The post ere his very hawkward,"''

as the Warwickshire people say. I send you 50/. My
thanks shall be reserved till an opportunity serves ; but

I hope I may have one at least in my life of showing my
sense of your very rare and singular kindness and friend-

ship. But enough of this.

Poor Liston ! it is very odd that we should be both

hipped.^ Mahommed will be certain to cure him in three

weeks — not sooner. About the 1st of February, I feel

great confidence of my being well, but not an hour before;

(for I must have my month from this very time, or a man-

ager will go to law with me. On the 23rd of January I

must perform at Worcester, and then I fly ; but I feel de-

termined to act Buskin for my first part at Covent Garden.

If I come near the Whit worth doctors I mean to have

a touch at them. I am now scrubbing myself every night

by the fire, with a dreadful yellow stink, that I got from

a celebrated bone-setter in " thesom peartes," of equal

celebrity with the Whitworth doctors ; and I am " coUec-

trified every day ; so I does not neglect myself, not by no

* Mr. Liston had an attack of rheumatism in his hip at this

time.—A. M.
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means." I thank God, I never was so free from my hor-

rible hypochondria in my life, nor had I such uniform

good spirits as I have had since Thompson's affair and my
accident.

If I had not fallen from Tilbury Fort I should have

felt his rascality more severely, for I have got more

money than I should have got in town.

God bless you, my best of friends. Regards to Mrs.

Robins. I fear to ask after your poor brother. If you

dare, remember me to him, pray do. Happy new year to

you, my old boy. I am glad 1814 is going ; he has been

a plaguy bad one to me. Ever and ever yours sincerely,

C. Mathews.
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CHAPTER XV.

Letters from Mr. Mathews to Mrs. Mathews : borrowing friends

;

success in the provinces. — Doctor Pother in the " Far-

mer's Wife."— Letter to Mrs. Mathews : the Whitworth

Doctors ; Mr. Liston and the hniment.—Letter to Mrs. Ma-
thews from Wolverhampton.—Mr. Mathews's visit to Lord

Combermere.—A colony of Cousins.—Mr. Mathews's re-ap-

pearance at Covent Garden Theatre.— His visit to Brighton.

— Letters to Mrs. Mathews : an excursion with Charles ;

Madame Moreau, and Mrs. Grace ; dulness of Brighton.

—

Mr. Mathews's reading.— His habits of jesting in conver-

sation.

The following letter refers to one of those

instances of total want of principle in those he

served, from which the writer so often suffered.

After borrowing all the money they could, such

persons solicited the loan of his name ; and, as in

the present case, by their want of faith, left him

to redeem the pledge and to pay its amount,

rather than have his credit impugned. The other

part of the letter relates to his yet-existing hope

of a cure for his lameness.

TO MRS. MATHEWS.

Liverpool, January 1815.

Remark is useless. The consistency of my luck with

friends is delightful. All I have accommodated have left
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me in the lurch. Jack Johnstone right again. « D * * * *,""

said he, " is a very pleasant fellow, but keep his hands

from your pockets." I don''t wonder at your anger; per-

haps the climax may be providential. I should have

been loth to refuse W * * ^ * and S * * *, but the provo-

cation is now strong. I never will be induced to accept a

bill again for any human being.

I took great pains about the recipe, and more trouble

and expense, than anything that has yet occurred ; but

I defy all patients, aided by all the surgeons in Eng-

land, surgeon-mates in the navy, and all their assistants,

to keep anything on the hip-bone. You know what

difficulty Andrews and Fisher had, rolling me round with

calico with as little mercy as if they had been splicing a

mainmast, sewing me up like a cargo for exportation,

and how they were puzzled to keep it on above twenty-

four hours. In that plaster there is not the slightest

adhesive quality ; quite the contrary. That which I put

on at Bath was between my shoulders when I arrived at

Birmingham, after a night's jolting in the mail. A sur-

geon there charged me one pound for attendance, and

rolling and plaster, and before morning it was very near

my ear, under my pillow. In short, after various at-

tempts, I did and do pronounce, as it cannot adhere, that

it is impossible to keep it on. After the surgeon had

pocketed my money, he agreed that no ingenuity could

keep anything on the hip-bone: it is a pivot. As to the

plaster, I would almost as soon be lame as be annoyed

with it : it is as useless, I am persuaded, to " an Ipp case,"

as they call it at Birmingham, as a bit of paper. I now

rub every night with a recipe that originally came from

the famous Whitworth doctors, and I think it does me
good. I am certainly much better.
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The new year, in a pecuniary point of view, has com-

menced auspiciously. Last week was my best week ; 90/.

was the top before. It was above that, and nearer 100/.

I have no doubt that the ensuing week will be equally

good. On Sunday next I go for two days to Lord Com-

bermere's. From thence to Wolverhampton, and I finish

at Worcester. This day three-weeks (the 29th) I hope to

spend at home, at farthest. I won't describe how pleased

I shall be : I hope you can imagine it. I devote this

week to Liverpool, where all hands agree in saying that I

shall succeed for three nights. Write, write, write.

C. Mathews.

Liverpool, 1815.

I have not had a circumstance to relate since Sunday,

or I should have written. This town has turned out most

famously ; I did not think of performing here more than

two nights, and but for the entreaties of Mulock and Ryley

I should have been last night at some thirty-pound town,

merely because it would have been in my road to Wolver-

hampton, where I am engaged on Friday the 20th. I had

no idea of my performance succeeding anywhere more than

two or three nights at most. Mulock said that I should

be mad to go, and that he was sure it would answer six

nights ; advising me to sacrifice all other places to it, on a

speculation. I think I told you, that on the first night

there was 64/. I returned last Monday, and there was

52/. in the room. Good ! you will say for a second night.

Well, last night, for the third time, there was 15/. and one

hundred tacked to it ! above seven hundred people cram-

med, wedged into the room !—115/. 125. 6d. I what think

you of that ? Never was such a thing known to a budgeter.
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So I at it again tomorrow, and Monday ; and though

we can't expect anything like either of these houses,

(for last night was believed to be conclusive,) yet no

doubt it will pay better than any other place. I hope to

bring you home 300/. clear, including Wolverhampton.

I have another pleasing circumstance to relate. The

evening of Tuesday I spent with Dr. P ^ and he vo-

lunteered an examination, and " durglion pldgf heron

gdal— professional capacity; only five months—no time

at all—and gdhil mawel doing recovery—nothing to jus-

tify despair — and dlghgn Ndoph, walk as well as ever."

In short, he does not seem to hesitate in his opinion,

that, though it may be some time, a perfect recovery may

ultimately be effected.*

Mulock desires remembrances ; he is very kind and at-

tentive. I have dined with him three times. He says he

likes you better than me. He never knew you till the last

visit.

Write— write— write ! Love to dear Charles.

C. Mathews.
To Mrs. Mathews.

Doctor P had been the study from which

Mr. Mathews took his portrait of Doctor Pother,

in the " Farmer's Wife," at Coven t Garden Thea-

tre ; and so naturally was the unintelligibility of

his pronunciation given, that matter-of-fact people

did not at first enter into the drollery of the idea,

though afterwards they were much amused by it.

* All this purposed obscurity is descriptive of Dr. P * * *'s

peculiarity in speaking, which never had been particularly

noticed until pointed out by Mr. Mathews.
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On the first night a performer, with much

zeal, came running down from the front of the

house at the end of the first scene, to conjure him

to be more distinct, for that he had not been able

to understand one word out of ten which he had

uttered. The proverbial quickness of a London

audience was never more apparent than in the

taking of this character, which, after a few speeches

was understood, and enjoyed as much as if all

present had known the original from whom it

had been copied.

TO MRS. MATHEWS.

Chester, January 19th, 1815.

I have just arrived here, and to-morrow I go to Comber-

mere. Last night I finished with eclat.— " God bless the

good people of Liverpool !"— 72/. again, last though not

least. The Circus, too, full every night. Horses against

me, and some very bad weather on two nights. I am just

annoyed by hearing that I have not above a quarter of an

hour to write, seal, and send this : and almost pity your

paying postage for such a letter ; but it is necessary that

I should send it, to tell you that I have sent from Liver-

pool to-day a box directed to you, in which you will find

a coat, &c. of which I wanted to ease my luggage ; and

wrapped in the coat, a bottle of invaluable treasure ac-

cording to report here, and my own experience ; for I

have no doubt it has done me great good. It is a recipe

of the Whitworth doctors. Pray insist upon Liston's

trying it ; I am sure that it will do him good. He must

not have it all : it is worth a hat full of guineas. A little

will go a great way ; about a table- spoonful rubbed every
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night,— and one in the day, by the fire. It has some of

Hollingshead's ingredients in it. It has performed mira-

cles here. Send him a small part, and if it does good

he can have more. I am sorry I am obliged to cut so

close, and conclude. God bless you and my boy !

C. Mathews.

I must confess that Mr. Mathews was rather

credulous about quack medicines ; but to those

who knew his sufferings, which the profession

seemed unable to relieve, it was not to be won-

dered at that he caught at every promise made by

empirics. Of this " invaluable" recipe I insisted,

as I had been desired, upon Mr. Liston's making

a trial for a rheumatic complaint under which he

was suffering ; and the next evening I joined him

with Mrs. Liston in a box at Drury-lane Theatre.

He had tried it: in fact, with some faith, and

much flannel, had so appropriated the quantity

sent, that in a few moments every creature near us

had his handkerchief to his nose ; one by one left

the box with disgust, and a delicate lady, in that

which adjoined ours, fainted. All this time the

person who was in such bad odour with all about

him was so convulsed with laughter at the re-

marks made, and the low-toned but audible

speculations as to what could occasion anything

so shocking, that he was obliged to stifle his

risibility with his pocket-handkerchief, occasion-

ally giving me such looks as he alone could give.

To be sure it was shockingly offensive ; and had
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I not been aware of the nature of tlie nuisance, I

should like others have fled from it. As it was, we

were sitting as if the plague-spot had been detected

upon us,—yet, shamefaced as we all really were

at the effects, it was impossible not to be amused

by the looks afar-ofF of those w^hom Mr. Liston

(and the Whitworth doctors) had driven away,

and the sudden departure, afterwards, of every

fresh comer who had not previously *' nosed him

in the lobby." From all these Mr. Liston took care

to avert his face, and, indeed, at the time, he was

not well-known off the stage ; so that he was only

on this occasion alluded to as " that gentleman,"

by the few who found out whence the objection-

able perfume emanated.

TO MRS. MATHEWS.

Wolverhampton, Jan. 24, 1815.

I have not above five minutes' notice, and if I had, I

have nothing to say. I left this country buried in snow

;

it has been fine from the hour I left it; and, on my
return, I find it in the same state. I shall be very angry

if I find you have had fine weather in London. This is the

most wretched-looking town in England, and the snow

does not improve its appearance ; it has never ceased

since Thursday.

On Wednesday last I shook hands with a Bishop !

I had a curious day at Lord Combermere's. I have not

room to tell you all the particulars,—these I shall reserve

for fire-side chat. I have a long story also to tell about

cousins. They are scattered about in all directions in these
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counties. I spent a whole day with about fourteen rela-

tions, going seven miles to see them.

Charles Manl/s brother follows me like a shadow. He
has been in five different towns where I have been, staring

at me from the pit. I was very near dining with a new
one to day, near Stourbridge, but he was from home.
There, that is all I can think of,— and so no more. God
»bless you !

C. Mathews.
I am a little reconciled to the weather now, by hearing

of the arrival of the snow in London.

The particulars of the ^^ curious day at Lord
Comberinere's" were, as nearly as I remember
them, as follows.

On his arrival, and before he could be announc-
ed, he was greeted by his lordship, at the entrance
of the room, who seemed to have been there wait-

ing his appearance, for the purpose of receiving

him. " Ah ! my dear Major Johnson, I am de-

lighted to see you !" exclaimed Lord Comber-
mere as my husband entered the room, in which
several guests were assembled. The new-comer
started back in surprise, but, as he felt that Lord
Combermere could not be in error, knowing him
so perfectly well, he, with much embarrassment,

waited for the explanation, which he was assured

would soon follow this extraordinary misno-
mer. Still however, his noble host, addressed

him on all occasions as at first; and Major
Johnson he was considered by the whole party.
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It was really a matter of some distress to Mr. Ma-

thews to find himself, by his own tacit admission,

an impostor in society ; and so naturally did Lord

Combermere carry on the deception, that from

time to time it was difficult for Mr. Mathews to

believe that his lordship was aware he was any

other than the person he chose to call him. Dinner

was at length announced, and Major Johnson

handed one of the ladies down stairs, constrained

as he was to humour his noble friend's joke,

while it lasted. During dinner, just as he was

becoming reconciled to his new name, and re-

lieved from his first embarrassment, one of the

party asked " Major Johnson " to take wine with

him. At this moment, a gentleman opposite, who

had arrived late, looked up in the Alojot^'s face.

Starting with surprise, and evidently knowing

who he really was, the new comer looked about

at the faces of others, as if to ask, " what does

this mean ?" The silent question was of course

unanswered, except by the blushes of the innocent

impostor, who saw that he was known. This

gentleman at last addressed him, with great

meaning in his looks, and stress upon his name.

" Major Johnson, will you allow me the honour

of a glass of wine with you?" Notwithstand-

ing this, all proceeded as Lord Combermere had

determined, and without any further remark from

the initiated guest, who contented himself with

an occasional arch look at Mr. Mathews. Major
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Johnson could not by any endeavour obtain a

WQrd apart from the company with Lord Comber-

mere ; he was, therefore, compelled to retain the

commission bestowed upon him by his noble

patron, and retired to rest under the weight of

his military honours.

TheBishopof and his lady were also stay-

ing at the house. The venerable churchman, who

was always most punctilious in giving my hus-

band the full complement of his recently acquired

title, asked him several humane questions re-

specting the nature of his zvounds ! and once, when

left alone with Major Johnson, made some ob-

servations upon Lord Combermere's imprudent

predilection for the canine race, inasmuch as he

was in the habit of having dogs always in his

sitting-room. The Bishop evidently felt a little

timidity in the presence of an immense animal of

the Newfoundland breed, then stretched at full

length upon the rug, which excluded in some de-

gree those who were not familiar with it from

the benefit of the fire. The following story will

at once be recognized as one given by my hus-

band in his " Country Cousins," in 1829, in the

character of Doctor Proliv. The Bishop was slow

and sententious in speaking, and his voice rather

tremulous : he thus delivered himself.

" Don't you think. Major Johnson, that our

friend. Lord Combermere, is ill-advised in thus

allowing so tremendous a creature as that to be
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SO familiarly and constantly associated with him ?''

The Major, who loved dogs too much to agree

with the Bishop, was silent ; and the Bishop reite-

rated his own opinion upon the subject. '' I say,

Major, I think it highly dangerous that so formi-

dable a creature should be admitted to the habit

of entering the room at all times and seasons ; and

this opinion of mine, indeed, applies to all ani-

mals ; for however tamed for the time and at-

tached these creatures may seem, there will come

a time when they will be treacherous. The time

will come, I say, JNlajor, when they will turn round

upon their generous protectors—to their confusion

and dismay.

" I remember. Major Johnson, when I was a

youth at college, that an extraordinary instance of

this occurred. A man went about the country ex-

hibiting a lion which he had tamed, as he thought,

completely. Well, Major, as I have said, I, with a

fellow-student, went to the place appointed to see

this enormous animal— a tremendous beast, in-

deed ! Well, Major, the keeper at that time had

a practice (a very rash practice) of putting his

head into the lion's mouth for the lucre of gain,

and while it w^as there, if the lion did not wag his

tail it was well and good ; but if he did wag his

tail, it was not well and good, inasmuch as he ge-

nerally, in that case, bit the keeper's head off. So,

as I have said, Major, the keeper put his head

into the lion's mouth, and presently a voice, as if

VOL. n. 2 A
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from afar off, was heard to cry out three several

times the following words— 'Doth he wag his

tail ? Doth he wag his tail ? Doth he wag his

tail? ' So, seeing the tail beginning to move, and

the lion giving indications that he was about

to be unpleasant, I answered, * Yea, he doth !

'

' Doth he, by G !

' said the keeper, (with an

oath which I will not repeat)— 'Doth he, by

G ! then I am a dead man !' And he would

have been if I had not, with great promptitude

and infinite presence of mind, taken from my
pocket a penknife, wherewith 1 nibbed my pens,

and cut the desperate animal's throat
!"

My husband was too orthodox to express a

doubt of the personal share the venerable story-

teller had in the fact related. On the contrary,

he thought him the "best of cut- throats ;" and

in gratitude gave the public the useful lesson not

to cherish an overweening fondness for the brute

creation, for which all his hearers were truly

grateful.

What Lord Combermere's motive was for thus

gratuitously and unexpectedly placing Mr. Ma-

thews upon the Army List, I cannot now relate ;

unless, knowing the propensity of his visiter, his

Lordship had a sudden whim to hoax the hoaxer.

Perhaps it was only a desire to amuse himself

with my husband's surprise for the time, as the

jest was abandoned on the following morning, and

Major Johnson resigned his commission in favour
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of Mi\ Mathews, who stood honourably forward

in his place.

His notice of a colony of cousins I regret to

find not followed by the description of them

which he gave me, to my great entertainment,

upon his return home. His oral account of these

simple people convulsed his hearers with laughter.

One circumstance which occurred during his visit

only I remember.

An old gouty man, the head of the Manlys, to

whom Mr. Mathews was presented with great

form, (by one of his sons,) welcomed his kinsman

with great cordiality, and in the course of the

visit asked " What his calling might be ? " The
young man, thinking to impress the elder at

once with the consequence of their newly-found

relation, replied for the stranger as follows :

—

" Mr. Mathews is a great London actor,'' but no

sensible effect was produced, the gouty man
simply answering, " Oh, indeed ! Well, but how
did ee come to be so lame, poor thing ? Oh !

"

(as if recollecting himself,) " I remember reading

of a sad accident about one of your people."

" Yes," replied Mr. Mathews, " I was unfortunate,

indeed, in meeting with an accident, which I fear

will affect me for the rest of my life." " Ah, dear,

dear ! " said the compassionate old man, " a sad

affair, indeed. I remember all about it now. I

little thought it happened to one of my own flesh

and blood. Ah ! and so, poor thing, it was thee,

2 A 2
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was it, that tumbled off the rope ?" It scarcely need

be explained, that the unsophisticated old man

had seen an account of a rope-dancer's accident at

Astley's, which was related in the papers about

this time.

On the 3rd of February JNlr. Mathews returned

to liis duties at Coven t Garden Theatre-- his first

appearance there since his accident. He was still

very lame. As soon as his return was announced

the boxes were all taken ; and when his voice was

first heard from behind the scenes in the charac-

ter of Buskin, in " Killing no Murder," the most

universal applause commenced. When he came

forward^ the plaudits continued for some mo-

ments. In short, his re-appearance and perform-

ance were distinguished by the most gratifying

tokens of regard and approval. Mr. Liston's com-

plaint, also, in the hip, was visible in his deport-

ment ; and the brother comedians' mutual con-

gratulation upon their meeting again after so long

a separation, from the circumstance of both having

been hipped, added " to the conviviality of the

evening." The house was crowded in every part.

Towards the end of March, Mr. Mathews found

rest again indispensable for a short term, and he

visited Brighton — always his favourite resort,

when circumstance and time would permit of

recreation, and consequently took a few days'

pleasuring, as he called it. He indulged himself

still further by taking his boy with him, who
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manfully accompanied him on his pony, his father

performing the journey on horseback.

Brighton, March 19th, 1815.

I have the pleasure to announce to you the safe arrival

of myself and our dear little Buck, at three o'clock to-day,

in high health and spirits. We got to Box-hill yesterday

at five o'clock. About half an hour previously to our ar-

rival I thought I discovered symptoms of fatigue which

Charley's pride would not allow him to acknowledge. I

sounded him about proceeding a stage further : he said,

" Yes, if I liked;'" but I saw the head averted to hide a

tear which, most unkindly to his manly feelings, endea-

voured to obtrude itself. I saw that a little management

was necessary with man and horse ; therefore, I bribed his

hunger by a promise of some dinner at Box-hill. His eyes

glistened at the anticipation. We arrived, and had some

excellent mutton-chops. I cheered his little heart witli a

glass of wine, and then began to hint at proceeding,

which, thanks to my management, I found he was anxious

for. I described to him how it would lighten the journey

of to-day, so we jogged on, and I secretly determined to

go as far as Horsham, thirty-five miles from town, or to

go as far as possible as long as all were fresh. We heard

from Charman, of a snug little house at Capell, eight

miles from Box-hill ; therefore I had that in reserve. I

found the little Buck in high feather from his *' nourish-

ment," and capable of any distance. I got within two

miles of Capell, still determining to go to Horsham, if

possible, and he consented with alacrity. At that mo-

ment, however, a Scotch mist came on, which wet us very

fast, and I determined to stop at Capell. He behaved

most gallantly, but was evidently rejoiced at our stay.
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We " teaM," and he kept open his eyes with difficulty till

half-past eight, when he went to roost. We were up at

eight, and anticipated a thorough wet day.

On my arrival, found Mrs. White and all the inmates.

Mrs. Grace arrived from France on Sunday morning in

an open boat, with two French hair-dressers, a jeweller, a

dancer, and Madame Moreau. She had only one shoe on ;

one stuck in the mud in her absolute run from the middle

of Dieppe to the place of embarkation. They gave nine

guineas for the boat, and were asked twenty. More than

two thousand people were waiting at Dieppe for escape. She

has only brought a pocket-handkerchief full of linen. Her

head was bound up with a coarse check apron, bought at an

extravagant price from a French chamber-maid. She was

so impressed with the necessity of instant escape, that she

did not even think of her luggage, which she says, had

she waited for, she is sure she should not have got over at

all ; and it was only owing to a letter of introduction

she had to Madame Moreau, that she could get a place

in the boat, and had only five minutes' notice of her

departure.

God bless you, my dear Mamma, C. J. Mathews.

Amen, C. Mathews, sen.

Brighton, March 22nd, 1815.

You may imagine, perhaps, that Charles must be dull

here, but I assure you it is the reverse. His pony, the

sands, the Steyne, his hoop by day ; and Miss White

throws oiF half her years for him at night. He is very

entertaining to all the party. Walter Scott* has hitherto

engrossed all my attention ; but tricks on cards, conjura-

tions, puzzles, &c., have kept him in one continual roar

* The novels of Sir Walter Scott.
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of laughter. It does me good to hear him laugh ; and

though I am occasionally forced, in my own defence, to

stuff my fingers in my ears in order to get a clear under-

standing of the Scotch words, yet I am delighted that my
boy seems to be blessed by Providence with a dowry de-

nied to me and all my family, a tranquil mind and a

natural cheerfulness. He has not one dull moment here,

and it is with difficulty that I can persuade him to go to

roost at half past ten.

Tell Robins* there are not more than forty-five people

in all Brighton, and I can swear to every one of them

having been here when I was here before, and that I gave

my entertainment three times ! I am certain it could not

answer. The military are all in London ; the Prince''s

Pavilion emptied even of servants ; M. P.'s all on duty.

It was my intention to try it ; and as a proof of it, though

I did not mention it to you, I brought down my music-

books, &c. C. Mathews.

To Mrs. Mathews, Lisle-street,

Leicester-square.

Ill the foregoing letter be mentions that he

was reading a novel by Walter Scott ; for many

years previously, however, he never read anything

but history, memoirs, &c. In selecting a book

for perusal, he always put me in mind of the

question which children are apt to ask when

listening to any marvellous story, before they ex-

press their wonder at the recital—" But is it all

trueT' For many years after I knew him, he

never read anything but biography, or subjects of

* Mr. Robins had suggested his performing a night in Brigh-

ton.—A. M.
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matter of fact. It seemed as if in this he pursued

his study of human character in all its varieties.

He was no politician ; yet he felt an intense in-

terest in the debates of the House of Commons ;

and allowed neither business nor other occupa-

tion to supersede his perusal of every one pub-

lished. If the day afforded no time, he would

steal hours from his sleep to go through the

speeches—when he had not heard them on the

spot— which he always preferred. I remember,

that in Yorkshire, and before his person became

known in London,— after which period he had

an invincible repugnance to be noticed in public,

out of his profession— it was his habit to attend

the courts of justice regularly ; and he would

sometimes appear at the theatre at night with-

out having dined, after great excitement, and so

ill from exhaustion, that with difficulty he got

through his professional duties. During the as-

sizes in York, Tate Wilkinson found this habit

interfere so seriously with the interests of the

theatre, that he threatened at last to exact a for-

feit from any performer (thus making it a gene-

ral, rather than a particular threat,) who should

attend any criminal trial on a play-day.

The peculiar line of reading in which Mr.

Mathews originally took most pleasure, was first

broken in upon by his introduction to Mr. Walter

Scott, about whose novels he became an enthu-

siast, never allowing a new production to be pub-
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lished an hour without seeking it ; and having

obtained the work, he remained absorbed by it

till he closed the last volume, when he would

exclaim, " I 'm miserable ! I have finished the

book !"

From the period of the publication of the Wa-
verley novels, works of imagination took a higher

tone, and he w^as easily persuaded to peruse those

of other gifted authors, so that for the last few

years he read with avidity all the best produc-

tions of the day in this class.

It was extraordinary that a person so full of

imagination, and in youth something of a versi-

fier, did not love poetry,—"Childe Harold" form-

ed the solitary exception. Mr. Mathews was in

the habit of saying, among many extravagant

things, with a view to enforce his general feeling

upon certain points, (which extravagances were

set down to him as real opinions by matter-

of-fact folks, or by such as might not be good-

natured and ingenuous in their construction of

his words,) that no person should persuade him

into the belief that they had read Milton, adding,

'' Everybody likes to say they have." One day,

asserting this with unusual earnestness, I fetched

him a MS. book, into which I had some years

before made copious extracts from '' Paradise

Lost." He was "beaten," as he called it; and

always afterwards amused himself by observing,

at the end of any argument in which he was
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obliged to yield to my position, " However, you

have read Milton through, and Clarissa Harlowe,

and Sir Charles Grandison, (the only person who
ever did,) and so I do not wonder at anything

you say or do." He too had read them, but he

had a fancy for affecting otherwise, and it proved

a very amusing fancy, for it caused him to say

many laughable things when denying the fact.

It was his habit in these playful moods, in

certain cases, to exaggerate his actual feelings and

opinions in order to impress them the more

forcibly upon those with whom he talked. On
this principle, not being fond of the sport, and

observing the general want of success in it, he

affected to believe that no man ever caught fish

with a line. He teazed Irish Johnstone exces-

sively, and some matter-of-fact men of his ac-

quaintance, who were great lovers of angling, by

invariably declining to join their party on their

fishing expeditions ; and when they boasted, and

even displayed the results of their sport, he

would say, he had no doubt they caught them in

a net, but not with a line : once, however, the

weather being very fine, he suffered one of these

Piscators to hook him into a fishing excursion

with a party of anglers, who promised to bring

him home a convert to their sport. Thus he

was netted, and he did not hope to find a mesh

wide enough for his opinion to creep out at.
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Nevertheless, he had promised, and was obliged

to go.

Oddly enough, the day proving unfavourable,

not a fish was caught! At this my husband

chuckled secretly, as may be supposed; but when

the party expressed their vexation, that on this

day above all others they should be unsuccessful,

(and Irish Johnstone was provoked beyond all de-

scription at such ill-luck), Mr. JMathews affected,

in a cool sceptical tone, to regret that they should

so carry on the farce, assuring them that he had

gone with them reluctantly, because, as he was

certain they could not convince him by proof, he

was unwilling to expose them to the mortifying

necessity of confessing the fact, that fish were

never to be caught with a line. He was sorry,

but they would take him with them. They were

all wet through, and for his own part, he thought

that the sooner the foolish business was forgotten

the better. Thus they returned to town, the

fishermen persisting that it was their only case of

failure, while their provoking and incredulous

friend, much amused, affected an indulgent feeling

for them, and smiled and wondered at their persist-

ing in what was clearly a fallacy. At their next

meeting in the green-room, their brethren (who

had been told of the proselyte that was to be

made) pressed to know whether the party had

caught anything. Mr. Mathews replied, " Oh,
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yes ! all I expected to catch. It poured with

rain the whole day, and we all caught colds"

Most of this party believed implicitly, that

when he uttered these absurdities, my husband

asserted his real opinion about fishing, and he

never undeceived them ; but steadily declined

their subsequent invitations, receiving, however,

their presents of fish, accompanied almost by

affidavits as to the manner in which they had

been caught.

His dependence upon the common sense of

those with whom he conversed often led to the

most ridiculous conclusions on their part. Par

exemple:—A Mr. Coram, a print-collector, whom

Mr. Mathews employed to seek scarce prints for

him, was remarking to him one morning that it

was surprising how Garrick managed to have so

many likenesses of himself painted, considering the

great occupation of his time in other matters. To

this Mr. Mathews carelessly observed, '• Oh, Gar-

rick sat for his picture every Monday morning of

his life !"— " Really !" said Mr. Coram, in a tone

of perfect reliance on this assertion. Mr. Mathews

smiled, but said nothing further.

A few mornings afterwards, old Mr. De Wilde,

the theatrical portrait painter, called on him, and

in the course of conversation told him that he

knew a man who, he was sure, would be an in-

valuable resource to Mr. Mathews in any diffi-

culty or obscurity that might arise during the
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Theatrical Biography he was then forming, as

this person possessed a fund of dramatic lore. Of
this he instanced "a curious little anecdote" which

Mr. Coram had that very morning told him, and

which he (JNlr. de Wilde) " really thought Mr.

Mathews ought to know, namely, that Mr.Garrick,

who was very methodical in the disposal of his

time, had set apart two hours of every Monday
morning during his life, for the purpose of sitting

to some artist,— hence the vast number of por-

traits of him extant !"

Jesting with the uninitiated is som.etimes a

perilous habit, especially if it be practised in

any conventional language
; quotations too, are

very hazardous with the unread. I remember

once staying in a country mansion, with a good-

humoured, laughing, fat, young woman, who
speedily became very sociable with my husband,

and on taking leave of him one night wdth more

than usual cordiality, Mr. Mathews gaily adopt-

ed the phrase of the Friends, in Mr. Carming's

*' Rovers," and exclaimed, '' Good night, my slight

acquaintance!" The lady thinking this a slur

upon her corpulency, went into hysterics, and

afterwards sent her brother to demand an apology

for the insult ! On another occasion, he was sit-

ting at the breakfast-table in a friend's house, at

which the nnother of the gentleman presided, and

remarking upon the violence of the weather on

the preceding night, Mr. Mathews added, from
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Macbeth, " Where I slept the chimneys were

blown down !" This so alarmed the old lady, that

she rose from her seat with great trepidation, ex-

claiming, '' Good God ! why did you not men-

tion it before ?" and ran out, in order to ascertain

the extent of the damage done to her state bed-

room.
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CHAPTER XVI.

Mr. Mathews's return to town, and appearance in the character

of Falstaff.—His performance of Macheath for his benefit.

—

Mr. G. Colman's Letter to Mr. Mathews relative to an engage-

ment at the Haymarket Theatre.— Mr. Mathews as Clod

and Sir Archy Mac Sarcasm,— Letter of Mrs. Mountain to

Mr. Mathews, on her retiring from the stage.—Whimsical

mistake.—Lord Tamworth.—Result of a Greenwich dinner.

A moral lesson.— Dinner at Long's with Mr. Walter Scott

and Lord Byron.— Mr. Mathews leaves town with Mr.

Walter Scott.—The "Man on the Great Horse," a startling

incident of the road—Letters of Mr. Mathews from North-

ampton.—Account of his performance there.—Mr. Mathews
visits Warwick Castle and Kenilworth with Mr. Walter

Scott.— Indiscreet disclosure of the authorship oftheWa-
verley novels.— Letter from Mr. Mathews from Stafford-

shire
;
great theatrical exertion ; curious epitaphs.—Letter

from Mr. Mathews from Derbyshire.—Invitation of Mr. Ma-
thews to Windsor Castle by Queen Charlotte. — The Irish

Mathews and his wife.

On his return to town from Brighton, on the

28th of March, Mr. Mathews performed Falstaff

for the first time at Coven t Garden. The critics

agreed upon his performance^ and the following

notice may serve as an indication of the general

opinion.
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The play of Henry IV. at Covent Garden Theatre last

evening, attracted an elegant auditory to witness Mr. Ma-

thews''s representation of Falstaff. Although since the

days of Henderson, with whom this character was a chef-

d'^auvre, it has been but inadequately supported, yet

many performers have personated the humorous fat knight

with no small share of ability. In entering the lists against

such competitors, Mr. Mathews had not an easy task ; he

however, came off victorious. His conception of the part

seems entirely his own. In many instances, he was indeed

excellent, and afforded some of the best specimens of hu-

morous acting we have for a long time witnessed. On the

whole, his performance was very effective, and highly cre-

ditable to his judgment.

In the course of the season, some new pieces

written for his versatile powers were brought for-

ward with temporary success. Several of them

were indebted for this result principally to his

representation of the parts assigned to him.

On his benefit night he attracted a crowded

house, by his performance of Macheath in the

" Beggars' Opera," in professed imitation of Mr.

Incledon, and the piece was dressed in the origi-

nal costume of the day in which it was written.

Miss Stephens was the Polly, and she was so

struck at times with the similitude of the present

hero to him with whom she had so often per-

formed in the same opera, that sometimes she

found it difficult to retain the characteristic earn-

estness of Polly, and never suffered her eyes to

look upon Macheath while she was singing. It
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liad altogether a very amusing effect, and was

very successful throughout.

4, Melina-place, Westminster-road,

My dear Mathews, 7th April, 1815.

I lament to find that you meditate a jolting journey,

which will consign you to the mail, when you dread the

motion of a hackney coach to convey 3'ou half a mile be-

yond AVestminster Bridge. I have communicated your

return from Brighton to my partners, and, as in duty

bound, now convey their sentiments to you, but as they

agree, I shall embody them with my own, and write as

from myself.

The Haymarket Theatre can not afford you more money,

but it first started you in London, has been an old cus-

tomer to you, and dealt for your talents in the gross;

and much might be argued against its suffering through

country purchases of your present popularity by retail,—

a

retail scooped out of our wholesale engagement. You
were unable to fulfil one of these rural spirting bargains

last year, of course ; the provincial manager did not give

you a shilling, but the Haymarket did, and with a shrunk

treasury, through the unfortunate accident which rendered

you incapable of performing a part of your compact. You

know me, I think, too well, to attribute my mentioning

this circumstance in any spirit of illiberal recurrence. I

had much rather recur to your great bodily exertions,

which your zeal induced you to suffer, under great bodily

pain; but it falls in my way, as general pleading of whole-

sale trading, versus chandlery.

'Tis true, as you observe, that this is your day ; but the

individual attraction of an individual actor generally de-

clines faster than his talents. Novelty ceases to be novel

VOL. II. 2 B
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upon repetition, and days have their end. Now, when

your day in the country may be over, and you may be

every whit as good an actor as you are at this instant,

you would think it hard if the Haymarket Theatre said,

" Your salary must be lowered, because you can get no-

thing worth going out of town for in the summer." Yet

this language would have the same basis of argument as

your own ; would be precisely your own principle in an

inverse ratio. Consider this, and much more, which the

above sketch of my motives may suggest to you, and then

act according to your own feelings.

Should they decide you to be a week from the Hay-

market during its season, (which may probably consist of

no more than seven weeks altogether!) I do beg and en-

treat you that this said week may be our commencing, our

veryfirst week—for, when you once begin with me, your

going would be destruction. Surely you can arrange to

get away a week before Covent Garden closes, whether the

Haymarket should open before that time or not. This

•would much assist my little scheme. Think for me, and

do your best ;—or, shall I call on you on Wednesday next ?

I cannot sooner. Remember, I consider you as engaged

to me. Yours most truly,

G. COLMAN.
To Charles Mathews, Esq.

I do not recollect in what manner Mr. Mathews

decided, but I am sure it was on the side oifeel-

ing as well as justice. He was at the Haymarket

certainly the next season, and on the night of

his benefit entertained his friends with a singular

performance, well described in the following cri-

ticism.
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The comed}^ of " The Quaker'' (in which Mr. Mathews

appeared as Clod,) was succeeded by the first act of

Macklin's " Love a la Mode." In this Mr. Mathews per-

sonated Sir Archy Mac Sarcasm, in the style of the late

Mr. Cooke. An ancient orator, whose name we do not

immediately recollect, was designated, on account of his

close imitations of his contemporaries, simia sui temporis ;

and Mr. Mathews, independently of his original talents,

deserves similar praise. His Sir Archy reminded us most

forcibly of Mr. Cooke. The accent, action, and attitude,

were those of his great prototype ; but the victory of

mind over matter was not so complete as to make us

forget the countenance. The amusements concluded with

the farce of " Dead Alive !" in which Mr. Mathews, as

Motley, kept the audience in high glee.

Perhaps in the above notice it would have

been better had the critic written features, for it

w^as most remarkable how much of countenance it

was in my husband's power to assume, in what-

ever imitation he gave ; and his power was never

more remarkable than when he represented Mr.

Cooke.

It will appear by the following letter that Mr.

Mathews and Mrs. Mountain met once more in

public, and that the mistake of that charming

songstress and clever woman in 1812, was no in-

terruption to their friendly feeling.

My dear Sir,

It is certain, that the manner of conferrino^ an obliga-

tion very much enhances its value; and if anything could

add to the high respect I entertain for your talent, it is the

2 b2
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kindness with which you have bestowed your exertions

on my benefit night. The awful ceremony of bidding

farewell to the public, witnessed by a few warm hearts

which beat with friendly sympathy towards a retiring per-

former, favoured by many years of approbation and social

intercourse, is a painful feeling, under the most advanta-

geous circumstances.

Mine has been impelled by a succession of events of so

dark a complexion, that those acts of kindness which ac-

company my adieu stand forward like brilliant spots upon

the surface, and must ever meet " my mind's eye, Hora-

tio," with delight. To you, my dear sir, I am indebted

for one of those pleasurable sensations which compensate

for " a thousand ills." Accept my best thanks, and with

them wishes proportionate to your worth ; and do me the

favour to believe that I must ever remain, dear sir, your

obliged Rose Mountain.

Mr. Mathews had a great horror of a crowd,

however genteel a one it might be. A large

evening party was bis particular abhorrence ; and

whenever we dined at any house, and heard, dur-

ing the dessert, the street-door intimation that the

hostess " saw company" in the evening, Mr. Ma-

thews would give me a look almost of anguish.

When obliged to appear in the drawing-room, he

would do so in the most quiet manner, and then

place himself as much as possible out of general

observation. A curious circumstance happened

one evening about this time, in an insufferably

crowded room. We were sitting behind a door

upon one large chair, (the only one vacant,) his
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lameness requiring rest, and his gallantry not

choosincr to allow me to stand : we were waitinij

for an opportunity to escape without chance of

arrest by the lady of the house, when a servant

out of livery presented some ices. JNIy husband

took one, and the man passed on. Mr. Mathews,

finding himself refreshed by this, beckoned an-

other man, who seemed in attendance, gave him

the empty glass, and told him to fetch another

ice. In due time the man returned, smiling and

bowing as he presented the ice, and remained in

waiting to take away the glass, which was given

to him, and he again disappeared. Presently he

returned to the spot where JNIr. Mathews had first

seen him ; and shortly afterwards a gentleman

whom we knew went up to him, and entered

into familiar chat, as it seemed. Suddenly we
saw our attendant take an opera hat (the fashion

of that day) off a chair near him, and walk away
arm-in-arm with his friend, for such he proved.

In short, our supposed servant out of livery turned

out to be Lord Tamworth, who saw through

my husband's mistake, and good-naturedly hu-

moured it.

I have sometimes thought that there is more

propriety and meaning in costly apparel in the

upper ranks than most people suppose ; and that

a gold-brocaded waistcoat upon a man of title or

fashion carries a moral with it ; for, being too

expensive to be purchased by a poor man, and
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too splendid in its effect to be tolerated in com-

mon life, the wearer must either have palpably a

right to such a distinction, or suffer under the ri-

dicule of aping his betters. Thus, the necessity

of looking different from his superior precludes

the temptation of imitating his habits of life.

During this summer " The Chip of the Old

Block," written by his friend and brother actor,

(and successor in York,) Mr. Knight, (" Little

Knight,") and adapted to what w^as a most de-

lightful portion of his acting— namely, a half-

tipsy droll*—^was performed. Mr. Mathews was

peculiarly happy in this style of character, and

those who have seen his Caleb Pipkin, in the

" May Queen," (one of the same class,) and the

genilemdiU-tipsiness of his ''Bashful Alan" will al-

low that in every representation of inebriety he

was perfect. Indeed, it was strange how com-

pletely he entered into every mood in which in-

toxication is to be found, certainly without any

experience in his own person ; for he never could

endure the contemplation of it in reality with any

good humour.

His disgust of a drunken man was almost fe-

minine ; and any one who drank to excess ha-

bitually he never thoroughly esteemed, however

worthy in other respects the person might seem

to be. A very young man whom he knew had

* In this piece his celebrated " Nightingale Club," written

for him hy Mr. Colman, was first sung.
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the unfortunate propensity of daily taking more

wine than his brain could bear. Upon one occa-

sion, after a Greenwich dinner, this person be-

haved so obstreperously in the carriage as the

party returned to town, that he exceedingly an-

noyed his friends, and even gave them blows.

Mr. Mathews, who was present, enlisted the other

gentlemen in the coach in a plot to shame, if pos-

vsible, the youthful offender out of this dreadful

habit. It was agreed that he should be told the

next morning that he had, during his over- night's

paroxysm, beaten and injured my husband se-

verely in the coach. Consequently, as soon as he

heard this, the young man announced himself

before ^Ir. Mathews was out of bed, who, upon

hearing who his visiter was, got up and prepared

himself in a manner that was quite extraordinary

in so short a time, telling me not to seem sur-

prised at what he would explain at leisure. He
entered the room, where the abashed visiter was

in waiting to apologise for his behaviour, and the

injuries he had inflicted. When he beheld my
husband, he started back, as well he might, and

almost groaned, so shocked was he at the dreadful

state in which his friend appeared. ]Mr. Mathews

had coloured his face as if bruised; but the addi-

tional expression of suffering which he contrived

to throw into it was wonderful even to me, who

was in the secret. Poor absolutely shed

tears, walked about the room in all the agony of
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shame and remorse, declared he would never more

exceed a reasonable quantity of the exasperating

liquor, and retired a perfect penitent. Whether

the amendment lasted, I am not aware ; but

it is certain that for a time this lesson had its

effect upon him, and he was never undeceived.

This was as fine a piece of my husband's acting

as ever the public witnessed, and I regretted that

it was confined to so small an audience. Poor

went from London soon after, and we lost

sight of him ; but I have often reflected with

confidence that this kindly-intentioned act of my
husband might have saved him from destruction.

On the morning of the 13th of September, Mr.

Walter Scott called in Lisle-street, to invite Mr.

Mathews to an early dinner with him, to meet

Lord Byron, at Long's Hotel. My husband had

left home early on business previously to a jour-

ney he was about to make, and I told Mr. Scott

that he was on the point of setting off that

afternoon for Warwickshire, and that his place

in the coach was taken. Mr. Scott expressed his

vexation on a double account, first, that he could

not see Mr. Mathews at dinner ; next, that he

had not been earlier aware of his intended jour-

ney, for that he had long wished to visit Kenil-

worth, and should have felt additional pleasure

in doing so in his company. Mr. Scott asked me
whether I thought my husband would forfeit his

place in the coach, on condition that he left town
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with him in the evening, to post into Warwick-

shire. I ventured to promise that he would, and

after turning over a portfolio of engravings, and

chatting over them for about half an hour, the

charming man reminded me of his expectation of

seeing my husband at the appointed dinner-hour,

which, for some reason I now forget, was, I think,

three o'clock. Just as IMr. Scott prepared to take

his leave, I observed that it was pouring with

rain, and that it was impossible he could go

away without a coach. Ke smiled, and refused

my offer of sending for one. I then pressed him

to take an umbrella ; but he declared he never

considered any sort of weather an impediment to

his moving about free from encumbrance of any

kind. He was dressed oddly enough for London,

in a dark green coatee, single-breasted, -and fa-

shioned, I thought, something like a Squire's

hunting-jacket. His nether garments were drab-

coloured, Yvdth continuations down to his shoes.

Without further delay he departed, in the midst

of what appeared to me little less than a torrent

of rain, through which, leaning on a stout stick,

he leisurely w^alked. As I stood at the window

gazing after him as he proceeded down Leicester-

place, he looked back with one of his fascinating

smiles, and with a playful nod of his head, as if

to reassure me that he was doing what was agree-

able to him. I thought of the " Scotch mist,"

and tried to reconcile myself to the complete wet-
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ting which this pattern-Scott must have received

long before he reached Bond-street.

When my husband returned, I need not say-

that he was charmed wdth the arrangement I had

made for him. He had never seen Lord Byron,

and the combined delight of meeting him in

company with another great and remarkable man
was such as, in hackneyed phrase, may be " better

conceived than described." At a little before

three o'clock, my husband took leave of me, pro-

ceeded to Long's, and after dinner started thence,

with Mr. AV alter Scott, and, I think, a nephew

of his, also a Mr. Scott. On the third morning I

received the following hurried despatch reporting

progress.

TO MRS. MATHEWS.

Friday Morning, 10 o'clock, Sept. 13th, 1815.

I am now breakfasting at Stoney Stratford. The man on

the great horse arrived about six months back, after a

tedious journey. I write to remind you to go to Covent

Garden treasury for my salary, or they will forget to pay

me, as of course I don't receive any after I quit. De-

lightful journey, — Scott delicious. Introduced yesterday

to Lord Byron at dinner.—Handsomest man I ever saw.

Send the enclosed slip to Poole, directed to 36, Norfolk-

street. God bless you.
C. Mathews.

The allusion to the " Man on the Great Horse,"

refers to an incident half serious, half comic, which

some years before occurred to us in one of our
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midnight drives to the cottage already mentioned,

at Cohiey-Hatch. As we slowly ascended High-

gate Hill, a man upon one of the largest horses

ever seen since the " Bishop's breed/' intercepted

our progress with an evident intention of robbing

us. He surveyed my husband as if measuring the

probable chances of repulse and defence. Upon
Mr. Mathews demanding his business, the man
continued to look curiously into the headed chaise

in w^hich we were seated, with an intention, as

we supposed, first to ascertain whether there w^as

anything like fire-arms, next, w^iether he had

more than one man to contend wdth. At this

moment Mr. Decamp, who lived on Finchley

Common, overtook us, and seeing the design of

the stranger, called out, " Mathews, I 've pistols,

if you have not !" upon hearing which, the man
on the " great horse " removed his position from

our horse's head, and falteringly inquired, " Pray,

gentlemen, is this the road to Stoney Stratford ?"

This question caused a simultaneous laugh from

the parties questioned ; and the traveller was left

to glean his information from the next sign-post

on his road.

Of the dinner at Long's my husband ever after

spoke with delight. Lord Byron was most fas-

cinating; and this last meeting (as it proved) be-

tween these two splendid men, to which he w^as

thus admitted, was ahvays a subject of deep

though melancholy gratification to him.
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With regard to Lord Byron's features, Mr.

Mathews observed, that he was the only man he

ever contemplated, to whom he felt disposed to

apply the word beautiful.

Sir Walter Scott has left a record, in his own
writing, of this remarkable day,* in the following

form

:

I saw Byron for the last time in 1815, after I returned

from France. He dined, or lunched with me at Long''s

in Bond-street. 1 never saw him so full of gaiety and

good humour; to which the presence of Mr. Mathews, the

comedian, added not a little.

Upon which, Mr. Lockhart remarks: "the only

survivor (Mr. Scott) of the party, has recorded

it in his note-book as the most interesting day

he ever spent."

TO MRS. MATHEWS.

Northampton, Tuesday, Sept. 19th, 1815.

I arrived safe and well at Leamington, on Friday, and

when 1 saw the handful of houses that compose the town,

I felt that Mr. Ling had hoaxed me, and much did I

repent that I was advertised,—the anticipation was horrid;

and no musician could I get far or near till seven o'clock,

when one wretched country-dance fiddler arrived from a

distance of five miles. I soon found that he could not

play a note. I began my performance with an apology,

stating that I had written forward to request that all the

* See " The Scotsman," 1830; and recently, Mr. Lockhart's

interestmg Life of his illustrious father-in-law.—A. M.
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musicians in the town might be engaged, and that request

had been complied with. *' Ladies and gentlemen,"' said I,

strictly oil that are to be found are now in tlie orchestra :

he is all. I hope, however, that the defects of the singer

niay be compensated by the ability of the musician, and

vice versa ; and if the kindness of the audience will but

keep pace with our anxiety to please, my friend and I

cannot fail of success." This produced a great laugh, and

when we came to the first song, he in vain attempted to

scratch a note or two, and he literally was not heard dur-

ing the whole evening, except between the two acts, when,

to rescue his fame, he boldly struck up a country-dance,

which he rasped away to the no small amusement of the

audience.

1 had ail the visiters, I believe, in the place ; and, to

my amazement, they produced me 27/. We* had the

next day a most delightful treat, going all over War-

wick Castle with Walter Scott. There, by accident, I

met Mr. Hall, whom you may recollect at Perry's

and Hill's, who was overjoyed at the luck of being in-

troduced to Scotland''s Bard. He also was journeying

northward. We went on to the celebrated ruins of Ke-

nilworth, where we all dined ; and I returned to Leaming-

ton. Mr. Hall took the third of a chaise with Simpson

and myself on towards Derby, highly delighted at meeting

with such post-chaise companions. On Sunday we had a

charming journey of thirty miles to this place. 1 last

night played Buskin, Cypher, and Sornno, — the house

crammed, — holds fifty, and we had fifty-six and a clear

half, and expect as good to-night. At present, therefore,

all is propitious, and it had need to be, for the misery I

^ Himself and a friend, who acted at the time as his travel-

ling assistant.
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endured at rehearsal yesterday, and last night, oh ! such

pumps. To-night I do the Entertainment, — such velvet

after acting with them ! To-morrow, Coventry.

C. Mathews.

On my husband's retin^n home he described to

me and others the effect Kenilworth produced

upon Mr. Scott, whose delight and enthusiasm

led him to make several remarkable observations

w^hile surveying these splendid ruins, all which

were indelibly impressed upon Mr. Mathews's

memory ; and if any evidence was then necessary

to prove who the G7xat Unknown was, the fact of

those very phrases, and the precise quotations

appearing in the Romance when it was published,

was enough to settle the point with those to

whom they had been repeated.

But previously to this an accidental disclosure

had taken place at our own table, which estab-

lished indisputably the fact of Mr. Scott being

the author of the novels ; but of which we were

bound in honour, although not by any compact,

to conceal our knowledge for some time.

One day, Messrs. John Ballantyne, Constable,

and Terry, were dining with us, and during the

dinner the Waverley novels had been the theme

of conversation. JNIr. John Ballantyne had an in-

discreet vivacity sometimes, and moreover at this

period felt a more than ordinary exhilaration from

the "generous" and truth-telling wine, which
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prompted him to say, at the close of a speech he

had made about some books for which I asked

him, " I shall soon send you Scott's 7iew novel /" I

shall never forget the consternation of the Messrs.

Constable and Terry, and, indeed, we were as

much embarrassed. ]Mr. Constable looked dag-

gers,—and Terry used some,— for with a stern

brow and a correcting tone, he cried out John

!

adding with a growl, resembling what is gene-

rally made to check or reprove a mischievous dog,

—" Ah ! what are you about ?" which made us

drop our eyes in pain for the indiscreet tattler

;

while Wee Johnny looked like an impersonation of

Fea)\—startled " at the sound himself had made."

Not another word was said ; but our little good-

natured friend's lapse was sacred with us, and the

secret was never divulged while it was important

to preserve it.

TO MRS. MATHEWS.

Stone, Staffordshire, Sept. 25th, 1815.

We have just arrived, after a delightful drive from

Birmingham, forty miles, on our road to Manchester,

where I am to give my Entertainments on Monday night.

Our mode of travelling is most delightful ; and we have

not had one shower since we started from London. I have

fagged very hard : have played already six nights, and

shall play again six nights next week. Was on the stage

at Northampton at half-past eleven o'clock on Tuesday

;

up at half-past five, Wednesday; went thirty-five miles to

Coventr}^, and played that night. Found on my arrival a
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hall empty ; not a seat, not a chandelier—no musicians^

no nothi)tg; and at a quarter before five I had not a pros-

pect of being able to open. I went through every street

of Coventry—to the mayor, to an alderman (for " Crazy"*

was not to be found)—to carpenters, fiddlers; but, how-

ever, I mean to publish a small pamphlet with " More Mise-

ries f and that day's adventures will beat Beresford and

Carr hollow. You can have no notion of my temper, my

coolness, my perseverance ; Simpson w^as astonished—hob-

bler as I am, I knocked him up : he could not follow me.

At half-past seven, I had a very elegant audience, all

seated on about thirty long forms, dragged from a church ;

sixty candles in two chandeliers, dragged from the town-

hall, a raised stage, branches, three music-stands, and

three bad fiddlers, who could not piay '' God save the

King'' between them.* It was magic; and all went off

well. Lots of " more miseries'' on my arrival at Birming-

ham. Elliston, who left me on Thursday to go down, acted

at Covent Garden on Friday, and only arrived yesterday.

Such confusion, such madness, such misery ; I was outra-

geous at him : but here again we got through. 1 con-

cluded last night in " The Sleep Walker," with three

cheers, and the little merry rascal supped with me, and

my anger vanished. Would you believe it, I was not

advertised till Wednesday, at ten o'clock, to perform that

night. My tour is now regularly arranged. Wednesday,

Sheffield ; Thursday, Derby ; Friday and Saturday, Lei-

cester, with Macready ; Sunday, I start for home. Pray,

write me a letter by return. Direct it—Mr. Drewry,

Printer, Derby. Don't fail, for it is a great delight to see

* The name of a superannuated member of the corporation,

in O'Keeffe's farce of " Peeping Tom."—A. M.

t In other words, the simplest air.—A. M.
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your handwriting outside a letter, when lam full of puckers.

God bless you and my dear boy ! I am full of rude

health and in excellent spirits. I am improved a month

in my lameness since I left you, and always turn my toe

in when I think of you, which I assure you is very, very

often. Adieu

!

C. Mathews*

Epitaphs found to-day at Pankridge:—
Here lies a virgin pure.

Eat up with grief and fleas,

Unto a place of rest,

For her relief.

(Literatim et verbatim.^

A mild and dutiful son his here^

Likewise 2 tender infants dear

;

So loving; and obedient were

The children who lies reposing here*

TO MRS. MATHEWS.

Ashborn, Derbyshire, Sept. 29th, 1815.

Here we are, after a most delicious journey, through a,

most fertile and romantic country, from Manchester through

Buxton, to this place; forty-four miles from the former,

which we left this morning at seven. I have one unex-

pected non-play night, which is almost the only chance 1

have of snatching an hour to tell you of my progress. I

hope you will do me the justice to believe that I am never

disposed to neglect an opportunity of writing to you.

The fag I have had on this expedition is not to be ima-

gined. However, I am still, like Wilson the pedestrian,

VOL. II. 2 C
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in excellent strength, and confident of completing my un-

dertaking. On my return, I can say that I have played

eleven nights, and travelled nearly five hundred miles, in a

fortnight. You and I agreed, you will remember, that 200/.

(considering the hurry and want of organization of my
scheme,) would be a good sum to bring home, remember-

ing the extra expense of Simpson'*s journeys to and from

Northampton, my posting to Leamington, &c. Up to this

morning, putting all down, I clear 225/. ! and have yet

Derby to-morrow, and two nights at Leicester (but there

I only share with Macready) ; so I think that I have done

nobly.

The weather, which has been so propitious during

our travelling here, was most unfortunate for my benefit

night at Birmingham, and Manchester last night, rain-

ing torrents. Last night it hurt me much. I could

not resist relating to you what I consider, under all cir-

cumstances, " Prodigious !
" I direct this to town, to

request that you will write, to inform me of the play on

Monday, and if they act on Tuesday, and what. If I

play on Monday, I can be there easily in time ; but would

prefer, for the horse's sake, to reach town on Tuesday

morning ; however, as my furlough expires on Saturday,

I must expect to act on Monday.

Charles Mathews.
Mrs. Mathews, Lisle-street,

Leicester-square.

In November, another command from Her Ma-

jesty, to perform to her at Windsor Castle, most

graciously worded, reached Mr. Mathews, who
again was unable to attend the summons, made

through Lieutenant-Colonel Stephenson.
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At the beginning of 1816, the following para-

graph, with its good natured comment, appeared

in the newspapers.

London, Feb. 21st, 1816.

A Mr. and Mrs. Mathews have been for some time

making a tour of the theatres in the south and south-west

of England. In their late visit to Portsmouth the gentle-

man went on board a ship, where he sung several comic

songs, for which he was rewarded by the crew with a shil-

ling a head.

From a similarity of name, and the addition of " come-

dian" annexed to it, an idea has gone abroad that the

person alluded to is Mr. Mathews of Covent Garden

Theatre. In justice to that respectable gentleman, and

also to Mrs. Mathews, who has long since retired from the

stage, we feel it to be an act of duty to correct this mis-

take, and to assure the pubhc, that the itinerant come-

dian of the south is not their old favourite of the London

boards.

The above announcement was but a prelude to

a long series of annoyances which he received

from these persons, as will hereafter appear.

2 c 2
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CHAPTER XVII.

Mr. Mathews in Edinburgh.—Success of his Mawworm sermon

there.— Letter to Mrs. Mathews relative to a theatrical en-

gagement in Ireland.—Letter to Mrs. Mathews from Clifton.

—Travelling in Ireland.—An Irish Highwayman. —An Irish

Hostess and her Confessor.— Irish beggars ; their importu-

nity and humour. — Mr. Mathews released from his engage-

ment with Mr. Harris.— Theatrical tour in the provinces. —
Success of his acting in " Killing no Murder."—Letter from

Mr. Colman to Mr. Mathews.—Fatigues of an Actor's life.

—

Letter to Mrs. Mathews from Chester.— Mr. Kemble's last

appearance on the stage.—Public dinner given to him.

In the April of this year (1816) Mr. Mathews

made engagements in Edinburgh and Ireland,

by permission of Mr. Harris, during the period

when a run of certain pieces in which my
husband did not perform, rendered his absence

allowable.

Edinburgh, April 13th, 1816.

Were it not that my last letter was likely to calm your

mind, and to give you two or three days of quiet after your

anxiety, I do much repent me that I wrote it ; for, after

all, 1 think it quite impossible that I should go to Ire-

land. So many have been the impediments, that I can

reconcile it to my mind as quietly as any circumstance of
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good fortune, for it appears to me to be a sort of mysteri-

ous interference of Providence that I should not go. I

have not time to enter into particulars, for they would fill

three sheets, and I must write to-day five or six letters.

I am prevented by a visitation, unforeseen and irresist-

ible, from going as proposed. On Friday, at York, it was

a warm spring day ; at night, in the coach, too warm to

bear extra clothing : this continued till Saturday night at

Berwick. I slept all the way thence till we approached

Edinburgh, when I awoke chilled, and saw snow all

around me. On Monday morning I got up with a

hoarseness, rheumatic head-ache, and sore throat. I

roused—acted only Goldfinch and Buskin— three songs,

all encored. This, of course, confirmed the hoarseness ;

next night, Rover, &c. Wednesday morning, worse—Dr.

Bell, medicines, gargles—got through again—apology for

encores—dead hoarse ; last night, tried again. At last my

doctor said, that if I acted again I should confirm my

hoarseness, perhaps for ever. I have now given in, and

the theatre is closed. I should not have told you this,

if I were not able to do so in the highest spirits, (under

such a misfortune,) and you might have heard it from

newspapers. I give you my word of honour that I am as

well to-day as ever I was in my life, as to health. All

symptoms of cold and fever have entirely vanished, thanks

to Bell, water-gruel, no wine, broths, &c. I only want

rest, which I shall now have, till Wednesday, four days

;

and the Dublin engagement being off" my mind, I shall

play an additional night or two here, take probably two

or three nights at Newcastle, and get well. I go to-day,

by the advice of my doctor, to stay till Monday at Con-

stable's house, with Godwin, from London, where I shall

have every comfort.
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The weather here is so dreadful, that even the natives

cannot stand it, and you may guess how bad it is to give

me cold. Half the theatre are sick ; the wind has been

in the east ever since we came ; the sun has not peeped

forth ; it has been snowing or raining all the time, and

the city has been enveloped in fog; yet I am in particu-

larly high spirits, for I really had made up my mind that

a serious illness was coming on me ; and had 1 not been

an actor, I have no doubt I should now have been in bed.

C. Mathews.
Mrs. Mathews, Lisle-street,

Leicester-square.

It would appear, by the following remarks,

which were published at the time, that Maw-
worm and his sermon were as fully appreciated

in Edinburgh as in London and Liverpool.

Mathews^s laughter-provoking talents have attracted full

houses every evening of his appearance. His acting is of

that peculiar kind which frequently excites the highest

admiration with the critical observer without the appear-

ance of attempting it ; but the common spectator, on these

occasions, would be ready to exclaim, with honest Part"

ridge, that " he could act as well as that fellow himself."

This observation does not, however, extend to his sing-

ing, or to his powers of mimicry. Here his talents are of

that rich and unique description which must delight all

classes of auditors, and provoke to an equal excess the

tittering, fan-tapping applause of the elegant boxes, the

walking-stick thumps of the critical pit, and the hearty

ha-ha's and vociferous encores of the unsophisticated

gallery. Such was the effect of his personation of that
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broadly-drawn caricature, Maioworm ; and it was this dis-

play of mimic powers, which was not confined to an in-

dividual but comprehended a getuis, that induced the

almost unprecedented complimentary tribute of— an e?/-

core to ofie of his speeches /

TO MRS. MATHEWS.

Edinburgh, April 19th, 1816.

A thousand thanks for your letter. Be assured that

I appreciate it, and shall ever remember it with pleasure.

There was only one part which gave me pain ; it was

that wherein you say you expect to hear every day

until I am better. I felt this to be a reproach, being

conscious that I had not written. I am now, thank God,

quite recovered ; played again last night, and went all

through my work as strong as ever. Now — after all

you have said, and so kindly said, on the subject of

Ireland— I almost fear to tell you, I am going after all.

While ill, I felt exactly with you, and hoped not to go ;

but now that I am in vigour again, I cannot but rejoice

at the money I may get. Besides, I triumph over the

great Frederick ! I could not avoid the alternative, for

I said on such terms I will come, and Jones accepts.

Now, do not be alarmed about the journey ; I have

so contrived as to sleep the two nights on the road, and

as to the water, it is a beautiful, safe passage. I did it

in two hours and a half last time. The mail packet

always sails at one o'clock in the afternoon, so that we

have six hours' day-light, and the passage is never so

long. I shall write to Henry Harris to acquaint him,

and to ask a few days more, to do all comfortably. I

am doing great things here. My worst house still 103/.
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Tuesday last, 113/. ; last night, 120/. To-morrow, my
benefit and last night. I shall get 300/. at least, which is

enormous, if I had time to explain why. Yesterday, for

four hours in the afternoon, as deep a snow as ever I saw

at Christmas. I thought it would ruin the house.

C. Mathews.

After a successful engagement in Crow-street,

Dublin, he returned to Covent Garden, where he

remained until the end of the season, when he

again visited the provinces for a brief term.

TO MRS. MATHEWS.

Clifton, June 9th, 1816.

My benefit at Bath was splendid on Saturday. I played

Rover, with imitations ; and Lingo went off capitally.

The whole of the boxes were taken, every seat—all fashion

and elegance—183/. ! much better than my last benefit.

They have not had 20/. any night this season, till Sinclair

came, who played to good houses, but not at all equal to

mine. General Bradshaw is at Bath ; and came behind

the other night, and lugged me up, in a very friendly

manner, to a private box, where his wife was with some

friends : they were very pleasant, and desired all manner

of kind sayings to you.

I have just seen a Bath paper, where, to my utter

amazement, I see Dimond has advertised me for Thurs-

day, Friday, and Saturday, without consulting me. Since

I left Bath, I suppose Harry has transferred me over

as live-stock for three nights more, and the other did

not think it necessary to consult me. If 1 do act, I will

be paid, rely upon it. I have no time to expatiate;

but probably I may stay, though I am in a great rage. I
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only tell you not to expect me home till you see me. I

shall think of Charley's little party to-day at the proper

time, and drink his health. C. Mathews.

Notwithstanding his declaration that he would

be paid, if he played any more in Bath, he was

induced to do one of those liberal and kind ac-

tions to which his nature was so open—namely, to

perform gratis for the benefit of his less fortunate

friends.

When Mr. Mathews was in Dublin in the

spring of this year, he engaged to return in Au-
gust, for the purpose of performing in the same

pieces with Mr. Liston, who was engaged there

for the first time. On this occasion I accompanied

him, which circumstance will account for a break

in his correspondence. Vsfe remained a fortnight

in Dublin, and then proceeded to Limerick, where

he was expected to fulfil an engagement also.

We had been seriously cautioned, previously

to quitting Dublin, not to be upon the road after

dark, as several robberies, and even murders, had

been committed in that part of the country re-

cently. Our journey, under the most favourable

circumstances, could not be accomplished in less

than a long day; and the inevitable breaking of

harness (i. e. ropes), and the time poor Pat took

to " splice" it from his own little knot of tangled

string, rendered it impossible that we should

reach our destination until dark ; so that we were
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both wearied, and had fallen asleep during the

last stage. From this temporary forgetfulness we
were startled by a fearful congregation of sounds,

which turned out to be Irish ! It wanted no ac-

quaintance with the Hibernian mother-tongue to

give us understanding of the point contested be-

tween the postilion and two figures who stood at

the horses' heads. It was dreadfully clear to our

awakened faculties that the men were footpads,

and that their first object was to stop the horses.

This was a frightful moment, to 7?je at least, and

I suspect, not a very comfortable one to Mr. Ma-

thews. It was so dark that only the outline

of the objects before us could be ascertained, but

as it was evident for what purpose the contention

with the driver was carried on,* it occurred to

my husband (who was totally unprovided with

fire-arms,) to intimidate the villains by a Jiiiesse.

Making a dexterous use of the darkness of the

evening, and without apprising me of his inten-

tion, he thrust out his arm at the front window

of the chaise, as if presenting a pistol, exclaiming

in a desperate tone —" If you don't let go the

horses' heads I '11 shoot you dead !" This threat

proved good Irish as well as English, for the

men instantly started aside to evade the danger,

* The man afterwards explained, that these ruffians bore

bludgeons, with which they threatened him with instant death

if he did not wait till they had robbed the persons in the

carriage.
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and the postilion promptly giving whip and spur

to his horses, they started forward, and in a

minute completely distanced the footpads. It

was quite a melo-dramatic incident ; and we were

not a little pleased when we reached Limerick to

find our friends, iNlr. and Mrs. William Farren,

ready to receive us at a comfortable house, where

board and lodging were provided for our party

during the fortnight's stay.

Here we found an intelligent landlord and an

agreeable hostess, who with " a greedy ear" de-

voured up Mr. Mathews's discourse, when he ran

through the " moving accident" and " hair-breadth

'scapes" of the day. " His story being done, she

gave him for his pains a w^orld of kindness.

She loved him for the dangers he had passed, and

he loved her that she did pity him." In fact,

the good woman became a devotee to him ; and

remembering his device in charming aw^ay (as she

called it) the ruffians, and daily observing his

many other charming qualities, her admiration of

them placed him in her estimation as a being of

a superior sphere. She was, in fact^ enchanted

with my husband, who happened to be in good

spirits at the time, and was moreover amused at

her even childish delight at all he did.

One day ]Mr. JNIathews placed a musical box

(then a novelty) under the table after dinner,

intending to surprise agreeably all present, but

not wishing to deceive any one. Our hostess
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turned pale and red by turns. Terms were ex-

hausted to express her admiration. The music,

she averred, came from my husband's throat

;

nor could anything alter this simple person's

conviction that Mr. Mathews's genius was capable

of all things.

After a few days, our hostess's fervour abated

and her manner changed. She no longer took

delight in the attempts of her favourite to interest

her. In vain he exerted himself : not a smile, not

a word could be elicited by anything he did to

entertain her. Suddenly she became utterly si-

lent, even to the rest of the party ; and when the

ladies retired with her from the dinner-table she

sat apart from them in a melancholy mood. No
more raptures ; no more praises. All admiration

was suspended, and she seemed rapt in some ab-

sorbing reverie. Mrs. Farren and myself ques-

tioned her kindly, but her only answer to these

inquiries for several days were tears, which

streamed down her cheeks as if from the greatest

mental agony. We had been informed by her

husband, a very rational man, that his wife was

a blind devotee to her religion, or, in other words,

to her priest ; and the explanation, which at last

our perseverance induced her to make as to her

present distress, sufficiently explained that the ac-

count had not been overcharged. Briefly, then,

this poor woman had in the confessional whispered

in her confessor's ear the indulgences she had
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given way to in listening to one of her lodgers.

It might be a sin to enjoy so much gratification ;

it might require a slight penance to wash the guilt

away ; but the crafty priest saw a better result

than could be won by the atonement she antici-

pated—namely, the waste of a few unboiled peas,

or the omission of a meal. In short, the priest,

taking advantage of the tenderness of this weak

creature's conscience, soon gave her to understand

that the matter was of greater importance than

she supposed, and that her sin was one requiring

the utmost exertion on her part to do away : she

had clearly entertained under her roof a man of

forbidden powers ; and he questioned much the

lawfulness of allowing such a person, so endued,

to rest longer in her house. *' Thus ended the

first lesson." The poor woman went home to her

husband, and mentioned her scruples of con-

science. He, however, treated her feelings not

only with ridicule, but harshness ; for he was not

so good a Catholic as herself ; and again she flew

to the priest for comfort and advice. This was

the cue he waited for. He presented to her mor-

bid imagination the moral danger of her position,

the necessity of deep expiation. " What was to

be done?" she asked. Without her husband's

concurrence it was impossible to displace this

dangerous guest— and that he refused. The
priest at length conceived a way in which the

stain upon her habitation and soul might be
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washed white as ern:iine-purity. Here our poor

hostess stopped. She said, she dared not name

the priest's proposal, lest Mr. Mathews should re-

fuse compliance with the means, in which case a

severe personal penance would be exacted of her

for having sheltered so perilous a person. At
last we prevailed upon the poor woman to reveal

the extent of the requisition made, and she ex-

plained, that in order to set all to rights again

she must, according to her confessor's suggestion,

induce Mr. Mathews, before he quitted Limerick,

to give the amount of one of his performances,

for the purpose of finishing a chapel, then incom-

plete for want of funds ! By this mode only

could Mrs. — I forget her name— set her con-

science free for entertaining under her roof so

unaccountable a man. This story needs no com-

ment. In a few days we left Limerick, and our

poor hostess, to pacify her worthy confessor, and

the throes of her own heavy-laden conscience, as

best she might.

In the course of our journeyings in Ireland,

Mr. Mathews was much amused with the Irish

beggars, who were in the habit of surrounding

inn-doors the moment English travellers stopped.

We were posting from Dublin to Limerick, and

thence to Cork, and specimens of this race were

in every town and village, in readiness to pounce

upon the unwary traveller. I never saw any of

them without remembering, I think, Foote's won-
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der what English beggars did with their left-off

clothes, which mystery was solved when he after-

wards went to Ireland, and saw^ the beggars there.

Surely, nothing more squalid and filthy can be met

with elsewhere ; but their wit and merriment even

exceed their dirt. They are very apt to form them-

selves into partnerships, so that four or ^ve of a

firm will assail you under the same interests, but

with separate claims. Sometimes, indeed, they af-

fect hostility with each other's aim, but in a friend-

ly and good-humoured manner. Thus it happened

with one party we fell in with—three women, by

whom our sympathies were invoked in the follow-

ing manner :— " Ah ! my lady ! ah, your honour !

have compassion on the blind, the lame, and

the lazy" (!) "How's that?" said my husband.

" Plaise your honour's glory, I am lame (as you see),

this good woman's blind, and my daughter's lazy."

" Well, well," said he to whom this truly original

appeal was made, and who began to be amused at

this novel mode of application, expecting some

further drollery from her— " well, there 's a five-

penny among you, that is, if you'll divide it

equally."—"Oh! sure," answered the lazy, "it's

no matter,—we 're all one family."—" Oh," said

the donor, " but I insist upon an equal division

of the money in my presence, or I withdraw it."

—" And so there shall be, your honour, if you '11

depind upon my vartue,'' holding out her hand.

" Yes, yes, but I must see you do it."
—" And how,
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your honour, will I do it, seeing that it's impos-

sible?"—"Very well, then, I shall not give it,"

said Mr. Mathews (still anticipating amusement

from her ingenuity). Suddenly she seemed to

have a thought, and with quickness asked, " Will

your honour trust me with the five-penny to get

changed ? "—'' Well," said he, after a short pause,

" I will,'"
—" God bless you for ever," and away

she ran into the inn. On her return, after a mi-

nute's consideration, she placed three half-pence

into each of the other women's hands, saying as

she did so, *^ There 's three halfpence for you^ good

woman— there's three halfpence for you, good

woman—and here's three halfpence for me, good

woman." Then, looking for an instant perplexed

at the remaining halfpenny, she suddenly darted

into a little huxter's shop opposite to the inn, and

as speedily returned with a pair of old scissors in

one hand, and a bit of what is called pig-tail

tobacco in the other, saying, as she measured it

with her eye, and divided it, " There 's one bit for

you, good woman—" there 's one bit for you, good

woman ; and here's one bit for me, good woman.

Ah ! now, haven 't I done it nately, your honour ?"

At another halting-place we were again sur-

rounded by a party of ragged creatures. I kept

within the carriage, and closed the window against

their importunities and dirt ; but my husband

met character face to face wherever he found it,

and in whatever garb, and therefore got out to

talk to them.
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*'Ah, your honour!" (exclaimed a troop simul-

taneously) " ah ! your honour, relave the poor

crathurs !" and then ensued the usual din and im-

portunity. One woman at last, taking the lead of

the rest, began—" Ah ! your good-looking honour

!

God presarve your beautiful eyes for many a

day ! Ah ! your good-looking honour, have pity

upon the poor Irish ! Ah ! bless your handsome,

good-looking face!"— "No," said Mr. Mathews
to the woman so obtrusive in praise of his beauty :

" No, I won't give you a farthing, because of your

flattery; so go away." — ''Ah, Judy!" (said an-

other woman of the party) " ah, Judy ! you've done

for yourself wid your buttering people over as

you do. Sure, it's a lie altogither. The gintle-

man knows that himself 's as plain a looking man
as I 'd wish to clap my two eyes upon ; get out wid

your blarney."^— '^ Very well," said Mr. Mathews,
*' I will give you something for your candour.

There, there," (giving her a fivepenny,) '-and here,

here are some halfpence, which the rest may
scramble for,'' and in order to get rid of them,

while he returned to the carriage, he threw a

handful down, which brought them all upon

their hands and knees, and upon one another,

on the ground, pushing and keeping each other

off, as they turned up the "coppers" out of the

dust.

By this time the horses were corded to, and

these jovial beggars all came round the carriage,

VOL. IL 2 D
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blessing and wishing their benefactor all the good

luck imaginable ; and the woman whose plain

speaking had done so much for her, bawled after

him as we drove off, '' Long life to your honour

!

Has your mother any more ofye ?"

One more specimen. Two women in a wretch-

ed village solicited alms in the usual way—one

with a squalid infant at her back, and another

in her hand, was very importunate ; the other

woman's most strenuous efforts were exerted to

restrain her, in order to put herself forward.

" Ah, sure, Katty, you 're always putting yourself

in the gintry's way
;
ye get more in a day than

I, God knows, get in a month. Ah ! your ho-

nour, give a trifle to a poor distressed crathur,

who has nothing for hersilf but what such cha-

ritable gintry gives her."—"Well," said Miis ho-

nour,' "keep back and I will give you both

something.'' (Here a torrent of blessings were

poured upon his head.) " I suppose," said he,

" ye divide equally what ye get ? " " We
ought, sir ; but, if there's an odd halfpenny, this

good woman takes it to herself."—" Sure, so I

ought," said the ^ good woman,' "I've two chil-

derT—" Yes," urged the other, " but sure I take

snuff."— " And more's the shame for you," replied

her companion. "This good woman, your ho-

nour, she'll take two ounces of snuff every day of

her life, if she can get it ; and that 's a shame,

sure, for the likes of her to do."—" Well," urged
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Katty, in a most pathetic appeal to the judgment

of him she addressed, " well ! and what 's two

ounces of snufFa day to a poor crathur that gives

suck ? " The plea was irresistible, and she re-

ceived another five-penny on the admitted score

of her maternal obligations.

Piqued and wearied by the ill-direction of his

powers for nearly five years at Covent Garden

Theatre, his *'Fate cried out" against it. Mr.

Mathews at last applied to i\Ir. Harris to relin-

quish further claim upon him for the remainder

of his legal term. The request was yielded,

apparently with the feeling of a person who, hav-

ing long possessed a piece of musical mechanism

by which he was first diverted and afterwards

wearied, believing that all its tunes had been

played out, was glad to get rid of it at a small sa-

crifice. This was a great mistake on the part of

Mr. Harris ; but he knew not all the stops of the

organ he set so little store by, and which required

only a discriminating touch to draw forth, not

only variations of what had been already listened

to, but more original and eloquent combinations

than were dreamt of in the manager's philosophy.

Such discrimination had Mr. Arnold. He calcu-

lated with nicety and judgment upon the great

capabilities of the instrument ; and it was reserv-

ed for his skilful hand to point out the hidden

springs which ever afterwards discoursed such

fine harmonies.

2d2
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Once more bis " own man again" for a short

period, Mr. Mathews was enabled to revisit the

provinces, where be never failed to be well re-

ceived and rewarded.

The following letter will serve as an introduc-

tion to an account of Mr. Mathews's performance

at Norwich at this time.

TO MRS. MATHEWS.

Norwich, Jan. 24th, 1817.

I have met with nothing here but civility and real Irish

hospitality. I have had five invitations to-day to dinner,

Sir E. Berry, the Rev. Mr. Ives, Rev. Mr. Blofield, &c.

They are a charming audience ; and I have hit them.

The " stars" have lied about the capability of the

town ; theatrically, it is a sort of York. The most any of

them have made in the week, so my manager says, is 60/.

I have done wonders, for my share is already 60/. without

my benefit; so that I have no fear of making a 100/. clear.

C. Mathews.

Norwich, Jan. 1817.

Mr. Mathews'^s proper distinguishing faculty is mi-

micry ; this it is which gives him his strong and irre-

sistible hold on his audience. He is a Proteus, that can

assume at pleasure any shape; and his mobility is

truly astonishing. When Scarron made his Rancour

boast of having performed the parts of the King^ the Queen,

and the Ambassadors, all upon the stage at once, as the

perfection of a stroller, he little dreamt of the appearance

of a metropolitan actor, a century afterwards, who should

present a French hair-dresser, an English cook, and a

little boy, all upon the stage at once, and, so as to com-
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plete the purposed deception of an individual who is to

be the dupe of the artifice; but Mr. Mathews does all

this to admiration in " Killing no Murder,*" besides the

representation of three other characters in the course of the

same farce, and an almost innumerable collection of petite

exhibitions, (such as the ambulatory Mr. Pimch of the Lon-

don streets,) which he contrives to throw in gratuitously,

as it were. The mobility of the imagination we have de-

scribed has always appeared to us to be the most extraor-

dinary trait in the minds of actors ; and we are persuaded

that it is the capital creative faculty to which dramatic

excellence (of the comic kind more especially) is to be

attributed.

Let us add, that the humour of Mr. Mathews is as rich

as exuberant, and that even in the most dangerous and

alluring exhibitions of what has been most extravagantly

imagined by the author, the actor is never, to our observ-

ance, drawn into a coarse or offensively vulgar presentation.

Mr. Wiggins, in which we have seen him, is as broad as

broad can be, yet we never remember to have relished such

a thing more ; and we were indeed surprised at the talent

which made a most laughable out of a most contemptible

absurdity. Mr. Mathews can also become a comedian of

chaste conception and refined expression.

TO CHARLES MATHEWS, ESQ.

24th Jan. 1817,

Dear Mathews, 5, Melina-place, Westminster-road.

The time has arrived (perhaps a little gone by) for

closing engagements of the most consequence to the Hay-

market Theatre. But I have waited thus long since our

last interview, when I broached my present business to

you, in the hope that you " would come, at last, to comfort
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me." Have the goodness, now, to decide whether you

will or will not belong to the chosen few. It is unneces-

sary to tell you, that I shall be gratified in the renewal

of a professional commerce with one in whom talent and

zealous integrity are combined.

I should have spoken in the plural throughout, for I

give you the sentiments of myself and Co.

Very truly yours, G. Colman.

It is scarcely necessary to say, that the fore-

going letter led the way to the engagement it

aimed at ; and it was arranged that Mr. Mathews

should again appear at the Haymarket at the

opening of the theatre.

The following letter will justify some obser-

vations of mine in a previous page, upon the ex-

treme labour of an actor's profession.

TO MRS. MATHEWS.

Worcester, May 3th, 1817,

Never did I go through such toil in my life : riding to

Hereford, thirty-two miles ; acting the same night in the

most horrible confusion of a divided company (and you

know my sort of fag) ; next night again, three parts ;

Wednesday, twenty-four miles to Ludlow ; acted that

night and the next ; yesterday to Worcester, thirty-two

miles : three parts last night. My strength, however, has

borne me out, and my voice last night was better than

when I started. If I had not (though unwillingly) done

this, Worcester would not have paid anything. They

made up their minds to come one night, my own ; but

they will do nothing for Crisp. His stock houses are

from 2/. to 51., and never more.
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Elliston's popularity here as manager last year has

made Crisp's twopenny troop despised. With this I had

54/., half of which was mine ; and my week has produced

me 87/., which is enormous, for I would have taken 40/.

for my share last Tuesday.

I start to-night for Chester, where I act on Monday. I

shall play there all the week if I don''t hear anything im-

perative from Browning, to whom I have written this post.

I could not wait so long his answer, on the chance of

going to Cambridge ; if I had I must have given up

Chester, where I shall certainly get another 80/. ; but

Cambridge will do on my return.

C. Mathews.

TO MRS. MATHEWS.

Chester, Wednesday, May 9th, 1817.

Thanks for your long letter, (which arrived at one,

being race- time,) and the cheerfulness with which you

wrote. I cannot find time to write to *****; but you

must apologize for me ; and tell her it is impossible for

me to play for her. In the first place, Harris would not

allow it, for he made me promise not to play anywhere in

town ; and in the next, it is ten to one I shall be at too

great a distance, for I must act out of London till the

Haymarket opens; and if I promised her it would en-

tirely prevent my making engagements. I could say

much more, but have not time.

I finish here next Monday, and start next day for

home—thank God ! for that company would kill any man,

used to regularity, in a month.

Chester is very gay just now ; the town full; and the

race-course one of the prettiest sights in England. The

theatre is well attended ; and the manager, out of the
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theatre, makes me very comfortable. His house, where 1

am living, is very pleasantly situated. Though Chester

is a dismal town, there is not one house to intercept a

country view from the manager's residence.

I acted for Brunton on Saturday night, and sat up

with him and Elliston till Crisp's stage started at two.

He drove his whole company. At eleven I met my horse,

previously sent cross-country, and rode fifty miles to

Chester; ninety miles altogether, without going to bed.

We arrived at Chester at seven, where I enjoyed most

delicious fatigue, and suffered no other inconvenience.

Charles Mathews.

This month proved one of great interest to Mr.

Mathews. On the 17th of June, his dramatic

idol, John Kemble, took his leave of the public.

It was an affecting evening, although in a great

measure gratifying to his friends and admirers.

After the curtain dropped upon his last bow,

a relic of this great ornament to his profession

was eagerly sought by all who crowded round

the " last of all the Romans." He presented the

sandals he had worn that night in Coriolanus, to

my husband, who exclaimed, as he bore away his

prize, " 1 may wear his sandals, but no one will

ever stand in his shoesJ"

On the 27th a public farewell-dinner was

given to JNIr. Kemble. Lord Holland took the

head of the table, and on his right hand sat

the object of the meeting; on his left the Duke
of Bedford. Messrs. Young, C. Kemble, and Ma-
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thews, presided at the other tables. After the

presentation of a splendid vase, prepared by some

of his admirers, an ode was recited by Mr. Young,

from the pen of Campbell, the Bard of Hope.

Lord Holland then proposed " the health of Mr.

Mathews, (at the same time proclaiming him to

have been the suggester as well as promoter of

the compliment to Mr. Kemble,) and the Com-

mittee," which distinction was acknowledged by

Mr. Mathews in an appropriate speech.
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CHAPTER XVIII.

Mr. Mathews at the Haymarket Theatre.—His sudden illness.

—Disappointment of the audience.—Absurd critique.— Mr.

Mathews in the "Actor of All Work."— Letter from Mrs.

Siddons.— Unnecessary offers of assistance.—Letter to Mrs.

Mathews from Worthing.—Unintentional compliment.—Me-

thodistical play-goers.—Visit to France by Mr. Mathews and

Mr. Yates.— Letters to Mrs. Mathews from Boulogne and

Cambray.— French postilions.—Lord Hill.— Sir Anderson

Bernard.—The Duke of WeUington.—Mr. Mathews at dinner

with his Grace.— Dinner at Lord Hill's. — Festivities at the

British head-quarters.— Mr. Mathews and the Commandant

of Lisle.—Letter to Mrs. Mathews from Valenciennes.— Mr.

Mathews in Edinburgh. — Letters to Mrs. Mathews.— Re-

ception in Edinburgh of the " Actor of All Work."— Awk-

ward situation in the Courts ofLaw.—Extraordinary success.

— Mr. Harris's mistaken estimate of Mr. Mathews's talent.

— Letter to Mrs. Mathews from Newcastle.— Letter from

Mr. Mathews to his son. — Legal outrage. —Trial at Law.

—

Mr. Scarlett and Mr. Adolphus.— The verdict.— Congra-

tulations.

The Haymarket season, which commenced this

year on the 7th of July, brought Mr. Mathews

once more before a summer audience in London,

after an absence of two years. He made his ap-

pearance in Scout, in " The Village Lawyer," one

of those unique performances not to be described.
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and the enthusiasm with which he was hailed

is equally indescribable.

On the 15th, the comedy of '* Wild Oats" was

announced, and JMr. Mathews's first appearance

in the character of Rover, with Imitations, The
day before that on which this performance was

to take place, he had visited the Tower and

the wild beasts ; upon which occasion, he was

much amused with the person who described the

curiosities of the first, (himself the greatest cu-

riosity among them,) and had so long a chat

with the animals, that the excitement, added to

the excessive heat of the day, and his imita-

tion of what he had seen, together with a co-

pious draught of iced water, so affected him, that,

on our return home, he complained of spasmodic

symptoms in the chest, which increased so much
as to render it necessary to send a message to

the theatre, to announce his inability to perform

that night. But as his indisposition was deemed

of a temporary nature, no alteration was made
in the announcement of the following morning.

Unfortunately, he then found himself still unfit

to appear in public. Placards were hastily put

up at the doors of the theatre, announcing this

circumstance ; but, as it often happens on such

occasions, the bills were unnoticed by the crowd.

The consequences of this disappointment are

best explained in the following contemporary

account.
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The performances at the Haymarket Theatre were in-

terrupted for some time last night, caused by the circum-

stance that Mr. Mathews had been announced to appear as

Rover, in the comedy of '' Wild Oats," with '* Imitations,"

an addition which certainly was destined to give this droll

character peculiar attraction. The house was crowded.

The play commenced, and everything went on sufficiently

tame until the voice of Rover, blustering at a distance,

"the brisk lightning I" was heard, and the tone was so

different from that of Mathews, that it was instantly ap-

plauded all over the theatre, as an excellent imitation.

" Ay, here's the rattle," said Harry Thunder. This was

the signal for another peal of approbation ; but, when

Rover made his appearance on the stage, and it was evi-

dent that it was not Mathews, astonishment was visible in

every countenance. No intimation of the change had been

given!— no apology had been made!—the indulgence of

the audience was not solicited ! Accordingly, there was

an unanimous expression of disapprobation ; and a gene-

ral cry for '' the manager." Mr. Russell, who appeared

as Rover, then came forward and said, " that he did not

intrude himself into the character, which he believed would

be much better performed by Mr. Mathews ; that he was

in some measure compelled to take the part, by the duty

which he owed to the proprietors of the theatre ; that it

could not be expected he should answer for the illness

of the gentleman who was announced for the character

;

and that, if it was the pleasure of the audience, he would

instantly withdraw." This was followed by a shout of

"Bravo! bravo!" but still the cry for "the manager"

did not cease, and an "apology" was loudly demanded.

Mr. Barnard, who was on the stage as Harry Thunder,

then came forward and assured the audience that two hun-
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dred bills had been printed and distributed at the door,

for the purpose of informing the public, tliat in conse-

quence of the continued indisposition of INIr. Mathews, the

character of Rover would be sustained by Mr. Russell.

But the most curious part of this affair remains

to be told. My husband, taking up the news-

paper on the following morning, read a criticism

upon his performance of the previous night, giv-

ing an elaborate and consecutive account of his

(Mr. Mathews's) acting in each scene ; and, in

fact, pronouncing the whole a most inefficient

attempt, and deservedly a failure ! This severity

might have been excused under the plea that the

reporter did not know Mr. Mathews's person, but

had disapproved of the Rover he saw ; but such an

excuse was denied the critic by the great stress he

laid upon every imitation Mr. Mathew^s gave in

the course of the play ; and, above all, the writer's

objection to his too apparent lameness, which, it was

affirmed, unfitted him totally for the character.

This was too much. Mr. Russell's figure was un-

exceptionable—nay, graceful. In short, my hus-

band declared vengeance against the w^riter ; but,

like all such declarations, it was forgotten after

the first burst of anger had evaporated. In a day

or two he redeemed his pledge to the public, and

performed Rover with very great effect, his imita-

tions giving a high zest to the part, and making

a very strong additional feature. His performance
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proved very attractive, and the comedy was fre-

quently repeated during the season.

In August, Mr. Colman produced the " Actor

of all Work," which was written, as a contempo-

rary critic observes

—

" To display the wonderful imitative powers of Ma-

thews. Often as we have been called upon to admire

them, we certainly were never till now aware of half their

extent. The infinite variety of his transformations will be

best shown by a brief description of the characters he per-

sonated. On the rising of the curtain he entered as Mul^

tiple^ a strolling actor, in great agitation at being refused

an engagement by Velinspeck^ a country manager, who, it

appears, had expressed doubts of his talents, and particu-

larly of his versatility. In a short soliloquy he announced

his determination to convince this insulting manager of the

grossness of his error, and departed to make the requisite

preparation. We are next introduced to Mr. Velinspeck,

who gives a ludicrous detail of the disasters which had

befallen the various members of his company, and the

straits to which he is in consequence reduced. His com-

plaints are interrupted by a knocking at the door, and

Mathews enters disguised as Matheiu Stuffy, an applicant

for a situation as prompter, for which he says he is pecu-

liarly qualified by that affection of the eyes commonly

called squinting, which enables him to keep one eye on the

performers, and the other on the book at the same time.

This Stuffy is one of the richest bits of humour we ever

witnessed ; his endless eulogies upon the state of things

" in the late immortal Mr. Garrick's time,'* are highly lu-

dicrous. We suspect this to be a " sketch from real life."

The prompter now departs, but is immediately succeeded
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by a French Tragedian^ who proposes to Velinspeck an

entertainment of recitation and singing. This character

is intended for a portrait of Tahna, and the reserablance

must be instantly felt and acknowledged by all who are

acquainted with the peculiarities of that Roscius of the

French stage. It is always received with clamorous ap-

plause, by those who have seen Talma, for its fidelity.

The command of countenance which INIathews here dis-

plays is most wonderful ; never was anything more com-

pletel}^ French than the face he assumes, and never was

any character dressed more to the life. Tliis imitation of

Talma has given rise to some remarks in the Joiuiial des

Debafs, remarkable only for their extreme shallowness.

Next enters Robin Scraiuke^, a runaway apprentice, smit

with the desire of " cleaving the general ear with horrid

speech." After a ludicrous colloquy between him and the

manager, he expresses his apprehension of being pursued

by his master, and takes refuge in a room on the first floor,

which is open to the audience. He here quickly changes

his dress, slips down the back stairs, and in the lapse of

two minutes enters again as Andreio M'Siliergrip, sl Scotch

pawnbroker, in search of his runaway apprentice, the

aforesaid Robin Scrawkey^ whom he pursues up stairs,

and is heard to assail him with blows and violent abuse.

He again alters his dress, and re-appears immediately as

Mrs. M' Sillergrip, who expresses great fears of an attack

upon her honour by the manager, and joins the imaginary

party up stairs. The skill of Mathews in carrying on a

conversation between three persons is here executed with

most astonishing effect. Finally, he enters as a fat Coach-

man, out of patience at waiting for three worthies, whom
he has engaged to convey to Dover ; and presently, to the

utmost astonishment and confusion of the manager, con-
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vinces him that the whole of the characters who have ap-

peared before him have been personated by the identical

comedian whose talents he had just before estimated so

lightly. He is, of course, gladly engaged on his own
terms, and the piece concludes.

It will be seen by this brief sketch, that a stronger call

was never made on the powers of Matliews, and he never

before exerted them with such extraordinary success. The
popularity of this piece is unprecedented ; and we under-

stand the nightly receipts have exceeded those of any

former season."

Impromptu on Mr. Mathews.

If, by acting one part so much honour be gained,

Pray tell, if it be in your power.

What honour, what meed, shall by him be obtained.

Who acts seven parts in one hour?

The following are the remarks alluded to in the

Journal des Debats. They are curious, and the

more remarkable from the fact, that in a few

months afterwards the same imitations, here re-

probated and called caricatures, were applauded

to the very echo in the country whence the cen-

sure came; and the "Actor of All Works;' as he

is called by the critic, became a general favourite,

although the only parts of the performance that

could be thoroughly appreciated by the natives

were those very imitations of their own favourite

actors.

We have lately learned, that there is in London a thea-

tre, which, like our Theatre des Varietes, has its Potier,
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its Brunet, its occasional pieces, and its caricatures ; and

it was to be expected that national malice should be ex-

ercised on the interesting visits lately made to the English

by some of our principal artists.

In a little piece performed at the Haymarket, entitled

the " Actor of All Works, or the Universal Performer,""*

Talma, or, rather a buffoon who had undertaken his cha-

racter, has prodigiously amused the worthy gentlemen.

He presents himself to the manager of the theatre, makes

a pompous display of his various talents,— he is the great

tragedian of the Great Theatre at Paris; plays every

part, and is embarrassed only in the choice. The mana-

ger assures him of the indulgence of the English public,

and promises him a reception apportioned to his talents.

The French actor apprises him of his plan,—if he be not

permitted to give a complete representation, he can, at

least, give specimens of declamation. The manager ex-

presses some doubts as to his right to permit such a re-

presentation on his stage ; but the adroit stranger finds an

easy expedient,— he will declaim gratis, but they must

pay for the concert. He then gives a specimen of his

powers, and recites some verses from Andromaque. This

caricature of French declamation has been found excellent.

It is thought impossible to give with more truth, strength,

and expression, the wild attitudes, the disordered looks, the

bursts of false passion, and, at the same time, the triviality,

the low and hurried tone, and in general, all the absurd

and unnatural system of French declamation. In the

midst of this burlesque imitation. Talma receives some

compliments, which, " to thehonour of the English nation,"

says the English journalist, " were received with unani-

mous applause." We, too, in our turn will say, that no

conclusion should be drawn from an exaggerated imitation

VOL. II. 2 E
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against Talma, and the other performers of the Great

Theatre, and that nothing would be more easy for us

than to take our revenge and adopt reprisals. There is,

however, in the lessons of rivalry something of which it

would be well for Talma and his comrades to take ad-

vantage, avoiding, for instance, to assume an agreeable

familiarity for nature; bombast for dignity; a forced

pantomime for a true expression of the passions.

TO CHARLES MATHEWS, ESQ.

Dear Sir, 27, Upper Baker-street, August 26th.

I have heard so much of the " Actor of All Work,'*

and have so great an admiration of your talents, that I

cannot resist troubling you with a request that I am sure

your good nature will pardon ; — it is, that you will have

the goodness to procure a private box to give me that

pleasure. Allow me, sir, to assure you, that if your com-

pliance is likely to be attended by the least inconvenience,

I shall attribute your refusal to those motives of propriety

that are indispensable, and not to any disinclination to

gratify Your sincere admirer,

and obliged humble servant,

S. SiDDONS.

Mr. Colman has always been so kind as to admit me to

the theatre, and T flatter myself that he would not be

averse to favouring me with a box any day this week,

except Friday.

At the close of the Haymarket Theatre, Mr.

Mathews resumed his provincial pursuits, and his

correspondence with myself.
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It seems strange, that whenever an individual

attempt is successfully made, a general desire

should be created to imitate the plan, whether

with or without ability or means. What is still

more strange, however, is, that when it is clearly

manifest that individuality has constituted the pith

and charm of the enterprise, people, not without

judgment in other respects, should propose to

nullify this success by offering their co-operation,

forgetting that it is the very popularity of the

plan, the basis of which they would thus infal-

libly upset, which has induced them to make

this offer.

As soon as Mr. Mathews proved his singular

powder in his " At Homes," and that he could

attract overflowing audiences, without any per-

sonal assistance, he was assailed by proposals of

all sorts, from all sorts of people, to be admitted

into his entertainment. When he was perform-

ing in Dublin to crowded houses, a conjurer, then

exhibiting there to almost empty benches, wrote

to him, absurdly offering him his " services,"

upon the consideration of receiving an " equal

share of Mr. Mathews's profits." I have found

also an application of the kind from a lady of

great experience, a remarkable person in her day.

I shall give this without apology, as one instance

amongst the many, of an oversight quite extra-

ordinary under the circumstances.

2 E 2
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My dear Sir, September 27, 1817.

The papers inform me that you are to give your " Actor

of All Work,'"' in the manner of Mr. Bannister, and Mrs.

Mountain.'* Can you, my dear sir, employ my poor re-

maining abilities to any small advantage to myself; at the

same time it would be doing me an essential service : I

mean to offer my imitations of Mrs. Siddons, and the late

Mrs. Jordan.

I am always, my dear sir,

Your very obliged humble servant,

L. SUMBEL.

New Cavendish-street, Portland-place.

I scarcely need explain that Mrs. Sumbel was

formerly Mrs. Wells, the original Cowslip, and

on whose benefit night in Dublin, Mr. Mathews

made his first appearance in public. This lady

my husband was most desirous to oblige, but on

the present occasion it was impossible ; and of this

she was convinced after a little explanation.

TO MRS. MATHEWS

Worthing, October 1st, 1817.

I am just arrived here, and shall stay till Sunday. My
benefit last night produced 105/., making my profits since

last Wednesday, 140/. ; so I have got beyond the right

reading. This is 40/. beyond my most sanguine guess.

I must tell you a " little anecdote," which is the greatest

* Mr. Bannister and Mrs. Mountain had severally travelled

in the provinces for a season, with their *' Budget " of personal

talents, with much success, some years previously.—A. M.
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compliment that I ever received. During my performance

at Brighton, Mrs. George Farren's mother and sister went

to see me " At Home :" the former was so disgusted at my
" imposition on the public," that she actually left the

house at the end of the ventriloquy, and dragged her

daughter with her. She said it ought to be exposed in the

public papers, for that she saw the man under the stage

give me up the wine,—and that people could be such

fools as to believe I spoke for that child, and the old man,

so provoked her, that she would not stay to be one of

them.

I patronise your plan with Charles. Tell him that I

am fagging at French myself now.
C. Mathews.

Southampton, October 11 th^ 1817.

The whole of yesterday I was absent on a trip to the

Isle of Wight, and most delightful it was. An old friend,

a Mr. Lynn, took me over in his yacht; we returned and

dined aboard, and got home in the evening.

I have received great attention here. Mrs. Siddons's

friend, Mrs. Fitzhugh, called on me. One morning, to

my great amazement, I saw a procession of about eight

persons enter my drawing-room, my bed-room door being

open; and when I entered, I perceived Mr. Cooke the

Methodist clergyman, and family, and other regular bred

Methodists of the town. Think of that

!

C. Mathews.

Mr. Cooke was one of those well-educated and

liberal Christians who recommend religion by

their own example; too sincere in himself to

suppose it necessary to be always talk'mg good-
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ness to others, and too well-bred and feeling to in-

sult those he naight find less excellent than him-

self. Several like him, whom I used to meet in

my husband's family, were alone sufficient to

redeem a whole conventicle of Mawworms. I

well remember a Northamptonshire preacher who
always came up to London when Mrs. Siddons

and John Kemble performed, for the pleasure of

hearing them. He admitted to me, that this was

unknown to his connexion, but he saw no im-

propriety in such a gratification : still, he had no

right, he said, to shock the prejudices of his sect

by thus proclaiming his opinion of their narrow-

ness of mind. On the occasions of the " At
Homes," however, many of Mr. Mathews's family

connexions were followers of his " Lectures," and

did not hesitate to acquaint themselves with the

inside of a theatre to hear tlieir old friend's son

" hold forth," to whom it would otherwise have

been unknown ; these were always observed to

be amongst the most delighted of the audience.

Pursuant to an arrangement made with Mr.

Yates, Mr. Mathews visited France for the first

time, towards the close of this year. The plan

was, to perform the " Actor of All Work," wher-

ever the English v/ere deemed numerous enough

to make up an audience commensurate with his

views. Mr. Yates was to perform " the manager,"

not only in the above piece, but in all things else

where Mr. Mathews found himself in want of an

assistant.
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Mr. Yates was at this time young upon the

stage, but gave promise of the superior talents

he has since matured. He was a most agreeable

companion, and a great favourite with Mr. Ma-

thew^s, while his acquaintance wdth French cus-

toms, and English officers stationed abroad,—from

his knowledge of them while a youth in the

commissariat department— rendered him a more

than commonly desirable fellow-traveller on such

an expedition. The following letters, somewhat

in the form of a narrative, will explain them-

selves, and render any interruption of mine un-

necessary during the period to which they relate.

TO MRS. MATHEWS.

Boulogne, December, 1817,

Being very suspicious of the safety of the post from

this country, I send you a sort of duplicate of the letter

which went by that conveyance, to say, I arrived at Calais

on Thursday at half past three, after a very pleasant

passage of four hours. Colonel Powell, who knew the

Rolls's and all their connexions, travelled with us to

Dover, embarked with us, and was our companion next

day in the diligence ; a very pleasant man, and a great

acquisition to us. We found the inn admirable, ex-

tremely clean, and the dinner and wine delicious. The

only thing I have hitherto found unpleasant is, that there

are no grates, and no coals ; and I am not yet reconciled

to their wood fires. As to wine, all Englishmen are igno-

rant what it is. What they call " vin ordinaire,"" Is.Sd.

per bottle, is I think quite as good as the Burgundy at
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the Piazza Coffee House for which they charge 18s. ; it

is all pure juice of the grape.

I dined yesterday at Joe Kelly's, whom we found just

as we left poor Mic, confined with rheumatic gout.

In this town there are three or four hundred English

families. Considerable difficulties have arisen in the way

of my performing here, which I have overcome, and have

issued my bills for to-morrow night. There is a French

company here, and the conductor has a control over all

performances. The mayor himself could not give me con-

sent without I sent my bills in a private manner to the

English, only as a sort of invite. This has been done,

and 1 have got a large room, which I expect to fill ; and

if it succeeds, I shall have another night on my return.

On Thursday we set oft* for Cambray, the Duke*s head-

quarters. The officers here say I shall get 150/. there,

and that it is certain to answer well.

Charles Mathews.

TO MRS. MATHEV/S.

Cambray, December, 1817.

We arrived here safely, after a most tedious journey

yesterday. We hired a cabriolet at Boulogne, and set off at

twelve o'clock on Tuesday night, and posted all the way

here, ninety miles. The travelling would be horrible but

for the oddity of the postillions : their dresses, their man-

ners, and their whip-smacking, when passing through

villages, has never failed to make me roar with laughter

;

but no description can give a notion of their carriages

;

all the caricatures we have seen of them are but faint

representations. We hired what was supposed to be a

remarkably comfortable carriage. It poured with rain

the whole of the night, and the water came in upon us
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as if poured from three or four little teapots. Their

roads too, being paved like our towns, make the shaking

and rattling intolerable.

Cambray is a very fine old town, something like the

provincial towns in Ireland, but with a magnificent place,

or square, which exceeds anything in our towns.

Nothing can surpass the hospitality and kindness we

have met with from the English officers here. We have

been removed from our auberge to-day, at the command

of Lord Hill, who has given us a room in his billet ; and

Sir Andrew Barnard, with whom we dined yesterday,

and who introduced us to about twenty at dinner, insists

on our taking our meals with him. He has run about the

town, advertised tickets for my first night to be had at

his office, (being commandant of the town,) sold some him-

self at his own house, and took the money — got me a

room—leave—in short, he has taken all trouble from me.

The Duke of Wellington is here, or rather, twelve

miles off, at his chateau ; has private theatricals going on

;

and we are invited to join in them on Tuesday. This I

call an event. I never met a finer set of fellows in my
life than I have hitherto seen, or such real solid hospitality.

I saw Colonel Higginson yesterday, who was warm for

him. He was invited, but could not attend. Poole is

coming to me on Sunday, and quite delighted at the pro-

spect of seeing me. I am told I shall do here for three

nights ; then to Valenciennes.

C. Mathews.

TO MRS. MATHEWS.

Cambray, December 26th, 1817.

I did not tell you my receipt at Boulogne, because it

was bad, and I was in the dismals about the expedition,
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thinking Yates had entirely misled me, but since that I

have changed my mind, and " all is blue." I have not

time to relate my reception, which was delightful. I

dined at the Duke of Wellington's chateau on Tuesday.

Nothing could be more gratifying. He was affable and

good-natured beyond description. I experienced a most

curious feeling of pleasure, for I had never seen him be-

fore : that the first time should be at his own table was

remarkable. I was treated " as one of the party" in every

instance. The Duke of Richmond and family were there.

I played billiards with the Duke, and the hero of Wa-
terloo marked a part of the game ! When he came into

the room he said, " Well, Duke, does Mr. Mathews play

billiards as well as he acts ; if he does, he will beat us

all ?" It was sometimes so like Charley Young that I

could hardly keep my countenance.

Yesterday I dined at Lord HilPs ; still more flattering,

for it was quite en famille, and I was not expected to

" do something." Poole is here, and has been invited

everywhere with me, except the Duke of Wellington's. It

was very pleasant to give him such a day as yesterday.

He desires love to you. I leave this place for Valen-

ciennes on Sunday ; shall play there two nights; and ex-

pect to be home on Monday or Tuesday, 5th or 6th, in

my way to Scotland. I have only just returned from

Lord Hill's chateau, and have refused all invitations for

to-day, that Pooley and I, and Yates, may dine together,

to drink dear Charley's health, and many happy returns of

the day. I will write to you before I start, to tell you

when to expect me.

Charles Mathews.
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The festivities at the British head-quarters

are thus noticed in a private letter from Cambray,

December 29th.

Great festivities have been going forward this Christmas

at the head-quarters of the British army. The Duke of

Wellington has had his chateau (twelve miles from hence)

crowded with visiters. The officers of the staff have per-

formed several dramatic pieces with great effect. Mathews

has been out here, and was invited by the Duke to the

chateau ; he gave his celebrated " Mail-coach Adven-

tures," and also his " Actor of All Work," with great

effect. The temporary theatre is very neatly fitted up.

The Duke of Richmond and his family, Lord Hill, &c.

were highly delighted with the amusements of the chateau.

Lisle, December 31st, 1817.

On the evening of the 31st of December, Mr. Mathews,

the celebrated comedian, arrived with an English friend

at Lisle. Understanding that the gates were shut at six

o^clock, they accepted the offer of the Commandant of

Valenciennes, (one of our officers,) to write a day or two

before, to the Commandant of Lisle, to allow them to enter

the town, in case the gates should be shut. They arrived

at the gates a few minutes after six, and, had it not been

for the unnecessary delay occasioned by the douaniers

in searching their baggage, would have been in time to

enter. On presenting themselves at the first gate, however,

they were informed that they could not be admitted. They

then represented that a letter had been written to the

commandant to allow them to pass. After many entreaties

they were admitted through the first gate, and the porter
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consented to send a message to the commandant, while

they awaited his permission. After being detained three

quarters of an hour, the diligence from Paris arrived,

which is allowed to enter at any hour. Two cabriolets,

with French travellers, stole in at the heels of the diligence.

After some parley with the porter, the French travellers

offered him a bribe, which was accepted.

The postillion of Mr. Mathews and friend observing this,

hinted that a similar offer from them would probably be

as effective as the order for which they were impatiently

waiting. They accordingly gave a five-franc piece to the

porter. Shortly after they were allowed to pass the second

gate, and enter the town, but were detained at the

first guard-house, and on inquiring the cause, were

told they must wait till their passport was examined.

They waited more than half an hour, and observed that

the French travellers, who had no order for admission,

moved off undisturbed. At last a messenger arrived,

who informed them that the Mayor de Place said, they

could not be allowed to proceed. They asked to see the

officer of the guard. A young man of gentlemanly appear-

ance then presented himself. They represented their situ-

ation, and the suspense in which they had been kept, and

entreated that one of them might be allowed to see the

commandant, being confident a letter had been written

to him, and that, were he acquainted with the true state

of the case, he would allow them to remain in the town.

The only notice of this appeal was, " c'est inutile, sortez ;*"

and though they represented the partiality shown to the

French travellers, the gates were re-opened, and they

were actually turned out of the town amidst the jeers of

the French soldiers, and the shouts of a mob of boys.

After being detained two hours in an intensely cold
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night, they were obh'ged to put up at a wretched wag-

goners'" inn in the fauxbourgs, the misery of which can

only be understood by those who have travelled through

the country.

TO MRS. MATHEWS.

Valenciennes, January 1st, 1818.

I arrived here yesterday, safe, well, and in good health.

I perform here to-night, and to-morrow night. It is a

very fine theatre.

We dined yesterday with Sir Manly Power, comman-
der-in-chief of this district, and met with the same hos-

pitable reception and promises of support as at Cambray.

The Scotch expedition will force me away, however,

directly. Wednesday and Thursday are such holidays

here with the French, that we cannot have the theatre

on those nights (a French company being here,) if we

wished it.

C. Mathews.

On their return to England, Mr. Mathews

separated from Mr. Yates, professionally, as will

be seen by his letters descriptive of his visit to

Scotland, where Mr. Yates was, I believe, en-

gaged as a tragedian.

TO MRS. MATHEWS.

Edinburgh, January 1818.

I thought the hurricanes were peculiar to this severe

climate,*= and that it was my luck brought them upon

* It may be remembered, that this was a year of fearful

tempests on land as well as at sea.—A. M.
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Edinburgh. You remember my last trip and illness here.

Exactly the same sudden change took place this time.

Went to sleep after supper at Berwick,—warm night,

—

awoke in snow. On Monday night, " where I slept the

chimneys were blown down,"" houses unroofed, and the whole

city was covered with slates, bricks, chimney-tops, &c.

;

the damage to a chapel, newly built, alone is 1000/. This

has continued nearly the whole week, and at intervals of

quiet nothing but snow. I have not had one walk since

I have been here, except from the theatre to my lodgings.

I expected the theatre would be ruined by it. My two

first nights were not so good as in former years, and I

began to fear ; but the cunning rogues were lying by for

the " Actor of All Work,*" which we did not produce till

Thursday, and now the business is done. Such a hit !

—

After studying the Irishman,* I was told if I did not

act it as a Scotchman it would be considered a bad com-

pliment to their sense, since it was as well known in

Edinburgh as London by reputation ; and I therefore

played as sich ; and it was by far the best hit in the piece

:

—they roared, at every line. Murray acted the manager ;

and when I said, *' Tm told you-a set up a show i' this

toon," the screech was immense. I am in high spirits.

C. Mathews.

TO MRS. MATHEWS.

Edinburgh, Jan. 19th, 1818.

This will be a most successful trip. They are flocking

to the box-office this morning to obtain places for almost

* That is converting the original Scotchman into an Irish-

man.—A. M.
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every night for the " Actor of All Work/"' They have quite

confirmed my opinion of them, that they are the only real

theatrical audience in the three kingdoms. Every line of

Stuffy is literally a roar here, and many points that were

unnoticed at the Haymarket, are here caught up with

avidity. As to their reception of my Scotchman, it is the

most good-natured thing I ever met with. They gave me
on Saturday night three or four rounds for merely saying

the words " Fie mon ! hoc, hoo con I recoont aw the pertee-

clers o' his insanity T^ because I hit upon their intonation

very luckily. I am in high feather, and the attentions of

Murray and Mrs. Henry Siddons, the comforts of the

theatre, my dressing-room, altogether make this the only

theatre, out of London, where I like m}^ profession. I was

placed in a most awkward situation in the Courts of Law
on Saturday. Erskine,* while pleading, glanced his eye

towards me, stopped, laughed, and shook his fist at me.

This drew the eyes of about two hundred people upon me.

I blushed up to the eyes. When he sat down, I observed

he wrote a note with a pencil to the Judge, Lord Gillies.

He craned his neck directly to look at me, and when we

came out of court, Erskine said, " What the devil brings

you here, mon,—you spoilt my speech,—I canna afford to

be taken off. Did you observe Lord Gillies look at you ?

I wrote him a caird, and told him to be on his guard as I

was, or we should both be upon the stage before supper

to-night."

C. Mathews.

The next letter records a period of extraoi-

dinary profit, obtained by most laborious exertion

—an unprecedented effort, if his peculiar style of

* The late Lord Kinnedder.
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performance be taken into consideration ; indeed

the account might seem incredible, were it not

communicated in such an indisputable form.

TO MRS. MATHEWS.

Newcastle, Feb. 1st, 1818.

I am delighted to hear that you are at the Laforests',

because I think you must be happy there. I would not

tell you all my success, because I thought the account I

sent you was enough for one gulp. I did not expect to

make more than 500/. by Glasgow and Edinburgh toge-

ther. When I arrived I found Glasgow abandoned. I

then designed to give for a night my own entertain-

ment ; but as the '* Actor of All Work " had made such

a noise in Scotland, I thought it would not do without

it, and I therefore made terms with Murray to play the

manager, and take all his door-keepers, &c. The first

night overflowed, which induced me to go again ; and my
share came to 220/., making the whole of my engagement

740/. I I have no doubt my profits here will come very

near to make up the sum of 900/. ! What think you of

that ?

I am pleased at Harry's* attention to you and neglect

of me ; for if he had treated me well, I think the odds are

that I should have been in Lisle-street now, and as much

minus as the sum on the other side will now make good.

Thank God ! I am now in rude health, and have not once

been hoarse. I am quite sure no man ever did so much as

I have done in three weeks in point of fatigue and exertion

of lungs ; but I am repaid for all by two expressions of

* Mr. Henry Harris.—A. M.
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yours, which, believe me, my dear, dear wife, I shall trea-

sure during my life. God bless you.

C. Mathews.

A chaise is waiting to take me me to Lambton Hall,

nine miles from hence. I am going to " sit " to Lord Grey.

In the foregoing letter Mr. Mathews speaks of

Mr. Harris's " neglect of him." This refers solely

to his professional estimate of his talent while at

Covent Garden, which was assuredly a mistaken

one, or else he would not have easily yielded to

my husband's entreaty to leave him before the

term of his articles had expired ; no doubt, un-

der the impression that he had tried him '' to the

top of his bent." But Mr. Harris and himself

never ceased to be upon the most cordial terms.

I have already noticed the necessity of remov^

ing Charles from his city-school into purer air;

and we were fortunate in finding a vacancy in the

house of a gentleman * under whose able care

the sons of Messrs. Charles Kemble, Young, and

Liston were placed.

The following letter alludes to one written at

this time by Charles to his father ; a surprising

composition, as proceeding from a boy. It related

to the eventual choice of a profession, the idea

of educating him for the church having become

a matter of reconsideration.

* Mr. Richardson.

VOL. n. 2 F
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TO MRS. MATHEWS.

Newcastle, Feb. 8th, 1818.

I cannot describe to you how delighted I am with

Charles''s letter. " I could laugh—I could cry." I shall

write to him to thank him and praise him.

" The Actor of all Work " is a fortune to me. It is re-

markable that I played the Frenchman in France with

success—the Scotchman in Scotland, and Scrawkey here

was a screech from beginning to end.* I am astonished at

my own success, I assure you. I have had letters from

France, and have been revenged. At Lisle, the porter

who took my bribe has been dismissed, and the officer pu-

nished. The Marquis knew nothing of it, and has apolo-

gised. Charles Mathews.

TO MASTER MATHEWS.

Manchester, February 14th, 1818.

My dear Charles,

Since I received your very clever and entertaining letter,

I have been so completely occupied as to be unable to an-

swer it ; and even now, having spent the whole of the morn-

ing at the theatre, drilling the awkward theatrical squad,

it cannot be expected that I can write so good a letter as I

ought, in return for one which gave me so much pleasure.

As your mother, however, reminded me ofmy debt to you,

and said you were impatient to hear from me, I was deter-

mined not to delay any longer the expression of my thanks

to you for your letter. I assure you, my dear boy, I felt

* In Scrawkey^ he adopted the Newcastle peculiarity, called

the burr.—A. M.
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very proud at the perusal of it; and, like a father, could

not be satisfied without the approbation of others. I

showed it with triumph to two gentlemen, who were with

me at the time I received it ; and it was read aloud, " by

. particular desire,'' where I dined.

Don't let this make you vain. Proud you may feel that

it has been in your power to bestow pleasure on a father

who sincerely loves you, and the study of whose life has

been to bestow upon you an education of which he flatters

himself you are likely to take proper advantage. To see

you qualified to move in some respectable profession is now

the first object of n:y heart. I cannot now even venture

an opinion as to your future pursuits. It is a matter of

serious consideration, and must be left, at all events, till

we meet.

I am glad to hear the pony is so well. By the by, you

spell it poiiey—vouz avez tort. Don't knock out one of

his eyes, but knock out an e, next time you write about

him.

Adieu ! Mon cher Charles. Je vous envoie a mon tour

mille et mille remercimens pour votre joli lettre. Vouz

pensez bien que je ne fus pas le derniere a I'apprecier.

Agreez de recevoir I'expression de ma reconnaissance, qui

quoique bien vive ne pent rien ajouter a mon amitie.

Adieu, mon enfant. Je vous embrasse

Bien tendrement,

Charles Mathews.

P.S. To Mrs. Mathews.—Pray write me a letter soon.

I am very dull here. This town is a large Leeds, and I

don't know a soul. I have a melancholy lodging in a dull

street. I opened last night. The house was not great

;

but they say I shall yet do great things. Heaven send

it may be so ! but I wish it was over. The theatre is

2 F 2
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large enough for London. God bless you ! Write to a

poor, melancholy, deserted wretch.

Charles Mathews.

Mr. Mathews was involved at this time, as de-

fendant, in a trial arising out of his frequent

reliance upon the honesty of professers,—one of

the results which he experienced in return for his

untiring benevolence.* The plaintiff in this trial,

whose conduct had excited my husband's inconsi-

derate resentment, was an attorney, and had been

formerly an intimate friend of a Mr. S ; but, as

friendship between some men, when interrupted,

is converted into the direst hate, these persons

became vindictive foes ; and when an opportunity

appeared for vengeance of real or supposed in-

jury, by the non-payment of money upon appli-

cation at the usual place, in consequence of Mr.

Mathews's absence, and Mr. S 's carelessness,

Mr. Ford was well pleased to avail himself of

his power to annoy the staunch friend of the

man he hated, though fully aware that he had

nothing more to do with the transaction than

by lending his name to it, and seeing the

claim duly discharged. The inconvenience and

disgrace arising from this proceeding he hoped

might revert to his enemy. For this reason,

and not from any doubt of his losing the

money, this person committed one of those acts

* This was merely a case of security for another man.
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which the law allows for general security, but of

which none, except the lowest practitioners, ever

avail themselves. Such are the men who give

occasion for the prejudice w^liich many people en-

tertain against lawyers— simply from their expe-

rience only of those who are held, by the respect-

able portion of the profession, at arm's length.

During one of my husband's tours, I had quit-

ted the cottage wdth my boy, on a Christmas visit

in Hertfordshire, and was hastily summoned home
by a letter from a confidential servant, apprising

me that some men had entered the cottage, and

ascertaining that a piano-forte and harp were the

only moveables belonging to my husband, (it

being a furnished cottage,) they had taken posses-

sion of them, and had only consented to remain

on the premises one night, in order to give time

for the money to be paid, in default of which the

property would be taken away for the amount.

Of course I returned, much alarmed at such an

outrage ; but I contrived in a few hours to in-

duce the gentlemen to give up for their demand in

cash (something under twenty pounds,) what had

cost my husband about one hundred and fifty

guineas. My account of this on his return home

so exasperated him, that he allowed himself no

time to cool, but proceeded to Mr. Ford's office

at once, in order to express his opinion of his

conduct, and in terms which certainly could not

be understood as complimentary. Hence arose
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the action^ which was tried during another ab-

sence of my husband from home, Mr. Ford hav-

ing secured the able advocacy of Mr. Scarlett ;
*

while our excellent and eloquent friend, Mr. Adol-

phus, with his wonted alacrity, gave his talents

(literally gave them, for his professional services to

my husband were always gratuitous,) and defend-

ed the action. There was nothing remarkable in

Mr. Scarlett's opening of the case (for he felt that

he was on the weak side) ; all he could do was to

lay a stress upon the extensive weight a man
of Mr. Mathews's celebrity gave to his report of

others. He averred that it was better to be held

in disesteem by any man than by an actor, quot-

ing in support of his assertion the words of our

great poet, who had said—" After your death you

were better have a bad epitaph than their (i. e.

players') ill report while you live."

To this Mr. Adolphus replied, in a concise state-

ment of the provocation, which he interspersed

with the most witty and apposite illustrations.

The following account gives the result :

—

One Ford, an attorney, brought an action against Mr.

Mathews, for entering his house, and calling him " a

scoundrel, a rascal, and a disgrace to his profession." It

appeared that Mr. Mathews had become security for the

payment of an annuity; and that during his absence in

France the plaintiff levied an execution on his goods for

the amount thereof, to the serious alarm and inconvenience

of Mrs. Mathews, who had received no intimation of the

* The present Lord Abinger.
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intended procedure. The foreman of the jury inquired

what were the smallest damages that would not carry costs,

and being informed 40s., the jury found a verdict for

the plaintiff—Is. damages, and Is. costs.

It happened somewhat curiously, that the Lord
Chief Justice (Ellenborough) whom my husband,

it will be recollected, imitated in " Love, Law,
and Physic," presided at this trial. Possibly his

Lordship remembered the circumstance of the

defendant's former imitation of his manner while

making his present charge to the jury. But if he

did recollect, it certainly did not influence him in

the discharge of his judicial duty.

He who so often cast his own difficulties upon

the shoulders of his too generous friend, left Eng-

land shortly afterwards with a large sum, (in

addition to his previous debt to my husband,)

supplied by the kindness of Mr. Mathews, in

consideration of his amiable wife and family, and

in order to enable him to take possession of a

lucrative situation abroad, w^hence he never re-

mitted a single shilling to his benefactor, or at-

tempted to acquit himself of the responsibilities

under which he had left him. Besides that of

the present case, and a considerable sum of money

lent, Mr. Mathews had become security for him

to a mercantile house, w^hich bond he basely de-

clared to have been cancelled when questioned

about it previously to his departure. It was

for tliis man's debt that my husband had been
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arrested while upon his crutches at Brighton

;

but such was his plausibility^ that his friend still

believed him to be the amiable person he seem-

ed; and it was painful to Mr. Mathews, inde-

pendently of pecuniary losses sustained by him,

to find him so utterly unworthy.

The annuity my husband continued to pay for

some years after Mr. S had left it upon his

hands, when a legal friend advised him to buy it

up : so that, after paying between seventy and

eighty pounds annually for nearly eight years, Mr.

Mathews expended several hundred more in order

to cancel this periodical and harassing disburse-

ment.

When the report of this trial reached Dublin,

my husband happened to be performing there,

and was congratulated on the verdict, which,

though legally against him, was in fact a triumph.

After he quitted Ireland, the following appeared

in Dublin :

—

" We are now happy to acquaint our readers that Mr,

Mathews, during his late visit to this city, made a consi-

derable addition to his private friends, who, taking into

<;onsideration that he is at present without any settled

means of livelihood, being engaged at neither of the winter

theatres, with that liberality which ever characterises the

lovers of the drama, entered into a voluntary subscrip-

tion of one penny each, in order to defray the enormous

amount which has been awarded against him. The sub-

scription, we understand, is now filled up, and the two

shillings sterling remitted to Mr. Mathews by the hands

of one of the principal banking and commercial houses of

this town."''
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CHAPTER XIX.

Mr. Mathews's engagement with Mr. Arnold.— His visit to

Paris with that gentleman.— Letter to Mrs. Mathews from

Paris.—Tiercelin, Brunet, and Potier.—Invitation to Mr. Ma-
thews's " At Home."— Programme of the entertainment. —
Mr. Mathews's introductory address.—Extraordinary success

of the speculation.—Mr. Mathews's sudden illness.—Mr. Ar-

nold and his bond.—Amelioration of the agreement.—Dis-

tressing malady.—Mr. Mathews and M. Alexandre.

I HAVE already observed, that to Mr. Arnold

belonged the judgment to perceive the advantage

to be derived from the individual exertions of

Mr. Mathews. Mr. Arnold's discrimination and

shrewdness led to the conclusion, which Mr. Ma-

thews had never calculated upon to any such

extent ; indeed, he was ill at calculation in any

shape. Mr. Arnold had, in fact, prudently laid

by for the time, which he saw approaching, from

my husband's evident dissatisfaction with the

winter theatres ; and when it came, promptly

offered him a remedy for present discontent, and

a security from similar mortification in future.

Briefly, Mr. Arnold proposed to buy up for a

term of years Mr. Mathews's talents, and to be-

come sole master and comptroller of them ; to
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take all chances and risks ; and, what was most

tempting to my husband, all the troubk ! Strange

to say, Mr. Mathews thought he could be satis-

fied and happy under such a servitude. But he

had a bad head for business : and Mr. Arnold

enjoined secrecy ; even / was not to be admitted

into their conferences ; and all was listened to on

the one side without any clear understanding of

his obligations. The income, and the employ-

ment of his powers, were all, as it afterwards

proved, that Mr. Mathews retained of the con-

ditions. He was disgusted with his late position,

and, what he could not but feel, the injustice of

the winter managers. He panted for freedom,

fancied it was now offered to him, and heedlessly

rushed into tenfold captivity.

When too late for objection or interference, I

was told what he had done : sold himself for the

most valuable part of his public life to a person

who originally, by his objectionable management

of the Lyceum (as Mr. Mathews conceived it),

drove him from London ; but, under his present

excitement against others, all this had been over-

looked or forgotten. Reproaches on my part were

as useless as they would have been unkind ; the

arrangement was made, and, as far as honour was

concerned, past recall ; he had pledged his word

to Mr. Arnold. A trivial circumstance recurred

to me, and was now explained, which at the time

caused me a slight surprise and some offence. It
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was on theJirst appointment (as it afterwards ap-

peared) made by the parties. I had engaged, by

my husband's wish, to accompany some friends

to a concert ; he refused to go ; the carriage

was late, and Mr. Arnold was punctual. I won-

dered at his call at auch an hour, especially as no

intimacy subsisted. He fixed his eyes upon the

lights in the room for a moment, and taking a

pinch of snufF, as if out of humour, asked, or

rather exclaimed, in a sharp tone, " What ! do

you burn wax candles?—a great extravagance !" I

started at the liberty I conceived he took, without

answering him. " A feather will show which

way tlie wind blows." Our future master was

calculating, that with the reductions his plan

would require in our mode of living, it would be

necessary to give up all refinements.

As soon as I was assured that the matter was

irrevocably determined upon, and that my hus-

band's time, previously to the arrangement com-

ing into action, was to be spent in a tour, I

persuaded him to let me begin our contracted

system at once, to give up our carriage and

servants, and allow me to take a small fur-

nished cottage near my boy's school, at least

till the result of Mr. Arnold's experiment was as-

certained, which was to take place in the spring

of the next year. In agreement with this pro-

posal, I removed from Lisle-street to the Clapham-

road cottage. Having settled all preliminaries
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for commencing the new scheme, Mr. Arnold and

my husband made a short visit to Paris, where Mr.

Mathews had never been.

TO MRS. MATHEWS.

Paris, March 12th, 1818.

1 arrived here safely yesterday, and as soon as we had

dined, went with Poole, wh(5 found us out within an hour

of our arrival, to the Theatre des Varietes, where I saw

three of the finest actors I have ever beheld, Tiercelin,

Brunet, and Potier.

To-day we have been walking about to see the palaces

and principal public buildings. You have heard so

much from various visiters, who are naturally full of

communication on these topics, that it is not possible I

can say anything new. I am lost in wonder. The Tuil-

eries palace and gardens, and all the better parts of this

most magnificent city, far exceed my most sanguine ex-

pectation; the immense population, the extraordinary

" gigs "" that are to be encountered at every corner, keep

both eyes in a constant rotatory motion, and all the risible

faculties in unceasing exertion. The most public walks,

particularly those of the Palais Royal, being a mixture of

Exeter Change and Vauxhall Gardens on a gala night,

present such a ridiculous mixture of character and costume,

that you cannot divest your mind of the idea that they

are walking in masquerade dresses. I have seen one hun-

dred men to-day exactly like the mask Liston wore at

Charles Kemble's ; and the coal-scuttle Grimaldi wore in

the pantomime is no caricature of the women's head-

dresses. We saw Gavardin, whom Poole described as a

most enchanting comic actress. One scene excelled any-
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thing I have seen in England, as far as Covent Garden

excels Drury-lane. Potior convulsed me with laughter

;

his face is a very comic consumptive likeness of Young
in " The Stranger ;" and he played Werter in burlesque.

Arnold and I had a dinner to-day of three dishes— a

bottle of claret, and another of burgundy ; and our bill

was 85. '2d. English.

C. Mathews.
P. S.—I dine to-day at Talma's.

Towards the end of March the following sim-

ple announcement heralded Mr. Mathews's first

attempt to face the town single-handed.

The public are respectfully informed that Mr. Mathews

will be " At Home," at the Theatre Royal Enghsh Opera

House, on the 2nd, 4th, 6th, 7th, 9th, and 11th of April.

Particulars of the Entertainments to which the Public

are invited will be duly announced*

The title given to this " Invitation" was a most

felicitous one as it turned out, but was un-

doubtedly open to many critical taunts, had the

entertainment happened to be less fortunate.

The public expectation was strongly excited ; the

house was filled at an early hour; and the follow-

ing bill, delivered at the entrance, was eagerly pe-

rused during the overture, performed by one mu-
sician on a piano-forte placed on one side of the

stage. The preparations that met the eye of the

expectants, were simply a drawing-room scene, a

small table covered with a green cloth, a chair

behind it, and a lamp placed at either end.
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Without further appliances, or means of dramatic

effect, the performer came forward in his private

dress, as he would have entered any evening

party. His reception was enthusiastic. The fol-

lowing is a copy of the bill.

Theatre Roi/al, English Opera House, Strand.

The public are respectfully informed, that they will

find Mr. Mathews " At Home," this evening, Thursday,

April 2nd, 1818 ; Saturday the 4th, and on the Monday,

Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday following, when he

will have the honour of presenting his visiters with an

Entertainment called

MAIL-COACH ADVENTURES,

Affording an introduction for various comic songs, imita-

tions, &c. Previous to which he will address the company

on the subject of his present attempt.

PART FIRST.

Recitation— Introductory Address, general improve-

ment in the conveyance of live lumber, as exemplified in

the progress of heavy coach, light coach, caterpillar, and

mail.— Whimsical description of an expedition to Brent-

ford.

Song — Mail-coach.

Recitation — Description of the passengers.— Lisping

Lady and Critic in black.

Song — Roj/al Visiters.

Recitation — Breaking of a spring. — Passengers at

Highgate.—Literary Butcher.—Socrates in the Shambles.

— Definition of Belles Lettres.— French Poets.— Rhym-
ing defended.

Song — Cobbler a la Francaise.

Recitation — Theatrical conversation. — Dimensions of
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Drury-lane and Covent Garden stages. — Matter-of-fact

conversation ; satire on truisms.

Song— Incontrovertible Facts in various branches of

Knowledge,

PART SECOND.

Mr. Mathews will deliver an Experimental Lecture on

Ventriloquy.

PART THIRD.

Recitation— Digression on the study of the Law : whim-

sical trial, Goody Grim versus Lapstone. — Scramble at

Supper. — Drunken Farmer.— Extract from Hippisley''s

drunken man.

Song — London Newspapers.

Recitation— Imitation of Fond Barney of York,— Ar-

rival of a Scotch Lady.—Long story about nothing.

Song — Bartholomew Fair.

Recitation—AQuack Doctor.—Mountebank's harangue.

—Anecdote of a Yorkshireman.

Song — The Nightingale Club.

The Entertainment to conclude with novel specimens of

Imitation, in which several tragic and comic performers

will give their different ideas how '* Hamlet's advice to

the Players " should be spoken.

Of this first attempt, the notices published at

the time contain a more perfect account than any

I could now give. This first performance, though

composed of materials which had been presented

to the public during the previous ten years, was

hailed in a collected form with great delight, and

its success may be considered a greater triumph

of his skill and versatile powers than all he after-
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wards did, even with the advantage of novelty.

The following was Mr. Mathews's Introductory

Address.

Ladies and Gentlemen,—Appearing before you in this

novel way, it will naturally be expected that I should

give some explanation of the motive that has induced me
to make so bold an attempt as that of offering you a whole

evening's entertainment by my own individual exertions.

It is simply this:— public approbation has long since flat-

tered me into the belief, that I have some pretensions to

the title of a comic actor. The vanity of mankind is easily

roused by the encouragement of popular applause ; and

I am not aware that actors, though proverbially modesty

are more exempt from vanity than patriots and statesmen.

Fully gratified in this particular, it has therefore been my
highest ambition to appear before you in the legitimate

shape of a regular comedian. Circumstances, however,

which I could neither control nor account for, have de-

prived me of the opportunity of so doing. In the mean

time, I have frequently been urged by my friends to

attempt an entertainment by myself, and reminded with

what success the celebrated Dibdin had, during several

winters, kept audiences together by his single exertions.

Still I preferred the exercise of my profession as a mem-

ber of the national theatre; and could I have been in-

dulged in the first wish of my heart, that of appearing

frequently before you in characters of legitimate comedy,

in that capacity I should, probably, have remained to the

end of my days, without ever attempting to exhibit that

little knack for distinct mimicry to which I since have

unfortunately been exclusively doomed.

In the latter part of my last winter's engagement it be-

came evident to me, that all hopes of attaining my favourite
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object were at an end. I scarcely ever had the opportu-

nity of appearing before you, but in characters solely

devoted to the peculiarities of mimicry. The press, per-

haps unconsciously, took its tone from the managers ; and

a part of it, (1 do not say the whole, for I should be un-

grateful if I did,) but a part fell into the habit of desig-

nating me as a mere mimic, and no actor. It will, however,

be observed, that the best authorities have characterized

the drama by the title of the mimic art ; and I humbly

conceive, that, without mimicry, there can be no acting.

It is the very essence of personation, and he who cannot

personate the character imagined by an author, in my

mind can never be an actor. If this argument, which

I have presumed to advance, be admitted, it is surely a

strange deduction, that a man ceases to be an actor, be-

cause he personates half a dozen characters in a drama

instead of one. Be this as it may, such has been the

opinion given in my particular case. The public naturally

supposed the peculiarities of my cast of characters to be

my own taste. I therefore hope I shall be excused for

taking this my only opportunity of avowing my firm at-

tachment to that legitimate drama of the country, which

I devoutly hope may one day be restored to us.

I trust it is clearly understood, that I have spoken not

of motives, but of effects. I have not the slightest dis-

position to attribute my treatment to any illiberal feeling.

It was probably accidental, but the facts are undeniable,

and the results to me the same as if they had been pre-

meditated. During the last season, which consisted of

two hundred and thirty-nine nights, I had only the op-

portunity of appearing forty-six, and not once in a cha-

racter in a comed3^ It is true that twelve nights of those

forty-six I rode one of the finest horses the stud of the

VOL. H. 2 G
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theatre could afford ;* but even this, though I certainly

was exulted by it, did not satisfy my ambition. During

the rest of the time, to make use of a theatrical term, I

was laid upon the shelf : but I was too fond of my pro-

fession and public applause to lie quietly there. I grew

restless and fidgetty, and like a good soldier, who feels he

has not yet done half his duty, whenever I peeped from

my uneasy quarters, and saw a muster of the dramatic

corps

—

" My soul was in arms, and eager for the fray ;"

in which I might prove my zeal and my devotion in your

service. But this was not permitted. At length I sus-

pected my services were not required at all ; and there-

fore, " Like a well-bred dog, who walks quietly down

stairs when he sees violent preparations on foot for kicking

him into the street," I followed the example of my betters,

and resigned, rather than run the risk of staying to be

turned out. I retired. It was my own act. I complain of

no one. I only assert my right to make use of whatever

talent may have been bestowed on me to the best ad-

vantage to myself: for if I can only be allowed to exhibit

those talents in a national theatre, which I once wished to

be confined to the amusement of my private friends ; if I

cannot be allowed my chance, like other actors, in the

usual way ; if the regular practitioners will drive me to

quackery, why, I will sell my medicines on my own ac-

count, and they shall call me mountebank if they like ;

but if such I am, like one. I will have a stage to myself.

My vanity, if they please, has led me to make the attempt.

It is a bold one, but the encouragement is in your hands.

If 1 can stand single-handed against the hosts of superior

* Mr. Harris had introduced horses into the drama of "• Lo-

doiska," in which Mr. Mathews performed Varhel—A. M.
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entertainment by which I am surrounded, it will be a fea-

ther in my cap. It is in your power to place the feather

there; and if it is once planted, be assured it shall be

worn gratefully, as well as triumphantly. I feel, how-

ever, considerable anxiety for the result, and unaffectedly

acknowledge my fearful diffidence of my own abilities.

The difficulties of my task are so numerous and obvious,

that were I a stranger in the land, I should abandon it in

despair ; but when I look round me, and reflect on the

numerous instances of kindness I have received, gratitude

for past favours, and zeal to merit new ones, conspire to

banish those apprehensions which an undertaking like

mine had so naturally excited ; and I enter on my task

without more apology, or further adding to a preface,

which, I fear, has already too long encroached upon your

patience.

The following are the contemporary notices of

this performance, which ought to find a place

here.

Mr. Mathews, pursuant to the notice he had given

to the public, was yesterday evening " At Home " at the

English Opera House ; and like other distinguished per-

sonages, when they make similar announcements, was

visited by a most numerous company, who filled every

part of the house, but whose gratification was far superior

to any that has ever been experienced at the fashionable

squeezes at the west end of the town. In other words,

Mr. Mathews, unsupported by any other actor, and de-

pending solely on his own powers, presented to his audi-

ence a series of entertainments, which excited continual

peals of laughter from the beginning to the end. The

attempt would have been hazardous, and probably abor-

tive in any other person ; but in this instance it was

- 2g 2
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crowned with complete and brilliant success, such as no

individual has met with since the days of George Alexan-

der Stevens. His imagination has taken a range over the

whole extent of common life; and his sportive humour

has fastened upon every part from which ridicule and

mirth could be elicited. He presented a group of pictures

which, while they partook of all the pleasantry of carica-

ture, may be considered as accurate descriptions of nature.

Such is the general character of those entertainments

called " Mail-coach Adventures,'' with which Mr. Ma-

thews surprised and delighted the public yesterday even-

ing, and which consisted chiefly of comic songs, recita-

tions, and imitations.

Everything was given with an airiness, a taste, and an

epigrammatic conciseness, which prevented it from hang-

ing heavy on the auditor even for a single moment. The

novelty of the evening was ventriloquism ; in the exhibi-

tion of which, five distinct persons were heard to speak,

as if they were actually before the audience, while all the

voices came from one and the same person ; and this was

Mr. Mathews himself. In the character of a French

valet, which he sustained with characteristic naivete and

humour, he alternately held a conversation with a little

child, with a house-keeper, a butler, and his master.

The child was represented by a doll, which he took out

of a box ; and one would have thought the doll actually

spoke, so well did he by his ventriloquial power imitate

the voice of a child, without any movement of the natural

organs of speech. He sang a song on the London News-

papers, which abounded with humour and satire. He

next delineated a Yorkshire clown in a most natural

manner, and afterwards, in a strain of exquisite mimicry,

personated an old Scotch lady, who told a long story
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about nothing. He concluded the whole with a perfect

imitation of several eminent performers of the present day.

The passage he selected for the purpose was a part of

Hamlet's instructions to the players. He began by mimic-

ing the exact tones, accents, and gestures of Mr. Kemble

in this part ; and afterwards described the manner in which

it would be spoken by Young, Talma, Pope, Cooke,

Munden, Blanchard, Fawcett, &c.

We never witnessed any exhibition at which the audi-

ence seemed to feel so much unmixed and uninterrupted

pleasure. It was altogether a delicious treat, because it

made everybody merry and happy.

The examination of a Jew witness was inimitable; and

the imitations of two celebrated counsel and a judge, were

perfectly recognised. In the supper-room of the coach

company, a drunken farmer makes his appearance ; he

has laid a wager to snuff out and light a candle; and

Mathews went through his drunken drollery with strict,

yet most whimsical resemblance. The mention of news

brought in numberless puns and plays upon the names of

the principal papers, and a song ; after this came in quick

succession, *' Bartholomew Fair," the celebrated " Night-

ingale Club," and imitations of the chief English actors.

The most chaste, and for that reason the finest and most

difficult performance of the night, was " The Long Story

about nothing," the narrative of an old Scotch woman,

detailing a trivial incident, but with matchless adherence

to the primitiveness of the parson's wife, the old Scotch

dissenter, the old woman, with her gentle loquaciousness

and her interjectional piety. Mathews had, by some ex-

peditious changes, dressed himself for the external resem-

blance ; but with the face he seemed also to put on the
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mind. This appeared to us the most complete adoption

of a character, the most perfect identification of one being

with another, we had ever seen.

Mr. Mathews's performances are without parallel ; at

least we can say that nothing of the kind which we ever

saw comes near the excellence of his imitations and his

versatile talent.

There is something in good mimicry which affords great

delight. It resembles humorous satire : it levels the most

lofty, and lashes the most ridiculous. It is perhaps not

attributable to one of the kindest principles in the human

mind, that mankind are so much amused with the display

of his art, for all enjoy it except the person who is said

to be taken off. Yet it is but fair to observe, that in Mr.

Mathews's imitations there is no ill-nature. The pecu-

liarities of men and of nations are exquisitely represented,

and so little caricatured, that if ever an individual could

bear to see his own or his country's distinguishing fea-

tures made a subject for laughter, we think he must even

join in the risibility which the efforts of this admirable

mimic excite. We were heartily amused with them, and

laughed three hours by St. Martin's clock at the changes,

personations, drollery, songs, and ventriloquy of which

they were composed.

The Entertainment consists of a description of pas-

sengers, and adventures met with in a mail-coach, and

a lecture on ventriloquy. The former commences with

remarks on the various kinds of coaches— heavy coach,

light coach, &c. His companions in the mail are a surly

critic, a loquacious Frenchman, and a lisping lady, who
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prefers talking nonsense to not talking at all. Those who
are acquainted with the richness of humour which Ma-
thews possesses, and his inimitable mimical talents, will be

able to form some conception of the amusement which

these promising objects afford in his hands.

The journey commences northward. The Critic is

reserved and silent, the Frenchman indefatigable in his

attempts to draw him into conversation, and at last proves

partially successful. The breaking of a spring, however,

interrupts their discourse, and detains the passengers for

some time at Highgate, where we are introduced to a

literary butcher, who has a particular fondness for reading

the history of England, and whose blunders and anachro-

nisms are most ludicrous. The spring at length is re-

paired, and the passengers proceed on their journey. A
laughable dialogue now ensues on the comparative merit

of the French and English drama. The Frenchman de-

fends rhyming tragedies, and expresses his extreme ad-

miration of English rhyme, as a specimen of which he

favour sthe company with the old song, " A Cobbler there

was," every rhyme of which he contrives to mar in the

following ingenious manner :

—

" A cobbler there was, and be lived in a stall

Which served him for parlour, for kitchen,

And—everything."

Imitations of Talma and Hullin are now introduced,

and the discourse then turns upon the stages of Covent

Garden and Drury Lane. The Critic declaims violently

against the enormous modern theatres, and the Lisping

Lady now joins in the conversation, with a string of

truisms, which arouse his spleen. The First part con-

cludes with a song on " Incontrovertible Facts."

The Second Part consists of a lecture on ventriloquy.
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which is perhaps the most surprising portion of the enter-

tainment. The scene discovers a bed, which is supposed

to contain a gentleman who, under the influence of the

spleen and blue devils, always fancies himself dangerously

ill. Mathews enters as his French valet. Presently he

hears the voice of his child : he looks about, and at

length takes from a box beneath the table a large doll,

dressed up as a boy. He angrily demands, why he got

there ? " Oh," says the child, " I wanted to see you per-

form, and so / took a box:' The dialogue is carried on

between these two with great humour, till the hypochon-

driac awakes, and calls for his dinner. Mrs. Slop, the

housekeeper, and Mr. Cork, the butler, also join in the

conversation ; and the quickness with which Mathews

adapts his voice to the different characters, shifting it

about from place to place, is truly astonishing. This

Part concludes with a duett, sung by Mathews, alter-

nately with the whole of the imaginary characters.

In the Third Part, the Mail-coach Adventures are re-

sumed. A whimsical description of a trial is introduced,

in which the damage done by a pig is the subject of liti-

gation between a superannuated cobbler and Goody Grim.

The cross-examination of a Jew pedlar respecting the

" unclean animal" is the very height of ludicrous bur-

lesque. An admirable satire upon newspaper puffs, se-

cond edition, &c. is given, succeeded by cross-readings.

The richest bit, however, remains to be noticed. This is

a long story about nothing, told by an old Scotch lady.

Mathews here puts on a shawl and a cap, and so complete-

ly assumes the appearance of an old woman that the de-

ception is perfect. This is certainly the most admirable

assumption of character we ever yet beheld.

These are but a few of the subjects which are touched

upon in the course of the performance. A number ot
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his most admired songs are interspersed, as " The Night-

ingale Club," " The Mail-coach,"" &c., which serve to vary

the entertainment very delightfully. It concludes with

imitations of the principal performers, which are admi-

rable. Those of Fawcett, Munden, Incledon, Young, and

others, are inimitable.

This was, indeed, an unprecedented instance

of individual success. The crowds that nightly

flocked to witness the performance seemed scarce-

ly to lessen the number of hourly applicants for

places : not a day passed without many private

entreaties from persons who were disappointed in

procuring places at the box-office, to ^Ir. Mathews,

to contrive that they should be accommodated,

as if the theatre had been elastic, and could be

stretched at pleasure for their gratification. In-

numerable letters from all ranks of persons were

addressed to my husband to obtain admittance.

The following owes its preservation to its being

kept as an autograph of a celebrated person.

24, Bury-street, St. James's,

My dear Sir, Tuesday, April 30th, 1818.

I am here but for a short time, and have set apart

Thursday for the very great treat of hearing you at the

Lyceum ; but as they tell me it will be next to impossible

to find places without having before secured a box, I

presume so far on my acquaintance with you as to beg

your interest for three seats somewheie. My friend Mr.

Irving (the author of " The Sketch-Book,") is one of

those that accompany me.

Yours very truly, Thomas Moore.
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Here, then, was the result of Mr. Arnold's cal-

culation. For my own part, I felt stunned with

the blow, for such it seemed to our future happi-

ness. The wondrous success of the night spoke

loudly to me of my husband's imprudence and

precipitancy ; and while our friends came one

after another to my box to congratulate me, and

bring me cheering messages from others, I hardly

knew how to separate my real satisfaction at the

popularity of Mr. Mathews from the depressing

recollection that the most solid result of his suc-

cess was for the benefit almost of a stranger ; and

when I greeted him, upon our return home, it

would have been curious to an observer to see

our manner to each other, which might have

been said to resemble the twofold expression of

the ingenious French grimacer, the one half of

whose face laughed while the other cried. This

was really the case, for we rejoiced and mourned

at one and the same time.

However, we agreed to remain in our little

cottage, and tried to be content. The next day

Mr. Mathews felt ill ; but he rallied, and reap-

peared a second night, with the same results.

He came home sick and feverish ; but again and

again he performed his task, and the appetite of

the town seemed to grow " by what it fed on ;" the

demand for places nightly exceeded the number

to be obtained ; and Mr. Arnold's anxiety aug-

mented at this extraordinary popularity of his
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project, lest it should be known that he was

the principal gainer by it : and he cautioned me
frequently not to betray the secret, for, as he

suggested, it was possible that the public would

feel disappointed to find Mr. Mathews not the

principal person benefited by his performance.

All this was painful, and bitterly did we feel the

numerous congratulations we received upon the

speedy fortune that must accrue from such a

source. Mr. Mathews, however, resolutely went

on, ill as he felt, determined to abide the result

of his own rashness, reasonably and honourably

reflecting, that as Mr. Arnold had taken all the

risk, he had fairly a right to the profit arising

from the success of his speculation.

It was my original intention, as it was my ear-

nest wish, to remain silent upon the subject of

my husband's engagement to Mr. Arnold ; for to

touch upon it even slightly was a very painful

effort to me on many accounts, and I should have

passed over the whole transaction, had it not been

pointed out to me as a duty to the memory of my
husband, paramount to every other consideration,

to confute the universal belief of his having made
a prodigious sum of money in this the first, and

the six following seasons, of his "At Homes."

This was a very natural impression, from the well-

known great receipts consequent upon the per-

formance. At the period of which I speak, while

he was receiving the congratulations of all his
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friends at the rapid fortune he was accumulating,

he was inwardly regretting the too humble esti-

mate of his own powers, which had led him into

the mistake of binding himself as a servant where

he ought to have been the master. When Mr.

Mathews first stood singly before the public

—

when the building in which he performed almost

groaned under the weight of spectators—when he

who attracted them was supposed by his individual

merit, his unremitting mental and bodily toil, to

be receiving a proportionate reward for his un-

paralleled exertions, he was, in fact, a poorer man
than he had found himself for many years.

I shall content myself with this assertion : the

evidences are in my possession, and I earnestly

desire to commit them to oblivion ; but I cannot

forget the deep anguish my dear husband felt

for his incautious, unadvised precipitancy, in de-

voting to another what he too late felt should

have chiefly benefited his family, for he thought

not of himself. He repented the step for ever

afterwards, although he never suffered his bad

bargain to lead him willingly into any neglect

of the interest of the person whose fortune he

was making during the long period he was so

bound. It was harassing, however, to find his

means constantly overrated, for the fallacy of his

enormous receipts affected him in various ways

during the rest of his life ; he was always, there-

fore, aimoycd when told of his vast possessions.
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for he was said to be worth more money than he

ever earned.* In this extravagant estimate of his

riches, no allowance was thought of for his liv-

ing, the education of his son, and other necessary

as well as incidental expenses. The simple fact of

his standing alone before the public for so many
years, naturally enough led to this false conclusion;

but those who held up their hands with admira-

tion at the immense fortune he was making, were

unacquainted with the main fact of his situation

with Mr. Arnold, and the requisite expenses and

drawbacks that attended his individual perform,

ances, when he travelled for his own profit. When
he made a tour in the provinces his expenses were

excessive ; he was compelled to take assistants,

servants, carriages, machinery, pianoforte, ward-

robe, &c. ; and when he could not spare time to

travel with his own horses, (a not inexpensive

plan,) he had ruinous posting to pay. Inn-bills

were of no trivial amount for four persons (him-

self, his managing man, musician, and servant)

;

hiring and preparing rooms and theatres, with

their appendages, demanded a heavy disburse-

ment, for advantage was taken, under the dis-

honest reckoning that his superior receipts war-

ranted every encroachment upon them ; when

other applicants were charged five guineas for a

room or a theatre, Mr. Mathews was frequently

* In more than one instance he was believed to possess a

" plum,"
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required to pay twelve or fourteen. I remem-

ber as an instance of this, that once when his

managing man went forward to secure a small

theatre for his performance, the demand was three

guineas per night for its use; but^ upon being

made acquainted for whom it was to be engaged,

he was immediately informed by the agent that

when Mr. , the proprietor left orders for let-

ting it, he desired that should Mr. Mathews happen

to apply, it must not be let to him under ?ii?ie!*

But to return. One day a gentleman, who was

on habits of great intimacy with my husband,

finding his hearty congratulations upon his pros-

pect of realising a speedy fortune produce no satis-

faction, suspected that something was withheld

which rendered them unwelcome; and feeling a

real interest in the prosperity of our family, he at

length drew a confidential admission of discontent,

and a partial revelation of the circumstances in

which he was placed. He then delivered up to his

legal friend's investigation the heart of his mystery,

by producing the fatal parchment ; and, strange

to say, from this accidental inspection Mr. Ma-

thews first became thoroughly acquainted with

the whole extent of his obligations. I have no

apology to offer for a manifest and censurable

* The proprietor of a large room at Worcester once wrote to

Mr. Mathews to come there and perform, and offered him his

place and one-fifth of the receipts for his performance. This

application was almost too impudent even to laugh at.
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indiscretion, but my husband's inborn and un-

fortunate hatred to the formalities of business.

In the present case, when the time arrived for

final settlement, he did not feel the necessity of

inspecting the document offered to his scrutiny

—

but rashly and hastily affixed his name to it

—

impatient to enter a chaise then waiting to convey

him to Dover, and into which he hastened with

his future master in high spirits ; and away went

this fettered slave, without considering the w^eight

and quality of his chains, or how they were cal-

culated to oppress and gall him when in action.

The terms of this extraordinary document, its

pains and penalties, reduced my husband to the

very verge of phrenzy when they were made clear

to him by his legal friend, whose judgment and

advice in the first instance, had not secrecy been

the basis of the negotiation, must have preserved

him from this enthralment. The extent of his

imprudence and misfortune then reached his com-

prehension, and despair seized upon every faculty.

It was in vain that he had resolved on performing

his duty to his employer—he had not till now an

idea of its extent. He knew he had resia'ned

the greater part of his profits to another, but

he had no understanding of what was exacted

besides. Indeed the clauses that existed in this

bond were of the most extraordinary nature. By
one of them it w^as exacted that my husband

should not only work all the year round for Mr.
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Arnold, but be subservient to his discretionary

power to command him to go to any part of

Great Britain, Ireland, or the Continent he chose

to specify, and to exert his talents wheresoever,

and in whatever manner, Mr. Arnold conceived

it expedient to his own interest to command their

exercise. In another part it was insisted, that

upon any occasion of absence or failure of his

expected performance, or from whatever cause,

{personal illness eixepted,) Mr. Mathews was on each

and every omission to forfeit the sum of two

hundred pounds ; so that the inference was, that

in the event of any family affliction, the loss of

wife, child, or any other calamity, it was not to

interfere with his duty to his master.

In short, the reading of the parchment acted

like a stroke of thunder upon my husband ; he

had, as I have said, been suftering from the ef-

fects of his unusual fatigue, and the reflections

which would obtrude, in spite of himself, upon

his mistaken estimate of his own strength with

the public ; and the shock of this iron manacle,

of which he now felt the entire pressure for the

first time, caused a delirium to seize upon him,

and he was put to bed at a friend's house in town,

utterly incapacitated from all thought or action.

On the first intimation of Mr. Mathews's si-

tuation and inability to perform, a medical gentle-

man, a stranger to us, called '* from Mr. Arnold,

to examine into Mr. INIathews's state of health !"
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He found my husband somewhat better as to

bodily aihnent, but in that state of mental prostra-

tion, that it must have been clear to the physician

he was quite unfitted for his required task ; but

his office was to pronounce whether bodily disease

was the cause of the non-performance of his en-

gagement. Immediately after his report, JNIr.

Arnold sent in a legal demand for 200/., which

demand was repeated on every occasion of failure

on the appointed night to appear at the English

Opera House. At these aggravating results of

his position the delirium returned : in vain were

Mr. Arnold's forfeitures, — my poor husband's

mind was overthrown, and mine little less dis-

tracted. Mr. Arnold at length, by my desire,

came himself in order to examine into the fact of

my husband's disability to obey his wishes, and

he then saw the utter folly of expecting the suf-

ferer to return to his duties. Our friends ga-

thered around us ; a party of them visited and

conferred with Mr. Arnold, and gradually in-

duced him to admit the necessity as well as po-

licy of waiving in part the hard conditions of his

bond ; for the question was whether he should

relax a little, and resign a part, rather than by

his tenacity lose the whole of the golden harvest

he had sowed. My husband's friends were strenu-

ously persevering, and pointed out that, unless

Mr. Arnold did something that would allow my
husband to prosecute his duties with a more tran-

voL. n. 2 H
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quil feeling, it must end in the defeat of his

own hopes altogether. He was induced to listen

to self-interest. Certain conditions were then

rescinded, others modified, and the pecuniary

severity of the agreement ameliorated. Mr. Ar-

nold's claims upon the personal exertions of my
husband were confined to London, leaving him

the other months to work out his time for his

own exclusive profit in the provinces.

Another agreement was made out, in which

the engagement was to be limited to seven sea-

sons ; Mr. Mathews being at liberty, as I have said,

to perform in the country at the annual close of his

London " At Home."* This partial release, when

made clear, acted gradually and in a salutary

manner upon my husband's mind and returning

health ; he was able to resume his public duties

soon after, and from that moment he proceeded

cheerfully and zealously to perform his under-

taking. Only a few intimate friends, those who

had exerted themselves to bring about this alle-

viation to his bondage, knew the real cause of the

interruption of his performance. Mr. Mathews

never met Mr. Arnold, or communicated with

him during the time of discontent,—nor, I be-

lieve, did they ever, at any time during their

future knowledge of each other, revert to the

* Mr. Arnold, it was calculated, made by this speculation

thirty thousand pounds, independently of after arrangements

with Mr. Mathews, also of a highly lucrative nature.
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painful subject. My husband went steadily on

without shrinking from his task, or showing the

least ill-will towards his taskmaster. Neither was

he ever known to obtrude his natural regrets

upon any one, that he had given up the best part

of his life to enrich another.

In a few weeks after these harassing struggles,

my husband found an occasional inconvenience

that he had lately felt, augmented to a most

serious disorder, from which his eventual suffer-

ings were truly pitiable. I can only describe it

by saying that it showed itself in deep cracks

across his tongue. Every advice was sought

and attended to ; but it baffled the first-rate skill

and experience. It sometimes prevented him

from eating, and banished sleep, and had he not

been resolute in the prosecution of his duty, he

must have declared it (as his medical men did)

impossible to use it professionally. Every word

he uttered was like a drop of aqua-fortis upon

these cracks. It was distressing to know his ex-

ertions under such torture,—and, oh ! how painful

now to remember them. This complaint had in

turn been pronounced to be stomach and localfever,

caused by anxiety and his great professional ex-

ertions. Som.e days it was better, at others worse,

according to the use made of his voice ; but it was

always in a state which would have warranted him

in declaring acting too painful to be attempted

;

still he persevered, and it was heart-touching to
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witness his sufferings on his return home from

the exertion. On the days of performance he

often found it requisite to preserve a total silence

until he began his " Entertainment," when he

described his sensations to be like what he must

be supposed to feel while talking and singing with

a piece of red-hot iron attached to his tongue.

I have had occasion to marvel upon the unrea-

sonable propositions and expectations of profes-

sional people in certain cases, and their total

blindness at such times to everything but self-

interest. 1 remember at this period a very strik-

ing instance of the sort occurred in the personal

application of a Monsieur Alexandre, a gentle-

man who, during my husband's success in his first

"At Home," was exhibiting specimens of ventri-

loquy at the Adelphi Theatre in his own lan-

guage. This gentleman was one night ushered,

unannounced, into my husband's dressing-room,

at the close of the performance, and after intro-

ducing himself by name, proceeded to say that

he had been one of the audience that night, and

was much struck with the second act of Mr. Ma-
thews's entertainment, (that where the characters

took a dramatic shape,) which he thought he

could perform himself with great effect. He
then had the singular modesty and good taste to

request a copy of it for his own purpose at the

Adelphi ! In reply to this, Mr. Mathews with
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truth assured him, that he had not studied it

from a manuscript, but arranged the whole in his

own mind, and had never written it down. The

applicant was somewhat staggered at this, but

soon after remodelled his request, and proposed

that JNIr. Mathews should write out the piece for

him, translating it, as he proceeded, into French,

which would be more desirable for his imme-

diate study ! Mr. Mathews (with some diffi-

culty) convinced Monsieur Alexandre that he

could not oblige him, on the plea that his time

was too much engaged to admit of his employing

his pen : and Monsieur finding his " slight ac-

quaintance" preparing to undress without further

remark, reluctantly took the hint, and bowed him-

self out, evidently much chagrined, and doubtless

very much disgusted with the English bete.

Monsieur Alexandre was a man of very effec-

tive talent; and the following comparative ac-

count of his performances with Mr. Mathews's,

derived from one of the most competent autho-

rities of the day, is worth perusal.

Mathews and Alexandre.

Every age hath its wonders, and this latter age in that

respect is certainly not behind-hand. It is, however,

some time since we assumed the happy doctrine of nil

admirari, &c., or perhaps our admiration might have

been tempted to transgress its limits at the admirable

powers of Mr. Mathews. We readily conceive, that if

anything might justify the transgression, it would be the
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wonderful combination of talent which centres in that

accomplished man.

We are fresh from the enjoyment of a visit to " Ma-

thews at Home,"" and a soiree passed with the no less

(in his way) surprising Mr. Alexandre. We have had

much ado to " bridle in our struggling wonderment."

Of course, it is supererogatory to advise one's friends

to go and see Mathews; but even the most ardent ad-

mirers of his personations and personifications will, we

doubt not, derive considerable amusement from the talents

of the extraordinary foreigner. The curious, the incre-

dulous, and those who speculate on the possible results of

mental and physical powers concentrated in one pursuit,

should certainly avail themselves of this exhibition. It

is true, he addresses himself almost exclusively to the

senses; they will therefore expect but a small portion of

that intellectual delight which Mathews so triumphantly

diffuses around him ; they will, indeed, learn no more

than the Indian j ugglers may have already taught them.

The great charm, that of sympathy, by which Mathews

leads captive the willing minds of his audience, cordially

abandoned to the stream of enjoyment, is in Alexandre

necessarily and manifestly wanting ; the one receives as

much pleasure (we hope so) as he affords : in the other,

we cannot wholly divest ourselves of the feeling that we

hear a man say his lesson. A great advantage the former

possesses over his competitor in that " conversational

web," by which he ingratiates himself with his company,

gives relief to his entertainment, and comparative repose

to himself. Alexandre, from the structure of the drama

he enacts, which is by no means deficient in point and

humour, and in every way adapted to his peculiar powers,

is obliged to keep his faculties upon the stretch from first

to last.
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The following is a notice of the conclusion of

Mr. Mathews's performances this season, with his

address to the audience.

Mr. Mathews " At Home."

June 1818.

Mr. Mathews terminated his novel undertaking on the

16th inst. after having for forty nights drawn together

what were really " hrilHant and crowded audiences ;'' and

this, too, by the sole unaided force of his own abihties. It

is impossible to convey to him a higher compliment than

to state this simple fact. He has ascertained what must

hitherto have been quite unknown to Mr. Arnold, viz.

exactly how much his theatre will hold ; for never till Mr.

Mathews commenced his operations there, did we see it

completely filled.

After his imitations Mr. Mathews came forward, and

the tumultuous applause with which he was greeted having

somewhat subsided, he addressed the audience in the fol-

lowing manner

:

" Ladies and Gentlemen,—The only painful part of my
exertions now remains, that of bidding you farewell ! The

great Patent Theatres have so entirely exhausted the lan-

guage of self-commendation, that they have left me no

choice of terms that can express my gratitude for ' over-

flowing and brilliant audiences,"*— ' rapturous, unanimous,

and unbounded applause,'— ' roars of laughter,'— ' unqua-

lified approbation,"" and ' unprecedented success." I must

therefore content myself with offering in less pompous,

but not less sincere phraseology, the humble tribute of

heartfelt thanks. Accept, Ladies and Gentlemen, this

homely but genuine expression of my feelings, and believe

that it will be the proudest recollection of my life, that
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during the course of forty evenings'' entertainments, I have

been honoured not only with full houses, but also by your

approbation and applause. The question whether I had

done wisely in leaving the boards of what are called the

regular theatres, and which are sometimes problematical,

is now decided, and I may say (without more vanity than

your encouragement will fully justify) is decided in my
favour. I now, therefore, leave the metropolis with that

plentiful harvest which has ripened in the sunshine of

your favour. But this I beg to state distinctly, that

while I am advised that my performances are within the

strict letter of the law, no fear shall deter me from pro-

ceeding ; and that I will resist strenuously and firmly any

measures that may be pursued to support an injurious

monopoly to my injury, and that I shall double all the

energies of my resistance from the recollection that I am
contending in the cause of the public, who have no right

to be curtailed of their lawful amusements, or to be told

by Patentees, ' If you won't come and laugh with us, we

will take care you shall not go and laugh elsewhere.'

—

That I shall make you laugh again and again I sincerely

hope, and though I may choose a merrier subject than

Patent Theatres and Monopolies, I do not doubt that I

shall have the cordial satisfaction of meeting again next

year as many smiling faces as have graced this theatre for

the last forty nights that I have had the honour and hap-

piness of receiving you ' At Home."*
**"*
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Page 32, 1. 18, for moment read time.

33, 1. 29, delete publicly.

39, 1. 4, for mimic power read power of personation.

42, 1. 4, for efforts read effects.

79, 1. 8, for felling him read and be fell.

93, 1. 7, read one or two such drolleries.

97, 1. 2, for class called read class he called.

102, 1. 7, delete veneration and read that which might.

128, 1. 3, for not more read less.

116, 1. 14, /or respectability read distinction.

117, 1. 1, ditto.

118, 1. 1, for this read that.

119, 1. 14,/or respectability read reputation.

122, 1.2, for concealment read self-concealment.

132, 1. 3, for delighted read delightful.

141, 1. 14, /or ready read requisite.

166, 1. 29, for dropped read took.

167, i. 29, delete sixth time.

173, 1. 3, for pray read pay.

ibid, note to I. 29 omitted.—" Business" is the technical word for a good
line of characters. The same word is also used in reference

to the cash receipts in a theatre.—A. M.
175, 1. 1, for not one moment read not had one moment.
ibid. 1. 6, for better read better in its way.
ibid. 1. 30, for mumbled read mummed.
183, 1.21, /or ascended obstructed read ascended though obstructed.

ibid. 1.31, /or defaced read laid waste.

185, 1. 18, read him before it.

186, 1. 28, /or our read one.

208, 1. 25, for what it had been read the thing it was.

211, 1. 8, /or Edinburgh read Scotland.

232, 1. 19, for Mr. Braham's read the great vocalist's.

240, 1. 30, /or feelings read feeling.

245, ]. 20, for when read where.

255, 1. 8, for Mr. Mathews read he.

ibid. 1. 15, for it sets read it is curious in itself, and sets.

264, 1. 2, for one small room read one of the rooms.

278, 1. 20, for Verter Liquor read Venter Loquor.

288, 1. 14, delete out of London.
292, last line, delete bad.

314, 1. 1, for Mathews's read Mathews.
ibid. \. 3, for Carlisle read Comedy.
ibid, note, for farce read comedy.
318, 1. 3 and 4,/br showed itself rea(i rose to the surface.

334, 1.31, /or directed read erected.

339, 1. 25, for delirious read delicious.

387, 1. 3, for in the read in one of the.

416, 1. 8, _/br Anderson read Andrew.
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